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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The Workshop on Operator Training for Severe Accident Management (SAM) and Instrumentation 
Capabilities During Severe Accidents was organised in Lyon, France from 12 to 14 March 2001, in 
collaboration with Electricité de France (Service Etudes et Projets Thermiques et Nucléaires). There 
were 34 participants, representing thirteen OECD Member countries, the Russian Federation and the 
OECD/NEA. Almost half the participants represented utilities. The second largest group was 
regulatory authorities and their technical support organisations. 

 
Basically, the Workshop was a follow-up to the 1997 Second Specialist Meeting on Operator Aids for 
Severe Accident Management (SAMOA-2) [Reports NEA/CSNI/R(97)10 and 27] and to the 1992 
Specialist Meeting on Instrumentation to Manage Severe Accidents [Reports NEA/CSNI/R(92)11 and 
(93)3].  
 
It was aimed at sharing and comparing progress made and experience gained from these two meetings, 
emphasising practical lessons learnt during training or incidents as well as feedback from 
instrumentation capability assessment.  
 
The objectives of the Workshop were therefore: 
 

• to exchange information on recent and current activities in the area of operator training 
for SAM, and lessons learnt during the management of real incidents (« operator » is 
defined hear as all personnel involved in SAM); 

• to compare capabilities and use of instrumentation available during severe accidents;  
• to monitor progress made; 
• to identify and discuss differences between approaches relevant to reactor safety; 
• and to make recommendations to the Working Group on the Analysis and Management of 

Accidents and the CSNI (GAMA). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

The meeting confirmed that only limited information is needed for making required decisions for 
SAM. In most cases existing instrumentation should be able to provide usable information. Additional 
instrumentation requirements may arise from particular accident management measures implemented 
in some plants. In any case, depending on the time frame where the instrumentation should be relied 
upon, it should be assessed whether it is likely to survive the harsh environmental conditions it will be 
exposed to. 

 
Though uncertainties still remain in the understanding of some severe accident phenomena, this should 
not be considered as a de-facto impediment against using simplified models both as operator aids in 
the course of an accident and as an option of a simulator severe accident mathematical model. These 
tools, however, should be based on state-of-the-art physics and calibrated using more sophisticated 
codes. Having the capability for periodic assessment of trends and predictions against real plant 
parameter evolution, and subsequent correction is also advised for such tools. 

 
Being prepared for the unexpected is the major objective pursued in training, especially when 
capabilities extend into severe accident situations. When training for severe accidents is contemplated, 
skill-oriented sessions should be emphasized as they allow evaluating operator reactions in highly 
perturbed situations. However, it is also advised to increase operator awareness in case of severe 
accident situations through tailored sessions stressing knowledge of basic phenomena involved in 
degraded situations. Though computer-based training could well prevail in the long run, table-top 
exercises as currently implemented by many utilities also bring extremely valuable results. 

 
There was consensus among the participants that the Workshop had been most useful, and that similar 
meetings should be organised at regular intervals to allow fruitful exchange of information, experience 
and viewpoints among utilities, regulatory authorities, technical support organisations, reactor 
designers and vendors, architect-engineers and research organisations. 
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SESSION SUMMARIES 

 
 
 
The Workshop was organised into five sessions: 
 
• Session 1: Introduction 
• Session 2: Tools and Methods 
• Session 3: Training Programmes and Experience 
• Session 4: SAM Organisation Efficiency 
• Session 5: Instrumentation Capabilities 

 
It was concluded by a Panel and General Discussion. 
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Session 1 - Introduction 
 
Chair :  Michel Vidard(EDF-SEPTEN)          Co-Chair :  Ahcène Sekri (EDF-SEPTEN)  
 
Two invited papers were presented as an introduction to the workshop. The first one put into 
perspective instrumentation capabilities for severe accidents, which kind of information is needed for 
severe accident management, and how these issues relate to operator training, while the second one 
dealt with the structure of accident management procedures and shift tasks and responsibilities in the 
German approach. 
 
The main conclusions of the discussion following these presentations were: 
 

• Information needed for making decisions for SAM is limited. 
 
• In general, decisions have to be made early into the accident: instrumentation qualified for 

Design Basis Accidents seems robust enough to survive in this period. 
 
• Valuable information can be gathered through more creative use of existing instrumentation. 

For instance, rapid increase of the containment pressure or of containment activity were 
deemed good indicators for detecting vessel failure. Parameter trends and sensor failures could 
also provide information on accident progression  

 
• Some information needs to be interpreted with care. This is the case when large variations of 

the measured parameter are likely to exist depending on sensor location. A typical case is 
hydrogen concentration inside containment. When decisions are made using such 
measurements, it is recommended to have thresholds included in operator guidance. The need 
for hydrogen concentration measurements was also discussed, and some participants were of 
the opinion that they were not actually needed for Accident Management purposes when 
passive devices are used for hydrogen removal, but were recommended despite the above 
mentioned limitations if active devices need to be actuated. 

 
• There was also general agreement that strategies should rely on measurable information to 

facilitate work for operators and crisis teams. 
 
• Beyond what is needed from a technical standpoint, additional information could be necessary 

for compliance with local safety authority requirements, for plant specifics, or communication 
with the authorities and the public. 

 
Concerning accident management and operator training, it appears that all countries or utilities 
represented in the meeting train their operators or technical support teams for beyond design basis 
accident management, at least for implementation of preventive measures. Skill-oriented training, 
which emphasizes assessment and improvement of operator behavior in case of accident seems to be 
favored by those countries training their operators for severe accident situations.  

 
It was also recognized that unanticipated situations could happen, but there could be a need for 
concern if operator knowledge and responsiveness are not adequate. Knowledge-based training, 
stressing proper understanding of Severe Accident physical phenomena, could be contemplated for 
such improvement.  

 
Though there was a general feeling that training or drills were extremely valuable even when 
dedicated severe accident capabilities were not built in simulators, it was stressed that such capabilities 
are a plus as they make operators aware of the time needed to perform some actions, which is not the 
case when table-top exercises are contemplated.  
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At last, though situations could differ from country to country, the need for clear definition of 
responsibilities during accident situations was stressed, in particular when such responsibilities change 
during the course of an accident.  
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Session 2 – Tools and Methods 

 
Chair: Petra Lundström (Fortum Engineering Ltd)                Co-chair:  Salih Güntay (PSI) 

 
Six papers were presented in Session 2 on tools and methods. The scope of the session  was to present 
different tools (e.g. computer models, simulators) to be used for operator training purposes or operator 
support during the accident. 
 
The first presentation described applications of the ADAM system to SAM and training. The paper 
was presented by Dr. Khatib-Rahbar. ADAM can be used in an on-line diagnosis mode or in an 
accident management and simulation mode. The goal is to have much faster than real-time simulation, 
using simplified models and a coarse nodalization. The presentation also included a demonstration of 
ADAM. 
 
New developments aiming for determination of the break size for VVER-440 reactors in the beginning 
of an accident were presented by Mr Horváth from the Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority. The 
method was based on the rate of change of pressurizer level. In order to develop the correlation 
between break size and pressurizer water level, accident simulations were carried out on the full scope 
simulator of Paks, MELCOR, and ADAM.  
 
A universal model for RBMK reactors for safety analysis and SAM purposes was presented by Dr. 
Zenkov. The name of the model is STEPAN/KOBRA. It is the basic code of the Total Training 
System full-scope and analytical simulators installed and operating at the Leningrad NPP Training 
Center for operator training for normal operation, emergencies, and design basis accident conditions. 
Power unit behavior reproduction under severe beyond design basis accident conditions has also been 
verified. Inclusion of this type of accidents in the operator training procedure is the next task.  
 
ALIBABA is an expert system, developed by IPSN France, to provide complementary information on 
the state of the containment barrier, specifically, detection and localisation of the leak paths. The 
system is designed to help specialists to judge and make decisions. The inputs to the expert system are:  
 
a) containment isolation reports (isolation valve positions);  
b) level of activities in connecting buildings and  
c) global activity readings in ventilation ducts and the stack.  
 
The expert system, based on the hard-wired data bases on the whole installation and method of 
assessment constitutes a ‘knowledge base’ structure and through a user interface, helps the user to 
raise questions. Assessment of availability of equipment, identification of potential leakage paths, 
sorting of leakage paths based on their probability of occurrence, and determination of possible 
restoring actions are the key elements of the method of assessment. It provides assistance to IPSN 
Technical Emergency Center in charge of containment of fission product release quantification, and is 
used for emergency drills. 
 
APROS is a multifunctional simulator environment developed by VTT and Fortum Engineering Ltd. 
in Finland. It has been applied to analysis of all operational and accident conditions of the Loviisa 
NPP. APROS SA is an  extension of the APROS system to cover the severe accident regime. The 
main motivation for developing APROS SA is to utilize the degree of freedom of the APROS system 
for carrying out modifications and the flexibility to add new models. APROS SA is tailored to follow 
the Loviisa SAM strategy and will facilitate assessment and management of severe accidents and will 
be employed for a wide range of operator training. 
 
The last paper of the session dealt with insights concerning operator actions derived in the study on in-
vessel retention for BWR plants in Japan. Physical phenomena and operator interventions in triggering 
and enhancing these phenomena may greatly reduce the likelihood of reactor pressure vessel breach. 
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Separate effect experiments were conducted to characterise the molten debris break-up and coolability 
in BWR lower plenum geometries together with modelling efforts. The operator actions, prescribed in 
the severe accident management guidelines, have been re-prioritised to increase the likelihood of 
successful in-vessel retention. 

 
Summary of discussion (Session 2) 

 
The session presented examples of: 
 

• diagnostic support and on-line SAM support in ADAM 
• an expert system on containment status in ALIBABA 
• pure training simulators like STEPAN/KOBRA and APROS SA. 

 
The audience was asked to comment on these different approaches from a plant or end-user 
perspective. 
 
Many participants thought that a clear distinction should be made between using tools for training and 
for support during an accident.  
 
The view was expressed that using tools like codes or simulators for  deriving SAM strategies during 
an accident may be  misleading. In any case it would be necessary to introduce feedback e.g. from real 
plant measurement data. Computational aids could however be used when they are likely to relieve 
unnecessary operator burden. 
 
There were many words of caution against using very simplified models for which uncertainties may 
be large. Such tools should perhaps only be used for certain special purposes, for which the 
implications of the uncertainties involved can be explained. 
 
Some utilities, having already implemented SAM measures, expressed a need for extending their 
simulation capability into the severe accident regime for training purposes. Also specific tools, e.g. for 
determining containment status or radiation levels during the accident, were considered to be quite 
useful, since they provide relief to the operators in the emergency situation.   
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Session 3 – Training Programme and Experience 

 
Chair:  Jürgen Rohde (GRS)            Co-chair: Claude Manuel (IPSN) 

 
This session included 6 papers dealing with training programmes in The Netherlands, Germany, 
United States, Belgium, Russia and France. From these papers, it was observed that SAMGs are now 
implemented in most participating countries. Therefore, SAMG training programmes are in place or 
are being implemented in these countries. Such programmes involve generally both classroom training 
and performance training.  
 
Presentations showed that there was no universal approach to training. Some utilities essentially rely 
on knowledge-based training while others emphasize skill-oriented training in order to improve 
organisation effectiveness.  
 
Training exercises are based either on event sheets or assisted by simulators. Some utilities having 
already implemented SAM measures expressed a need for extending their simulators capability into 
the severe accident regime for training purposes. 
 
For some participants, being prepared to deal with unexpected situations can be addressed through 
implementation of knowledge-based training for operators. They stressed that mini-drills completing 
more extended training sessions could also be of interest for improving operator awareness. 
 
Also, many participants stressed the interest of using simulators for SAM operator training, but only 
few utilities have already made such a move. 
 
For all plants, training is primarily focused on core melt prevention. Currently, most simulators do not 
incorporate severe accident capabilities, but there are developments underway for this purpose in some 
utilities. 
 
Training experience should be backfitted in SAMGs, after adequate consideration of bias resulting 
from time-compressed sessions.  
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Session 4 - SAM Organisation Efficiency 
 
Chair: Benoît De Boeck (AVN)             Co-chair: Michel Roy (EDF-SEPTEN) 
 
Four papers were presented in this session, dealing with the organisational aspects of SAM and the 
related training programme. 
 
The first paper, by Dr. Fil of OKB Gidropress, dealt with the Russian organisation for emergency 
situations, the structure and functions of the VVER TSC within that organisation, and the training of 
the TSC experts and NPP personnel. 
 
The second paper, by Mrs. Lundström of Fortum Engineering, dealt with the development and user 
experience of the computerised SaTu tool, to be used as a support system for radiation experts during 
severe accidents at the Loviisa NPP. 
 
The third presentation, covering two papers, by Mr. Vidard of EDF, dealt with the French emergency 
organisation, the methods and guidelines used by the emergency teams, and the training and drills. The 
experience gained from two real incidents was then presented. 
 
The presentations made clear that an efficient organisation has to be put in place in order to be able to 
manage crisis situations in an effective way. Operators and experts in various teams of the emergency 
organisation must have sufficient knowledge and skills, and this must be supported by an adequate 
training and drills programme. The teams should be knowledgeable not only about the plant itself and 
its accident management procedures, but also about the geographical characteristics and municipal 
infrastructure of the vicinity (e.g. to be aware of access difficulties). 
 
It is not expected that full detailed knowledge and information is available in each and every 
specialised team, but an efficient communication system is essential to allow the teams to interact, 
share information on and understanding of the situation, in order to find the best way to manage the 
situation. Experts may have difficulty ranking priorities and logic of the systems and formulating a 
response, or they may be unaware of specific details of the systems. It is therefore important that they 
are able to communicate efficiently with those who have that knowledge. The situation is more 
complex in countries with different types of reactors, because there is more plant specific knowledge 
to be mastered within the emergency organisation. The solution in Russia is to have different TSCs for 
the different designs and scientific organisations. In an emergency, only the relevant TSCs are 
activated under the central crisis centre. 
 
In France, the utility has put in place an emergency organisation with two levels: local and national, 
and with two objectives: (1) give the best possible advice to the site manager, responsible for the 
decisions, and (2) match the needs of the local and national authorities in terms of information 
required to take the off-site protection measures. The EDF national emergency team includes 
specialists with expertise in components, instrumentation, transient analysis, emergency procedures, 
containment, and radioactive releases evaluations. 
 
The training programme of the plant operating team, of the TSC experts and of the national crisis 
centre experts, has to match the role of the various teams in the emergency organisation. The 
presentations of this session gave examples of how this can be achieved. The depth and duration of 
training, as well as the frequency of the drills, were briefly discussed. It is important that the teams are 
not trained exclusively on stylised or predetermined scenarios, but that they be prepared for the 
unexpected. 
 
Drills are an indispensable component of any emergency readiness programme and lessons learned 
from drills must be used to improve the organisation and increase the confidence in its ability to 
manage crisis situations. Nevertheless, important lessons can be drawn from real situation as was 
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shown from the French examples. One example was the difficulty to reach the site in very adverse 
weather conditions. It was noted that preoccupation with plant sequences during drills can miss 
conventional problems of communication, transportation and civil systems in real emergencies. Also 
communication with the media cannot be overlooked. Trying to reassure the surrounding populations 
is not enough: there is a need for factual information. EDF concluded that communication in case of 
emergency should be handled by professionals both at the local and national levels. 
 
Finally, it was noted that the operating team can be overloaded with information coming from the 
process, not necessarily relevant to the situation. The teams must be trained to look for the information 
they need. Tools can also be prepared to help them make sense of potentially confusing information, 
as was shown from the Finnish presentation. Training in the use of such tools must of course be 
provided. 
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Session 5 – Instrumentation Capabilities 
 
Chair: Grant Koroll (AECL)                o-chair: Rafael  Martinez-Fanegas (TECNATOM) 
 
Session 5 comprised two papers. An invited paper on “Instrumentation Needs and Capabilities for 
SAM” by B. De Boeck provided a technical and historical overview of instrumentation needs and 
capabilities from the perspective of CSNI activities over the last ten years. The main conclusion of 
past CSNI workshops were reviewed and the current controversies were elucidated. The second paper, 
“instrumentation for SAM in Olkiluoto 1 and 2” presented by H. Sjövall (TVO), showed the 
application of new instrumentation for SAM in a Finnish BWR plant with long operation history 
inside the Olkiluoto modernization project. 
 
There was general agreement that instrumentation for SAM should be as simple and straightforward as 
possible, due to limitations on power availability under severe accident conditions and ability of 
operators to assimilate and use information. Some SAMGs rely on adaptation of existing Design Basis 
instrumentation to meet SAM needs. Other SAMGs introduce new instrumentation for SAM needs for 
particular plants. There is a conflicting view in the industry that certain aspects of the plant condition 
should be monitored, irrespective of whether the information is used in SAM. 
 
There is an Equipment Qualification issue in the use of design Basis Accident instrumentation for 
SAM: operating margins must be carefully considered and may require additional Equipment 
Qualification tests to verify needed operating range, particularly for temperature and mission time. 
 
It was noted that some measured quantities became invalid under Severe Accident conditions due to 
changes in the physics of the situation (i.e. oxygen limitation for air-breathing hydrogen detection 
systems). These points were revisited in the panel discussion. The U.S. utility view was that 
instrumentation is very expensive and of limited value in SAM. The German opinion was that certain 
information (such as containment pressure) is essential for SAM. The Finnish utility view was that it is 
necessary to monitor the plant condition. 
 
The question was raised about the value of new techniques such as neural networks or fuzzy logic as 
operator aids for SAM. The prevailing view was that such systems are not mature nor sufficiently 
simple at this time and are topics for research. Discussions of the second paper were related to 
clarification of features of the implemented systems and additional details. In particular, there was 
interest whether the monitoring system implemented at Olkiluoto could have application in new 
plants. Also, the lower drywell effectiveness was noted with respect to fragmentation of molten core. 
Recriticality was discussed in context of adequacy of instrumentation to detect it.  
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OECD WORKSHOP ON 
OPERATOR TRAINING FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT 

AND INSTRUMENTATION CAPABILITIES DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTS 
 
 
 
 

OPENING REMARKS 
 
 

by 
Jacques Royen 

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency 
 
 
 

 It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you to this Workshop on Operator Training 
for Severe Accident Management and Instrumentation Capabilities during Severe Accidents 
on behalf of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the 
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), and its Committee on the Safety of Nuclear 
Installations (CSNI). 
 
 The meeting is organised in collaboration with the Department for Thermal and 
Nuclear Studies and Projects (SEPTEN) of Electricité de France, which we thank very much 
for their kind and generous hospitality and for the excellent arrangements made. Our thanks 
are due to Mr. Michel Vidard, Project Manager at SEPTEN, who spent much time and effort 
on the organisation of the meeting and on its Programme Committee. Our gratitude is also due 
to Mrs. Morgane Tuy who took care very efficiently of the local organisation of the meeting, 
with the assistance of Mrs. Sonia Reinke. 
 
 Our thanks are of course also due to the other members of the Programme 
Committee, who, together with Mr. Vidard, will act as Session Chairpersons : Mr. Benoît De 
Boeck, Mr. Salih Güntay, Mr. Grant W. Koroll, Ms. Petra Lundström, Mr. Claude Manuel, 
Mr. Rafael Martinez Fanegas and Mr. J. Rohde. One of their tasks will be to write during the 
meeting brief summaries of the highlights and major points of interest of their session. These 
will be used as starting points for the general discussion closing the meeting. Another task of 
the Programme Committee members will be to prepare, in a session held immediately after 
the meeting, a report summarising the main points of the meeting, drawing conclusions and 
making recommendations. 
 
 Finally, I want to thank all the authors who contributed papers to the meeting. The 
Programme Committee found these generally very interesting and of high quality. The 
proceedings will be published by SEPTEN as soon as possible. 
 
 Basically, the Workshop is a follow-up to the 1997 Second Specialist Meeting on 
Operator Aids for Severe Accident Management (SAMOA-2) [Reports NEA/CSNI/R(97)10 
and 27] and to the 1992 Specialist Meeting on Instrumentation to Manage Severe Accidents 
[Reports NEA/CSNI/R(92)11 and (93)3].  
 
 The meeting is aimed at sharing and comparing progress made and experience gained 
from these two meetings. It will emphasise practical lessons learnt during training or incidents 
as well as feedback from instrumentation capability assessment.  



 The Workshop will therefore emphasise detailed technical discussions on the generic 
and plant specific aspects of operator training for SAM and instrumentation capabilities 
available during severe accidents. And it will focus on issues relevant to reactor safety and 
accident management. 
 
 It should be noted that the term “operator” is used here in a broad sense, not restricted 
to the control room personnel. It covers persons in all organisations involved in managing 
severe accident events (utilities, safety authorities, etc.). 
 
 The CSNI hopes that the meeting will generate information and conclusions useful 
for reactor safety applications. Let me emphasise the essential importance of the discussion 
periods closing each of the sessions. In your presentations, please make sure that you leave 
enough time - at least ten minutes - for discussions. The general discussion at the end of the 
meeting will be most important. We hope that you will participate actively. During the 
meeting, the Programme Committee members will be ready to collect questions, opinions and 
ideas that could deserve general attention during the debate. Your suggestions will be most 
welcome. 
 
 I wish you a profitable and enjoyable meeting, and a very pleasant stay in Lyon. 



 
Session 1 - Introduction 
 
Chair :  Michel Vidard(EDF-SEPTEN)          Co-Chair :  Ahcène Sekri (EDF-SEPTEN)  
 
Two invited papers were presented as an introduction to the workshop. The first one put into 
perspective instrumentation capabilities for severe accidents, which kind of information is needed for 
severe accident management, and how these issues relate to operator training, while the second one 
dealt with the structure of accident management procedures and shift tasks and responsibilities in the 
German approach. 
 
The main conclusions of the discussion following these presentations were: 
 

• Information needed for making decisions for SAM is limited. 
 
• In general, decisions have to be made early into the accident: instrumentation qualified for 

Design Basis Accidents seems robust enough to survive in this period. 
 
• Valuable information can be gathered through more creative use of existing instrumentation. 

For instance, rapid increase of the containment pressure or of containment activity were 
deemed good indicators for detecting vessel failure. Parameter trends and sensor failures could 
also provide information on accident progression  

 
• Some information needs to be interpreted with care. This is the case when large variations of 

the measured parameter are likely to exist depending on sensor location. A typical case is 
hydrogen concentration inside containment. When decisions are made using such 
measurements, it is recommended to have thresholds included in operator guidance. The need 
for hydrogen concentration measurements was also discussed, and some participants were of 
the opinion that they were not actually needed for Accident Management purposes when 
passive devices are used for hydrogen removal, but were recommended despite the above 
mentioned limitations if active devices need to be actuated. 

 
• There was also general agreement that strategies should rely on measurable information to 

facilitate work for operators and crisis teams. 
 
• Beyond what is needed from a technical standpoint, additional information could be necessary 

for compliance with local safety authority requirements, for plant specifics, or communication 
with the authorities and the public. 

 
Concerning accident management and operator training, it appears that all countries or utilities 
represented in the meeting train their operators or technical support teams for beyond design basis 
accident management, at least for implementation of preventive measures. Skill-oriented training, 
which emphasizes assessment and improvement of operator behavior in case of accident seems to be 
favored by those countries training their operators for severe accident situations.  

 
It was also recognized that unanticipated situations could happen, but there could be a need for 
concern if operator knowledge and responsiveness are not adequate. Knowledge-based training, 
stressing proper understanding of Severe Accident physical phenomena, could be contemplated for 
such improvement.  

 
Though there was a general feeling that training or drills were extremely valuable even when 
dedicated severe accident capabilities were not built in simulators, it was stressed that such capabilities 
are a plus as they make operators aware of the time needed to perform some actions, which is not the 
case when table-top exercises are contemplated.  
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At last, though situations could differ from country to country, the need for clear definition of 
responsibilities during accident situations was stressed, in particular when such responsibilities change 
during the course of an accident.  
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Foreword: This presentation is made as an introduction to the workshop on Severe Accident 
Management Workshop on Operator Training and Instrumentation Capabilitie. It tries to reflect 
possible approaches to the problem, but should in no way be considered as reflecting EDF position on 
this issue. 

1 Introduction 

No currently operating nuclear unit has been explicitly designed to withstand the loads resulting from 
accident sequences resulting in melting of a very significant portion of the core. As a consequence, 
instrumentation needs were defined based on what was deemed necessary to control the unit during 
normal operation and contemplated accident sequences. Detailed requirements for instrumentation 
were then established based on environmental conditions anticipated during accident sequences 
addressed in the design, estimation of additional conservatism deemed reasonable for assessing sensor 
robustness and information reliability, and a realistic understanding of the influence of aging . Though 
instrument failures couldn't be excluded, consequences were necessarily limited as adequate 
redundancy was provided by design for all information needed to adequately control the unit and bring 
it back to safe shutdown in case of accident could be assumed available. 

Training programs largely built on this very robust approach and operators were challenged to 
control situations whose main attributes were: 

-all systems needed to fulfill essential safety functions are available and have the minimal 
capability for allowing compliance with otherwise stated acceptance criteria, 

-information needed to make decisions is available and reliable, 

-plant evolution, if not easily understandable in all cases, is not confusing to operators as all 
involved physical phenomena are unambiguous on one side, and can be reasonably well 
monitored. 

However, though current plant designs are generally very robust, one cannot exclude that accident 
sequences involving significant melting of the core can happen. First estimates through risk studies 
reported in WASH-1400 showed that the risk of core-melt could not be ignored, and the TMI-2 
accident in a first step, then Chernobyl confirmed this conclusion. These events gave impetus to the 
development of Severe Accident Management (SAM) programs, and, depending on analyzes factoring 
the specifics of local regulations and plant designs, these programs were implemented either through 
better use of the capability of components and instrumentation, or through plant modifications 



allowing to cope with perceived vulnerabilities of units as built, and thus provide better resistance in 
case of challenges resulting from very degraded situations.  

It must be noted however that, contrary to the situation prevailing for Design Basis Accidents, where 
approaches for instrumentation and training were basically similar in all countries, situations can differ 
significantly between countries, at least apparently, when it comes to dealing with Severe Accident 
issues. 

After discussing the most significant differences between Design Basis Accidents and Severe 
Accidents, instrumentation capability in case of Severe Accident will be evaluated, together with its 
possible influence on SAM. At last, the need for, and the type of training deemed appropriate for 
operators to adequately address such situations will be discussed. 

 

2 Design basis and severe accidents 

Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) can be characterized by the existence of a path to success, i.e. there 
exist systems having adequate capability to control core reactivity, guarantee long-term decay heat 
removal from the core and to the environment, and maintain containment integrity. System actuation is 
made automatically upon reaching preliminary defined setpoints, and the operator is relied upon when 
the timeframe and conditions for performing actions provide enough confidence that human factors are 
not likely to introduce unacceptable risks. 

Instrumentation needed for Design Basis Accidents must be qualified to the most severe environmental 
conditions they could be exposed to during such accidents.  

On the contrary, Severe Accidents are sequences in which at least one system needed for a path to 
success has completely failed. In the absence of mitigative action, core degradation is progressing, 
fission product release from the core increases, and, ultimately, containment integrity could be 
threatened. 

To derive strategies for mitigating the consequences of Severe Accidents, the following must be 
considered: 

-even though at least one safety-grade system needs to be assumed inoperable, there is still a 
possibility to recover partial or full system capability at some time into the accident. If system 
actuation is contemplated after recovery, and depends on physical conditions inside containment, 
there should exist sensors  with adequate pedigree to show that there is a reasonable chance they 
will still operate when needed  

-safety functions can also be fulfilled by non safety-grade systems. It is so important to have 
adequate monitoring of the status of these systems in case of accident, their actual storage 
capability, and know how they can be used, even when such use seems unconventional (e.g., 
systems normally injecting into the RCS could be used to inject directly into the containment 
through system realignments, or fire water systems could be used to refill Steam Generators when 
needed) 

-most contemplated mitigative actions also have detrimental effects. For example, water injection 
could, in some cases result in increased hydrogen generation or very energetic metal-water 
interaction. It is so essential to have a reasonable understanding of potential risks and benefits 
before making decisions on strategies and decide whether instrumentation is needed  to 
accommodate these risks.  

-system recovery and actuation could also have, at least temporarily, consequences which could 
be confusing to operators. For example, water injection on a molten corium will result in 
steaming, at least in the short-term, and thus pressure increase in the RCS or the containment. If 
such effects can be detected in case of accident, assessing the need for operator awareness should 
be advised. 



 

-once the core has started to melt, assessment of core degradation is difficult, even if one assumes 
that instrumentation is still available. Determining real plant status through the sparse information 
available is not a trivial task, and trying to extrapolate plant evolution to calibrate sophisticated 
strategies could be misleading considering possible bifurcations. 

-at last, unconventional actions such as RCS depressurization in PWRs, containment venting or 
containment flooding could well be found appropriate either to stabilize accident progression, or 
buy time for system recovery 

3 Instrumentation capability 

Beyond the information which is needed for automatic actuation of safety systems, instrumentation 
which is needed for accident management include parameters (reg.guide 1.97) : 

-needed by control room operators to perform manual actions allowing safety systems to   
accomplish their intended function 

-providing information on whether safety functions are fulfilled 

-allowing to evaluate whether fission product barriers are breached or likely to be breached 

-providing information on operation of safety systems or systems important to safety 

-which could be used for evaluating the magnitude of fission product release  

Some of these parameters are design specific, while others can be considered as more generic. 
Examples of such more generic parameters can be found for example in reg.guide 1.97 for BWRs as 
well as PWRs., together with the ranges in which they are expected to operate. For example, maximum 
RCS pressure and temperature on PWRs are expected to be 209 bars and 370°C respectively, while 
maximum core exit temperature could be as high as 1260°C.  

For primary systems parameters, it seems that, though there could be minor differences in expected 
ranges, the approach is basically the same in most countries and considers DBAs, in particular LOCA, 
for defining maximum anticipated values. 

For containment or system parameters, however, there could be differences based on whether the 
limiting accident is a LOCA with satisfactory operation of the safety injection system, or a LOCA 
leading to a coremelt situation due to the failure of the safety injection system.  For the former, fission 
product release to the containment is considered moderate (generally part or whole of the gap 
inventory), and hydrogen generation is a slow process resulting in limited concentration in the 
containment atmosphere. For the latter, on the contrary, fission product release to the containment is 
much higher, sometimes tens of percent of total core inventory for some isotopes, and hydrogen 
generation can be fast and significant, potentially leading to detonable concentrations. This obviously 
affects environmental radiation conditions inside containment and for systems recirculating 
contaminated water outside the containment building and the range of values the instrumentation is 
expected to measure.  

When it comes to equipment qualification, the above mentioned differences seem to be reflected in 
qualification profiles, and the analysis made of instrumentation capability for severe accident 
environments. For example, components exposed to the containment atmosphere during an accident 
would be expected to survive doses of 650kGy for the duration of the accident using French Standards, 
while they could have to survive 2.2 Mgy if qualified to IEEE Std 323-1974. Similarly, for hydrogen 
concentration, maximum ranges could vary from a few percent if normal LOCA is considered to 10 
percent or more if coremelt is contemplated.  

It could so seem that there could be significant differences when considering instrumentation 
capability in case of severe accident. In fact, one could argue that there is virtually no difference, 
except for hydrogen monitoring, because most instrumentation needed for severe accident 



management is used early into the accident considering the timeframe needed for having very high 
integrated doses. Similarly, when it comes to pressure or temperature conditions, they are not likely to 
significantly differ from DBA conditions except when hydrogen burning is considered. The case could 
be different for components having to continuously operate in a post-accident situation. 

4 Critical decisions in SAM and Instrumentation 

For SAM, decisions unconventional compared to that made for normal accident management are often 
contemplated either to reach a new plant state where safety functions can adequately be fulfilled, or 
limit the consequences of accident progression. These unconventional or critical decisions for Severe 
Accident Management are: 

-adding water to a degraded core, 

-depressurizing the Reactor Coolant System (PWRs), 

-spray or inject water into containment, 

-actuation of Hydrogen mitigative measures, 

-actuate fan coolers for containment cooling, 

-vent containment volume. 

If one tries to analyze on which basis these critical decisions are made and which kind of information 
is needed for SAM, the following can be said: 

Adding water to a degraded core 

When the situation starts to degrade, but the core has not started to melt, priority is generally given core-
melt prevention. Water Injection is then recommended in all cases, even when the situation is considered 
beyond design. For this phase, it is interesting to have information on core exit temperatures or Reactor 
Vessel Water Inventory to evaluate whether cooling strategies are effective or if full system capabilities 
are needed. Instrumentation qualified for DBAS, such as core exit temperatures or the Reactor Vessel 
Level Instrumentation System is sufficient for this phase.  

When the core starts melting, priority should be given to stopping or limiting accident progression. 
Injecting water seems recommended. However, injecting water on a degraded core can have drawbacks, 
and these drawbacks need to be analyzed before making a decision. Injection of large quantities of water 
would result in steaming, but would not likely lead to RCS overpressure. At lower injection rates, 
quenching would be slower and more hydrogen would be produced, but scrubbing of volatile fission 
products would be increased. In both cases, water injection is beneficial. No additional information is 
needed for making decisions, though core exit temperatures and reactor water level are useful and 
redundant information to monitor plant degradation. There could be doubts, in BWRs, in case the reactor 
has not been scrammed or control rod materials have molten. Even in this case, no specific requirement 
would be needed as otherwise available instrumentation would allow to detect the problem before the 
core starts melting. 

In case of more degraded conditions, water injection is the only way for stopping or limiting accident 
progression though satisfactory cooling cannot be guaranteed, and is beneficial for scrubbing fission 
products. Detrimental effects such as containment pressurization due to steaming or energetic interaction 
between water and corium cannot be excluded but it appears that potential benefits of injecting water 
exceed by far detrimental effects and is recommended in all cases. 

Depressurizing the Reactor Coolant System  

RCS depressurization is contemplated to allow injection from system operating at intermediate or low 
pressure or prevent reactor vessel failure at high pressure. When direct depressurization is contemplated, 
the negative side is the increase of the rate at which fission products and hydrogen are released to the 
containment, or the increased potential for energetic fuel-coolant interaction. However, the former only 



affects release timing, and the latter is of sufficiently low likelihood to be neglected. Core outlet 
temperatures are generally used to decide RCS depressurization, and thresholds are generally below 
temperatures contemplated during Design Basis Accidents. No additional constraint is identified. 

When depressurization is contemplated through the Steam Generators, potential concerns are Steam 
Generator tube integrity or fission product release to the environment in case of primary to secondary 
leak. Steam Generator parameters such as pressure, activity in secondary water, water level, or RCS 
pressure could be contemplated for decision making. Depending on the perspective adopted for SAM, 
information qualified for DBAs, or assessment of instrumentation survival under Severe Accident 
environmental conditions could be contemplated. The former would correspond to a situation where 
information, when lost, is frozen on a "fail-safe" basis, while the latter would be adopted in an approach 
where continuous monitoring is felt needed for the entire duration of the accident.  

Spray or inject water into containment 

Spray system actuation has the potential for decreasing pressure inside containment through steam 
condensation and scrubbing fission products from the containment atmosphere . In some cases, they 
could also provide, through redistribution of water inside containment, a very effective source for 
cooling the reactor vessel from outside and thus delay or prevent vessel failure. Negative effects could 
be containment deinertization and increased flammability of combustible gases. It must be noted 
however that in large dry containment, containment atmosphere deinertization is rather low and that if 
igniters, when installed, are actuated together with spray, hydrogen burning should be smooth and 
pressure increase inside containment limited. 

Operation of igniters or hydrogen recombiners 

Two types of problems can be considered depending on whether passive (e.g. autocatalytic 
recombiners) or active devices are used. For the former, the critical decision has been made at the design 
stage. Once installed, no operator action is possible, and hydrogen is eliminated depending on physical 
conditions in the vicinity of the PAR only. No instrumentation is actually needed. When monitoring 
hydrogen concentration for information purposes is found of interest, sensors should be qualified for 
severe accident environmental conditions. This, however, doesn't bring any additional information in 
term of risk during SAM (risk have necessarily be found negligible at the design level). For the latter, 
the problem could be system actuation under burnable or detonable conditions. If the risk is found non 
negligible, hydrogen concentration monitoring should be provided, and survivability under severe 
accident conditions assessed.  

Actuate fan coolers for containment cooling 

Fan cooler operation will mix containment atmosphere and should prevent buildup of localized pockets 
of combustible gases. Detrimental effects could be containment deinertization or providing ignition 
sources for combustible gases. Not all plants are equipped with safety-grade fan coolers. For those with 
no qualified fan coolers, operation in the course of severe accidents could provide a path to the 
environment, and actuation is generally not recommended. For those with safety-grade components, 
actuation happens upon reaching a containment pressure setpoint well before reaching the onset of 
coremelt. If for some reason, actuation were contemplated after significant core degradation, pressure 
sensor survivability should be assessed for Severe Accident Environment. If consideration of risk 
resulting from combustible gas burnability were raised, a similar conclusion would apply. 

4.6 Vent containment volume 

Venting is considered when containment pressure is increasing to the point where containment 
integrity could be challenged. Such challenge is resulting from combustible gases generated by steam-
metal or molten core concrete interaction as well as decay release to the containment. Venting actuation 
is made well into the accident, when containment conditions are beyond that contemplated for a Design 
Basis Accident (i.e. with the Safety Injection available). As venting is generally decided based on 
containment pressure, pressure sensors should be shown reliable for conditions prevailing at system 



actuation. Depending on qualification profiles, further investigation allowing to assess survivability  
could be needed. If other parameters need to be controlled to prevent system deterioration in case of 
actuation, similar conclusions would apply. 

It so appears that most critical decisions can be made using information qualified for DBAs. Further 
verification is nevertheless needed for some actions made to protect containment integrity.  

5-Are there other needs? 

From a technical standpoint, it seems possible to deal with all credible Severe Accident sequences 
based on very limited information and a system-action matrix. However, adequate crisis management 
needs at least rough information on system status (e.g. inventory in storage tanks) to decide whether 
contemplated actions have a reasonable chance to be successful, and, when operator intervention is 
needed, on environmental conditions in buildings (e.g. radiation monitoring) to make sure these 
interventions wouldn’t be harmful for operators. Sensors which would be needed for assessing such 
conditions should also exhibit adequate reliability for the kind of environment they would be exposed 
to. 

At last, utilities and safety authorities are not the only players in case of emergency, as there is a need 
to feed information to civil authorities, the media and the public. The last two are of significant 
importance as, confronted to a technology they don't know, whose risks they cannot actually evaluate, 
they could well want to have confirmation of real plant status in addition to prognosis on plant 
evolution however accurate they could be. For this purpose, information of interest could be, for 
example: 

-rough estimate of core degradation (is the core still inside vessel) 

-is there a risk of catastrophic containment failure? 

The former could be addressed partly through using  temperature detectors in the reactor cavity, 
while the latter, which is essentially related to hydrogen flammability, measuring hydrogen 
concentration, or indicating that mitigative systems have been actuated could provide adequate 
answers.  

 

7 Operator training 

As was mentioned during the SAMOA2 meeting, different possibilities can be contemplated for 
training operators for severe accidents.  

Knowledge-based training:  

The objective is to teach operators on physical phenomena in case of degraded core sequences and the 
physical consequences of mitigative actions. Scenarios are generally developed using a computer code 
which gives more information than would in any case be available in a plant, and detailed 
implementation of  procedures or guidelines is not the primary objective.  

Using available information, operators can be shown how and under which conditions core 
degradation is expected to occur. Potential consequences of mitigative actions can also be analyzed, 
showing parameter evolution especially when then could be confusing for operators and stressing 
uncertainties on consequences such as partial cooling only delaying melt progression. Very energetic 
plant phenomena having the potential for breaching the containment can also be simulated putting into 
perspective the necessary conditions for occurrence and the likelihood for real plant situations. 

Instrumentation capability in case of severe accident is of little relevance for this type of training. 
Mentioning which kind of sensor could survive environmental conditions could be mentioned but this 
is obviously not the primary purpose.   

Skill-oriented training 



The objective is to assess operator behavior  when confronted to highly perturbed situations and 
implementation of EOPs or SAM guidelines is essential. For the operator, the only reasonable image of 
reactor status is that which is available through the response of all available instrumentation. The real 
problem he has to address is that part of the instrumentation is reliable, part could give biased but 
credible information, part could be failed but still provide information, the last category being those 
sensors providing no information at all. Despite these uncertainties, decisions would have to be made 
and, in some cases, cross-checking information would be the only means available to operators to 
decide which information is credible,  or how he could evaluate, at least roughly, missing parameters 
whose estimates would allow to comfort implemented strategies. For such training sessions, 
instrumentation capability must be known upfront, both to the instructor, as he should be able to 
obliterate sensors which are not likely to survive beyond a certain point into the accident, or introduce 
bias in some information, and to operators as they should know which information is reliable and 
which is not for making proper decisions.  

Factoring instrumentation response in skill-oriented training sessions can be made using simulator-
based sessions or table-top exercises, the difference being that instrumentation failure or bias must be 
considered when preparing the session for the later, and operator possible decisions anticipated 
accordingly. At last, when debriefing is considered, analyzing instrumentation response is an essential 
element. 

Effectiveness-oriented training 

These are training sessions whose objective is testing the effectiveness of the whole organization. They 
could so include a complete simulation of the accident, in which case the first part of the session, i.e. 
that addressing core degradation, fission product release to the containment, then to the environment, is 
equivalent to skill-oriented . Instrumentation capability is, as already mentioned, of utmost importance, 
especially because it could in some way dictate triggering of protective actions.  

If, on the contrary, the major objective is testing the effectiveness of the organization assuming the 
accident has already happened, data are fed to intervention teams without explicitly addressing 
instrumentation capability. 

 

8 Conclusions 

Instrumentation needed for accident management is qualified to different standards depending ton 
whether the most penalizing DBA (LOCA) is contemplated considering that the Safety Injection is 
available or not. The most noticeable differences affect radiation doses and hydrogen concentrations. 
However, as instrumentation is used for making decisions early into an accident, these differences in 
qualification standards do not result in significant differences in capabilities. 

Most critical decisions can be made using available instrumentation qualified for DBAs. However, 
further assessment could be needed for some sensors needed for actuating containment mitigative  
devices, and assessing system status or radiation conditions in some buildings. Also, there could be a 
need for rough evaluation of plant status for interacting with the media. 

At last, considering training, instrumentation capability seems relevant only if skill-oriented training is 
contemplated 
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1. Introduction 

 
Simulator training for NPP staff has a long history in Germany. Our first full scope simulator 
was taken into operation in 1977. Since then the simulator training for almost all German 
plants as well as for the Dutch NPP Borssele and until a few years ago for the Swiss NPP 
Goesgen-Däniken was performed in the simulator center in Essen. Since the plants are 
technically rather different, a high number of plant specific simulators is needed to cover their 
training needs. To serve the 6 BWR and 14 PWR units in operation in Germany and the 
Netherlands, 13 full scope simulators are operated at the training center and one at the NPP 
Krümmel. 

 
The simulators are specific to one unit or a few technically similar ones (e.g. 3 Konvoi plants). 
They have a high degree of fidelity, especially the IC of the highly automated plants is 
simulated to a great detail. 
 
The simulator center performs about 500 one week courses a year. Most of them are for shift 
personnel, a smaller part for NPP management and a few for other personnel. About one third 
of the courses for the shift personnel are initial courses, about two thirds are retraining 
courses. 
 
The training which the center provides today reflects our experience during the last more than 
twenty years. Concepts and guidelines were developed for program development, course 
preparation, supporting documents, trainee assessment, instructor training, etc. The goal is to 
provide training for all plants as far as possible according to the same standards and design it 
at the same time as plant specific as possible. For the latter purpose the training is developed 
in close cooperation with the training departments of the plants. Plant managers observe parts 
of practically all courses. 
 
Until about five years ago accidents with the failure of safety systems beyond the minimum 
design requirements played a minor role in the training. About at this time the NPP’s had 
systematically developed procedures for accident management measures for situations in 
which the plant can not be maintained in a safe condition with the normal safety system. The 
training for such emergency situations is now a routine part of the simulator training. 
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2. Training Objectives and Methods 
 

The objective of the plant operator is a safe and economic operation of the plant. To achieve 
an economic operation the plant has to operate reliably, disturbances have to be avoided and 
incidents have to be coped with optimally, thereby minimizing plant shutdowns and damages 
and avoiding accidents. This is also a solid basis of the safety of operation. But safety in 
addition requires preparedness for an effective response to accidents. 
 
To support these goals the personnel has to perform appropriate actions under given 
conditions, the most important of which are: 
 

• design of the plant and the control room 
• composition and organization of the shift team 
• available documentation, especially operating procedures 
• time available for action 

 
In order to act appropriately two prerequisites have to be fulfilled. People need to 
 

• know, what the appropriate actions are 
• be able to actually perform these actions reliably. 

 
For challenging tasks like the operation of a NPP under disturbed conditions the latter requires 
experience which is gained by solving the problems associated with this task sufficiently often 
under realistic conditions. The personnel needs to be familiar e.g. with the situation of a flood 
of information after an accident, with applying the strategy to cope with it, i.e. collecting 
selected information and using it effectively. 
 
Experience leads to a calm, determined and effective behaviour which makes the difference 
between a professional and a knowledgeable but unexperienced beginner. This is after all in 
principle the expectation in the shift personnel: they should be able to handle the most 
uncommon plant situations as effectively as if they were their daily job. 
 
This build up of experience is the main task of simulator training. There is no doubt that a 
solid base of knowledge is essential for the work of the shift personnel. It is also an objective 
of simulator training to impart and rehearse this knowledge but there are also other means to 
achieve this. The emphasis in the simulator training is to enable people to act as required by 
the situation. 
 
The most important elements of an effective simulator training are: 
 

• The general expectations how the personnel should operate have to be defined. This 
includes the organization of and cooperation within the shift, the use of procedures, 
strategies to be applied. This is primarily not a task of the training but rather these are 
guidelines for operation. But the feedback of the training is valuable to developing and 
refining these guidelines. 

 
• The tasks which the personnel has to perform have to be analyzed and incorporated in 

the program of the initial simulator course. The operating guidelines mentioned above 
are also taught in this course. It has a duration of about 8 weeks, performed in two-
week-sections at different times during their initial training of about 3 years. 
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• The program of the retraining courses, about 2 weeks a year, have to make sure that 

all relevant contents of the initial training are reiterated at a cycle of three years. 
Besides these courses must cover modifications of the plant or operating procedures as 
well as relevant incidents which happened in the plant itself or in other plants. 

 
• An important part of the preparation of the courses is to define in detail the actions 

expected from the trainees in the training scenarios. This is what the trainees are 
taught in the initial courses. In the retraining courses they perform on their own. The 
predefined behaviour serves the instructor as a guideline for the assessment of their 
performance and for the discussion after the exercises. 

 
• The instructor and in many cases in addition a manager of the plant observe the 

performance of the trainees in a systematic way. The observers have to be trained to 
perform this task efficiently. 

 
• The scenarios trained in the control room have to be analyzed in detail afterwards. 

This covers the plant behaviour, the operating procedures, the actions performed by 
the personnel themselves, possible alternatives, etc. The analysis is supported by 
extensive storage and flexible representation of simulation data. This is a very 
important part of the training, because the thorough understanding of the plant is the 
basis on which all other competencies of the personnel build. It is not sufficient that 
they know how the plant responds under certain conditions and how it has to be 
operated. They also need to know why. Only then they are in a position to adapt 
flexibly to complex situations which are different in every specific case. Well thought 
out procedures are an indispensable support but they do not replace a thorough 
understanding. For the same reason the training comprises rehearsals of theoretical 
backgrounds without direct relation to the simulated scenarios. In general about the 
same amount of time is spent for exercises in the control room and theoretical 
discussion in the class room. 

 
• Besides the general discussion of the actions of the crew the individual shift member 

has to get a feedback on his own performance. This is done individually at the end of 
the course on the basis of the observations done during the week. The purpose is to 
help him to realistically assess his own strengths and weaknesses and to point out 
what improvements he should look for. The plant management is also informed about 
the assessment. 

 
3. Structure of Procedures 
 

In the context of this paper the training for normal operation and operational incidents will not 
be discussed. But it should be mentioned that the results are excellent: generally the unplanned 
downtime is very low, in many operating years there is no shutdown between annual outages. 
From the small unplanned unavailability in turn only a minor part is due to improper actions of 
the operating personnel. 
 
The general response to an accident is outlined in fig. 1, taken from the operation manual of a 
PWR. The logic is entered after every reactor trip. The first step is the check of a number of  
selected key parameters of the plant and the automatic actuations of systems. This check 
provides for a first overview of the state of the plant. It shows among others whether the trip 
was carried out and which systems are in operation. 
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The next step – which is carried out iteratively throughout the course of the accident – is to 
check the so called safety goals. Its purpose is to  verify whether any of the vital safety 
functions like subcriticality, primary cirquit integrity, heat removal from the primary cirquit 
etc. is endangered or lost. If the safety systems of the plant work as designed, these safety 
goals are met in any case. The check can be performed easily and unambiguousely. For every 
safety goal the Operating Manual gives the parameters to be monitored and the limits which 
must not be exceded. Examples are given in fig. 2. 
 
If all safety goals are met, an attempt is made to bring the plant in a final safe state by use of 
event oriented Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP). For this purpose the event type has to 
be identified. This is done by application of a logic which requires a number of yes/no 
decisions depending on the state of certain parameters and which leads to the applicable EOP. 
This EOP is followed, the safety goals are checked periodically and the plant is normally 
brought to cold shut down. 
 
If for any reason things develop differently the event oriented EOP may not be successfully 
applicable. Either the selected EOP will not meet the identification criteria for the event type 
or the plant situation will evolve differently than anticipated in the EOP. If both goes 
undetected for a sufficient time, some safety goal may eventually be endangered. The 
periodical check of these goals therefore is an indepentend verification whether the operation 
is in an acceptabel range. It covers also the case that the shift crew has a wrong perception of 
the situation. It is therefore very important that this check be done routinely also if the crew 
thinks that everything is under good control. 
 
If the event oriented EOPs are not successful or if a safety goal is endangered the shift is 
directed to another set of EOPs, the safety goal EOPs. These give guideance for further action 
based on symptoms without reference to an assumed event. As opposed to the event oriented 
procedures the safety goal EOPS give no step by step directions. They rather describe all 
means to bring the parameters critical for a safety goal in an acceptable range. For 
subricitcality e.g. these would be the possibilities to insert rods or boron or increase the 
temperature as well as the prerequisites necessary to use the respective means. These safety 
goal EOPs make use of operating and safety systems in usual operating modes. The 
application of these EOPs can bring the plant to a final safe state with or without switching 
back to an event oriented EOP at a later time. 
 
If these measures are not successful, it will not be possible to meet the safety goals. If certain 
limits of the safety goal parameters are exceded the shift is directed to leave the Operating 
Manual and enter the Emergency Manual which contains the Accident Management 
Procedures. 
 

4. Accident Management Measures 
 

Accident management measures have been introduced to cope also with situations where the 
failure of the safety sytem is postulated. Most of these measures are performed manually, for 
part of them automatic actuations of safety features have to be overrided. Although there is a 
variety of plant specific measures, the most important ones can be grouped into the following 
categories: 
 

• Alternative measures to replace failed safety system functions. An important example 
is emergency power supply which in all plants can manually be backed up by 
additional connections to outside sources like hydrostations or crossconnections to 
other units at the site. 
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• For PWRs alternative means for steam generator heat removal after depressurization 
of the steam generators. As temporary water sources serve the contents of the 
feedwater lines and the feedwater storage tank, both driven by pressure difference, 
with the feedwater storage tank in some cases presurized by steam dump from the 
steam generators. Long term water sources are the fire deluge system or mobile 
pumps. 

 
• For PWRs primary side depressurization which allows for water injection by 

accumulators or low pressure systems or at least prevents damage to the containment, 
if no injection is available. 

 
• For BWRs depressurization of the pressure vessel and feeding by a variety of low 

pressure water systems. 
 

• For PWRs and BWRs filtered venting of the containment to prevent 
overpressurization. This is for PWRs necessary only days after an accident, for BWRs 
in case of a leak between dry- and wetwell potentially early in the accident.  

 
Except for the containment depressurization at PWRs these measures are taken before the core 
melts and they have the capacity to prevent core melting. Regardless of whether the crisis 
management staff is fully operational at this time, the shift crew is in charge of plant 
monitoring and control. Therefore there is a high training need for these measures and a 
simulator working in real time is a very suitable training instrument. For the time after core 
melt there are no accident management measures planned for the shift to influence the course 
of the event except for containment venting. For the evolution after core melt therefore we do 
not use the full scope simulators for training. Our simulators are designed to simulate the plant 
states with the core in place, i. e. up to 1200 °C. 
 

5. Shift Management During Accidents 
 
The technical content as to what the shift should do is given in the procedures. In order to 
perform these actions reliably, to avoid maloperations, to handle situations not explicitly 
covered by the procedures, to accommodate for unexpected changes of the situation, to 
recover from wrong interpretations, etc., the shift needs in addition behavioural strategies to 
follow . In principle the work of the shift consists of 
 

• monitoring the plant situation 
• deciding on further action 
• performing these actions 
• checking whether the approach taken is right. 

 
In all of these activities it is of great importance that 
 

• there is an effective communication among the team members 
• the shift supervisor provides for a clear leadership to coordinate the work of the shift. 
 

Plant monitoring after an accident is difficult because of the large amount of information 
coming up abruptly. The crew initially may have no idea what the cause might be. It is 
important for two reasons that all team members start a routine which is the same for all 
accidents and consists of monitoring a number of important parameters. The first reason is that 
a limited number of parameters allows for a first assessment of the plant state as a base for 
further action. The second one is that this situation can impose stress upon the personnel 
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which might prevent them from considered action. A wellknown routine action which can be 
started without any uncertainties and which was successful in the past gives assurance and 
helps to overcome the stress. The parameters are announced clearly to the shift supervisor who 
asks for additional detail as required and makes a first assessment of the situation of the plant. 
At this time the type and cause of the accident needs not to be known but there is an overview 
on the state of the plant, like whether it is shut down or not, which automatic responses have 
occurred, which systems are in operation, which parameters are quasi stable or still changing, 
etc. The shift supervisor announces his assessment aloud so that all team members have the 
same information base and also can check whether it conforms to what they see on the panels. 
The shift supervisor also tells which parameters he wants to be monitored especially and the 
changes of which he wants to be informed about in any case. Independently of course the crew 
members monitor the plant and recognise important changes based on their own knowledge of 
plant behaviour. These oberservations they feed back to the shift supervisor who updates the 
assessment of the plant situation if required. This phase also includes the first check of the 
safety goals. 
 
During the course of an accident a number of decisions has to be taken. Most of them are 
unambiguous because the actions to be performed were very thoroughly considered during the 
preparation of the procedures. E.g. the identification of the accident type and thus the event 
oriented procedures to be followed should normally be without doubt if the identification logic 
is properly followed. Even in such obvious cases the decision should be takten explicitly. I. e. 
the shift supervisor states the question to be decided, verifies the relevant facts, tells the 
conclusions, he derives and the future actions which follow from the decision. The idea is that 
the other team members check whether the decision fits with their view of the situation and 
raise concerns if needed and that everybody knows the goals for future action. This organized 
way of decision making is still more necessary if the decision is more difficult, e. g. if the 
safety goal oriented procedures have to be applied. Again the shift supervisor would involve 
the operators in the decision making process which now would have to include a more 
extended discussion of options available and risks associated with them. It is the shift 
supervisors task to structure this process: he has to look to it that a result is reached in time, 
that the phases of fact compiliation, discussion of options are covered completely and 
preferably separately before a decision is taken. Although the whole shift participates in order 
to use the full available knowledge for the decision, it is the shift supervisor who has to 
decide. If time is short, he has to decide without consultation. In any case he will explain his 
decision in order to maintain the motivation of his team to contribute actively. To moderate an 
effective decision making process in a situation where the plant is in a difficult state, people 
may be stressed and the time available may be short, is a very challenging leadership task. It 
needs to be trained. We found simulator exercises to this end to be well suited. 
 
The necessary actions have to be performed reliably. A prerequisite is a clear communication 
to make sure that the different team members have the same understanding as to what should 
be done. In his statements on the plant situation and the goals for operation the shift supervisor 
adresses the respective operator, tells him what actions be wants to be performed and which 
feedback he expects. The operator confirms that he has understood. He consults the 
procedures, checks the prerequisites for the actions, clarifies problems if necessary, performs 
the actual switching and checks the expected plant response. He informs the shift supervisor 
who for important steps makes a double check on his own. 
 
If the approach chosen to manage an accident is not appropriate – e. g. because conditions 
have changed or wrong decisions were taken – this needs to be recognized and corrected. This 
may not be easily achieved because people tend to stick to solutions once found and 
sometimes misinterprete or overlook contradicting informations. The periodic check of the 
safety goals is one means to stop a wrong evolution. It is very efficient because it is a straight 
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forward yes/no comparison of certain parameters with no interpretation involved, but it works 
only if the plant state is already rather deteriorated. There are earlier signs. Some are 
incorporated in the event oriented EOPs which contain checks whether certain conditions have 
been reached. If this is not the case, the shift is directed to some other procedure. The same 
effect is achieved by a proper communication in the shift. The shift supervisor has to look to it 
that it is clear to all operators what the purpose of the actions taken is and what plant states 
should be reached in the short term and finally. Against these targets the actual evolution of 
the plant state can be compared and the reason for deviations analyzed. Of course, this requires 
a thorough understanding of the plant and its behaviour the importance of which was already 
mentioned. 
 

6. Severe Accidents in Simulator Training 
 
The approach the shift personnel applies to control a severe accident is the same they use for 
any accident. The shift supervisor has to coordinate his shift and to provide leadership in the 
same way regardless of whether the accident is within the design base or not. The operators 
follow the same strategies and the same pattern of communication and cooperation and they 
utilize procedures in the same way. Of course, the technical background is different and 
therefore the trainees need additional knowledge which has to be covered in the training 
program. This is done in the simulator training and outside of it. For the simulator training the 
inclusion of severe accidents is an extension of the spectrum of accidents which have to be 
considered but it is no fundamentally new feature. In the initial courses about 2 to 3 days are 
devoted to severe accidents. In the retraining courses the instructor will insert in some cases so 
many additional complications that the trainees  will finally have to use accident management 
measures to cope with the situation. 
 
The training of severe accidents puts additional requirements on the simulators. Especially the 
models of the primary cirquit have to simulate scenarios with degraded core cooling. These 
models are available today. For older simulators backfitting may be needed. 
 
A special feature of severe accidents is the installation of an emergency management 
organization. A number of staff on call are summoned to the plant, outside institutions 
informed, etc. This emergency organisation is trained in the plants in regular intervals, 
normally without the use of a simulator. In some cases such exercises were done with the 
support of the simulator. A shift handles the postulated scenario in real time at the simulator. 
They alarm the emergency staff when needed and communicate later on with them via phone, 
fax, data transmission. The emergency staff has to manage the situation as required by the 
evolution of the accident. This setup turned out to be useful for certain purposes. Especially if 
the communication between the control room and the emergency staff is a focus of the 
exercise the use of the simulator adds to the realism of the situation. With regard to the control 
room personnel e. g. the exercise demonstrates the amount of time and resources absorbed by 
communication with the outside. These experiences were used to optimize the work 
organization. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

The strategies for the operating personnel to deal with accident situations were developed and 
refined over a long time. They draw on the experience from the operation of the plants and 
from simulator exercises. The approach is adapted to the technique of the plant and especially 
of the I&C system.. It is described in procedures which cover all operating situations from 
normal operation to severe accidents. Many of these procedures are tested on the simulator 
before they are introduced. In any case they are extensively used during training and 
observations or discrepancies are fed back to the plants. The operating crews need in order to 
perfom their task professionally an excellent knowledge of the plant and its behaviour, 
competencies in communication and teamwork – among which an effective leadership by the 
shift supervisor is crucial – and a reliable experience in actually performing their tasks. The 
training programs are designed to develop these competencies. In particular the simulator 
training focuses all these competencies and builds up the required experience with rare or even 
incredible situations. The objective is to have plants operating without any disturbancies 
operated by crews every member of which is used to routinely handle the most difficult 
accident situations. 
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Fig. 1 – Handling of Incidents/Accidents 
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Fig. 2 – Safety Goals 
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Session 2 – Tools and Methods 

 
Chair: Petra Lundström (Fortum Engineering Ltd)                Co-chair:  Salih Güntay (PSI) 

 
Six papers were presented in Session 2 on tools and methods. The scope of the session  was to present 
different tools (e.g. computer models, simulators) to be used for operator training purposes or operator 
support during the accident. 
 
The first presentation described applications of the ADAM system to SAM and training. The paper 
was presented by Dr. Khatib-Rahbar. ADAM can be used in an on-line diagnosis mode or in an 
accident management and simulation mode. The goal is to have much faster than real-time simulation, 
using simplified models and a coarse nodalization. The presentation also included a demonstration of 
ADAM. 
 
New developments aiming for determination of the break size for VVER-440 reactors in the beginning 
of an accident were presented by Mr Horváth from the Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority. The 
method was based on the rate of change of pressurizer level. In order to develop the correlation 
between break size and pressurizer water level, accident simulations were carried out on the full scope 
simulator of Paks, MELCOR, and ADAM.  
 
A universal model for RBMK reactors for safety analysis and SAM purposes was presented by Dr. 
Zenkov. The name of the model is STEPAN/KOBRA. It is the basic code of the Total Training 
System full-scope and analytical simulators installed and operating at the Leningrad NPP Training 
Center for operator training for normal operation, emergencies, and design basis accident conditions. 
Power unit behavior reproduction under severe beyond design basis accident conditions has also been 
verified. Inclusion of this type of accidents in the operator training procedure is the next task.  
 
ALIBABA is an expert system, developed by IPSN France, to provide complementary information on 
the state of the containment barrier, specifically, detection and localisation of the leak paths. The 
system is designed to help specialists to judge and make decisions. The inputs to the expert system are:  
 
a) containment isolation reports (isolation valve positions);  
b) level of activities in connecting buildings and  
c) global activity readings in ventilation ducts and the stack.  
 
The expert system, based on the hard-wired data bases on the whole installation and method of 
assessment constitutes a ‘knowledge base’ structure and through a user interface, helps the user to 
raise questions. Assessment of availability of equipment, identification of potential leakage paths, 
sorting of leakage paths based on their probability of occurrence, and determination of possible 
restoring actions are the key elements of the method of assessment. It provides assistance to IPSN 
Technical Emergency Center in charge of containment of fission product release quantification, and is 
used for emergency drills. 
 
APROS is a multifunctional simulator environment developed by VTT and Fortum Engineering Ltd. 
in Finland. It has been applied to analysis of all operational and accident conditions of the Loviisa 
NPP. APROS SA is an  extension of the APROS system to cover the severe accident regime. The 
main motivation for developing APROS SA is to utilize the degree of freedom of the APROS system 
for carrying out modifications and the flexibility to add new models. APROS SA is tailored to follow 
the Loviisa SAM strategy and will facilitate assessment and management of severe accidents and will 
be employed for a wide range of operator training. 
 
The last paper of the session dealt with insights concerning operator actions derived in the study on in-
vessel retention for BWR plants in Japan. Physical phenomena and operator interventions in triggering 
and enhancing these phenomena may greatly reduce the likelihood of reactor pressure vessel breach. 
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Separate effect experiments were conducted to characterise the molten debris break-up and coolability 
in BWR lower plenum geometries together with modelling efforts. The operator actions, prescribed in 
the severe accident management guidelines, have been re-prioritised to increase the likelihood of 
successful in-vessel retention. 

 
Summary of discussion (Session 2) 

 
The session presented examples of: 
 

• diagnostic support and on-line SAM support in ADAM 
• an expert system on containment status in ALIBABA 
• pure training simulators like STEPAN/KOBRA and APROS SA. 

 
The audience was asked to comment on these different approaches from a plant or end-user 
perspective. 
 
Many participants thought that a clear distinction should be made between using tools for training and 
for support during an accident.  
 
The view was expressed that using tools like codes or simulators for  deriving SAM strategies during 
an accident may be  misleading. In any case it would be necessary to introduce feedback e.g. from real 
plant measurement data. Computational aids could however be used when they are likely to relieve 
unnecessary operator burden. 
 
There were many words of caution against using very simplified models for which uncertainties may 
be large. Such tools should perhaps only be used for certain special purposes, for which the 
implications of the uncertainties involved can be explained. 
 
Some utilities, having already implemented SAM measures, expressed a need for extending their 
simulation capability into the severe accident regime for training purposes. Also specific tools, e.g. for 
determining containment status or radiation levels during the accident, were considered to be quite 
useful, since they provide relief to the operators in the emergency situation.   
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Abstract 
 

Accident Diagnostic, Analysis and Management (ADAM) system has been developed as a tool for on-
line applications to accident diagnostics, accident simulation and accident management applications 
and training. The fundamental philosophy behind ADAM is to model a full spectrum of severe 
accidents using a “balanced” mechanistic approach, and a relatively coarse nodalization of the 
reactor coolant and containment systems, to enable a much faster than real time (i.e., 100 to 1000 
times faster than real time on a personal computer) applications to on-line investigations and/or 
accident management training.  ADAM includes provisions for activation of various water injection 
systems, including the Engineered Safety Features and other mechanisms for assessment of accident 
management and recovery actions (e.g., fire water).   The paper will address the ADAM features and 
limitations for application to on-line severe accident management and training.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
There are a variety of potential severe accident scenarios and sequences for light water reactors. In 
general, accidents start from different initiating events that may lead directly or through additional 
failures to severe core degradation. The range of the potential plant states include operation at power, 
plant heat-up, plant cool-down, and plant shutdown conditions. Once an accident starts, loss of coolant 
inventory is followed by oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding, and eventually core damage, reactor 
pressure vessel failure, and a multitude of physical phenomena potentially challenging the 
containment integrity.  The further the accident progresses into the severe accident regime, the more 
difficult it becomes to manage the accident by the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). 
Therefore, many utilities tend to develop or have already developed Severe Accident Management 
Guidelines (SAMG) with a structure that is more appropriate for severe accident situations. 
 
The actual implementation of SAMGs require sufficient understanding of plant condition and the 
availability of systems or components needed to limit core damage, mitigate radiological impacts, and 
eventually achieve a stable configuration for the plant.  In general, since the sequences of events that 
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could result in a severe accident are not unique and can involve a multitude of accident pathways, it is 
desirable to have an understanding of the impact of the particular SAMGs on accident progression, 
and ultimately, on the potential challenges to containment integrity and/or radiological releases. 
 
The management of severe accidents is expected to be under the direction of the plant/utility through 
the utility technical support organization and accident response team. However, important utility 
actions may require interaction and/or approval by cognizant regulatory authority; thus, requiring 
appropriate technical information on the actual plant condition, the observed symptoms, and the 
potential impact of implementing selected accident management actions. The implementation 
effectiveness of the SAMGs during an accident is strongly impacted by the level of training of the 
emergency response team. Furthermore, during an accident, close collaboration and interaction 
between the plant emergency response organization and the national emergency response centers is 
essential.  Finally, communication with the general public needs to be based on accurate and reliable 
information.  
 
The WINDOWSTM-based ADAM system has been developed by ERI to provide a comprehensive 
accident analysis platform that uses the available plant data, supplemented by computer simulation. 
The initial version of ADAM was developed in 1997, for application to Leibstadt nuclear power plant 
by the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK)1.  Subsequently, the following versions have 
been developed and implemented: 
 

• ADAM- Beznau, a Westinghouse PWR with large dry-containment (Swiss HSK) 
• ADAM-Mühleberg, a General Electric BWR4 with MARK-I Containment (Swiss HSK) 
• ADAM-Gösgen, a Siemens/KWU PWR with large dry-containment (Swiss HSK) 
• ADAM-Bohunice, a VVER-440/213, pressure suppression containment (Slovak Nuclear 

Regulatory Authority) 
• ADAM-Mochovce, a VVER-440/213, pressure suppression containment (Slovak Nuclear 

Regulatory Authority) 
• ADAM-Paks, a VVER-440/213, pressure suppression containment (Hungarian Nuclear 

Regulatory Authority) 
 

In general, ADAM is designed to operate in three modes: 
 

(1) Pikett Ingenieur (PI) – This mode, unique to the ADAM versions implemented at HSK, is 
intended to provide graphical information on the condition of the plants by implementing 
simple diagnostics (as compared with the full diagnostics module D) criteria.  

(2) On-Line Diagnostics (D) - In this mode, selective plant parameters (as measured by plant 
instrumentation sensors and stored in the plant computers), arriving into ADAM at a specified 
frequency (e.g., every 2 minutes for the Swiss plants), are used to assess the various safety 
margins (e.g., margin to core damage, margin to containment failure, margin to vent actuation, 
etc.) through appropriate “alarms”. In addition, the state of the reactor, containment, and 
auxiliary building are constantly monitored to provide a symptom-based diagnostics of events 
(i.e., likely scenario) using a deterministic, rule-based logic structure. 

(3) Accident Management and Analysis (A) - In this mode, the ADAM models can be used to 
simulate various accident scenarios, to determine the potential implications of various Severe 
Accident Management (SAM) actions on the evolution of the accident. ADAM provides an 

                                                
1 H. Esmaili, S. Orandi, R. Vijaykumar, M. Khatib-Rahbar, O. Zuchuat, and U. Schmocker, “ADAM: An 
Accident Diagnostics, Analysis and Management System,” Advances in Safety & Reliability, Volume 1, page 
257, C. Guedes Soares, Editor, Pergamon, United Kingdom (1977). 
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extremely efficient and versatile means for training, accident analysis, development of drill 
scenarios, emergency planning, and other applications including source term assessment and 
evaluation of PSA success criteria.  

 
The ADAM system is designed to meet the objectives of the analysts at the accident response center 
and/or the regulatory emergency response team who only have limited on-line information about the 
plant status. Therefore, implementation of complicated models is avoided as part of the ADAM 
development philosophy.  ADAM is designed to run several orders of magnitude faster than real time 
on a Personal Computer (PC) platform. 
 
2. ADAM Approach 
 
2.1 Diagnostics Module 
 
The overall approach to development of ADAM accident diagnostics and accident management and 
analysis capabilities is discussed in Reference [1].  
 
In the diagnostics mode, real time signals corresponding to a typically 20 to 30 important plant 
parameters are transmitted to the regulatory authority, are fed to the ADAM diagnostics system. A 
number of “alarms” are displayed in ADAM to monitor the state of the plant during the course of any 
event. Additional information is provided to monitor the state of the reactor, the reactor coolant system 
and the most likely symptom-oriented accident conditions. These provide a quick glance at the state of 
the plant without resorting to monitoring of the individual plant data. 
 
Figure 1 shows the basic logic for the ADAM diagnostics module. It is seen that initialization and 
validation of the plant signals is the starting point in ADAM-D. The next step is identification of 
accident conditions and accident type (e.g., drywell LOCA of a given size group [BWR], steam 
generator tube rupture [PWR], etc.). The sensor signals used for the accident identification are the 
plant type dependent, and typically include the measured pressure, water level, and the radiation level 
inside the reactor coolant system (RCS), steam generators (PWRs), and/or the containment building.  
 
After the accident identification step, ADAM-D calculates all the necessary thermodynamic properties 
in the reactor coolant system and the containment. ADAM-D then checks the reactor safety systems, 
the status of ECCS and possibility of feedwater injection, etc.   
 
This is followed by calculation of various safety margins. In ADAM-D, a margin is defined as the 
time required until a certain pre-specified condition is satisfied. Typically “calculated margins” 
include: 
 

• Core uncovery, 
• Containment venting, 
• Containment failure, 
• Suppression pool saturation,  
• Suppression pool depletion, 
• Condensate storage tank water depletion 
• Hydrogen combustion, Etc. 

 
Finally, the various alarms and the states of the reactor and the containment are identified based on the 
analysis of the on-line data. 
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In addition to the parameters that are derived solely on the basis of on-line data, ADAM-D also 
provides supplementary information on the so-called “derived variables” that are based on 
performance of thermodynamic calculations using the selected “measured variables”. Examples 
include: 
 

• The water injection rate required for heat removal 
• Determination of potential for other failures (e.g., valves failing in “open” position, etc.) 
 

2.2 Accident Management and Analysis Module  
 
The accident management and analysis module includes extensive mathematical models for simulation 
of a complete spectrum of accidents, including severe accidents leading to reactor pressure vessel 
failure, core concrete interactions, and containment pressurization. 
 
The ADAM mechanistic models include: 
 

• Non-equilibrium, separated flow thermal-hydraulics (including critical and non-critical flows) 
• Heat transfer to various steel and concrete structures 
• Parametric fuel heat up, meltdown, relocation, and debris quenching 
• Fission products release, transport through the RCS and containment into the environment (for 

both in-vessel and ex-vessel phases) 
• Fission product revaporization 
• Hydrogen and CO generation, transport and combustion 
• Core concrete interactions 
• Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and decay heat removal systems 
• Radionuclide decay and transmutation for 60 risk-dominant nuclides 

 
ADAM includes provisions for operator actions in order to examine accident management strategies 
and their consequences. The simulation code can also be used to generate data for the diagnostic 
mode, and to assist in the visual display of the accident conditions. The plant initial conditions and 
information about the type of the accident is user-specified. 
 
3. ADAM Applications To Training 
 
One of the objectives of ADAM development has been application of ADAM for staff training in the 
areas of: (1) severe accident progression and containment challenges; (2) severe accident management 
and mitigation; (3) emergency planning; and (4) on-line accident diagnostics   
 
In order to make ADAM more suitable for training applications, the ADAM display architecture, was 
designed to be based on a highly versatile Graphical User Interface (GUI).   This versatile GUI 
eliminates the need for extensive formal training to enable ease of use in various applications.  
Examples of typical output/input screens from ADAM are provided in Figure 2. 
 
3.1 Severe Accident Progression and Containment Challenges 
 
ADAM can be used to train key regulatory authority or utility staff in developing an understanding of 
plant-specific severe accident and containment challenges, for a wide range of severe accident 
conditions, including LOCAs (of various sizes and locations), transients, bypass events (interfacing 
systems or SGTR events), with or without ECCS and other Engineered Safety Feature (ESFs). The 
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ADAM-calculated results can include a wide range of parametric sensitivities to help in developing an 
appreciation of the potential uncertainties. 
 
Containment challenges that could be examined include various pressurization models (due to steam, 
non-condensable gases or combustion events), cavity erosion processes, and inadvertent actuation of 
ESFs potentially impacting containment loads and radiological release behavior. 
 
3.2 Severe Accident Management and Mitigation 
 
Typical procedural alternatives that are considered as part of SAMGs include actions such as those 
listed in Table 1.  The “What If” type of questions and the “Impact” issues are all very important in so 
far as the operators and the emergency response teams are concerned. ADAM has been designed to be 
used for training of individuals that will be involved in the emergency and accident response 
organizations of either the utility or the regulatory authority.  
 
As an example, consider the influence of recovery of offsite power during a station blackout accident 
with subsequent activation of the containment spray system at about 17 hours into the accident.  
Figure 3 shows the ADAM calculated containment pressure, where the activation of sprays is followed 
by rapid condensation of steam in the atmosphere, thus rendering the atmosphere deinerted, and 
leading to hydrogen burn in the upper compartment at a hydrogen concentration of 6%. In the absence 
of sprays, the containment pressurization would continue, while, hydrogen concentration within the 
containment would reach flammable conditions, much later than for the case in which the sprays are 
activated.  The aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere and containment sump are shown in Figure 4 
along with the activity associated with iodine and Cs radionuclides washed into the containment sump. 
 
3.3 Emergency Planning 
 
ADAM is being used actively at HSK in the development of emergency planning scenarios for use in 
various drills and training activities.  Development and analysis of accident sequences which include 
severe accident management measures for the Nationalalarmzentrale (NAZ, National Emergency 
Organization).  The results of ADAM predictions (i.e., timing of events such as initiation of release, 
duration of release, and time evolution of releases) are used in periodic exercises (approximately every 
4 months).  Most exercises involve only the NAZ, but one major exercise is held once per year, which 
involves all organizations that would be charged with emergency management. 
 
Development of a computerized database of specific accident sequences for each Swiss plant.  
Approximately 60 accident sequences are analyzed for each installation, and the results can be used 
for fast prediction of source terms in case of an accident.  The results of ADAM calculations are 
directly input to the code ADPIC for real time (i.e., the time when the accident physically occurs) 
calculation of offsite consequences.  ADPIC is a detailed model for calculation of dispersal in the 
environment. The database will also be used for training of the HSK emergency teams. 
 
3.4 On-Line Accident Diagnostics   
 
One of the useful features in ADAM includes the capability to perform various accident analyses that 
could be saved for use in a play back mode using the ADAM diagnostics module.  In this mode, the 
ADAM diagnostics module could be used in assisting the training of emergency personnel in 
identifying the potential responses to the accident based on the availability of limited signals, 
consistent with the actual conditions of a real accident. This requires the development of specific 
scenarios, including the availability of several systems/components that could be used in implemented 
several accident management actions. 
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Table 1  Typical SAMG procedural alternatives and implications for training 

 
SAM action Accident phase “What if” & “impact” training issues 
Addition of water to a degraded core In-vessel • Time of water injection was changed 

• Rate of water addition was changed 
• Impact on metal oxidation 
• Impact on fission product release 

Manual RCS depressurization In-vessel • Impact on core cooling (use of low 
pressure systems) and damage 
progression 

• Impact on hydrogen generation 
• Time of depressurization was changed 
• Mode of depressurization was 

changed (Pressurizer valves versus 
SG relief valves) 

 
Isolation of steam generators following 
SGTR 

In-vessel • Time of diagnostics and leak detection 
changed 

• Time of isolation was changed 
• Impact on damage progression 
• Impact on environmental releases 

 
Addition of water to damaged steam 
generators following SGTR 

In-vessel • Impact of quantity and rate of water 
addition 

• Impact of water addition on fission 
product releases 

Recovery of containment isolation 
prior to core damage 

In-vessel • Detectability/diagnostics issues 
• Impact on damage progression 
• Impact on fission product release 
• Impact on hydrogen combustion 

Flooding of lower containment region Ex-vessel • Impact on core debris cooling 
• Impact on hydrogen generation 
• Impact on lower head failure 
• Impact on containment loading 
• Impact on fission product release and 

transport 
Containment Venting Ex-vessel • Manual versus automatic vent 

actuation 
• Impact of time of venting on release 

of fission products and activity to 
environment 

• Can manual venting be used to control 
hydrogen combustion 

Containment Heat Removal Systems Ex-vessel • Time of actuation/recovery and 
impact on containment integrity 

• Impact on fission product release 
• Impact of cooling rate 
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Figure 1    ADAM Diagnostics Logic 
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Figure 2   Examples of ADAM-D and ADAM-A Graphical User Interface screens 
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Figure 3       Concentration of various gases and the containment pressurization in the presence 
of sprays at 17 hours into the accident 
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(a) Airborne concentration 
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(b) Aerosol concentration in the containment sump 
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(c) Total activity in the containment  
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Figure 4  Impact of sprays on (a) airborne fission product concentration, (b) fission product 
aerosol concentration in the containment sump, and (c) the radiological activity in the 

containment 
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1. Introduction  
 

Measured on-line data coming from the units are available and used for emergency response 
decision support in many countries. Usually the thermo-hydraulic experts are responsible for the 
diagnosis and prognosis of the state of the installation.  

The correct estimation of break size is an important task during the diagnosis phase of a severe 
accident. The evaluation of the total mass of water in the primary circuit, the estimation of the water 
level in the reactor vessel, and of the time of core uncovery are all based on the supposed break size 
influencing the primary (and secondary) pressure and temperature and the primary inlet and outlet 
flow rates. Estimation of the water level is of primary importance, because the reactor-vessel level 
measurement is not available in the VVER-440 type reactors (except at the Loviisa NPP Finland).  

The break size estimation can be based either on the change of the pressurizer water level 
(SESAME-VVER system [2]) or the change of the primary pressure (STEPS system [7]) by taking 
into account the core inlet and outlet flow rates. In addition the Hungarian Atomic Energy Research 
Institute has developed a more sophisticated model [1]. Usually at the early phase of an accidental 
situation the thermo-hydraulic experts have not enough time and data to make such estimations, thus 
the first diagnosis of the situation has to be based on simpler methods. Such a method can be based on 
a comparison of some significant parameters to experimental data. For this reason the authors of this 
article have tried to find some correlation between the change of the pressurizer water level (the time 
while the pressurizer becomes empty) and the size of the break. 

The analyses were made by running scenarios on the full scope simulator of Paks NPP and on 
the basis of  MELCOR and ADAM simulation results. Two types of scenarios are assessed in this 
paper: the LOCA (Loss Of Coolant Accident) and the PRISE (PRImary leakage to Secondary circuit) 
cases. Several calculations were made in both cases with different break sizes at various locations. In 
the case of LOCA the diameter of the break size was changed between 0,01 m and 0,5 m. In the case 
of PRISE the break was regarded as the rupture of 1 to 10 tubes at different height values or as a 
collector cover lift off. 

Knowing the scenario (based on methodical procedures), the thermo-hydraulic experts have 
the possibility to make fast prognosis at the early phase of the accident. First they can compare the 
time while the pressurizer becomes empty to the calculated results and then choose the real break size. 

mailto:horvathk@haea.gov.hu, petofi@haea.gov.hu


For the second step, knowing the break size they can choose from pre-prepared scenarios based on 
calculations by some system codes like APROS [8] or RELAP [9]. 

The Centre of Emergency Response Training and Analysis (CERTA) of the Hungarian 
Atomic Energy Authority Nuclear Emergency Response Organisation (HAEA NERO) is primarily 
meant for making analysis of a nuclear emergency situation, based on data obtained from the power 
plant or from the international nuclear community. Using the results of the calculations the HAEA 
NERO suggest countermeasures to the Governmental Co-ordination Committee responsible for 
decision-making in case of a national emergency. 

The HAEA NERO is divided into nuclear, radiological, managing and logistical teams. In a 
nuclear emergency the nuclear team evaluates the status of the damaged unit and estimates the source 
term. The radiological team calculates the dose-projection and forecasts the possible environmental 
consequences. The managing team makes suggestions of countermeasures to the second level. The 
logistical group is responsible for maintaining the operability of the equipment of the centre. 

2. Special features of the construction of the VVER-440 type reactors 
 

The VVER-440 type reactor is a PWR type reactor similar to western types but have some 
important technical specifications that make differences in analysing severe accidents. 

The most obvious difference is that a VVER-440 has six coolant loops with a pressure of 123 
bar and a temperature of 286 C°. The hot legs are situated above the cold legs, which means that a 
break situated in different legs could lead to different consequences. In the pressure vessel there are 
349 hexagonal assemblies containing 126 fuel rods. The 37 safety and control elements have the same 
shape as the fuel assemblies from which seven are used for the reactivity control. The S&C elements 
have so-called follower assemblies coupled to the bottom of them increasing the effectiveness of their 
operation. 

 
 

In the VVER-440 the steam generators – as a main difference compered to western types – are 
situated horizontally with 5536 heat exchanger tubes connected to the cold and hot leg collectors. 
Besides the rupture of the tubes the lift-off of these collectors are taken into account as a possible 
accident phenomenon that produces similar consequences as a Steam Generator Tube Rupture. 

At the evaluation of accidents and transients a significant problem is that there is no coolant level 
measurement inside the VVER-440 pressure vessel, thus in the case of losing the primary coolant the 
observer needs sophisticated tools to determine the break size and the discharge flow. That is why the 
pressurizer level is used in these analysis as an indicator of the coolant level. 
 



3. Data available at the CERTA emergency centre 
 

The most important results of any nuclear emergency analysis are the source term estimations 
and the forecast of the possible on-site consequences. For that purpose the HAEA Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness Organisation, operates a number of tools and the necessary information arrives from the 
plant to CERTA. The information can come through MLLN line, phone or fax. In addition there is a 
site observer delegated to the on-site emergency team too to provide the analysis group with further 
information, if required.  

The most significant tool is an on-line data transfer system, which provides the experts with 
more than 500 data from each unit of the Paks NPP in every ten seconds and display them in the 
centre. A sophisticated computer program system, CERTA VITA [1], collects, processes and displays 
the data in a format suitable for further analysis and reporting. CERTA VITA gives a concise 
description of the status and numerical characteristics of all critical safety functions as well as detailed 
graphical presentation of every parameter obtained from the plant. In exercises the software can 
connect to the full scope simulator of the NPP (the scenario of the INEX-2 HUN exercise ran on the 
simulator). The software was developed by the Hungarian KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute. 

4. Diagnosis of the type of the accident 
 

The estimation of the break size requires the diagnosis of the type of the accident. Two types 
of design bases accidents are studied below. Typical development of the most important parameters 
are shown in the following figures. The examination of these few parameters supports deciding which 
type of transient has happened. 

In a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) a break occurs in the primary circuit and the coolant 
penetrates to the hermetic zone through the break. During a primary to secondary leakage (PRISE) the 
steam generator tube(s) break(s) or the primary collector lifts off and the primary coolant can escape to 
the environment by-passing the containment. 

4.1. LOCA case 
 

Let us consider a transient in which at t=900 sec a 0.06 m diameter break occurs on the hot leg 
of the first loop. The events are summarised below. Scram is initiated by the low pressure and by the 
low level of the pressurizer (fig. 4.1.1). The signal “pressure of the hermetic zone higher than 100 
mbar” (fig. 4.1.4) initiates the start of the ECC systems and the stop of the main circulating pumps.  
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Figure 4.1.1      Figure 4.1.2   
Development of the primary pressure in LOCA   Development of pressurizer level in LOCA 
 

The primary pressure and the level of the pressurizer decrease rapidly (fig. 4.1.1 and fig. 
4.1.2), which refer to the loss of the primary coolant. The pressurizer becomes empty in 30 seconds. 
The hydroaccumulators start to feed water into the vessel, when the primary pressure is below 58 bar 



from 937 sec to 1150 sec. This can be seen from the tilt parameter of the primary pressure curve (fig. 
4.1.4). The insufficiency of the secondary heat removal causes that water appears again in the 
pressurizer.    
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4.2. PRISE case 

Figure 4.1.3      Figure 4.1.4  
Development of secondary pressure in LOCA   Development of box pressure in LOCA 
 

The scram signal stops the turbines, therefore the steam transport from the steam generators 
are lower than the steam generation. When the pressure of the collector is higher than 48.6 bar, the 
reducing valve opens and let the steam into the condenser (fig. 4.1.3).  The levels of the steam 
generators remain close to the nominal level. The pressure and the temperatures of the hermetic zone 
increased rapidly, because of the streaming primary coolant with high pressure and temperature (fig. 
4.1.4). The spray system keeps the parameters of the hermetic zone close to the normal values.   
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Figure 4.1.5      Figure 4.1.6  
Development of vessel level in LOCA    Development of breakflow in LOCA 
 

However water appears again in the pressurizer, the vessel is not filled with water, which 
shows that steam bubble developed under the reactor dome (fig. 4.1.5). At the early phase the 
breakflow is very high, because of the refill from the hydroaccumulators, later the water supplied by 
the high and low pressure ECCS goes through the break (fig. 4.1.6). 

 
The transient considered is initiated at t=326 s, when the safety valve of the 2. steam generator 

stacks open and the hot leg collector of this steam generator lifts off. Scram is initiated by the low 
pressure and level of the pressurizer signal. Low leakage signal initiates the ECC systems. 
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Figure 4.2.1      Figure 4.2.2  
Development of primary pressure in PRISE   Development of pressurizer level in PRISE 
 

The violation of the energy balance between the primary and the secondary circuits causes that 
the primary pressure and the pressurizer level increase a bit in the early phase (fig. 4.2.1 and fig. 
4.2.2). Later these parameters decrease, because of the loss of the coolant. When the primary pressure 
reaches the 58 bar, the hydroaccumulators start and decelerate the decreasing of the primary pressure 
(fig. 4.2.1). The pressurizer becomes empty in 180 sec (fig. 4.2.2). The parameters of the hermetic 
zone are nominal.  
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Figure 4.2.3      Figure 4.2.4 
Development of secondary pressure in PRISE   Development of breakflow in PRISE 
 

The pressures of the steam generators decrease, the pressure of the damaged steam generator 
decreases faster, because of the open safety valve (fig. 4.2.3). The levels of the intact steam generators 
are close to the nominal level, the damaged one is fully charged with water. The pressure difference 
between the primary and the secondary level keeps the breakflow close to constant (fig. 4.2.4).    

5. Methods used for break size estimation   
 
Several applicable methods are available for break size estimation for VVER-440 type 

reactors. 
 



5.1. Assessment based on the development of pressurizer water level SESAME method 
 

This evaluation is based on the variation of the pressurizer level due to the loss of coolant in 
the event of a break on the Reactor Coolant System [2]. The calculation is made in two stages. In an 
initial stage, a mass balance taking into account all incoming and outgoing flow rates gives the value 
of the flow rate at the break. Secondly, the ratio of this flow rate to the critical mass speed in hot leg, 
cold leg and at saturation gives the break sizes in hot leg, cold leg and at saturation respectively. The 
latter calculation assumes of course, that the primary pressure is sufficient for the hypothesis of the 
critical flow rate at the break to be acceptable. In the case of a steam generator tube rupture, evaluation 
of the cross section of the break comes from the ratio of the break flow rate to the Fauske correlation. 
The number of broken tubes is then deduced by using the inner cross section of a tube. 

The mass balance in the Reactor Coolant System can be expressed by the following equation : 

dM
dt

W W W W W W =   +  +  -  -   - SI FEED SEAL-IN BLEED SEAL-OUT BREAK    (1) 

where : 

− M(t) is the total mass of coolant in the primary circuit at the time t, 

− WSI  is the safety injection flow rate (high pressure, low pressure, accumulators), 

− W
FEED

 is the charge flow rate of the make-up system, 

− WSEALS-IN is the injection flow rate at the primary coolant system pump joints, 

− WBLEED is the make-up system discharge flow rate, 

− WSEAL-OUT is the return flow of the primary coolant system pump joints, 

− WBREAK is the break flow rate. 

 

From equation (1) the break flow WBREAK  can be easily calculated : 

W
M t M t

t

W t W t
BREAK =

−
+

+( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1

2∆
2 ,                (2) 

where :  

− M(t) is the total mass of coolant in the primary circuit at the time t (t = t1 or t2) ; 

− W(t) is the sum of all flow rates entering or leaving the primary circuit at the time t (t = t1 or t2) 
except the break flow rate ; 

− ∆t is the time step, ∆t = t2- t1. 

 

The time interval [t1, t2] can also be chosen whenever the water level in the pressurizer is 
restored as a result of the water injection into the primary circuit. The increase of pressurizer level can 
then be used for break size assessment.  

Once the break flow rate WBREAK is evaluated, it is then compared to the critical mass velocity 
correlation Gcritical taken from the CATHARE code in order to evaluate the cross section Sbreak of 
the break, in hot leg, cold leg or at saturation. 



WBREAK = SBREAK Gcritical      (3) 

In fact, from equation (3) we can evaluate two values of section, S1 and S2 (one for time t1, 
second for t2). As the resulting cross section we use harmonic mean of it, i.e. 

SBREAK   =  2S1S2/(S1 + S2)      (4) 

a) For a break on the hot or cold leg, the following correlation is used : 

Gcritical   =    ( )2 0 9. . , .ρ p pPC SAT− ,      (5) 

where: 
− the ρ is the density of the coolant (depending on the measured pressure and temperature in hot or 

in cold legs) ; 
− pPC is the pressure in primary circuit (measured variable) ; 
− pSAT is the saturated pressure (calculated from the temperature in corresponding leg). 

pPC  - 0,9pSAT  > 0        (6) 

In case of saturated coolant (pPC  = pSAT) the following formula is obtained:  

Gcritical   =    ( )2 0 1. . , .ρ pSAT ,     (7) 
where: 
− pSAT  = pSAT (T) is the saturated pressure, calculated from the temperature T measured in vicinity of 

break. In this case measured pressure is ignored, only the temperature is taken into account. 
 

b)  In case of a SGTR the calculation module uses Fauske formula : 

Gcritical   =    1.73 ( )ρ. p pPC SC− ,    (8) 

where : 
− the ρ  is the density of the primary coolant, 
− pPC is the pressure in primary circuit (measured variable), 
− pSC is the pressure in the damaged SG. 

The equivalent break diameter  de is then calculated by the formula 

d
S

e
break=

4.

π
       (9) 

which gives the final result of the assessment. 

In case of a SGTR, the equivalent number or broken tube(s) can be calculated from the 
formula : 

n =  Sbreak/2.Stube       (10) 



where Stube  is the inner cross section of the SG tube (assuming a leak from both ends of broken 
tube), but it is necessary to note, that leak can also be caused by steam generator header tightness 
failure. 

 This assessment can give results close to the simulated ones in case of short and medium 
break LOCA and 1-3 steam generator tubes rupture, when only one phase is present. 

5.2. The simple mass balance method 
 

The most general method is based on  a simple mass balance. In the early phase of a design 
based accident, the ECCS systems can feed enough water to the reactor vessel and can keep the water 
level in the vessel close to the normal level. In this situation the water mass coming to the vessel and 
the water mass going out through the break are almost the same. 
 

∑ mass flow of the ECC systems = break flow           (11) 
 
Therefore the sum of the water mass flow in the three trains of the high pressure ECCS can be used as 
the break mass flow. If the reactor pressure rapidly become lower than 58 bars or 14 bars the 
Hidroaccumulators and the low pressure ECCS respectively will add mass flow to the left side of the 
balance. The break size can be calculated by using equation (3). 
 This assessment is a very rough estimation of the breakflow and break size, therefore it is 
applicable only at the very beginning of an accident. 

5.3. CERTA VITA method 
 

The break size estimation algorithm is based on the homogeneous-equilibrium model [1]: it is 
assumed that in the given volume the one- or two-phase medium is in a thermodynamic equilibrium 
state. This yields a very fast mixing in case of emergency core cooling injections, but numerical 
instabilities are avoided, which is very important in an on-line system. The model distinguishes to 
basic states: subcooled liquid and saturated two-phase mixture. Pressure derivatives are obtained from 
the energy and mass conservation equations, assuming constant volume. 

 
The ∆P pressure change in a given volume during the ∆t calculation step is given by  

jjGaP ∑=∆      (12) 
where:  
− Gj is the flow through the jth junction connected to the given node (these values are determined 

from the pressure differences), and the aj coefficients have different values for the one- and two-
phase cases. 

The aj coefficient is constant for the break and for the pressurizer surge line, while for the 
ECCS injection lines it depends on the parameters of the injected cold water. In case a two-phase 
mixture is present in the given node, the incoming cold water causes pressure decrease (due to the 
condensation), therefore the coefficient correlates with the difference between the ECCS enthalpy and 
the average primary circuit enthalpy in the following form: 

)(*
primaryECCSjj hhaa −=     (13) 

where:  
−  is a fitted constant and h indicates specific enthalpy. *

ja
In one-phase cases ECCS injection causes pressure increase (due to the density increase) and 

the coefficient is calculated according to this formula: 
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=

ρ
ρ

jj aa       (14) 

where:   
− ρ1 is the density determined from the primary pressure and average enthalpy, 
− ρ2 is the ratio of the total primary coolant mass and the total primary volume. 

 
The break estimator module divides the primary circuit into two parts: the pressurizer itself 

represents one single node, while the rest of the primary circuit is combined into the other node (i.e. 
this node contains the reactor vessel, the cold and hot legs of the six loops and the primary sides of the 
steam generators). Note, that in Eq. (1) there are no heat source terms, i.e. it is assumed, that the heat 
generated in the core is always compensated by the secondary heat removal. This is obviously not true 
in certain phases of a LOCA scenario, but from the test runs it turned out, that using this 
approximation provides acceptable results for the description of the overall LOCA process. It is also 
assumed, that in the pressurizer the two-phase state is always present, therefore the module describes 
correctly the emptying of the pressurizer only and does not handle refill processes. 

In the on-line VITA system the break estimator module is called in every cycle for all units 
(including the simulator). After an initial phase (when the internal variables are determined from the 
actual reactor state) the program periodically checks the pressurizer level: whenever a significant level 
change is detected, the module tries to identify a possible leak in the primary circuit by using the 
following method. In order to match the actual situation with predefined LOCA and SGTR classes the 
program performs calculations for the following 8 break classes (the time step of the calculations is 1 
second): 

 
1. Class 1-2 = small break LOCA (0.1% or 1.0%), 
2. Class 3 = medium break LOCA (10%), 
3. Class 4-5  = large break LOCA (50% or 200%), 
4. Class 6-7 = steam generator tube rupture (a single tube or several tubes), 
5. Class 8  = opening of steam collector cover. 
 

In the calculations ECCS injection flows are taken from the process measurements. The 
selection of the most characteristic break class is based on the primary pressure: the actual break 
belongs to that class, which provides the minimum deviation between the measured and calculated 
primary pressure curves. Those situations, when the pressurizer level change is caused by “leak-free” 
reactor transients (e.g. by a scram or by a pump trip), are also identified and handled by the program. 
Once the presence of a break and the appropriate break class has been identified, the module 
determines the following break parameters: 

 
1. break type (primary or primary-to-secondary leak), 
2. break flow, equivalent diameter and cross-section, 
3. reactor pressure vessel level (determined from the total primary coolant mass), 
available time until anticipated core uncovery (when RPV level = top of the fuel). 
  
 The tests of this assessment showed rather punctual results, close to the simulated values. 

5.4. Other methods 
 
Assessment based on the level of the vessel 
The assessment based on pressurizer water level can be more exact if the level of the reactor vessel is 
measured in the NPP. In this case the changing of the vessel level is used in the equation of the mass 



changes. Unfortunately there is no measurement of the level of the reactor vessel in typical VVER-440 
type reactors, except in the Loviisa NPP. 
 
Assessment based on the development of pressure in hermetic compartment 
This method can only be used when the diagnosis has revealed a break inside the reactor building. 
Indeed, in this case, the energy removed through the break leads to a rise of the pressure inside the 
hermetic compartment. The degree of this pressure rise depends, among other things, on the size of the 
break. The size of the primary break can be bracketed by comparing the pressure peak measured 
within the hermetic zone with developments which have already been calculated for known break 
sizes. 

6. The softwares used for calculations (ADAM, Simulator, MELCOR) 
 

The ADAM code was developed at the Energy Research Institute (U.S.) for design basis 
accident diagnostics and analysis. It can simulate a variety of operational and severe accident 
scenarios using a plant nodalization method. The incorporated models in the code are able to handle 
thermal hydraulics, heat up, meltdown, relocation, hydrogen combustion, core-concrete interaction, 
emergency cooling and decay heat removal systems as well as the fission product release [5]. 
 

The full-scope simulator of the Paks NPP was developed in co-operation between the Finnish 
NOKIA and the Hungarian KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute. At the first step for only 
transients without discharge of the primary circuit and then a primary circuit model reconstruction and 
new thermal hydraulic model were implemented (SMABRE) for design basis accident analysis. The 
simulator was validated in the frame of the AGNES project where a number of model calculation was 
done and compared with the simulator results [4]. 
 

The MELCOR is a fully integrated code with an entire spectrum of severe accident 
phenomena and progression including the thermal hydraulic response, heat up, fission product release 
and transport, hydrogen combustion and core-concrete interaction. It was developed by the Sandia 
National Laboratories for light water reactors [6]. 

7. Calculations  
 

The correspondence between the break size and the time, when the pressurizer becomes empty 
is assessed in case of two types of design basis accidents. In case of a LOCA it was studied at different 
break sizes from the diameter of 0.01 m to 0.75 m with 0.01 m steps. In case of a PRISE it was 
assessed from 1 to 40 tube-ruptures. The effect of the elevation of the broken tubes was also studied at 
different heights. The case of primary collector lift off as a special case of the PRISE was also 
assessed. 

The ADAM software was used in the detailed calculations, in addition present the results of 
the scenarios run on the full scope simulator of the Paks NPP or via the MELCOR program to the 
figures. 

8. Results 

8.1. Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
 

On the figures the discharge time of the pressurizer is evaluated against the number of the 
ruptured tubes. At the basic situation (Fig. 8.1.1) the break is in that steam generator which is situated 
on the pressurizer leg and the level of the rupture is 10.5 m, i.e. the lower tubes are damaged.  



The next question to be answered is that what can we say about a rupture on a non-pressurizer 
loop? The results are shown on Fig. 8.1.2  
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Figure 8.1.1      Figure 8.1.2 
The basic case      Rupture on non-pressurizer loop 
 
 The next subject of our inquiries is the level of the break inside the steam generator. In the 
VVER-440 horizontal steam generator the lowest tubes are at the level of 10.2 m and the highest ones 
are at 12 m. On the Fig. 8.1.3 the results of the different rupture levels can be examined. 
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Figure 8.1.3      Figure 8.1.4  
Effect of different rupture levels   With and without HP ECCS 
 

Having a look at the Fig. 8.1.4 we can observe the effect of the non-operating high pressure 
emergency core cooling system.  
 If one wish to examine the effect of a collector lift off with the ADAM code, the level of the 
break is to be set above the level of the uppermost tubes, i.e. 12 m. In the figure we can observe this 
case comparing to the effect of a SGTR. The collector lift off can be represented by an equivalent 
break size, i.e. by a number of ruptured tubes.  
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Figure 8.1.5 Collector lift-off 
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Figure 8.1.6      Figure 8.1.7  
ADAM and MELCOR results    ADAM and Simulator results 
 

Finally we would like to have some information about the reliability of the ADAM results. 
On the Fig. 8.1.6 the comparison of ADAM and MELCOR results are shown. From this type of 

accident we can examine only one MELCOR result. The HP ECCS does not work and there are 10 
ruptured tubes. 

On the Fig. 8.1.7 results of the comparison of ADAM and the full-scope simulator of the Paks 
NPP are presented. There are two results available for this examination. A collector lift-off case and a 
6 tubes rupture case. 

8.2. Loss of Coolant Accident 
 

In the case of the LOCA accident we follow the method we used at the SGTR case and present 
the pressurizer discharge time against the size of the break. 
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Figure 8.2.1 ADAM, MELCOR and Simulator results 

 
On the Fig. 8.2.1 the results of the three different tools can be compared. This case only one 

MELCOR calculation and three simulation are available. In VVER-440 type reactors an 1000 mm 
break means the 200% break in the primary circuit. Since the possibility of changing the elevation of 
the break is not implemented into the ADAM we could not observe the effect of it. 

9. Conclusions 

9.1. Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
 

The first conclusion can be drawn is that in the basic case (Fig. 8.1.1) of the SGTR calculations at 
least 3 tubes are needed to be broken to have the pressurizer level becoming empty. On the other hand 
if the number of the ruptured tubes is above 10 the discharge time shows just a slight change, it is 
nearly independent from the number of ruptured tubes. Thus in the case of SGTR accidents this 
pressurizer level based reactor vessel level estimation method can be used to decide whether the 
number of the damaged tubes are above or under 10. 

According to the calculations a SGTR on the non-pressurizer loop (Fig. 8.1.2) has the same effect 
as in the basic case, except in the case of the rupture of a few tubes, when there is a remarkable 
difference. For example the discharge time for 3 ruptured tubes is 100 sec more for the case of non-
pressurizer loop than the pressurizer loop. 

In the case of a SGTRs the level of the rupture does not effect the discharge time of the pressurizer 
(Fig. 8.1.3). It is true for both the pressurizer and non-pressurizer case. 

If the HP ECCS is not able to supply the primary circuit with coolant the discharge of the 
pressurizer occurs even for one ruptured tube (8.1.4). The discharge process becomes more dynamic. 
This is true if the number of the broken tubes does not exceeds 12-15. Above this range the operation 
or non-operation of the HP ECCS does not make difference. 

The Adam results show no difference between the collector lift off and the SGTR events (8.1.5). 
Taking into account the break-size, the result consistently follow the trends as if the collector lift-off 
would be a SGTR at a higher break level. 

 

9.2. Loss of Coolant Accident 
 

According to our experience with the ADAM there is no difference in the results of the 
pressurizer discharge time between hot and the cold leg LOCA cases. That is why we have not 
presented these results. 



From the Fig. 8.2.1 we can conclude that the dependence of the discharge time from the break 
size is becoming weaker with the break size. In the first range, i.e. at small breaks the discharge time 
changing quickly till the approximate size of 100 mm. Above this size the discharge time has more or 
less linear decrease. 

9.3. ADAM reliability 
 

Summarizing the experiences drawn from analysis of the two type of accidents we can say that 
the ADAM code is consistent with itself. It presents the expected physical trends.  

On the other hand in the results of it there are some significant deviation comparing to the results 
of the other two tools, although we could make the comparison just for a few cases (Fig. 8.1.6, 8.1.7, 
8.2.1). Generally the ADAM estimated the discharge times longer than the MELCOR and the 
simulator. We rather found coincidence between the MELCOR and simulator results. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The paper is to specify the developed in RRC Kurchatov Institute mathematical model and the 
integrated STEPAN/KOBRA code for the RBMK power units dynamics modeling focusing on 
specifying  this integrated code as a  tool with applications for safety analysis and the operators 
training into power unit control under severe accidents’ conditions.  Therewith, the main accent 
centers on the reliability of mathematical models and both the integrated code and the codes 
incorporated into this code.  Presented are the code, its constituents, and provided is the review of their 
validation results. To complement the general review, the most sensitive of such results are hereby set 
forth in the paper. Provided also is the basic list of severe accidents reproduced through using the full-
scope LNPP simulators, which conditions serve to foster the correct performance actions by the power 
units personnel during the training sessions.  

 
1. Introduction 

 
Of prime importance for nuclear power unit’s safety assurance is deemed to be the 

mathematical modeling of normal operation conditions and that of rising and development of 
emergency situations of the diverse severity. Presenting utmost interest are mathematical models and 
codes capable of  reliable enough  description of physical processes occurring during the severe by 
their consequences accidents in conditions of significant off-design deviations from power unit 
parameters. Such codes find their scope of application in scientific and research laboratories in making 
studies into power unit safety analysis and validation, and in the training centers as comprised in the 
analytical and full-scope simulators aiming at upgrading the knowledge-base of power unit operators 
and their skills during the study and training process, and at the check-ups of their performance toward 
preventing the severe accidents,  and also to elaborate the effective procedure of severe accidents’ 
management  in their occurrence and development.  

The main quality factors as relates any such codes appear be the modeling scope and the  
reliability of mathmodels.      

It is obvious that special importance is attached to  the reliability and fully-variable function of 
the code  in conditions ranging from normal operation and up to nuclear reactor core destruction 
boundary value, so far as it is merely within these boundary limits that the operator is capable of 
utmost efficiently intervening in the severe accident development process and preventing or drastically 
reducing its disastrous consequences.  

mailto:zenkov@dcmm.kiae.ru


 

The reliability degree of such codes should obviously be the same in their project design and 
research applications, and if apply them for power unit operational personnel skills training in the 
training centers. 

Among such codes is the developed in RRC “Kurchatov Institute” neutron-thermalhydraulic 
STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code designed to perform the 3D simulation of non-stationary physical 
processes in the RBMK power units. 

The integrated code finds its application in design-theoretical research providing for assurance 
and validation of  the RBMK NPPs safety and being , apart from that, the basic code in Total Training 
System installed and operating at the LNPP Training Center. This System contains as integrated the 
full-scope and analytical simulators of LNPP unit #3  [1,2] completed in 1994-96, and the still 
uncompleted simulators of LNPP unit #1.  

The full-scope and analytical simulators of LNPP unit #3 were the ones to be fully enough 
specified at the Second OECD Specialists Meeting on Operator Aids for Severe Accident 
Management (SAMOA-2), Lyone, France, 8 – 10 September, 1997 in item [2].  It has paid much 
attention to the RBMK power units’ particular qualities and characteristics, to that of the Total 
Training System and the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator scope specifics, and also to mathmadels 
and codes comprising the simulators’ base.  

This paper centers both on the STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code and incorporated 
mathmodels’ and codes’ reliability.  In this context, specified are the constituent parts of the integrated 
code and provided is the review of both the STEPAN/KOBRA and of its comprised codes’ validation 
results. To complement the general results’ review, the most sensitive such results are specified hereby 
in this paper. Provided also is the base list rating severe accidents which may be reproduced at the 
LNPP full-scope simulators, and under the inherent conditions serving to foster the correct-
performance actions of the power unit personnel during the training sessions.  

 
2. Short description of the code and of its constituent parts  
 

Serving the base of STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code are the codes designed to be used in 
the reactor core neutronics’ and the reactor thermal-hydraulics’ simulation, that of multiple forced 
circulation circuit (loop)  (MFCC) and of RBMK power units’ other process systems. 

The reactor core  neutronics’  model is implemented in the STEPAN code [3]  certified by the 
RF Gosatomnadzor (Russian NRC) and enabling into the 2D and 3D solution of both stationary and 
non-stationary tasks of RBMK physics. All the code’s versions are having the same two-group mesh-
type algorithm with WIMS tool accomplishment of the cells’ constants with their further 
representation as polynomial relations with the set of definition parameters.  

For application in the full-scope LNPP unit #3 simulator, specially designed was the STEPAN 
code simulation version, thereafter called SM, based on the full-scope one, but with the embedded 
slight simplifications helping provide the real-time mode simulation.  And all this was reasoned by the 
far from being sufficient capacity of the simulator computer.  In the LNPP unit #1 simulator 
progressing to its completion nowadays, owing for the employing of more powerful computer possible 
is and approved was the application of the STEPAN code full version.   

STEPAN code has been in application in RRC Kurchatov Institute starting from 1987.  In 
1987-94, against this very code performed was the analysis of RBMK characteristics’ change during 
the arrangements toward increasing the RBMK nuclear safety.  Prognostication was made toward the 
nature of void and power coefficient change, that of reactivity, rods worth, subcriticality, of 
evaporation (steam void) effects in the multiple forced circulation circuit (MFCC) and in the Control 
and Protection System (CPS) cooling loop, of horizontal and altitude power density fields, and of fuel 
burn-up. 

Against the STEPAN code, determined were the characteristics of Kursk NPP unit #5 RBMK 
reactor with modernized graphite stack and also the characteristics of other updated RBMK-type 
reactors. 



 

Starting from 1988, as comprised in the STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code, STEPAN is in 
application to perform the 3D design research of non-stationary processes, to cover also the 
emergency ones in the RBMK power units.  

The power unit thermal hydraulic processes’ model is based upon the KOBRA code [4] 
developed to provide the modeling of non-stationary thermal hydraulic processes in the optional 
thermal hydraulic circuits with the two-phase steam-water coolant in thermally non-equilibrium and 
mechanically non-homogeneous approximation. In the design-basis option of STEPAN/KOBRA 
integrated code, the KOBRA code provides for calculations of thermal-hydraulic parameters of the 
power unit’s most sensitive and complicated for modeling systems, namely of the MFCC (to include 
the core fuel channels) and of main steam lines, that is the pipelines supplying the live steam to 
turbines and separator-superheaters, and of the pipelines of steam dumping through the  fast-acting 
stem dump systems and the main safety valves.  In the prospective option, particularly, in the LNPP 
unit #1 simulator under completion now, the applications area of the said code is in large degree 
extended to also embrace the feed water supply system and the ECCS (emergency core cooling 
system). 

KOBRA is made use of at RRC Kurchatov Institute and at a number of other MINATOM’S 
structures, starting from 1988. 

Starting from 1988, as comprised in the STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code, KOBRA is in 
application to perform the 3D design research of non-stationary processes, to cover also the 
emergency ones in the RBMK power units. 

Starting from 1992, KOBRA code is jointly used with NEU 3D non-stationary neutronics’ 
code as the basic thermal-hydraulic module comprised in the READY integrated code [5] as 
developed in cooperation with the VNIIEF (Russian Federal Nuclear Center “All-Russian Scientific 
Research Institute of Experimental Physics”) for dynamics research to cover also the safety validation 
for WWER power units provided in the 3D and other approximations. 

Through the application of KOBRA software module, provided is the series of design-
theoretical study of operational dynamic to include the research into emergency processes and safety 
validation of nuclear power units with varied type reactors (not rather RBMKs, but also WWERs) 
[6,7,8]. 

Starting from 1988, STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code is in use in making the design-
theoretical studies aimed at RBMK NPPs safety assurance and validation. Among its applications to 
this end, worth emphasizing as most valuable are the analysis of the accident at Chernobyl NPP unit 
#4  [9], and also the provided in combination with the well-known and globally-used RELAP5/3.2, 
RELAP5-3D, ATHLET and QUABOX/CUBBOX codes safety analysis of Kursk NPP unit #1, 
performed in the framework of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Extra Budgetary Project 
on “Accident Analysis and its Associated Training Programme for RBMK 1000 Kursk Nuclear Power 
Plant” [10]. 

Apart from that, as was just mentioned, STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code appears to be the 
base code of the LNPP Training Center’s Total Training System comprising the full-scope and 
analytical simulators of LNPP unit #3 [1,2] completed in 1994-96 and the LNPP unit #1 simulators 
still to be completed.   

To be added to STEPAN and KOBRA base codes, within the integrated code also used is the 
code providing for the simulation of fuel elements’ distortions, melting and destruction in the core fuel 
elements and channels, and also of fission product accumulation, release and spread. In the LNPP unit 
# 3 full-scope simulator for this purpose employed was the specially developed in the RRC Kurchatov 
Institute applications software package comprised of real time simulation options of PULSAR and 
STALACTITE [11] and RADAR codes. 

 
 
 
 



 

3. STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code as a tool of severe accidents management  
 

STEPAN/KOBRA code performs the severe accidents control function through its application in 
the RBMK power units’ analytical and full-scope simulators.  Four years of LNPP unit #3 simulators 
operation have demonstrated the true nature of the scientific and engineering approaches embedded in 
them, and also of their functional scope. The base list rating potentially severe emergencies apt for 
reproducing at the full-scope  simulator which serves the direct  operator training tool appears to be as 
follows. 
• reactivity input accidents (RIA); 
• the accidents with the core channels raptures; 
• downcomers raptures; 
• Main Circulation Pump (MCP) intake and pressure headers raptures; 
• distributing group header raptures; 
• steam lines raptures, etc. 

These items list can be drastically extended, provided taken into account shall be the 
probability of any superposition and input by the instructor of additional process equipment’s failures 
giving the significant increase in the accidents’ negative effect. 

The operators training is so arranged as to provide that the intervening by the operator into any 
stage of emergency development and the appropriate decision by him be of exclusively correct nature 
in the given specified situation, and having the utmost localizing effect on the accident consequences. 
 The adequacy of the appropriate decisions, if any, is sufficiently evident for both the instructor 
and the trainee only in the event that the emergency is in its rising stage only. In the event that the 
emergency is complimented by the superimposition of some more failures, i.e. in the I & C appliances 
operation, and because of difficulty to state it or truly identify at the initial stage, the correct decision-
taking by  the operator toward the accident localization is the through function of training tool.  It is 
only in case this tool is provided with the scope of simulating anyone unforeseen turn of the accident’s 
sequence, that is if this tool is a fully-variable one in broader range of events, the instructor is capable 
of elaborating the validated scenarios of emergencies, correct-performance actions by the operator and 
the criteria of their evaluation; and the operators, in their turn, are capable of their refining. Therewith, 
the correct-performance trying out processes on the part of both instructor and operators is provided 
through the direct simulator immitation of the accident. 

In addition to the full-scope simulator, the instructor is “rich” with one more valuable tool  
used in elaborating correct-performance actions and  in subsequent training of the operators into these 
actions. This tool is the analytical simulator peculiar of sacrificed real-time simulation functions in 
favor of most high-accuracy simulation process provided by the mathematical model and the best-
estimate code. 

The laid out herein before conceptual application scheme of STEPAN/KOBRA integrated 
code as a base for operator training tool, that for using in full-scope and analytical simulators of 
RBMK power unit in relation to severe accidents management was provided for visual demonstration 
at April 26, 1996 official presentation of the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator [2]. We shall briefly 
remind, therefore, that at the simulator the three scenarios were reproduced, and namely: 
1. The reproduction of LNPP unit #3 operating mode by the scenario corresponding to the Chernobyl 

NPP unit #4 operating mode as for April 26, 1986, which has lead to and resulted in the disastrous 
accident. 

2. The reproduction of Chernobyl NPP unit #4 accident occurred on Aril 26, 1986 that had required 
the significant time step modernization of the simulator to bring it to conformity with the 
procedure of Chernobyl NPP unit #4. 

3. The reproduction of emergency mode at Chernobyl unit #4 as it occurred on April 26, 1986, in the  
full sequence up to the push buttoning by the operator of reactor scram defense (AZ-5), performed 
only after the completion of the appropriate and previously trained set of operations with the CPS 



 

regulating rods. It was just these very operations to be followed by the AZ-5 push buttoning that 
had made possible to prevent the disaster at the simulator, and great is the awareness that it could 
have been possible  to prevent the catastrophe at the real power unit even in conditions as for 
1:23:40. 

The mode enumerated the first was the demonstration of the unfeasibility of the accident 
similar to Chernobyl one at the up-to-date RBMK power units which is the result of their complex 
modernization aimed at safety enhancement. 

The second one mode has in fact demonstrated the simulator complexity level and that of its 
embedded mathmodels and codes. 

The third one was the indication that at the accident-preceding moment, that is the instance  
just prior to the AZ-5 push buttoning, the catastrophe could have been prevented, provided the 
operator had been equipped with any tool like the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator. In this view, 
worth mentioning is the fact that after reproducing the accident the skilled operator of power unit 
control has needed a week-long through training session aimed at the development of correct sequence 
of operations inherent under those conditions. 

Of need is also mentioning in this respect about the acknowledgement by the RDIPE - the 
chief designer structure of RBMK reactors - , who’d provided the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator 
mathmodels’ examination, that the “models accuracy allowed for the simulator as applied not only for 
operators training purposes, but rather be included into the development process of upgraded 
algorithms of automated control and protection and also of procedures of power unit control 
performed by the operator”.  This kind application of the simulator is after all supportive, though 
consequentially, of safety level enhancing in accidents. 

 
4. Reliability and validation 
 

STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code validation and the verification of physical processes’ 
simulation results are based on the numerously obtained verification results of the integrated code as a 
whole and of is constituent components. 

The STEPAN neutronics’ code verification performed against a series of calculation and 
experimental data, namely obtained by: 
• the calculations against the Monte-Carlo method of model polylattices in cold condition with the 

unburned fuel and in hot condition with the burn-up fuel; 
• the experiments with “cold“ critical fuel assemblies of varied size and composition with the 

common-type and updated graphite stack as provided at the RBMK test site;  
• the experiments at RBMK reactors  performed at their physical start-ups; 
• subcriticality instrumentation, that of rods “reactivity weight” and of the evaporation effects at  

cold-condition burnt-out RBMK cores.   
• reactivity effects instrumentation, that of neutron fields microstructure and of spectral indici  of 

RBMK reactors in operational status. 
SM code verification grounds at comparison calculations’ results provided against this SM 

code and the non-stationary option of the STEPAN code, and calculations performed in the framework 
of independent expert examination as provided by the top specialists by the RDIPE – the chief RBMK 
designer – in respect of the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator. 

As a whole, the obtained  verification results are demonstrative of high enough accuracy level 
of dynamic processes description  using the  SM code and of reliability of its application as the 
simulator software. 

The entire volume of material as regards the KOBRA thermal hydraulic code verification is 
separable into some six portions: 
• the verification of model-and-code-comprised consecutive correlations; 
• code verification against the classical thermal hydraulic tests’ results; 



 

• the verification against the experimental study results as performed at the thermal hydraulic test 
sits, and, particularly, at the KS site of RRC Kurchatov Institute while making investigations of 
emergency situations by imitating the RBMK-1500 pressure header rapture; 

• the verification against  the reactor experimental data provided at the operating power units and, 
particularly and foremost, against the recorded results of Chernobyl accident, and also the results 
of the incident occurred on March 24, 1992, at LNPP unit #3 and caused by the decrease of 
coolant flow in one of the fuel channels. 

• the verification against the dynamics calculations data accomplished by using the codes 
predominant in nuclear power and primarily against the RELAP5;    

• the verification against the study results obtained in making the expert examination of the LNPP 
unit #3 full-scope simulator by the top specialists of RDIPE – the chief designer of RBMK. 

The obtained results had proved the code applicability for RBMK dynamic processes 
simulation and, in particular, that of fast-running emergency processes bringing about both sharp 
power changes and the loss of coolant (LOCA).   

The integrated verification of STEPAN/KOBRA code was performed by using the 
experimental and calculation data (obtained against the well-known and accepted in nuclear power 
codes, i.e. RELAP5), data on dynamic operational modes, and, particularly, on RBMK power units 
emergency operation. The model was subject to verifications at its development each stage, during its 
elaboration and entering into calculation study to include also the stages of completion, debugging, 
acceptance by the customer, and providing the independent expert examination by the RDIPE of the 
full-scope simulator for LNPP unit #3. 

The most sensitive dynamic modes (including the emergency ones) covered by the 
accomplished verifications, namely, include: 
• the accident at Chernobyl NPP unit #4 (the comparison with the registered experimental data and 

the accident simulation data obtained against the REPAP5/MOD3 code); 
• the operating mode as regards the steam reactivity effect instrumentation procedure at unit #2 of 

Ignalina NPP (the comparison with experimental data); 
• the incident occurred on March 24, 1992, at LNNPP unit #3 and caused by the decrease in coolant 

flow in a channel (the comparison with the experimental data and the accident simulation data 
provided against the REPAP5/MOD3 code); 

• never occurred in reality but study-subjected  ATWS accident causing the in-house needs’ 
blackout (the comparison with the accident simulation data obtained against the REPAP5/MOD3 
and ATHLET codes with reference  to Ignalina NPP unit #2);  

• never occurred in reality but study-subjected maximum design-basis accident (MDBA) of pressure 
header rapture (the comparison with the accident simulation data obtained against the 
REPAP5/MOD3 code with reference to Smolensk NPP unit #3); 

• “Thunderstorm” operation mode as it occurred at the LNPP unit #4 on August 12, 1992, and was 
caused by one power transmission line disconnection resulting from its damage by the 
thunderstorm discharge (the comparison with the experimental data). 

 The comparison results are agreeable in sufficient degree and provide for the reliability of 
simulation results in all-type emergency situations specified in Section 3.herein-before.  

Undoubtedly,  the most interesting of the specified above results is the comparison of 
Chernobyl NPP unit #4 accident registered results and its simulation results  provided by using the 
STEPAN/KOBRA integrated code and RELAP5/MOD3 code respectively. 

As a source data to start the simulation was adopted the condition recorded by PRIZMA tool  
as 1:22:30. The source data shall include: 
• CPS rods position; 
• burn-up depths distribution; 
• in-core sensors’ readings; 
• coolant flow in channels 



 

The simulation started at 1:21:50 in order to account for the feed water flow rate as was 
performed by the operator prior to the experiment start. Therewith, the neutron characteristics were 
adopted as equal to their 1:22:30 values. To make up for the thermal hydraulics steady-state condition, 
utilized were the appropriate pressure values in the steam drums, the feed water flows values were 
picked up from the Diagnostic Registration (DREG) data. The previous 74 s calculation enabled the 
formation of initial state providing for the simulation of the experiment proper (initial conditions) as 
started at 1:23:04. 

To proceed with, afforded was the simulation of experiment with the Main Circulation Pump 
(MCP)s running down. The MCP rotation speed variation values were obtained from the DREG data. 
The reactor neutron power throughout the experiment flow had remained unchanged. Slight reactivity 
changes, resulting from the reactor through flow rate decrease and the pressure rise in steam drum, 
were compensated by the automatic regulator (AR) four control rods upward movement at a 30 cm 
distance occurred at 1:23:22. At 1:23:40, simulated was the downward movement of all the manual 
control (RR) and AR control rods at the command of AZ-5. 

Against-the-RELAP5/MOD3-code-simulation had had as starting point 1:19:00 and till  
1:23:04 it was performed in conformity with the DREG data. Prior to the AZ-5 actuation moment, the 
power was assumed as constant, the feed water flow rate values were assigned in conformity with the 
DREG data. Simulated was the experiment with the pumps running down; the rods movement was 
simulated through assigning the dependency of reactivity to be input by the rods by the signal from 
AZ-5 and time  (to form the dependency of reactivity and time, employed were the data from the 
STEPAN code calculation). The calculation was against the RELAP5/MOD3 code with point kinetics. 

The calculation results (namely, the steam drums pressure variations, average fuel 
temperature, the core average coolant density) are provided at Fig. 1, 2, 3). 

 

 
Fig.1. Steam drum pressure (starting from 1:23:04) 

 
 

Fig.2. Average fuel temperature to follow the AZ-5 signal 
(starting from 1:23:40) 

 
 



 

 

Fig.3. Average coolant density to follow the AZ-5 signal 
(starting from 1:23:40) 

 
To follow the short-term reducing, the neutron power starts sharp increasing and by 1:23:45 

reaches the 80 rated power level as calculated against the STEPAN/KOBRA code and the 50 rated 
power level as calculated against the RELAP5/MOD3.              

Worth mentioning in this respect is good concordance level of calculations results obtained 
against the STEPAN/KOBRA code and RELAP5/MOD3 code respectively. 

 
Table 1. The Comparison of STEPAN/KOBRA code calculations’ results and of actual events. 

 
Num. Events Actual Calcul. 

1 The reactor power unchanged throughout the experiment course up to 
the AZ-5 actuation, regardless of flow rate reducing.  

+ + 

2 Following the rods movement start provided at the AZ-5, the neutron 
power is first decreasing by the value of about 10%.  

+ + 

3 AR control rods’ replacement as recorded at 1:23:30. + + 
4 Maximum power reactor protection (AZM) and minimum power 

period reactor protection (AZS) set point signals as recorded at 
1:23:43. 

+ + 

5 Sharp pressure rise in steam drum as recorded at 1:23:48 + + 
 
Therewith the  AZM set point according to calculations was reached at 1:23:42.5. 
Thus far, the emergency process simulation undertaken against the STEPAN/KOBRA code is 

adequate to reproduce the accident rise, and the calculations are in good agreement with the results 
obtained against the RELAP5/MOD3 code. 

Of self-evident interest as relates the verification results display is deemed to be the 
“Thunderstorm” mode. reproduced while making the independent expert examination of the LNPP 
unit #3 simulator by the RDIPE experts. That emergency mode may in no event be  regarded the 
severe accident one, but at the same time it is characteristic of fast enough power unit parameters’ 
changing in time. Apart from that, it concerns the power unit as a whole, and that is, of course, of 
prime importance for verifying integrated mathematical model of the full-scope simulator.  

The results of the “Thunderstorm” mode simulator reproduction and the comparison with the 
DREG data for the most sensitive parameters of the power unit are set forth at Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

first half of the sequence                                 second half of the sequence 
 

Fig. 4. Multiple Forced Circulation Circuit Parameters in the “Thunderstorm” mode 
              Simulator 

                    Experimental 
 
The RDIPE expert examination recognizes “…high accuracy of simulation…” as confirmed 

particularly, by the fact that  “…at the process’ initial stage, the composition of two circumstances, 
and namely, slight pressure increase  (unlike the usual procedure) in the MFCC and the failure of one 
of four fast-action steam dump systems into condenser (BRU-K), both real and in the simulator, has 
brought about the reactor partial scram defense (AZ-2) mode transition into AZ-5 for pressure  rise at 
actually one and  the same  instant”. 

Worth mentioning is also the code verification against the recorded results of accident 
occurred on March 24, 1992, at the LNPP unit #3 and caused by the coolant flow reduction in one fuel 
channel. Its modeling results do no conflict with the experimentally set ones and are in good 
agreement with them, both in time and place of channel failure.    Therewith, the verification is 
accomplished for both the KOBRA code, and the integrated code comprised in the LNPP power unit 
#3 full-scope simulator, which is the factor also confirming the reliability of the code providing for the 
simulation of  fuel elements’ and the core fuel channels’ distortions, melting and destruction 
processes, and of the accumulation, release and spread of fission product.  

Of utmost importance as regards the STEPAN/KOBRA code validation for application in the 
RBMK power unit operator training, and primarily for the operator accidents’ control training, appear 
to be the results  of the LNPP unit #3 full-scope simulator verification performed at the Acceptance 
Test Procedure stage and identified in the 8-volume technical documentation, and also the results of 
the independent expert examination of the full-scope simulator provided by the RDIPE – the chief 



 

designer of RBMK reactors. These results are containing the evidence that the simulator application in 
operator training shall enable into the formation of correct-performance principles and techniques of 
power unit control in normal operation, in emergencies, and in the design-basis accidents.  

The expert examination has recognized the fact of the full-scope simulator capability to 
reproduce the RBMK power unit’s behavior not only in the design-basis, but the severe beyond-the –
design-basis accidents, which signals the important step toward the simulator application in support of 
operator training into the  performance under such accidents’ conditions.  
 
5. Conclusions 

 
The specified hereby in the paper STEPAN/KOBRA code appears to be applicable throughout 

the RBMK power units safety assurance provisions  ranging from the safety validation design-
theoretical studies and up to power units operation simulation at the full-scope and analytical 
simulators designed to be used in operator training, comprising the power unit control under severe 
accidents’ conditions. 

The code reliability has been proved by the significant amount of its verification results 
relating to wide spectrum of experimental and calculation data to include also the registered RBMK 
power units accidents’ results. These results have verified and validated the code application as 
mathematical support of the simulators, and proved its application as training tool in operator training 
as fostering the correct-performance principles and techniques of power unit control in normal 
operation, in emergencies, and in the design-basis accidents conditions.   The feature of power unit 
behavior reproduction under the severe beyond-the-design-basis accidents conditions has also been 
verified at the Acceptance Test Procedure and the independent expert examination stages, however, 
the inclusion of this-level accidents in the operator training procedure needs further elaboration and is 
deemed to be the perspective task. 
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ABSTRACT 

The SAM strategy that was developed specifically for the Loviisa NPP is now being 
implemented. Since many new SAM systems and SAM instrumentation are being installed, it 
is very important to be able to train the operators and e.g. the Technical Support Center 
members on the new features of the plant. The SAM organisation and SAM guidelines are 
briefly described. A severe accident simulator APROS SA is being developed in co-operation 
between Fortum and VTT. The features of APPROS SA are briefly described. APROS SA 
will be used to fulfill different SAM training needs at the plant.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In Finland, there are quite stringent national requirements with regards to severe accident 
management (SAM) at nuclear power plants. The requirements are presented mainly in the 
YVL Guides  issued by STUK - Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority, Finland. There is a 
requirement in YVL 1.0 [1] that effective technical and administrative measures shall be 
taken for the mitigation of the consequences of an accident. Countermeasures for bringing an 
accident under control and for preventing radiation hazards shall be planned in advance 
(mitigation of consequences). Furthermore, there are requirements regarding independence of 
SAM systems from other plant systems, application of the single failure criterion to SAM 
systems, and monitoring of containment conditions in severe accidents. There are also 
numerous more detailed requirements, such as that 100% of easily oxidising reactor core 
materials shall be assumed to react with water. 

The Finnish requirements express in an almost deterministic way that the plants - including 
operating ones - have to be modified so that their containments remain intact in a severe 
accidents. Also hardware modifications, fulfilling both the single failure criterion and an 
independence requirement, have to be considered for operating reactors.  

Fortum owns and operates the Loviisa NPP, a two-unit VVER-440 plant with ice condenser 
containments. There are two separate ice condenser sections in each containment containing a 
total of at least 835 000 kg ice in normal operation. The total free volume of the containment 
(excluding the dead-ended compartment) is 58 000 m3.  The design pressure is 1.7 bar(a). 
Fortum responded to the regulatory requirements by means of developing a very 
comprehensive SAM strategy including the following features: 

• Hardware modifications at the plant 



 

• Substantial new I&C qualified for severe accident conditions,  

• New SAM guidelines,  procedures, and a SAM Handbook 

• Revision of the emergency preparedness organisation 

• Versatile training approaches, including the development of a severe accident 
simulator, APROS SA.  

The strategy is built around certain top level critical SAM safety functions, which will be 
briefly described in Chapter 2. Implementation is ongoing at the plant, a separate presentation 
of the implementation status of the SAM strategy will be presented at a future OECD 
Workshop [2]. A brief overview of the organisational matters and the new guidelines and 
procedures will be given in Chapter 3. The focus of this paper is on training, and on the 
development of APROS SA. APROS SA will be described in Chapter 4, and training of 
operators for the SAM strategy more generally in Chapter 5.  

Since the SAM strategy involves significant new systems and instrumentation at the plant, 
and because some active SAM measures are expected from the operators, training becomes 
vitally important in order for the approach to be credible. The needed hardware will be in 
place for the operators to cope with severe accidents at Loviisa. However, in order to gain full 
benefit of the SAM strategy, the involved personnel must gain in-depth training on the SAM 
guidelines, and must also understand how the different measures affect the behavior of the 
plant. Since the interactions are rather complex, we have come to the conclusion that a 
combination of classroom training and simulator training and demonstrations would be the 
best approach. 

 

2 OVERVIEW OF SAM STRATEGY 

We have translated the Finnish safety requirements into the following safety goal:  
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Demonstrate that containment failure is physically unreasonable for accident
classes which cannot be screened out based on probabilistic arguments. 
he approach towards fulfilling the above safety goal consists of four steps:  

 Prevention of core damage 
 Prevention of core melt sequences with imminent threat of a large release (usually 

sequences with an impaired containment function) 
 Mitigation of severe accident phenomena that could pose a threat to containment 

integrity 
 Control of releases 

teps 1 and 2 are PSA-based. PSA level 1 is used for determining whether the accident 
revention targets have been fulfilled, and whether the containment bypass sequences can be 
ssigned into a residual risk category on good grounds. The third step deals with mitigation of 
henomena. Prevention or mitigation of containment-threatening phenomena can be ensured 
hrough the following top level critical safety functions of the Loviisa SAM strategy: 

 Subcriticality 

 Reactor core cooling (reactor pressure vessel lower head coolability and melt 



 

retention). In-vessel retention of molten corium is a unique possibility for Loviisa to 
mitigate the consequences of a severe accidents.  

• Successful containment isolation 

• Absence of energetic events (mitigation of hydrogen combustion, since successful in-
vessel retention of molten corium excludes other energetic events.) 

• Slow containment overpressurisation avoided (long-term containment cooling) 

• Primary system depressurisation. 

The fourth step ensures that radioactive releases from an isolated containment, due to very 
small leakages from the containment, do not exceed the radioactive release limits.  

Implementation of the SAM strategy at Loviisa NPP unit 1 will be outlined in another paper 
[2]. 

 

3 OVERVIEW OF SAM ORGANISATION AND GUIDELINES 

3.1 Organisation 

The organisation of operation in a severe accident has been included in the emergency 
preparedness organisation, a part of which is shown in Figure 1. A SAM support team headed 
by the deputy operations manager has been added to the previously existing structures. The 
SAM support team is in fact the same thing as a Technical Support Center (TSC).  

The shift supervisor and the shift carry out actions according to the SAM guidelines and 
procedures. Those within the oval shape in Figure 1 have immediate access to plant data in 
the control room or SAM control room. The SAM support team is located in a room next door 
to the actual control room. The emergency and operations managers, however, are located in 
the emergency control center at the plant.  

The shift supervisor is responsible for the activities in the beginning of an accident, until the 
complete emergency preparedness organisation has been formed. When the emergency 
preparedness organisation is in place, the emergency manager (typically the plant manager or 
his deputy) is ultimately responsible for the activities. The deputy operations manager takes 
over responsibilities from the shift supervisor, after arriving to the control room. The deputy 
operations manager serves as a communication link between the shift supervisor, the SAM 
support team and the operations and emergency managers.  

The safety engineer on duty will arrive in the control room within an hour from the initiation 
of an accident. His role is to independently observe the activities in the control room, and he 
may communicate with and give recommendations to the shift supervisor. He is, however, not 
in charge of any operations, and is not the final decision maker.  

The new SAM Handbook [3] is an important tool for the SAM support team. The SAM 
support team is formed with experts knowing plant systems and severe accident 
phenomenology. The members of the team undergo special training for the task. The SAM 
support team uses the SAM Handbook for background information and for planning ECCS 
recovery and/or how to reach a stable state. Their most important task is to develop a 
profound understanding of what is going on at the plant, based on the information gained 



 

through SAM measurements and other plant data, and to communicate their understanding 
both to the shift supervisor and to the operations manager. The deputy operations manager 
heads the SAM support team. It is notable that the SAM support team is formed entirely by 
plant personnel, who can be expected to arrive very quickly in an emergency situation. There 
is also communication between the safety experts (including severe accident management 
experts) at Fortum Engineering and the emergency control center.  

Emergency manager

Deputy operations
manager

SAM-support team

Shift supervisor

Shift

Safety engineer
on duty

= communication

= orders

= recommendations

Plant data

Operations manager

 
Figure 1 Organisation of SAM at the Loviisa NPP 
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Figure 2 Loviisa SAM guidelines and procedures 



 

3.2 Guidelines, procedures and the SAM Handbook 

The structure of the SAM guidelines is shown in Figure 2.  

The transition criterion from the emergency operating procedures to the SAM guidelines is an 
elevated core exit temperature. In case of Loviisa, the limiting value is 450°C.  

The SAM guidelines and procedures are built around the same top level critical safety 
functions that were listed in Chapter 2. There is a symptom-based overall guideline SAM-0 
containing references to critical SAM safety function procedures SAM 1-6. The overall 
guideline is divided into two parts. The first part deals with immediate actions required when 
entering the SAM guideline. Relatively few active SAM measures are to be performed by the 
operators. One of the objectives when developing the SAM strategy was to create as simple 
procedures as possible. Immediate actions are: 

• Depressurisation of the primary circuit (opening depressurisation lines) 

• Lowering neutron shield around RPV lower head 

• Forcing open ice condenser doors 

• If containment pressure exceeds 1.7 bar, actuation of external spraying system 

• If necessary: Actuation of isolation signals. 

After carrying out immediate actions successfully, the operators concentrate on monitoring 
the top level critical safety functions. The monitoring loop is outlined in the overall 
guidelines, but the actual measurements to be looked at and interpreted are listed in each 
specific procedure. Nearly all relevant measurement devices are qualified for severe accident 
conditions. There is continuous monitoring of: 

• Subcriticality  

• Isolation status and leak-tightness of containment, several measurements 

• Primary circuit pressure 

• Containment conditions with respect to hydrogen mitigation and initiation of external 
spraying (position of ice condenser doors, containment pressure, hydrogen 
concentrations as supporting information, and containment temperatures.) 

• Parameters relevant to in-vessel retention of corium (position of neutron shield, 
water level in cavity and in steam generator space, and temperature of water entering 
cavity) 

• Basemat temperature. 

The SAM Handbook contains background material to facilitate understanding of  the top level 
critical safety function of the SAM strategy. We have included relevant severe accident 
analysis results, experimental results, and thorough descriptions of the SAM systems. As we 
explained before, the Handbook is used primarily by the SAM support team during the 
accident, and more generally also for training purposes. In most cases, the actions during an 
accident are unambiguously outlined in the SAM guidelines and procedures. In some cases, 
however, the guidelines and procedures point to the SAM support team for direction. An 
example of this would be the operation of the containment internal spraying system in the 
severe accident phase. Under certain circumstances, spraying would in fact quickly increase 
the containment pressure. There are also obvious advantages from spraying, e.g. scrubbing of 
fission products and efficient mixing of the entire upper compartment atmosphere. The SAM 



 

Handbook contains all the relevant facts so that the support team can provide adequate 
guidance.   

Recovery issues are a particularly important part of the SAM Handbook, e.g. possibilities to 
recover of water injection into core or steam generators, power, and I&C systems. The SAM 
Handbook also has chapters on SASS (severe accident safe state) criteria, radiation protection, 
and on accidents originating from shut-down states. 

 

4 APROS SA 

4.1 Objectives 

APROS - the Advanced Process Simulator- environment - is a multifunctional simulator 
covering full plant behavior in all operational and accident conditions. APROS has been 
developed in cooperation between the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and 
Fortum Engineering. The APROS thermal hydraulic library contains several models for one-
dimensional water/steam flow, out of which the 5-equation and the 6-equation models have 
been frequently used in analysis work for the Loviisa NPP. The main features of APROS and 
the preliminary ideas regarding development of a severe accident simulator were presented 
already in [4]. 

APROS has been extensively and successfully applied to transient and accident analyses of 
the Loviisa Safety Analysis Report [5]. Currently, we are working on extending APROS into 
the severe accident simulation regime, into APROS SA. The basic objective of this effort is to 
create a versatile tool that allows us to carry out all different aspects of training:  Knowledge-
oriented, skill-oriented, and efficiency-oriented training. Training objectives will be 
elaborated in Chapter 5. The most important objective is to be able to train operators in 
developing skills, since a comprehensive SAM strategy involving new systems and new 
operator actions is being implemented at Loviisa.  

There are several reasons why we wanted to develop a severe accident training tool ourselves, 
instead of relying on a more commonly used severe accident code with an appropriate user 
interface. APROS being Fortum Engineering's and VTT's own product, gives us a large 
degree of freedom in developing and integrating the new models. Modifications can be 
carried out without external restrictions, and we have access to all parts and aspects of the 
simulator environment. This solution will give later the possibility to develop a complete 
plant simulator, including the severe accident regime, based on APROS. APROS is already 
the main tool for design-basis thermohydraulic analysis for Loviisa. External severe accident 
modules can rather easily be integrated into the APROS environment.  

This flexibility was a very important criterion, because we wanted to be able to tailor APROS 
SA according to the Loviisa SAM strategy. The objective was never to create a predictive 
analysis tool in a general sense, because that wouldn't even be a realistic goal. The starting 
point was that in case of Loviisa, the severe accident behavior is rather predictable due to the 
SAM strategy. An example of this is that the in-vessel retention strategy of molten corium 
renders ex-vessel interactions between molten corium and water, and coolability issues 
unimportant. Therefore, when developing APROS SA, we do not even include models for 
these phenomena, only for the actual molten pool behavior in-vessel.  

Another important reason for developing our own training tool was that there was a desire to 
use and further increase Fortum's own in-house engineering capability and experience in the 
severe accident managment and assessment area. 



 

 

4.2 Structure of simulator 

Figure 3 shows the structure of APROS SA. The primary circuit thermohydraulic solver and a 
basic containment model where the starting points of our development work.  

In the beginning of the accident, the simulation is basically a normal thermohydraulic 
calculation with e.g. the 5-equation model using the fairly detailed primary circuit 
nodalisation and the containment model. When a transition criterion is fulfilled, the external 
severe accident model initialisations are carried out, and the external SA models for core 
melting and relocation, molten pool behavior, core region thermohydraulics, and fission 
product behavior are included in the model. This transition criterion is not necessarily the 
same as the one for entering the SAM guidelines and exiting the EOP's, but rather 
corresponds to a later point in time. There is no reason to carry out the transition until core 
melting and changes of geometry are close. The features of the external SA models are briefly 
explained in sections 4.2.1-4.2.4. The user interface and visualisation approaches are 
described in section 4.2.5. 
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Figure 3 Structure of APROS SA 
 
4.2.1 Containment model 

The basic APROS Loviisa NPP simulator containment model is improved in APROS SA by 
adding the following hardware and phenomena that are important in SAM: 

• Passive autocatalytic recombiner (PAR) model 

• Diffusion flame model model and the criteria of deflagration-to-detonation transition 

• Expanding the validity range of materials properties of water, steam and non-
condensable gases  to 3000 K and 100 bar 



 

• Improving the ice condenser door models 

• Radiation heat transfer model 

The APROS SA containment model is validated with experiments made in the VICTORIA 
test facility. The VICTORIA experimental facility is a containment model of linear scale 1:15. 
The validation runs include experiments in which ice condenser behaviour, containment upper 
compartment gas stratification, and helium distribution were studied. 

4.2.2 Core melting and relocation 

The core is nodalised in the radial and axial directions. The core melting and relocation model 
simulates uncovery and heat-up of the reactor core, melting of core materials, generation of 
hydrogen, and relocation of molten materials to cooler regions in the active core. Eventually, 
molten fuel and structural materials collect on top of the core support plate, which is quite 
massive in the Loviisa core geometry. Thus this model interacts closely with the molten pool 
model.  

4.2.3 Molten pool 
During severe reactor accidents, molten fuel and other molten core materials may form a 
stratified pool in the core area, on top of the core support plate, and in the lower plenum of the 
reactor pressure vessel. A molten corium pool is typically composed of an oxidic layer, in 
which most of the decay power is generated, and a metallic layer on top. 

In APROS SA the molten corium pool model simulates the behaviour of the molten material 
as well as the heat transfer from the material to surrounding nodes. Mass and energy 
conservation equations are used as starting points in modelling the behaviour of the molten 
material. The model can be divided into three parts: 

• Formation of a molten corium pool on the lower core support plate 

• Relocation of the molten material from the core barrel to the RPV lower plenum, 
after the wall of the core barrel has failed 

• Formation of a pool in lower plenum of the RPV. 

In order to predict the melting of the RPV structures surrounding the molten pool, the model 
contains routines to solve the heat transfer through the walls. Therefore the model is able to 
estimate the moment of the breach of the core barrel walls and even the possible failure of the 
RPV. In defining the heat transfer coefficients between the molten pool and wall structures or 
between thermohydraulic nodes and walls, specific correlations have been utilised. In 
particular, the COPO experiments that use Loviisa-type reactor geometry have been applied 
[6]. 

4.2.4 Fission products 

The fission product model keeps account of all fission products in the simulation model. It 
uses the nodalisations of the primary circuit and containment simulation models and other 
severe accident models. The fission product model calculates release, transportation and 
deposition of fission products. Gaseous fission products and fission product aerosols are 
released from the reactor core model according to a temperature dependent Arrhenius 
equation. Fission products are transported from one node to another by steam and liquid 
flows. Fission product aerosols are deposited by sedimentation, turbulent impaction, 
thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis. The deposition models implemented in APROS SA are 
described in [7]. In addition, the fission product model calculates the decay heat of fission 



 

products in all nodes and on the heat structure surfaces, and transfers the information to other 
models. 

4.2.5 User interface, visualisation 
A graphical user interface (GUI) is created for APROS SA with the Picasso-3 Graphical User 
Interface Management System [8]. The GUI will serve three important purposes: Facilitate the 
use of the APROS SA model, simulate the control room SAM control panels, and visualise 
the processes taking place in severe accident sequences.  

The dynamic visualisation of the physical phenomena is considered to be as essential as the 
visualisation of the control panels in the SAM-related operator training.  

The GUI and visualisation development is done in three stages. In the first stage, the 
backbone of the GUI is created to support the development of the visualisations and operating 
APROS SA. The second stage will consist of building visualisations of the submodels of 
APROS SA (Sections 4.2.1 - 4.2.4). The visualisation has been found to be very helpful in 
debugging and developing further the submodels, because with dynamic visualisation large 
amounts of calculated information can be processed quickly. After and parallel to the 
visualisation phase, the SAM control room simulator will be developed. 

 

4.3 Development status 

Currently, the external severe accidents model have been largely completed and tested 
independently. Ongoing now is integration of models, testing and fine-tuning of integrated 
models, and validation agains experiments or, in some cases, benchmarking against other 
models. 

Since we are now starting to work out details of the user interface and the visualisation, it is 
essential to work in close co-operation with the end user of the simulator, the Loviisa NPP.  

4.3.1 Containment model 

The improvements described in Chapter 4.2.1 to the APROS containment model have been 
made.  

The validation of the APROS SA containment model with two VICTORIA experiments is 
currently being carried out. The first validation case studies the formation of convective 
circulation loops between the lower and upper compartment and the effect of this loop to the 
mixing of helium. In the second case, convective loop flow velocities have been measured. 

4.3.2 Core melting and relocation 
The core melting and relocation model has been integrated into the core region 
thermohydraulic model, and is currently being tested.  

The core melting and relocation model and the core region thermohydraulic model will be 
validated with the QUENCH-03-experiments and the CORA-W2-experiment. The validation 
work will mainly be carried out by VTT Energy.  

4.3.3 Molten pool 
The molten corium pool model has been tested by executing several example runs. Currently 
the model is being integrated into the core region TH model together with the core melting 
and relocation model. When the proper operation of the interface has been assured, all models 
are to be integrated into the APROS thermohydraulic solver. 



 

COPO and RASPLAV experiments as well as the findings of the TMI-2-accident analyses 
have been used as background information when having developing the molten corium pool 
model. The COPO experiments have been used for the validation of the heat transfer 
correlations as well. In addition benchmark studies against e.g. MELCOR will be performed.  

4.3.4 Fission products 
The fission product model is practically completed but not yet tested for the plant application. 
The model uses the nodalisations of other models and needs a lot of node and branch data 
from other models. Therefore, the testing of the fission product model is dependent on other 
SA models and can not be done completely independently. Fission product aerosol transport 
and deposition will be tested and validated by using APROS simulation models of HORIZON 
and VICTORIA test facilities. HORIZON [9] is a scaled-down model of Loviisa NPP 
horizontal steam generator. It is used to test aerosol deposition in horizontal steam generator 
tubes in severe accident conditions. VICTORIA is a scaled-down model of Loviisa NPP 
containment. It is among other things used to test aerosol behaviour in an ice condenser 
containment [10]. 

4.3.5 User interface, visualisation 

The backbone of the graphical user interface has been developed with Picasso-3. Upon GUI, a 
visualisation of the VICTORIA experimental facility has been created to assist in the 
validation of the APROS SA containment model. The visualisation currently displays real-
time critical parameters of the containment, such as temperature, pressure, hydrogen and 
steam concentration. These parameters can be also followed in trends. The visualisation 
naturally follows the APROS nodalisation of the containment. 

The experience gained while developing containment visualisation is valuable when the 
visualisation of the other submodels is developed.     

 

5 OPERATOR TRAINING APPROACHES WITH APROS SA 
As explained in previous sections, the objective is to apply APROS SA for training of several 
aspects of the new SAM strategy for the Loviisa NPP. Three high-level objectives can be set 
to the accident management training, as discussed at the SAMOA -2 meeting [11]. These 
objectives can be defined as knowledge-oriented training, skill-oriented training and training 
of organisational efficiency.  Sections 5.1-5.3 explain how APROS SA is intended to be 
applied to fulfill the different training objectives.   

5.1 Knowledge-oriented training 
This objective refers to educating the personnel in knowledge of the various severe accident 
phenomena that are instrumental for understanding the severe accident progression during 
various sequences.  

In the Loviisa organisation of activities in a severe accident situation, the SAM support team 
(see Figure 1) is relied upon for in-depth understanding of the progression of the events and 
phenomena. In addition to members of the SAM support team, also other persons having 
important positions within the emergency preparedness organisation (e.g. operations manager 
or deputy-, safety engineer on duty) have to a certain degree to understand the reasoning 
behind each procedure and guideline. 

Since the SAM Handbook is an important tool for the SAM support team, classroom training 
with the Handbook as training material will take place regularly. Also other key persons in the 



 

SAM organisation will take part in this training. The first such training session was given at 
the plant in the year 2000.  

We also foresee an important role of APROS SA in this knowledge-oriented training 
objective. Since the interactions at the plant in a severe accident are quite complex, it would 
be useful to be able to demonstrate e.g. what happens in the containment while the reactor 
pressure vessel is being cooled from the outside. Also the various effects of actuating the 
internal spraying system at certain points in time could be demonstrated APROS SA for the 
support team members or the actual decision makers in the situations.  

Classroom training to provide a fundamental understanding of the purpose of new SAM 
systems and expected severe accident behaviors at Loviisa is given regularly to a very large 
group of plant personnel (including the shifts). Also here we see an important role for APROS 
SA for demonstration purposes.  

5.2 Skill-oriented training 

This objective relates to training the accident management personnel in skills to take actions 
during a severe accident situation. This group of people include those responsible for carrying 
out the actions in the control room, the shift and the shift supervisor.  

The new SAM strategy includes certain important operator actions, for which training has to 
be provided. The SAM strategy also includes a large number of new SAM measurement for 
monitoring purposes, which have to be read and interpreted correctly. Thus there is a very 
pressing need to be able to practise operations and interpretation of  SAM measurement data. 
The only way to do this even nearly realistically is to use a simulator.  This objective was the 
most important driving force initiating the work with APROS SA. We will also pay attention 
to creating as realistic user interfaces simulating the SAM panels in the control rooms as 
possible.  

Skill-oriented training with APROS SA will be helpful for the shift personnel in order to get 
familiar with the contents of the SAM guidelines and procedures, and for seeing how the 
performed actions affect the plant state and progression of the accident.   

5.3 Organisational efficiency - oriented training 

This objective is to improve the efficiency of the emergency response by training the interplay 
and co-operation of all involved organisations.   

The SAM strategy has also induced changes in the emergency preparedness organisation. 
Therefore, it will be an important objective of the annual emergency preparedness drills to test 
the new modes of interactions in "reality". Also here, there is a very important role for 
APROS SA. APROS SA will be a cornerstone in determining the progression of the drill 
when moving into the severe accident regime.  

 

6 SUMMARY 

Fortum has developed a comprehensive SAM strategy including hardware modifications at 
the plant, substantial new I&C qualified for severe accident conditions, new SAM guidelines, 
a SAM Handbook, revision of the emergency preparedness organisation, and versatile training 
approaches.  The development of a severe accident training simulator, APROS SA, is an 
important step for fulfilling the various training objectives. 

The emergency preparedness organisation has been modified to include a SAM support team 



 

located in the immediate vicinity of the control room. The new SAM Handbook is the most 
important tool for the SAM support team.  

The new symptom-oriented SAM guidelines and procedures are built around the six top level 
critical safety functions of the Loviisa SAM strategy. 

Currently, Fortum and VTT are working on extending APROS into the severe accident 
simulation regime, into APROS SA. The basic objective of this effort is to create a versatile 
tool that would fulfill a wide range of training objectives. The most important objective is to 
be able to train operators in a skill-oriented way, since a comprehensive SAM strategy 
involving new systems and new operator actions is being implemented at Loviisa. 
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1. Context 
 
 In the event of an accident occurring in a French pressurized water reactor (PWR), the 
authorities should be in position to implement the measures required to protect the surrounding 
population and the environment from radiological consequences of potential releases. The 
Institute for Nuclear Safety and Protection is part of the national emergency organization 
established for this purpose. It provides technical support to the French nuclear safety authority. 
 
 
2. IPSN’s methodology 
 
 As a technical adviser, IPSN has defined a methodology intended to help assess the 
plant status and monitor its development as soon as the accident is detected. On the basis of this 
assessment, the method forecasts the potential behavior of the installation and estimates the 
related consequences. 
 
 The state of the installation is evaluated throughout the accident with special reference 
to the three barriers stretched out between the radioisotopes and the environment (fuel cladding, 
reactor coolant system and the containment building). It considers successively their physical 
state, the state of the safety functions guaranteeing their integrity and finally the state of the 
systems available to monitor these functions. 
 
 In order to properly diagnose and predict the state of the barriers, evaluations are 
necessary to quantify parameters such as the break size on the reactor coolant system, the time to 
core uncovering and the core degradation. As a result, fission products behavior inside the 
installation and releases outside the plant are assessed. Several flexible, rapid and user-friendly 
software tools, which are part of the French SESAME1 system, have been developed to help the 
experts with their assessment. 
 
 The expert system ALIBABA2 is separate from these tools. It provides complementary 
qualitative information about the third barrier. Indeed, the ongoing or potential releases of fission 
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products cannot be realistically quantified without a complete knowledge of the state of the 
containment barrier. 
 
 
3. Purposes of the expert system 
 
 ALIBABA supports its assessment on containment isolation reports, on the availability 
of equipment related to the containment integrity function and on the activity readings either in 
the various rooms of auxiliary buildings or in the ventilation ducts. It enables an early detection 
and localization of any potential leak path. It also helps IPSN’s experts survey the corrective 
arrangements set by the plant in order to take their efficiency into account in the evaluation of 
radioactive releases. 
 
 The expert system helps the specialist but does not substitute his judgment. The expert 
remains fully responsible for his own assessment. 
 
 
4. Why an expert system ? 
 
 During an emergency, the main pieces of information about the containment state 
comes to the experts from: 
- containment isolation reports with each isolation valve position, 
- activity sensors located in connecting buildings, above sumps or along pipes, 
- global activity readings in the ventilation ducts and in the stack. 
 
 When only one local measurement alarm arises, the situation is easily understandable 
with the assistance of piping and instrumentation diagrams. But the case may not be that simple 
should several isolation valves from different penetrations be failing and activity measurements in 
ventilation ducts raise the alarm. Are the failures of the valves connected with the high activity 
detected by sensors ? And if so, which of them may be responsible for the radioactive leakage ? 
What actions must be undertaken to restore the containment ? The answer requires cross checking 
of information and the task may prove slow, tedious and therefore hardly successful during an 
emergency situation. Moreover, the same situation with a loss of electrical supplies would 
demand thinking about the consequences of the power loss on measurements (sensor or fan 
supplies) and their readings, before answering the questions mentioned above. 
 
 This is to say that answering manually such questions may take some time. Different 
kinds of information must be cross checked concerning systems’ power supply, location of 
circuits and measurements, as well as links between the systems and complementary isolation 
means. 
 
 The expert system ALIBABA sorts out such situations. It is made of: 
- a data base which describes the whole installation including the necessary data already 
mentioned, 
- another base containing rules that explain the reasoning to be hold with this information, 
- an inference motor designed to set the rules to work into a reasoning, in order to process the 
knowledge whatever the situation. 
Both bases form what is called the ‘knowledge base’. A user interface makes it easy to question 
the expert system. 
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 Due to this structure, data stand in the knowledge base in a declarative or ruling form. 
No resolving algorithms of any kind are already included in the expert system. 
 
 
5. Content of the knowledge base 
 

5.1. Penetrations and their continuation into auxiliary buildings 
 
 Before going any further, it must be specified that ALIBABA has been in operation at 
IPSN since the mid-1990’s, only for 900 MWe PWRs. The enlargement of the system to 1300 
and 1400 MWe reactors, already under development, also includes improvements of both the 
validity range and the system performances. Since the data bases of both types of reactors are 
nearly coming to their ends and since the contents of the 900 MWe reactors will soon begin to be 
extended, only the new knowledge base will be described hereby. 
 
 ALIBABA’s knowledge base applies to standardized plant series. It describes leakage 
paths from the isolation valves inside the containment building down to components located in 
auxiliary buildings. Theses paths are chosen after an analysis of both the definition of the third 
containment barrier and the definition of the accidents to be considered (especially a loss of 
coolant type accident and a steam generator tube rupture). 
 
 The last containment barrier against radioactivity scattering into the environment 
includes: 
- containment walls (double-wall containment for 1300 and 1400 MWe reactors), 
- sealing systems of penetrations for power cables and fluid pipes, as well as access hatches for 
persons or equipment, 
- any pipe carrying primary fluid outside the containment walls when an accident occurs 
(recycling of both safety injection and containment spray systems, containment atmosphere 
monitoring system or containment annulus ventilation system). 
 
 Therefore, most mechanical penetrations are selected into the data base, except a very 
few which do not convey radioactive fluid and/or are isolated by a high number of closed 
components. On the other hand, electrical penetrations are not taken into account for they are 
continuously pressurized with reliability and checked at regular intervals. 
 
 Each penetration is characterized by its plant system, its isolation valves surrounding 
the containment wall (with their types, the isolation signals to which they obey and their positions 
when the signals occur, their electrical and pneumatic supplies and their positions in case of a loss 
of power supply), its diameter and the nature, origin and temperature of the conveyed fluid. 
 
 Main components situated downstream from penetrations are also described one after 
another along pipes with their localization. These are either isolation components such as closed 
valves, non-return valves and closure members, or important components like local activity 
sensors, pumps, heat exchangers, tanks or sumps. 
 
 Thus, every plant system is displayed on a dynamic schematic diagram (the state of 
some components depends on the operation configuration of the plant) similar to the one 
presented underneath: 
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 The potential leakage paths are considered only in the direction of flow from 
penetrations into auxiliary buildings, whatever the normal fluid circulation may be. Indeed, the 
expert system is required to detect leaks outside the reactor building, even when an inversion of 
pressure reverses the direction of flow. 
 

5.2. Equipment and instrumentation 
 
 The knowledge base also includes the description of equipment and instrumentation 
useful to containment, such as ventilation systems with fans, stack flow rate sensors, radioactivity 
detectors and electrical boards. 
 
 Every ventilation system of every room containing a component that is part of a 
potential leakage path is considered. Information includes the number of parallel ventilation lines 
during either a normal or an accidental situation, the fans with their nominal capacity and 
electrical supply as well as the relevant filters with their efficiencies. 
 
 Every radioactivity sensor belonging to modeled leakage paths is recorded. This 
includes: 
- detectors at the stack, 
- readings in the ventilation ducts, with the list of the rooms whose atmosphere the sensors 
control as well as the ventilation system they belong to; yet, the way followed by the air between 
rooms is not modeled because of its fluctuating character (the opening of a door theoretically 
closed may alter the direction of the air); 
- sensors located at sensitive points, above sumps or along pipes likely to convey radioactive 
fluids, with the components they survey. 
 
 It is to be noted that all sensors, either activity sensors or the plant stack flow rate 
sensors, are included in the knowledge base with their power supplies, their measuring range and 
their precision. Radioactivity readings are also characterized by the way they operate (during the 
normal operation of the plant and/or during accidental periods) and eventually the time needed to 
bring them into service, by their alarm point values and by the actions undergone when alarms 
occur. 
 
 As for electrical boards, only those related to the recorded equipment are considered. 
No dependency links between them are taken into account. 
 
 At last, ALIBABA distinguishes the number of the plant, in order to specify whether the 
component belongs to the plant unit, to the common area of two plant units or to the site. 
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 It also considers the various operation configurations of a few systems: 
- the containment spray and the safety injection systems may be waiting, injecting directly or 
recycling from the main sumps inside the reactor building; 
- the nuclear island vent and drain system may be either waiting or injecting contaminated 
primary wastes inside the reactor building. 
When the configuration of any of these three systems changes, ALIBABA ajusts the state of  
some valves (closed or opened) and the flow direction in some pipes. 
 
 
6. Method of assessment 
 
 ALIBABA begins its assessment checking the availability of equipment. It then 
identifies potential leak paths and sorts them out according to their probability of occurrence. At 
last, possible restoring actions are examined. 
 

6.1. Checking data availability 
 
 Equipment may become unavailable due to a loss of power or because of mechanical 
failure. Therefore ALIBABA’s system interface enables users to point out the availability of 
electrical boards, of fans and of activity sensors, in order to check the availability of all data used 
for the assessment. 
 
 This checking undergoes the following rules: 
- fans and sensors dependant on an unavailable power supply become unavailable as well; 
- a ventilation system is available only when its full flow is ensured; it is unavailable when no 
fans are in operation; and it is partially available in intermediate situations; 
- readings in the ventilation ducts become unavailable as soon as either the associated sensor or 
the relevant ventilation system becomes non valid. 
 
 The specialists question the expert system according to one of the following options: 
- either only available sensors are considered, which means that unavailable ones are considered 
inactive and do not lead to any leakage path; 
- or unavailable sensors are all considered active and take part in the search for potential leak 
paths. 
 
 

6.2. Identification of possible leak paths 
 
 This stage of the assessment consists of four successive actions. 
 
 It begins with the examination of the state of the isolation valves which maintain the 
containment leak resistance. A penetration, whose isolation valve is signaled unclosed, will be 
kept by ALIBABA for deduction. 
 
 The expert system then makes the most of activity detectors that have been found 
active, either at the stack, in the ventilation ducts or located at strategic points. It ensures the link 
between active sensors and the connected components or rooms. It then proceeds towards the 
penetrations following the systems described in the knowledge base. Therefore, an active sensor 
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may be the result of different paths and may lead upwards to various potential leaking 
penetrations. 
ALIBABA’s rules intend to be similar to experts’ reasoning. Thus, when a room or an equipment 
is surveyed by both local and ambient measurements, the first type of activity sensor is 
considered more important than the second type. If the ambient detector becomes active, the local 
one must be active as well, or ALIBABA does not take this piece of information into account. 
The expert system considers that the reason for the ambient signal comes from an other room, as 
would assume a human expert. 
 
 The third action is the grading of all identified penetrations, in order to help users 
determine which of them are more likely to cause the loss of containment. 
The first level of classification consists in storing all penetrations according to the type of 
information that led to their selection: 

- penetrations with at least one leaking isolation valve are considered to have priority; they 
are gathered in the red area of the selected penetrations list; 

- then come penetrations that have been selected by local active sensors; they appear in the 
orange area of the selected penetrations list; 

- penetrations identified by ambient active detectors are considered less important, since 
they are associated at the same time to a large number of rooms and components; they 
appear in the yellow area of the selected penetrations list. 

The choice of the category is exclusive. A penetration will belong to the one category that will 
ensure the highest probability of containment loss. 
Inside each of the three categories, penetrations are sorted out according to, first the fluid origin 
that gives an account of the potential contamination importance, and second the nature of the 
fluid (when systems proceed in a normal operation way). The decreasing priority order is as 
follows: 

- reactor containment atmosphere, 
- gaseous phase of the primary coolant system, 
- water of the primary coolant system, 
- gaseous hydrogen effluents, 
- condensed water of the steam generators, 
- non primary borated water, 
- raw water, demineralized water and water from the component cooling system, 
- air coming from the outside. 

A coefficient, characteristic of the penetration leak risk, distinguishes between penetrations 
belonging to the same first and second categories. This coefficient is incremented any time the 
penetration is identified during a questioning of ALIBABA (a penetration may be identified 
several times if different leak paths, beginning from the penetration, lead to various activity 
sensors). The increment value depends on the reason why the penetration was selected : 

- +10 when the selection comes from an open isolation valve, 
- +5 when it occurs as a consequence of the detection of activity by a local sensor, 
- +1 when ventilation readings are at stake. 

 
 Finally, a quantitative balance comes as a complement in order to detect potential leaks 
through non instrumented paths. ALIBABA calculates the volume and the activity concentration 
balances between: 
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- what comes into the auxiliary buildings through ventilation ducts and is monitored by 
activity cyclic scanning measurements; 

- what comes out of the stack and is surveyed by relevant activity sensors. 
 

6.3. Containment restoration 
 
 After having identified potential isolation faults, a plant operator will confirm the 
leakage paths and restore the containment. This is done either by repairing faulty isolation 
components or by finding isolation valves that may be closed. 
 
 Since ALIBABA shows diagrams of the modeled systems, users can easily look for 
opened isolation valves, that could be closed in order to restore the containment. Thus, they can 
follow up, understand and analyze the corrective actions carried out by the plant operator. 
 
 
7. Benefit of ALIBABA 
 

7.1. During emergency drills 
 
 The expert system has been developed specifically for the people working at IPSN’s 
technical emergency center in charge of containment analysis and fission product release 
quantifications. It helps them detect and identify leak paths on the basis of controlled activity 
transfer and make certain no uncontrolled paths arise. 
 
 Since questioning the system and getting an answer is rather quick (less than a minute), 
a research may be undergone either for the ongoing releases (diagnosis phase) or for potential 
ones (prediction phase). 
 
 ALIBABA suggests a progressive method in limiting at first the depth of the possible 
leak paths (the number of isolation valves set out in a range along a leak path is limited by default 
to three, including the isolation valve inside the reactor building). Thus, users are not snowed 
under with too many potential leak paths and can easily appreciate each of them. They may then 
decide to question an upgraded knowledge base with up to six isolation valves in a range along a 
potential leak path. Moreover, it must be remembered that selected penetrations are sorted out 
according to their leaking potentiality and the relevant risk. 
 
 Besides, when active sensors become unavailable, the question is whether they must be 
considered or not for the assessment. The rapidity of the system’s answer enables users to 
question ALIBABA through two complementary ways, as previously mentioned: either all 
unavailable sensors are considered active, or all of them are not taken into account for this 
particular research. 
 
 ALIBABA also brings suggestions about the restoration of the containment, with the 
diagrams of all systems introduced into the knowledge base and with information about the state 
of modeled components. Indeed, data recorded in the knowledge base have been made accessible 
to the operator through user interface. 
 
 The expert system ALIBABA is used during any emergency drills whose technical 
scenarii include by-passes of the containment barrier. Because drills with such scenarii are not 
very frequent and because the expert system was only useful to 900 MWe reactors until today, 
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ALIBABA has not been used as often as it should have. However, let us consider an example 
which took place during the national emergency drill at the French plant Cruas a few years ago. 
The containment scenario included a leakage at a valve stem of the containment atmosphere 
monitoring system with the opening of the door between the peripheral and the fuel buildings. 
The information available to IPSN’s experts was: 

- the configuration of the plant: safety injection and containment spray systems ran 
recycling, whereas the nuclear island vent and drain system operated in its normal state; 
this implied that first and second containment isolation signals were in operation; 

- the activity detected on the following sensors: measurements at the stack, scanning 
measurements conveyed by the fuel building ventilation and the peripheral rooms 
ventilation systems; 

- nothing was detected in the sumps; 
- the level of the building where activity had been detected; 
- the core exit temperature had reached 1100°C; this implied that the core had begun to 

melt. 
The assessment was build up as follows: 

- the expert system suggests that penetrations from containment atmosphere monitoring, 
chemical and volume control, safety injection, component cooling and containment spray 
systems are most likely to be faulty; 

- since sumps do not seem to be filling up, the nature of the contamination must be gaseous 
rather than liquid; 

- the level where activity was detected contains equipment from the containment 
atmosphere monitoring system. 

Therefore some of the containment atmosphere monitoring system’s penetrations must be 
leaking, especially those whose internal isolation valves do not respond to containment isolation 
signals (and moreover those with no isolation components inside the reactor building), for no 
faulty isolation valves were reported. 
This reasoning points out several penetrations identified by ALIBABA as most potential leaking 
penetrations. Each one of them is represented on a diagram with the rooms where sensors 
detected activity. 
One can fully understand, from the example of a diagram given beneath, how the gaseous 
contamination from the reactor building came down to the first external isolation valve of the 
penetration, whose stem was leaking: 
 

Room reference

Reactor building Fuel building

closed
isolation 

component

closed
isolation 

component

contamination

leak at the valve stem

Room reference

Reactor building Fuel building

closed
isolation 

component

closed
isolation 

component

contaminationcontamination

leak at the valve stem

 
 
A screen copy is presented at the end of the paper and shows the various penetrations identified 
by ALIBABA and listed on the left-hand side of the screen. It also gives an example of the 
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information, about one of the identified penetrations, available to the operator from the 
knowledge base. 
 
 

7.2. During training sessions 
 
 The expert system ALIBABA can also be useful during training sessions of experts to 
emergency situations. It can improve their knowledge about the third containment barrier and 
about the support systems of modeled components. For instance, it can point out: 

- the influence of the loss of an electrical board on ventilation systems and sensors; 
- the influence of the loss of a fan on the relevant ventilation system, and eventually on 

readings in ventilation ducts; 
- the influence of the loss of detectors on the identified penetrations and leak paths and/or 

on the penetrations left out; 
- the position of heat exchangers that may circulate the contamination of the main fluid or 

of the secondary coolant. 
 
 
8. Quality assurance and maintainability 
 
 The expert system ALIBABA was developed and is now operating with the assistance 
of software environment SPIRAL, which enables artificial intelligence techniques representation. 
It is written in C language for portability purposes. Its formalism provides Object Representation. 
 
 The knowledge base consists in various files where facts are written in the SPIRAL 
language. Because handling such an important volume of information has proved difficult, a data 
base was developed using Access. This friendly-user tool simplifies the processing and the 
reference assigning of the selected data. These become more readable and easy to validate. The 
information inside the Access data base is then translated automatically into the knowledge base, 
in order to ensure quality assurance. 
 
 This automatic translation also improves the maintainability of the expert system, for 
updated information can now be easily inserted into the knowledge base. 
 
 
9. Conclusion and future 
 
 ALIBABA has proved its efficiency to IPSN’s experts for the early detection and 
identification of potential leak paths of the third containment barrier and its connected circuits, 
for 900 MWe French PWRs. 
 
 The enlargement of the system to 1300 and 1400 MWe reactors is well under way and 
should be in operation by the end of this year. 
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Screen copy of the expert system ALIBABA 
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ABSTRACT 
 

TMI-Vessel Investigation Program (VIP) and corresponding various analytical researches had 
showed that In-Vessel Retention (IVR) would be possible when water would ingress into narrow gap, 
which would be formed between reactor pressure vessel wall and debris crust.  Although, the existence 
of such gap and the gap formation process has not been demonstrated or confirmed experimentally.  
Also, this IVR phenomenon is thought to be important in the area of knowledge base for operator action, 
since the timing of water injection into reactor pressure vessel (RPV), which could lead to successful 
IVR, should be the key to recover the accident condition. 

A research program including experiments and analyses has been executed.  In integral 
experiments, there confirmed that the non-adherence of molten material when water presented in the 
lower head even for those molten material with very large superheat of molten iron.  In the separate 
effect tests, it has been confirmed that there seems no significant effect of structures in BWR lower 
plenum then this enhances the possibility of having large amount of particulate debris in breakup 
experiment.  The basic boiling experiments in a narrow gap resulted that the existence of water flows up 
to the gap width of 0.2 mm.   

Based on these information gained in the IVR study for BWR plants mentioned above, the 
significance of the in-vessel water injection to maintain the integrity of the reactor pressure vessel, 
which is a very important knowledge to operator, has been summarized in terms of the current level of 
predicting the timing of relocation of the molten material into the lower head region and the 
phenomenological insights gained so far from this study and other related studies.  The operator actions, 
which are prescribed in the Severe Accident Management Guidelines, is re-prioritized based on the 
condition that leads to successful IVR. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
TMI-Vessel Investigation Program (VIP) and corresponding various analytical studies had showed that 
In-Vessel Retention (IVR) would be possible when water would ingress into narrow gap, which would 
be formed between reactor pressure vessel wall and debris crust.  Analytical models which employed 
this gap cooling process showed agreement with estimated maximum vessel wall temperature in TMI- 
VIP.  However, the existence of such gap and the gap formation process, e.g. the principle of debris 



non-adherence and strain of vessel wall when the vessel wall is exposed to high temperature debris crust, 
has not been demonstrated or confirmed experimentally.  With the ability of cooling corium by gap 
cooling, it is also important to know each amount of corium pool and particulated debris bed in order to 
accurately assess the coolability of corium in lower head.  Regarding the amount of particulated debris 
bed, it should be determined based on the breakup behavior of molten jet entering into lower plenum, 
where many Control Rod Drive (CRD) related structures are installed in BWR (Boiling Water Reactor). 
 
Based on the above background, an experimental program, which consists of integral experiments and 
separate effect experiments, was initiated with several objectives. 
 
Integral experiments had an objective to address the non-adherence of debris to vessel wall and the 
effect on cooling when the vessel strains and the other was to address the cooling characteristics when 
such gap would be formed between reactor vessel and debris crust.  Also, effect on cooling 
characteristics by reflective insulation surrounding the outer surface of the test vessel and internal 
structure, and survivability of penetration located at the bottom of the reactor vessel were also 
investigated in integral experiments.  By executing integral experiments, these objective had been 
successfully achieved1. Separated effect experiments has two objectives.  One was to find the effect on 
breakup behavior of molten jet relocated into lower plenum, where it is relatively confined due to the 
existence of CRD related structures installed in lower head of BWR.  For this purpose, a series of 
breakup experiment has been executed with simulating the BWR lower plenum structure.  The other 
objective of separate effect experiment was to find the basic characteristics of very narrow gap heat 
transfer mechanisms.  In order to achieve this objective, basic boiling experiments have been executed. 
 
Based on these information gained in the IVR study for BWR plants mentioned above, the significance 
of the in-vessel water injection to maintain the integrity of the reactor pressure vessel, which is a very 
important knowledge to operator, has been summarized in terms of the current level of predicting the 
timing of relocation of the molten material into the lower head region and the phenomenological insights 
gained so far from this study and other related studies.  The operator actions, which are prescribed in the 
Severe Accident Management Guidelines, is re-prioritized based on the condition that leads to 
successful IVR. 
 
In chapter 2, characteristics of IVR in BWR are discussed.  Then those insights relative to IVR in BWR 
are discussed in Chapter 3 with including abstract and major result of both integral experiments and 
separate effect experiments.  Impact on operator actions are summarized in Chapter 4. 
 
2  Characteristics of in-vessel retention in boiling water reactor 
 
In this chapter, after discussing major characteristics and conditions of severe accident sequences in 
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) based on various severe accident research activities in section 2.1, the 
characteristics of Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) of BWR have been discussed in section 2.2 in order to 
provide BWR specific features relative to in-vessel retention. 
 
2.1  Severe accident sequences in BWR 
 
Severe accident sequences in BWR can be categorized into several groups, i.e. major six core damage 
sequences of; core damage with RPV low-pressure  (TQUV), core damage with RPV high-pressure 
(TQUX), core damage after Loss-of Coolant Accident (LOCA), loss of decay heat removal (TW), 

                                                      
1 Imai, S., Sato, K., and Hamazaki, R. (1999). “Experimental study on in-vessel cooling Mechanisms,” The 7th International 

Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-7), Tokyo, Japan, 1999. 



ATWS sequence (TC) and core damage after Station Blackout (SBO).  It should be noted that,  in those 
sequences with loss of  decay heat removal and ATWS, since core damage progression should be 
followed by loss of containment integrity, those sequences would not included in following discussion 
because the point of interest here is the characteristics of core damage progression.  Also, core damage 
after SBO can be strongly dependent of power supply systems, it is not included in following discussion 
for simplicity. 
 
For these severe accident sequences except loss of decay heat removal, ATWS and SBO, Level 1 PSA 
(Probabilistic Safety Assessment) provides information concerning what sequences should be the 
dominant sequences in terms of the likelihood of having core damage sequences.  In general, since BWR 
has both high-pressure injection systems and low pressure injection systems, LOCA and low pressure 
core damage sequences have relatively smaller contributions to core damage frequencies because both 
high pressure systems and low pressure systems could be used to avoid core damage.  This means that, 
in high pressure sequences, RPV should be depressurized by some means.  The result of Level 1 PSA2 
implied that the failure of manual depressurization should contribute greatly in high pressure sequences 
and the most dominant sequence was high pressure sequences.  However, in terms of core damage 
progression, there should be possibility of either automatic actuation of Automatic Depressurization 
System (ADS) or manual depressurization in extended time allowable in the evaluation of the core 
damage progression and its impact on containment response; i.e. in level 2 analysis.  Level 2 PSA result 
provided by Yamanaka2 showed that the dominant severe accident sequence in the core damage 
progression analysis was low pressure sequences in Level 2 PSA.  Although there should be plant 
specific difference in each individual plant, generally speaking, low pressure core damage sequences are 
the most probable scenario in BWR and  the major characteristics are as follows. 
 
(1) Use of alternate injection system:  Since RPV readily depressurized, alternative water injection 
systems such as fire protection system and service water system can be used easily.  This implies that 
there should be opportunity of supplying water to remove decay heat from core. 
 
(2) Lower stress to lower head: in the case that lower head of RPV receives the molten material 
produced in core damage progression, the implied stress onto the RPV lower head wall by the 
combination of the internal pressure and the contact of high temperature material should be small 
compared to high pressure sequences.  This implies that lower head is less likely to have a failure by 
creep. 
 
In summary, most dominant core damage sequence in BWR is in low RPV pressure, and because of this 
low pressure, there should be good chances to have injection of water and less chance of having creep 
rupture of RPV. 
 
2.2  Lower head conditions in BWR 
 
As discussed in 2.1, BWR severe accident sequences can be attributed as low pressure sequences.  In 
addition to this condition, there should be noted following conditions relative to IVR. 
 

(1) BWR has a deep water pool in the lower plenum of RPV 
(2) The thickness of RPV in BWR is relatively thick 
(3) Lower head has many penetrations 

 

                                                      
2 Yamanaka, Y., et. al. (1995). “Accident Management Strategies for BWR in Japan,” Proc. of International Conference on 
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(1) BWR has a deep water pool in the lower plenum of RPV 
 
Compared to the reactor design of PWR, BWR has a larger size of RPV and then this provides BWR 
specific features that there is a deep water pool about 4 m as maximum.  Naturally, since the RPV has its 
own curvature, the depth of the pool would be varied in a radial location.  However, the onset of the core 
damage should be the central region of core since there is radial power peaking which central region is 
higher than those of peripheral region, in case that the continuous drainage of damaged core material 
through lower core support plate, drained material should be appeared in the central region where the 
water pool is deepest.  
 
Based on above discussion, a deep water pool can be attributed to increase the possibility of debris 
breakup (fragmentation) during the debris falling process into lower plenum especially for continuous 
drainage.  Also, in case of having a rupture of blocked core, this water pool would act as a medium to 
breakup the molten material.   
 
The point of discussion here is that the advantages of having such deep water pool should increase the 
possible scenario among the wide range of spectrum of core damage sequences.   
 
It should be noted, however, there exist many CRD related structures in lower plenum and this may 
affect breakup phenomena. 
 
(2) The thickness of RPV in BWR is relatively thick 
 
Based on the same reason stated in (1) above, i.e. BWR has an RPV which has relatively large diameter, 
thickness of lower head should be relatively large.  For instance, the thickness of conventional BWR-5 is 
about 0.15 m and that of ABWR is about 0.25 m, almost the double compared to that of TMI-2 (0.12 m).  
This very thick lower head would give additional chance to receive the latent heat of molten material. 
 
(3) Lower head has many penetrations 
 
In BWR, not like PWR, Control Rod Drive (CRD) would be inserted from the bottom of RPV.  The 
number of CRDs would be as many as 205 in ABWR and the diameter of the CRD housing would be 
about 0.2 m.  Those tubes are not only very thick but also have a vertical surface area where a cooling 
channel could be formed in case a gap is formed between the core debris crust and CRD housing tubes.  
Combined with a gap that might be formed in the bottom surface of RPV, this vertical gap could enhance 
the cooling of both debris crust and RPV wall which first experienced the heated debris. 
 
This effect should be kept valid and enhanced during the injection of CRD Hydraulic System which 
would provide cooling water inside the CRD housing and guide tubes.  Nevertheless, these vertical 
channels will help cooling process. 
 
As discussed above, BWR has its own specific features to enhance in-vessel retention.  Those features 
include (1) deep water pool to enhance the breakup of molten material, (2) relatively thick lower head 
for larger heat sink, and (3) vertical pipes to enhance circulation of water/steam. 
 
 
3. Insights relative to in vessel retention in BWR 
 
As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, key phenomena governing debris coolability in lower plenum of 
BWR are classified as following 4 phenomena from some IVR studies; (1) debris jet breakup and 
cooling in water pool of lower plenum, (2) thermal interaction between debris and lower plenum 



structures, (3) heat transfer from accumulated debris, and (4) lower head cooling mechanism.  The 
following discussion gives some insights of the key phenomena of IVR in BWR, based on some 
parametric calculations. 
 

Table 1  Technical questions for key phenomena 
Key phenomena Phenomenology concerned Technical Questions 

Jet break up and quenching in a 
deep pool 

a. melt relocation uncertainty 
b. Break-up and quenching 
c. Fuel Coolant Interactions 

a. Drainage or blockage 
b. Effect of structures 
c. Effect of structures 

Thermal interactions between 
lower head and debris 

d. Thermal interaction between debris and 
penetration 

d. Effect on CRD penetrations on additional heat sink 
and delivery of coolant to lower head 

Heat transfer behavior from 
accumulated debris 

e. Multi-Layer (metal/oxide) 
f. Debris bed cooling 
g. Cooling in upper surface 
h. Molten pool natural convection heat 

transfer 

e. Melt composition 
f. Formation of debris bed 
g. Applicability of model 
h. N/C H/T model for high Ra number 

Cooling mechanisms in gap i. Creep of RPV wall 
j. Gap formation and cooling in a gap 

i. Applicability of model 
j. Gap cooling heat transfer in narrow gap with 

curvature 
 
 
3.1 Debris jet breakup and cooling in water pool of lower plenum 
 
Under BWR severe accident conditions, molten debris would drain from core support plate into more 4 
m-depth water pool of lower plenum. In the draining process, debris jet breakup and particulation will 
occur.  The debris jet breakup in water is represented as the erosion of cylindrical jet using 
Ricou-Spalding correlation3 based on the entrainment assumption4. Using the correlation, the relation 
between entrainment fraction of debris jet and water depth is shown in Figure 2 and compared FARO 
experiment data of JRC Ispra, using realistic materials.  Note that the FARO experiments had been 
executed in a cylinder where no structures in it.  The estimation of debris jet entrainment fraction is 
consistent with FARO data.  This estimation shows all of the molten debris jet will be particulated after 
about 1.5 m drop.  This estimation shows almost molten debris may be particulated and cooled in water 
pool, and solidified debris particles reaches lower head surface of a BWR.  However, the effect of 
structures in BWR lower head, relatively confined geometry created by CRD related structures is 
remained unknown in terms of entrainment process. 
 
In this study, as reported by Watanabe5, a series of breakup experiment has been executed with 
simulating the BWR lower plenum structure in order to clarify the effect on breakup behavior of molten 
jet relocated into lower plenum, where it is relatively confined due to the existence of CRD related 
structures installed in lower head of BWR as shown in Figure 3.  Also, applicability of Ricou-Spalding 
correlation which is based on plain pool has been examined and found appropriate to use the correlation 
even for those confined lower plenum. 
 
By using data collected in these experiments, applicability of Ricou-Spalding Correlation has been 

                                                      
3 Ricou, F. P. and Spalding, D. B. (1961). “Measurements of Entrainment by Axisymmetrical Turbulent Jets,” Journal of 

Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 11, 21-32. 
4 Suh, K.Y., Henry, R.E. (1996). “Devris interactions in reactor vessel lower plenum during a severe accident I, Predictive 

model”, Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 166, 147-163, 1996. 
5 Watanabe, F., Sato, K., Hamazaki, R., “Study on In-Vessel Retention Phenomena,” NTHAS2: Second Japan-Korea 

Symposium on Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics and Safety, Fukuoka, Japan, October 15-18, 2000. 



examined.  Based on FARO experiment, MAAP code uses a uncertainty range of breakup efficiency as 
0.025 to 0.06 with a nominal value of 0.045 for evaluating melt jet breakup process.  Also, with knowing 
the breakup efficiency in experiments from the mass of melt disintegrated from the jet, it is able to 
compare these two efficiencies.  Figure 4 shows that the comparison of experimental results derived 
from confined geometry and the result of model evaluation.  For model evaluation, there showed three 
cases with a nominal value of E0 (0.045, solid line), upper bound (0.05) and lower bound (0.04).  As 
shown in this figure, experimental data is well in the uncertainty bound of model evaluation.  Moreover, 
it is very close to the result of evaluation with nominal value.  This result means that the applicability of 
the breakup correlation used in MAAP code, Ricou-Spalding correlation, is judged to be valid in 
confined geometry. This conclusion led us that the priority of injecting water into RPV shall be still the 
highest to maintain the integrity of RPV. 
 
3.2 Thermal interaction between debris and lower plenum structures 
 
It may be said that the chances that the lower head or the lower plenum structures are eroded by debris 
jet impingement is low by considering above debris jet breakup estimation and the heat sink effect of 
CRD guide tube water.  But, more experimental and analytical studies are necessary to understand this 
phenomena, considering BWR geometry, in which debris jet is restricted by CRD guide tubes. 
 
3.3 Heat transfer from accumulated debris 
 
The accumulated debris is supposed to form particulate debris bed and continuum debris bed, which is 
formed by melting of a part of particulate debris bed and non-particulate debris jet.  A concern on heat 
transfer from debris bed is whether the heat transfer rate into overlaying water pool is larger than decay 
heat generation rate of debris bed.  For particle bed, the dryout heat flux model of Lipinski is used to 
estimate the heat flux at the top of particulate debris bed.  The heat transfer rate is shown in Figure 5, 
compared with decay heat.  It shows that almost all heat removal rates from a particulate debris bed is 
larger than decay heat.  For continuum debris bed, the pool boiling at the top of debris bed and gap 
cooling will be considered. 
 
3.4 Lower head cooling mechanism 
 
The inherent cooling mechanism was proposed by Henry et al.6 to explain non-failure of TMI-2 vessel 
and the vessel wall rapid cooling.  In the proposed cooling mechanism, vessel material creep and water 
ingression into the creating gap between debris and the vessel wall are assumed.  To estimate heat 
removal rate due to boiling in the narrow gap, Monde correlation7 is used.  Based on the calculation, gap 
boiling heat removal may be sufficient to remove decay heat of debris bed to cool vessel wall. 
 
Integral experiments of this study had been executed with using a test vessel of 30 cm ID and about 40 
kg of molten material produced by a thermite reaction of aluminum and iron oxide powders.  It 
confirmed that (1) the mixture of molten aluminum oxide and molten iron would not adhere to the vessel 
wall when sufficient amount of water was present in the lower head region, (2) a considerable size of gap 
was measured in some tests1. 
 
Also, as reported by Watanabe5, separate effect experiments has been executed, the inherent cooling 
mechanism in narrow gap has not been so clearly understood from previous tests. The reason depends on 

                                                      
6 Henry, R. E. and Dube, D.A. (1994). “Water in RPV: a mechanism for cooling debris in the RPV lower head,” OECD/CSNI 

Severe Accident Management Specialist Meeting, Stockholm. 
7 Monde, M., Kushida, H., Uehara, H. (1982). “Critical heat transfer during natural convective boiling in vertical rectangular 

channels submerged in saturated liquid,” J. Heat Transfer, Vol.. 104, 300-303. 



the geometrical condition difference between actual plant and previous test. Previous tests did not 
simulate actual SA conditions so well. In order to support the Henry’s theory to non-failure phenomena 
of TMI-2, basic boiling tests have been conducted and the proposed cooling mechanism was qualified. 
Also, to estimate heat removal rate due to boiling in the narrow gap, Monde’s original correlation was 
aimed to be revised for the actual plant conditions. The basic tests were composed of visualization tests 
and heat transfer tests. In this report, phenomenological findings are summarized from visualization test 
results, which has not been challenged by other investigators for IVR phenomena.  Based on the results 
of these experiments, surface temperature rise was considered to be retarded with varying the boiling 
pattern according to the gap.  Also, throughout the visualization tests, water was easily supplied from the 
gap bottom due to natural circulation and higher steam was found to condense right after the gap top.  
Under the test condition, the gap width was so short that water did not flow from the upper portion of the 
gap. It can be preliminarily concluded that, if water supply was assumed, heated wall inside narrow gap 
was found to be cooled well and contribute to the debris retention inside RPV. 
 
Based on the result of these analyses, it should become clear what sort of situation and condition would 
be necessary to take credit of IVR.  Those insights gained throughout these studies would be then 
feed-backed to the operational procedure, which had been developed without the consideration of the 
conditions for IVR, to cope with severe accident to assure the success of IVR. 
 
4  Insight for IVR and its implementation on SAMG procedure 
 
Based on these information gained in the IVR study for BWR plants mentioned above, the significance 
of the in-vessel water injection to maintain the integrity of the reactor pressure vessel, which is a very 
important knowledge to operator, has been summarized in terms of the current level of predicting the 
timing of relocation of the molten material into the lower head region and the phenomenological insights 
gained so far from this study and other related studies.  The operator actions, which are prescribed in the 
Severe Accident Management Guidelines, is re-prioritized based on the condition that leads to 
successful IVR. 
 
4.1  Phenomenological aspect of IVR 
 
As summarized in chapter 3, it should be pointed out that the amount of water in BWR lower plenum 
should play an important role in the early phase of the severe accident. 
 
In case that there should be a total loss of water injection into RPV, onset of core damage should be 
initiated.  Since there is a certain amount of time allowed for operator to recover the water injection 
system which might be in a failed condition, the progression of core damage can be terminated without 
a significant damage. 
 
Even in the case that the progression would not be terminated, the water in the lower plenum would 
disintegrate the molten material which flow into the lower plenum into particles and cool it for a while.  
This could be the second chance to achieve IVR.  In some case, there would be continuum mass of 
damaged core.  In such a situation, gap cooling process would be then important.  As confirmed in 
integral experiment by putting molten material into simulated RPV, there should be crust on the surface 
of the molten material if the water would be preset at the time of relocation and there should be some gap 
between RPV wall and crust.  Since the size and the distribution of gap should not be uniform, there 
should be three-dimensional effect which means that the wet and dry surface would be produced  
 
Also, jet impingement type of RPV failure could be excluded by the existence of the lower plenum water 
as confirmed in the integral experiment. 
 



4.2  Operator actions related to IVR 
 
There are many operator actions defined in Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMG) to cope 
with various types of severe accident.  For example, reactor water injection and containment water 
injection/spray are defined with certain conditions.  Since current SAMG is based on pessimistic 
assumptions, i.e. the progression of severe accident is calculated by previous version of MAAP code, the 
priority of countermeasure is relatively concentrating on maintaining containment integrity. 
 
By synthesizing the whole information described above, it should be concluded that the possibility of 
achieving the IVR should be promising.  Major operator actions which should be re-prioritized are as 
follows. 
 
   (1) Depressurization of RPV and alternative water injection into RPV 
   (2) Continuous operation of CRD water injection 
   (3) Diagnosis of status in the lower plenum 
   (4) Diagnosis of mode of failure in a failed system in order to minimize the time of recovery  
 
First item are imperative action to ensure that water will be supplied continuously, although this action 
should be in a highest priority in current procedure.  In a severe accident, there should be several hours 
prior to the severe core damage, the probability of having some measure will not be remote.  Also, since 
water inventory in the lower plenum would be secured by these procedure, breakup and cooling of 
molten material which may be relocated into lower plenum.  Furthermore, these operator actions to 
secure water availability in the lower plenum would enhance the chance of cooling the molten material 
which would form gap between RPV wall by the gap boiling heat transfer. 
 
In terms of second item, this is a very special aspect of BWR system.  In BWR, CRD water is injected 
continuously during the normal operation.  Except station blackout scenario, this system can operate as 
it is continuously since it uses non class 1E power buses.  Although the flow rate of the CRD system is 
relatively small, CRD system can mitigate the core damage sequence by cooling the CRD Guide Tube 
and related structures with continuous injection.  CRD Guide Tube which would be cooled by CRD 
water injection would then act as heat sink against molten material which may fall into lower plenum. 
 
Third item relates to the timing of core material relocation and the condition of the core material 
relocated into lower plenum.  Although it is very hard to know the specific status of the lower plenum 
from instrumentation of RPV, some measure should be established to know the condition of the corium.  
More specifically, there installed several thermocouples in the lower head.  If these T/Cs would be 
available during the accident, it then would be useful to confirm the status of inside of lower plenum. 
 
Forth item relates to the effective recovery.  Since the cause of malfunction of a system can be breaking 
down to several sub system, it will be beneficial for plant personnel that systematic procedure to 
determine the cause of failure and restoration process in order to complement the first item. 
 
These four items are major examples in SAMG procedure which will enhance the possibility of IVR.  
Based on these examination, it is expected that the SAMG will be updated and further enhance the safety 
of BWR. 
 
5  Conclusion 
 
In this paper, the possible IVR scenario and related information for BWR are reviewed and summarized.  
Also, experimental program to address the breakup behavior in relatively confined region in BWR lower 
plenum and basic boiling heat transfer characteristics in a narrow gap have been discussed.  By the 



breakup experiments, the applicability of current model to evaluate the breakup phenomena is judged to 
be valid for confined geometry in BWR lower head.  Also, variation of boiling cooling mechanism 
according to the gap has been phenomenologically confirmed by the visualization experiment.  Finally, 
the operator actions, which are prescribed in the Severe Accident Management Guidelines, is 
re-prioritized based on the condition that leads to successful IVR. 
 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1   Key Phenomena of IVR in BWR                 Fig. 2  Debris Jet Particulate Fraction vs. Water Depth 
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Fig. 3  Schematic of Test Apparatus of Breakup Experiment           Fig. 4  Result of Breakup Experiment 
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Session 3 – Training Programme and Experience 

 
Chair:  Jürgen Rohde (GRS)            Co-chair: Claude Manuel (IPSN) 

 
This session included 6 papers dealing with training programmes in The Netherlands, Germany, 
United States, Belgium, Russia and France. From these papers, it was observed that SAMGs are now 
implemented in most participating countries. Therefore, SAMG training programmes are in place or 
are being implemented in these countries. Such programmes involve generally both classroom training 
and performance training.  
 
Presentations showed that there was no universal approach to training. Some utilities essentially rely 
on knowledge-based training while others emphasize skill-oriented training in order to improve 
organisation effectiveness.  
 
Training exercises are based either on event sheets or assisted by simulators. Some utilities having 
already implemented SAM measures expressed a need for extending their simulators capability into 
the severe accident regime for training purposes. 
 
For some participants, being prepared to deal with unexpected situations can be addressed through 
implementation of knowledge-based training for operators. They stressed that mini-drills completing 
more extended training sessions could also be of interest for improving operator awareness. 
 
Also, many participants stressed the interest of using simulators for SAM operator training, but only 
few utilities have already made such a move. 
 
For all plants, training is primarily focused on core melt prevention. Currently, most simulators do not 
incorporate severe accident capabilities, but there are developments underway for this purpose in some 
utilities. 
 
Training experience should be backfitted in SAMGs, after adequate consideration of bias resulting 
from time-compressed sessions.  
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Abstract 
 
The Borssele NPP in the Netherlands, in operation since 1972, is a Siemens designed 2-loop PWR. 
The plant is using EOP’s and SAMG’s based on Westinghouse standards. In 1999 these SAMG’s were 
applied and implemented to the specifics of the plant. Determination of the present instrumentation 
capabilities was part of this work. The implementation phase was ended with a table-top exercise to 
test the functionality of the SAMG’s within the Alarm Response Organization. 
 
Operator training for the SAMG’s consists of five phases: 
- general introduction courses into the plant specific severe accident phenomena and the use of 

SAMG’s 
- full scale emergency exercise focused on training the Alarm Response Organization for 

SAMG-implementation and -validation 
- table-top exercises in the usage of the SAMG’s focussed on training the operator in 

understanding and application of the guidelines 
- table-top exercises in the usage of the SAMG’s focussed on training the operator in 

application of  the EOP’s and SAMG’s within the Alarm Response Organization 
- full-scale emergency exercise focussed on training the Alarm Response Organization up to 

and including SAM. 
 
Main purposes of these courses and table-top exercises are to give the operator insight in the structure 
of the SAMG’s, give insight in the strategies as proposed in the SAMG’s and give the operator 
experience in the usage. At the same time the exercises serve as a review of the SAMG’s and training 
in the different responsibilities within the Alarm Response Organization. 
 
For the table-top exercises specific accident scenarios are defined which guide the operator through 
specific parts of the SAMG’s. An EXCEL tool was created to represent the information that the 
operator normally retrieves from the plant status computer. 
 
Main information for the operator training is based on the next Borssele sources: 
- safety evaluation and design base accident analyses 
- plant simulator for design base accident analyses and training 
- full-scope PSA level 3 
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- MAAP severe accident calculations 
- MAAP-GRAAPH visualization of Borssele NPP. 
 
Applying this information and this training the Borssele plant fulfills the objectives of improving 
operator knowledge, improving operator skills and testing the SAM organization efficiency. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Borssele NPP in the Netherlands, in operation since 1972, is a Siemens designed 2-loop PWR. 
The plant is using EOP’s and SAMG’s based on Westinghouse standards. Once conditions indicating 
a severe accident is in progress have been detected, use of the EOP’s is terminated, and a transition to 
the SAMG’s is made. In 1999 these SAMG’s were applied and implemented to the specifics of the 
plant. Determination of the present instrumentation capabilities was part of this work. The 
implementation phase was ended with a table-top exercise to test the functionality of the SAMG’s 
within the Alarm Response Organization. At present a training program is ongoing. 
 
To aid in the diagnosis of the severe accident conditions and selection of the appropriate strategies for 
implementation graphical Computational Aids (CA’s) are developed. Each of the CA’s help the 
operator to assess the following phenomena or parameters: 
- RCS injection to recover the core 
- Injection rate for long term heat removal 
- Volumetric release from vent 
- Water level in the sump 
- Gravity drain from RWST to containment 
- Hydrogen flammability in the containment. 
The Borssele specific CA’s are generally in the form of plots of two or three variables. They have been 
designed to be efficient and simple to use, requiring no computer capabilities. 
 
 
2. Organisation of emergency response 
 
An overview of the emergency-organisation is depicted in figure 1. The next resposibilities within the 
emergency-organisation are recognised: 
- BOC “Bedrijfs Ondersteunings Coordinator”. This person is resposible for actions in the plant, e.g.  

restore a pump 
- BT “Beleids Team”. This includes the Site Emergency Director, the MOB, the MOD and the MS 
- MOB “Manager Ondersteuning Bedrijfsvoering”. This is the person to which the TAG reports 
- MOD “Manager Ondersteunende Diensten”.This person is responsible for logistic support 
- MS: “Manager Stralingsbescherming”. This is the person responsible for prediction of source terms  
- S Control room shift personnel 
- SED: Site Emergency Director. This person is the head of the ERO and takes the decisions 
- SM Control room shift manager 
- TAG “Technische Analyse Groep”. This is the group responsible for SAMG evaluations in the  

shelter 
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Figure 1. An overview of the emergency-organisation for SAM 
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The organizational aspects of the emergency response are specified in the Emergency Plan. The 
SAMG introduces new structured activities for emergency response personnel in a number of major 
areas. For each of these major areas it is necessary to define the members of the emergency response 
organisation who are responsible for: 
- Evaluation; This is done by the people who perform the evaluation (using the SAMG’s) and 

recommending the appropriate recovery actions. These people need a detailed knowledge of 
the Severe Accident Management Guidelines 

- Recommendation; This is done by the person who gives the recommendation of the to be 
applied strategy  

- Decision making; This is done by the person who holds the authority to implement the 
recommendations. This person has a broader understanding of the status of other aspects of the 
emergency response  

- Implementation; This is done by the persons who perform actions in the control room to 
implement the chosen strategy. 

 
 
The new structured activities include: 
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- The transition from EOP’s to SAMG 
- The use of the SACRGs (Control Room Guidelines) 
- Plant evaluations, development of recommended strategies and implementation of these 
- Special cases (e.g. intentional fission product releases) 
- SAMG termination and long-term recovery. 
 
The matrix of the responsibilities for KCB is shown in table 1 
 

Table 1 The matrix of the responsibilities for KCB 
 
Task Evaluation Recommendation Decision Implementation 
 
Transition from EOPs to SAMG 
 
Use of the SACRGs 
 
SAMG evaluations, recommendations 
and implementation of strategy 
 
Special cases 
 
Terminate use of SAMG 
 
Long term recovery 
 

 
S/SM 
 
- 
 
TAG/MOB 
 
 
MS/MOB 
 
TAG/MOB 
 
BT 

 
MOB 
 
- 
 
MOB 
 
 
MOB 
 
MOB 
 
BT 
 

 
SM 
 
SM 
 
SED 
 
 
SED 
 
SED 
 
SED 

 
S/SM 
 
S/SM 
 
S/SM 
 
 
SM 
 
S/SM/TAG 
 
S/SM 

 
 
3 Severe Accident Management Training 
 
3.1 General 
 
Severe accident management training has been provided to persons within the plant staff who have 
been designated for a decision making and support role in severe accident space. This training had 
sufficient depth and provided the staff with the ability to make independent judgements on severe 
accident conditions and appropriate response actions. 
 
The operator training for the SAMG’s consists of five phases: 
- general introduction courses into the plant specific severe accident phenomena and the use of 

SAMG’s 
- full scale emergency exercise focused on training the Alarm Response Organization for 

SAMG-implementation and -validation 
- table-top exercises in the usage of the SAMG’s focussed on training the operator in 

understanding and application of the guidelines 
- table-top exercises in the usage of the SAMG’s focussed on training the operator in 

application of  the EOP’s and SAMG’s within the Alarm Response Organization. 
- full-scale emergency exercise focussed on training the Alarm Response Organization up to 

and including SAM. 
 
Main purposes of these courses and table-top exercises are to give the operator insight in the structure 
of the SAMG’s, give insight in the strategies as proposed in the SAMG’s and give the operator 
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experience in the usage. At the same time the exercises serve as a review of the SAMG’s and training 
in the different responsibilities within the Alarm Response Organization. 
 
The main information for the operator training is based on the next Borssele sources: 
- safety evaluation and design base accident analyses. From this the behavior of the plant during 

design base accidents is determined 
- plant simulator for design base accident analyses and training 
- full-scope PSA level 3 
- MAAP severe accident calculations 
- MAAP-GRAAPH visualization of Borssele NPP. 
 
3.2 Introduction Training ERO and shift personnel 
 
The SAMG training can be divided for the different responsibilities. As first step in the 
implementation of the KCB SAMG’s, an initial one-week training program for EPZ ERO staff 
responsible for evaluation, recommendation and decision in SAM space was provided. The program 
included: 
- an introduction and background to severe accident management, to SAMG and to the Borssele 

project 
- an overview of the phenomenology of severe accidents (in-vessel phase and ex-vessel phase). 

This part is concentrated on those aspects of severe accident phenomenology of importance in 
SAMG 

- a general SAMG overview. This includes the EOP interfaces and the control room guidelines 
- an overview of the Emergency Plan and Interfaces 
- an overview of the organisational responsibilities 
- Borssele SAMG diagnostics. This includes the diagnostic flowchart and the severe challenge 

status tree 
- an overview of the Borssele SAMG strategies which are applied in the guidelines 
- an overview of the general SAG- and SCG-structure 
- review of all Borssele guidelines (SAG’s, SCG’s and SAEG’s) 
- an overview of the Computational Aids 
- the Rules of Usage for the SAMG’s 
- a practical exercise in using the SAMG’s 
- wrap-up and summary of the course 
- an individual test for each participant. This test gives an indication of the actual knowledge of 

participants and shows which items need further clarification. 
 
After that the shift personnel (responsible for implementation) received similar overview training on 
the SAMG’s, except they were not involved in a detailed review of all Borssele guidelines (SAG’s, 
SCG’s and SAEG’s). 
 
3.3 Full scale exercise for SAMG-implementation and -validation 
 
A full-scale exercise focused on training the Alarm Response Organization and for SAMG-
implementation and validation was developed by NRG with input from EPZ. The participants of these 
exercises were: 
- a full Beleidsteam (SED, MOB, MOD and MSB) 
- the shift personnel 
- the TAG 
- the BOC 
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The exercise participants are operating in the shelter (the normal work location for the ERO). During 
the use of the SAMG’s, information will be communicated both from the control room to the ERO and 
from the ERO to the control room. For example, the ERO will communicate the mitigative action 
required to the control room, and the control room will be updating the ERO on the availability of 
system alignment to restore diagnostic parameters to their acceptable range. Also during 
implementation of a severe accident management strategy, some dialogue will be held to complete 
implementation steps. Standard forms have been developed to communicate between control room and 
the shelter. 
 
The SAMG contains strategies which may, under situations of extreme challenge to containment 
integrity, call for venting the containment via available paths – thereby causing a deliberate release. 
The person in the shelter who is responsible for predicting fission product releases is the “Manager. 
Stralingsbescherming”. This person is calculating the consequences of deliberate venting. He is also 
exercised during the full-scale exercises. 
 
3.4 Table top exercises for the ERO 
 
For the table-top exercises specific accident scenarios are defined which guide the operator through 
specific parts of the SAMG’s. The exercises are developed by NRG. There are two types of table-top 
exercises: 
- exercises focussed on training the operator in understanding and application of the guidelines 
- exercises focussed on TAG responsibilities and communication within the Alarm Response 

organisation 
 
3.4.1 Determination of PPS parameters  
 
An EXCEL tool was created to represent the information that the operator normally retrieves from the 
plant status computer. The information is based on safety evaluations, MAAP calculations and design 
base accident analyses. The presented information contains the following information: 
- the plant parameters needed to perform the SAMG diagnostics and evaluations, these are the 

parameters included in the diagnostic flowchart and the severe challenge status tree 
- the parameters which are needed for the availability of major equipment to perform the 

SAMG strategies 
The information of the screens is updated automatically every 15 minutes. 
 
3.4.2 First type of table-top exercises 
 
The main purposes of the first type of exercise are: 
- obtaining insight into the structure of the SAMG’s 
- obtaining insight into the strategies of the SAMG’s 
- obtaining experience in usage of the SAMG’s. 
The participants to these exercises are: 
- two scenario-leaders 
- 3 members of the TAG 
The schedule of these exercises is: 
- preliminary discussion of the scenarioleaders. During this discussion the scenario and the to be 

used SAMG’s are discussed 
- briefing of the TAG. The TAG is informed about the initial sequence of the accident and from 

which procedure the SAM-space is entered 
- exercise. The duration is approximately 2 hours. The information of the PPS-parameters is 

updated every 15 minutes. An example of screen with PPS-parameters is shown in table 2 . 
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Table 2  An example of a PPS-parameter  screen 

 
    

 SAMG DIAGNOSTIC PARAMETERS   
    

PARAMETER DFC/SCST-GRENSWAARDE EENHEID WAARDE 
    

NIVEAU SG1 SAG-1: < 8,63 m   
YB001L152  m 3,56 

    
NIVEAU SG2 SAG-1: < 8,63 m   
YB002L152  m 8,63 

    
PRIMAIRE DRUK SAG-2: > 6 bar eff   
YA001P064  bar 10,20 
YA002P064  bar 10,41 
YA000P152  bar 10,34 

    
KERNUITTREDE SAG-3: > 370 gr. C   
TEMPERATUUR    
YQ031T104  gr. C 185,77 
YQ031T105  gr. C 185,77 
YQ032T101  gr. C 185,77 
YQ032T102  gr. C 185,77 
YQ032T103  gr. C 185,77 
YQ032T106  gr. C 185,77 

    
NIVEAU IN  SAG-4: < 3,25 m   
REACTORPUT    
TJ010L001  m 4,23 

    
LOZING  SAG-5: > 1,3 E15 Bq/h   
EDELGASSEN SCG-1: > 1,3 E16 Bq/h   
TL080R013  Bq/m3 2,85E+07 
TL080R023  Gy/h 3,17E-05 

    
CONTAINMENT SAG-6: >0,3 bar eff; SCG-2: > 6,3 bar eff;   
DRUK SCG-4: < -0,17 bar eff   
TL004P005  bar eff 0,17 

    
WATERSTOF ZIE CA-6   
CONCENTRATIE    
TS090A001  % 0,40 
TS090A002  % 0,59 
 

Concerning the remaining information during the exercise (e.g. the response on proposed 
actions) the TAG communicates with the scenarioleaders  

- debriefing and evaluation. The TAG is informed about the scenario and the exercise is 
discussed. 
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3.4.3 Second type of table-top exercises 
 
The main purposes of the second type of exercise are: 
- exercise of the tasks for the TAG and allocation of work in SAM-space 
- exercise of the communication and cooperation within the Alarm Response Organization 
- acquaintance and exercising with the TAG-resources, a.o. for communication and the 

SAMG’s. 
The participants to these exercises are: 
- a scenario-leader 
- one MOB-person 
- the shift 
- 3 members of the TAG 
The schedule of these exercise is as in the first type, but more extensive and the duration of the 
exercise is 3 hours. 
 
3.5 Full scale exercise for training the Alarm Response Organisation 
 
Full-scale exercises focussed on training the Alarm Response Organization including SAM will be 
held as part of the normal Alarm exercises for the ERO. The participants and location of these 
exercises are: 
- a full Beleidsteam (SED, MOB, MOD and MSB) 
- the shift personnel 
- the TAG 
- the BOC 
The exercise participants are operating in the shelter (the normal work location for the ERO). 
 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
At KCB severe accident management training has been provided to persons within the plant staff who 
have been designated for a decision making and support role in severe accident space. This training 
provides the staff with the ability to make independent judgements on severe accident conditions and 
appropriate response actions.  
 
Applying the training program and information the Borssele plant fulfills the objectives of improving 
operator knowledge, improving operator skills and testing the SAM organization efficiency. 
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1.  Introduction 

The defence in depth concept requires not only provisions for coping with anticipated operational 
occurrences as well as design basis accidents but also provisions which allow appropriate reactions to 
beyond design basis accidents. In accordance with this concept the Nuclear Safety Convention, which 
was signed by many IAEA Member States, deals among others with emergency preparedness and the 
correlated provisions. The Safety Convention requires that on-site and off-site emergency plans are 
routinely tested for nuclear installations. The aim of these provisions is primarily the prevention of 
radiological consequences in the environment of nuclear installations but also the mitigation of such 
consequences, should they nevertheless occur. 

Up to the eighties emergency preparedness concentrated on a few provisions by the operators and in 
particular on plant-external emergency planning. As a result of the accidents at Three Mile Island as 
well as Chernobyl and with the findings from many risk studies, accident management measures and 
emergency procedures were developed. This led to an increased plant internal emergency preparedness 
focussing on the prevention of severe core damage in case of beyond design basis accidents and on the 
reduction of external consequences in case of such hypothetical events. 

2. Provisions by the operator 

In the technical field various severe accidents have been analysed and based on these analyses 
additional technical measures have been added and special emergency procedures have been 
developed e. g. for the use of operational systems or special emergency systems in emergency cases. 

With the increased plant-internal emergency preparedness the operator has received an additional role 
in order to comply with the above mentioned aims. For this reason, special organisational and 
technical measures have been implemented by operators and special training is performed to get and 

 

 

 



keep the operator’s personnel familiar with the necessary knowledge and the individual tasks and 
responsibilities. 

The Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) has essentially influenced the progress of the emergency 
provisions by issuing respective recommendations. In 1987 the RSK recommended the 
implementation of emergency measures for German npps. In 1993 the RSK recommended to lay down 
the pre-planned emergency procedures in an emergency manual and to drill them as far as possible. 
The RSK also dealt with the contents and scope of emergency manuals as well as with general 
requirements concerning emergency exercises. 

3. Emergency exercises 

According to the above mentioned general requirements concerning emergency exercises at least one 
comprehensive exercise has to take place annually at each unit. The crisis management as well as 
supporting teams necessary for the respective scenario take part in the exercise. Beside this annual 
exercise there are modular drills like fire fighting, rescue of injured persons or environmental 
surveillance. The shift personnel undergoes retraining with recurrent simulator training among others. 
In this context symptom-orientated procedures and to some extent beyond design basis scenarios are 
trained. 

In the past the comprehensive emergency exercise was usually performed on the basis of so-called 
event-sheets. These event-sheets present the essential information and the relevant parameters of the 
pre-planned event sequence. The event-sheets are prepared on the basis of former accident analyses or 
with the help of simulator runs. 

Beside this conventional exercise type with event-sheets presented by the exercise co-ordinator there is 
the simulator-assisted exercise type. A major prerequisite for a broader application of this type of 
exercise is the availability of plant-specific simulators with a capability to simulate preventive accident 
measures in the beyond design basis range.  

3.1 Simulator-assisted emergency exercises 

As quite a number of new plant-specific full-scope simulators is only available since about 3 years, (s. 
table 1), for German npps there have been very few simulator-assisted exercises in the past. In context 
with a project funded by the Federal government a few simulator-assisted exercises have been 
performed with various npps with the aim to derive recommendations for the planning, co-ordination 
and evaluation of plant internal emergency exercises. Some more generic findings are presented in the 
following. 

Table 2 gives an overview of the boundary conditions related to the five exercises. This table clarifies 
that there is no standardised background for the exercises neither in the technical field nor in the 
organisational/administrative field. Columns 1 and 2 show that the reactor types were different, 
column 5 shows different kinds of crisis organisations. A factor which at first glance seems to be very 
important for the performance of simulator-assisted exercises is the site of the simulator in relation to 
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the npp site. Column 3 shows that only in one case the simulator was located at the npp site whereas 
the simulator usually is installed in the remote simulator centre. 

The crisis organisation may consist of only one centralised control management with supporting 
personnel at its disposal or of several control teams in particular 

- the main control team 

- the operation control team 

- the radiological control team 

- the service control team 

In both cases the necessary functions like 

- overall crisis management 

- plant status analysis and decision on countermeasures 

- radiological/physical/chemical surveillance 

- services for mechanical/electrical systems 

- information of authorities and of the public 

- other services (e. g. fire fighting, security) 

have to be covered. 

The co-operation between the participating groups is managed as shown in fig. 1. In the very 
beginning of the exercise the shift at the simulator contacts the npp control room e. g. for the initiation 
of internal alarms and informs the operation stand-by manager. After the establishment of the crisis 
team the main communication takes place between the simulator control room and the crisis team. At 
that time liaison persons in the simulator control room enter upon the communication and relieve the 
simulator shift. Necessary services are then requested by the crisis team. 

The success of simulator-assisted exercises is usually not very dependent on the location of the 
simulator although generally the core of the crisis team convenes at first in the control room in order to 
get background information on the event. With an efficient data link between the simulator and an 
appropriate meeting place in the npp and with some additional information by phone from the shift or 
the liaison person, the crisis team has a proper basis for its work. Without real time data transfer of 
selected process parameters, however, the task is more difficult and the crisis team has to rely much 
more on the persons in the simulator control room. 

3.2 Generic findings 

Emergency exercises have already been performed for many years and many weaknesses have been 
eliminated. Nevertheless, there are a few generic findings resulting in most cases form the simulator-
assisted type of exercise performance. There are three essential differences between simulator-assisted 
exercises and exercises based on event-sheets, namely: 
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- Every process information must be taken from the instrumentation and is not presented on paper 
(event-sheets) with already selected parameters. 

- The reaction to the simulated scenario is time-consuming and needs good co-ordination. 
Declarations of intended actions are easier and faster. 

- The event sequence is simulated in real time and wrong or untimely reactions show very soon 
their negative consequences. 

The following topics which in many cases need attention have been noticed: 

- Excessive charge of single persons 
The association of tasks with special functions may be unbalanced. In particular the shift supervisor 
may be overburdened in the first phase of the event sequence. During the usual simulator retraining 
the shift supervisor concentrates only on the plant behaviour. During the exercise, however, the shift 
supervisor has to care additionally for internal and in case also external alarms as well as the first 
information of the operation stand-by manager and the head of the crisis team. Other tasks, like 
information of other npp units or filling in of plant-status reports should be properly distributed. 

Real time exercises may also help to examine if other positions are overburdened.  
 

- Support of the radiological control team 
With simulator-assisted exercises there are no selected data listed on a sheet and the radiological 
control team is forced to get the relevant radiological data from the instrumentation. This task is 
usually done without any problem. In special event sequences there are, however, radioactive releases 
without radiological instrumen-tation indication. For an estimation of the potential radiological 
consequences the radiological control team needs for instance information on the amount of released 
coolant. The operation control team should make this information available to the radiological control 
team. 

 

- Visualization of information to the crisis team  
With exercises based on event-sheets selected data and in case also trend curves are handed over. So 
there is little need to document systematically the essential information. Simulator-assisted exercises 
have very often shown that the available information is not systematically documented which in some 
cases leads to a reduced overview. Three items are in particular helpful for the crisis team: 

• Plant status overview 
The hypothetical scenarios for emergency exercises are generally created by a combination of faults as 
well as system outages with some additional time dependent or event dependent failures and in case 
the repair of one or the other system.  

For a good and timely overview of such a complex situation to the members of the crisis team a rough 
plant scheme is helpful in which the not available systems can be indicated. 

• Trend curves 
In plants disposing of a process information system relevant parameters and trend curves can be 
presented on screen and can be printed. As the trend curves of the few crucial parameters give very 
valuable information on the event sequence trend curves should also be available in those plants 
without a process information system. A video-transmission of the respective recording strips may be 
one way for the presentation of such trend curves. 
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• Lists of measures  
Due to the various assumed failures various repair measures may be initiated during the exercise. In 
addition some long lasting emergency measures may be performed. A systematic listing of the current 
measures with appropriate updating should give the crisis team the necessary overview on the status of 
these actions and the expected time of completion. 

- Status reports 
The responsible authorities are informed about the emergency event by phone as well as by faxed 
forms and status reports.  

The operators have developed a harmonised frame for the plant and radiological status reports. The 
harmonised frame may plant-specifically be adapted. 

The exercises have shown that the transmission of these status reports is on the average about half an 
hour or even more behind the timely situation. So on this way the authorities usually get outdated 
information. This disadvantage could be overcome by direct data links with a transmission of a 
number of relevant process data. This way is used in countries like France, the United States and 
Switzerland. The installation of such data links is in particular then worthwhile when the authorities 
regularly play an active role in the emergency exercises. 

- Information sheets for control teams  
During the preparation of the emergency exercise, a number of documents are prepared. Beside the 
exercise sequence plan there are in particular 

• Exercise rules 

• Exercise instructions for service teams and observers 

• Sheets for on-site deposition (explaining the on-site situation e. g. for service teams) 

In addition to these documents information sheets for the crisis team or the individual control teams 
should be prepared indicating for instance 

• The procedure and extent to which repair measures or emergency measures are performed or 
only simulated 

• The intended extent of environmental surveillance 

• The intended involvement of external organisations, like Siemens-KWU crisis team 

• The real or simulated mission of a liaison person to the emergency protection authority 

- Evaluation of exercise results 
For the evaluation of the exercise results principally a meeting is held immediately after the exercise. 
In some cases all participants in the exercise convene and comments are given concerning the 
preparation and boundary conditions of the exercise as well as the actual performance by the active 
participants. In some cases only (or additionally) the exercise co-ordinator(s) and observers meet and 
exchange their findings. Mostly these discussions are more detailed and frank. 
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4. Outlook 

For emergency exercises based on event-sheets Volume 1 of the “Manual for the Planning, Co-
ordination and Evaluation of Emergency Exercises” has been elaborated in 1997. This manual 
emphasizes the modular structure of emergency exercises. 

The performed simulator-assisted exercises show that this type of exercises offers an extension of the 
spectrum of training measures. Explanations and findings related to this type of exercises are 
summarized in a second Volume of the above mentioned manual. In this volume the pros and cons of 
the two exercise types are discussed among others. 

Using the gathered experience laid down in particular in the two volumes of the manual a basis for 
authority recommendations with regard to the planning, performance and evaluation of plant internal 
emergency exercises shall be developed. 

Fundamental outcome: Simulator-assisted exercises are a very efficient kind of plant internal 
emergency exercises, in particular when the co-operation between the crisis team and shift shall be 
trained. If other training modules are the main exercise aim, the conventional exercise type (with event 
sheets) is suitable. Furthermore the con-ventional exercise type must be used when the chosen exercise 
scenario exceeds the simulation limits of the simulator. 
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Simulators at KSG / GfS* 

 

Simulator Reference Plant Training Simu-
lator for 

I/O s RFT Supplier 

D1 Biblis, B Biblis A/B, Stade ≈12.900 1977 Singer, USA 

D2 Mülheim-Kärlich Mülheim-Kärlich ≈23.400 1986 EAI/Singer, USA 

D3 Grafenrheinfeld Grafenrheinfeld, 
Grohnde 

≈26.500 1988 Krupp Atlas Elektro- 
nik, Deutschland 

D41 Emsland Emsland, Neckar- 
westheim 2, Isar 2 

≈23.000 1996 Siemens/S3T, 
Deutschland/USA 

D42 Philippsburg 2 Philippsburg 2 ≈25.000 1997 Siemens/S3T, 
Deutschland/USA 

D43 Brokdorf Brokdorf ≈28.700 1996 Siemens/S3T, 
Deutschland/USA 

D51 Unterweser Unterweser ≈16.000 1997 Thomson, Frankreich 

D52 Neckarwestheim 1 Neckarwestheim 1 ≈11.100 1997 Thomson, Frankreich 

D56 Obrigheim Obrigheim ≈ 10.600 1997 Thomson, Frankreich 

S1 Brunsbüttel Brunsbüttel ≈ 14.800 1978 Singer, USA 

S2 Gundremmingen Gundremmingen 
B/C 

≈ 21.800 1993 Siemens, Deutschland 

S31 Isar 1 Isar 1 ≈ 18.000 1997 Atlas Elektronik, 
Deutschland 

S32 Philippsburg 1 Philippsburg 1 ≈ 16.300 1997 Atlas Elektronik, 
Deutschland 

*There is furthermore the simulator D 53 ( ≈ 14200 I/Os ) for the Dutch NPP Borssele  

 
Simulators at NPP site 

Reference Plant Training Simulator for I/O s RFT Supplier 

Krümmel Krümmel 27.600 1997 Siemens/S3T 

Stade Stade (operation via graphical 
interface) 

 1998 CAE/Kanada 
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Table 1: Available Simulators 
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NPP Reactor type Simulator PRISCA Crisis-

organisation

Scenario External

Participants

KRB-II BWR-72

(1984/85)

S2/KSG no

(Videotransmission)

decentralised station

blackout

(BStMLU)

GKN-1 PWR 3-Loop

(1976)

D52/KSG yes centralised small leak +

impairment of

RPV-feed

UVM-BW

KS-KWU

KWB-B PWR 4-Loop

(1977)

D1/KSG BuB-System decentralised Open MS safety

valve  + 3 SGTR

KHG, HMULF

LA/PD-HP,

KS-KWU

KKE

(single unit)

PWR – Konvoi

(1988)

D41/KSG Yes centralised total loss of SG

feed

UM-Nds,TÜV

KKK

(single unit)

BWR-69

(1984)

KKK no decentralised

(with centralised

meetings)

loss of heat sink +

impairment of

RPV-feed

MFE

Table 2: Simulator-Assisted Exercises 



Crisis Management Team 
(incl. Liaison Person) 

NPP Shift 

Onsite Service Teams 

Training Shift 
(incl. Liaison Person) 

   Information 

Scenario input and 
onsite measures  

Accident 
Measures 

Annunciations  Directives 

Data Transfer Request / 
Check-back 

 

Alarms 

Information 

Directives 

Simulator 

NPP Kommunikationsverbin
dungen

Communication Simulator 
2 Information on onsite 
activities  Exercise-coordinator Simulator-instructor 

Information on  
plant status, 

new developments, 
if necessary 
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The two J. M. Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP) units are of three loop, Westinghouse pressurized 
water reactor design. Commercial operation began for Unit 1 in 1977 and Unit 2 in 1981. The Control 
Room SAMG “Implementors” are on-shift in six crew rotation. Each crew compliment includes an 
Operations Shift Superintendent, two Unit Shift Supervisors and four Reactor Operators. 
 

The Emergency Response Organization (ERO) SAMG “Decision Makers” and “Evaluators” 
are on-call in three crew rotation.  Each crew compliment includes two Decision Maker trained 
individuals and six Evaluator trained individuals. During non-SAM events these personnel normally 
fill the position of Technical Support Center (TSC) Emergency Director, Technical Manager, 
Operations Manager, Systems Engineer, and Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) Recovery 
Manager, Recovery Manager Assistant, Dose Assessment Director, Reactor Engineer. 
 

Severe Accident Management Guidance at FNP is based on the Westinghouse Owners Group 
(WOG) generic guidance. Implementation was conducted in accordance with the Nuclear Energy 
Institute NEI 91-04 Closure Process. This process which included the modification of generic 
guidance to be plant specific, interfacing the SAMG with the Emergency Plan, incorporating SAM 
material into training programs, and establishing a means to factor in new SAM information was 
completed in July of 1997. This paper provides a description of the pre and post implementation 
lessons learned to include plant specific SAMG enhancements and training challenges. 
 
Implementation and Initial/Continuing Training Challenges 
 

A twenty-seven step action plan was used to complete the closure process. A SAM Working 
Group was formed to administer the action plan and in doing so become the site experts for all aspects 
of implementation, to include training. The group was comprised of ten Senior Reactor Operator 
qualified personnel from Operator License Training, Technical Training, Emergency Planning, 
Operations, Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), and Licensing. In order to gain SAM insights for 
incorporation into the FNP training plan, members of the FNP SAM Working Group actively 
participated as members at the WOG initial pilot exercises and in the WOG Core Training Group.  The 
WOG Core Training Group was responsible to the WOG industry members for SAM training material 
scope, development and review.  The insights gained from industry participation was shared with the 
members of the FNP SAM Working Group in “train-the-trainer” sessions in order to speed the 
learning process and enhance the action plan end product. 
 

Members of the working group were tagged as “experts” for each SAM guideline and training 
lesson. As an expert, the member was responsible for research on all aspects of the SAM guideline and 
plant-specific conversion of the actual guideline and lesson material. These members attended the 
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initial classroom and performance based training sessions to provide the background knowledge base 
needed for meaningful classroom discussion. 
 

Performance based training is the primary tool used to establish SAMG initial qualification 
and to maintain that qualification on a continuing basis. Objective based evaluation of team 
performance during interactive mini-drills is the training atmosphere that has been found most 
effective. The training objectives can easily be sorted into two categories: Can the team use the 
guidance to enhance the plant’s Emergency Plan response and can the team effectively communicate? 
(Table1) A point of interest is that SAMG job and task analysis identified no new jobs or tasks. The 
SAM team is simply prioritizing the performance of repair activities to allow normal design space jobs 
and tasks to be performed out of the normal sequence that would be directed by the plant’s Normal, 
Abnormal or Emergency Operating Procedures. 
 

Adverse environmental effects required training on use of alternative instrumentation and a re-
focus on trending rather than on instrument accuracy. Environmental qualification of specific 
instrumentation became less important than the ability for SAM users to identify if all instrumentation 
for a particular parameter was trending in a consistent manner. Proper instrument scaling was not 
much of an issue because scaling was checked and calculated setpoints were rounded conservatively 
so that setpoint values were actually readable on the designated instruments. Harsh environment 
effects on referenced instruments and the potential usefulness of that instrument during a severe 
accident were placed in table format (Table 2) for easy reference and notes were added to direct users 
to the tables. The fact that the forty-one setpoints referenced by the SAM guidelines/computational 
aides do not contain the instrument errors and uncertainties required for the same setpoints within the 
Emergency Operating Procedures was also a source of many training discussions. 
 

The seven Computational Aides were found by SAM users to be very easy to use after 
minimal training. Subsequent usage has resulted in several user requested changes. The changes 
include revision to or addition of notes to ensure that these graphical aides are clear and of sufficient 
detail to stand alone. Users have been found to be reluctant to reference WOG background documents 
because of the perceived or actual time constraints of simulated events. 
 

Several guideline strategies introduced the concept of weighing the positive and negative 
consequences of actions prior to deciding to take a particular directed course of action. From the 
normal operating, verbatim compliance world of the EOP step usage, this concept was difficult for 
trainers to convey and considerable time was spent building teamwork skills in this area. Directed 
classroom table-top skill building sessions were used as the primary training medium to enhance the 
needed skills. 
 

Training in use of Severe Accident and Severe Challenge Guideline usage appeared to be 
extremely difficult. Worksheet and table design within each guideline was determined to be a human 
factoring problem.  The worksheets within the guideline continuously referred to the tables located at 
the end of the guideline. The swapping back and forth resulted in the users getting lost in the process 
of completing the worksheets instead of remaining focused on the guideline strategy. Combining the 
information in the tables with the information in the worksheets simplified the guideline usage and 
trainee strategy understanding was observed to markedly improve. 
 

The converse was true concerning the use of out-of-guideline reference to procedural usage 
steps. Because of user familiarity with the design space procedures, trainees recommended that the 
SAM guidelines reference steps in existing procedures when ever possible. System Operating 
Procedures were found to provide all needed component/system support and initial condition 
references. Normal, Abnormal, and Emergency Operating Procedures were found to provide all 
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needed system alignment requirements. Although many referenced steps in the SAM guidelines are 
out of the normal sequence that would be expected for normal design space operation, users preferred 
using the existing procedure steps despite the need to constantly reference steps outside the written 
SAM guidelines. Use of existing design space procedural steps also had the added benefit of not 
having to duplicate and maintain existing steps in the SAM guidelines thus greatly easing the 
administrative burden for keeping the SAM guidelines current. 
 

Emergency Operating Procedure transitions to the SAM guidelines were found to be straight 
forward but concerns were raised by trainees during initial training. Two of the three transitions, Loss 
of all AC Electrical Power and Anticipated Transient without Trip (ATWT), were clearly beyond 
design basis accidents. For the third transition, Loss of Core Cooling, it was not as clear as to when the 
loss of coolant accident operating condition exceeded normal design basis space. At trainee request, 
notes were added to the appropriate Emergency Operating Procedures and SAM guidelines to ensure 
that normal design space actions were completed and that time was allowed for these actions to effect 
core heatup rate prior to transition into beyond design basis space.  
 

Within the WOG SAM guideline structure, the Control Room Implementors have only two 
guidelines. One of these guidelines provides active strategy implementation guidance prior to the 
Technical Support Center (TSC) being staffed. This guidance allows the Implementors to continue 
trying to establish actions directed by the Emergency Operating Procedures while providing SAM 
guidance to limit actions that might jeopardize the Containment barrier integrity. The second 
guideline, which is entered when the TSC is staffed, directs the Implementors to enter a monitoring 
only mode. In this monitoring only mode, the Implementors are expressly prohibited from taking 
actions that would change component/system configurations without prior direction from the TSC 
Decision Maker. During initial training scenarios, Implementors were eager to follow the guidance 
provided by the TSC, and transition to the monitoring mode guideline typically took place as soon as 
the TSC had sufficient staff to be operational. This premature transition resulted in much frustration 
within the SAM team because the TSC had not yet determined what guidance to recommend and the 
Implementors were no longer able to implement a strategy without TSC concurrence even if 
equipment was subsequently returned to service. Notes were added to the appropriate guidelines to 
prevent the Control Room from transitioning to the monitoring mode until the TSC evaluators have 
had time to enter the SAM guidelines and develop a strategy for the Control Room to implement. 
Evaluation of training performance subsequent to adding these notes has been very positive. 
 

When the Technical Support Center staff members transitioned to their SAM staff positions 
during fast breaking events, key Emergency Planning issues were found to be overlooked. Scenario 
evaluations were routinely showing that upgrade declarations of the emergency classification level to 
General Emergency (most severe) were not being performed nor where the notifications to the State 
agencies that conditions were significantly deteriorated. Additionally, the Technical Support staff was 
failing to notify the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) when actions were being taken that 
departed from the license condition in accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 
Part 50, Section 54(x). Based on trainee requests, steps were added to the applicable guidelines. These 
steps have been shown to be effective based on subsequent mini-drill performance evaluation. 
 

During initial SAM scenario training evolutions manpower needed to monitor Diagnostic 
Flowchart (DFC) and Severe Challenge Status Tree (SCST) usage was observed very closely. The 
evaluation indicated that a single Evaluator’s time would be totally consumed simply updating 
information provided by the Implementors. A second Evaluator was determined to be needed if the 
goal of being able to trend data and confirm occurrences of positive and negative consequences 
following strategy implementation was to be fulfilled. Trainee recommendations led to the 
development of a Status Board that reduced the burden so that one Evaluator was able to meet all DFC 
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and SCST monitoring goals (Table 3). The Status Board allows the user to see all guideline priorities 
on a single page, identify guideline implementation needs based on comparison of setpoint and current 
parameter value, show which guideline strategies have been implemented, and trend parameters to 
determine strategy worth and impacts. The Status Board is in the process of being automated which is 
hoped to free up additional Evaluator time so that more focus can be on evaluation of strategies and 
observance of instrumentation failure trends. 
 

Initial severe accident phenomena training lessons used at Farley Nuclear Plant in 1995 were 
created by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). The generic INPO two hour lesson 
provided a high level overview in multimedia format. The Westinghouse Owner’s Group (WOG) 
SAM Training Group found that the INPO material lacked needed depth. The group was chartered to 
develop an expanded phenomena lesson that could be made plant specific and that had the depth 
needed by the SAM Evaluators. The resultant four-hour lesson was built to expand on the INPO lesson 
and was first taught to all SAM users at FNP in 1996. The two courses are still used for initial training. 
A two hour continuing training lesson has subsequently been developed by FNP and is presented to all 
SAM users annually to maintain needed phenomena awareness. Evaluation of the continuing training 
course effectiveness indicates that two hours is sufficient to maintain the needed phenomena 
awareness given that the SAM guidelines contain many phenomena references to ensure the SAM 
users understand the cause and effect phenomena relationships of implemented strategies. 
 

The WOG also funded development of SAM guideline specific lessons. The lessons were 
developed so that they could easily be made plant specific. Only the nine lessons developed to provide 
training on SAM overview, instrumentation usage, Diagnostic Flow Chart usage, and Severe Accident 
Control Room Guideline usage were designed to be presented in a classroom format. The WOG 
recommended 15 hours of classroom time be allowed for presentation of these lessons. The remaining 
twenty-one lessons developed to provide training on each SAM Guideline were designed for repetitive 
self-study application. The self-study modules include self-assessment questions so that a student can 
evaluate their understanding prior to advancing to subsequent guideline modules. The WOG 
recommended 45 hours of self-study time be allowed to complete these self-study lessons. Several 
trainees evaluated the self-study modules and determined that the modules were a good training tool 
but that initial training using the self-study approach could take significantly longer than a classroom 
approach. The trainees went on to recommend that Farley conduct all initial training in a classroom 
format. Their recommendation was accepted and in 1996, three twenty-eight hour classroom training 
weeks were conducted for all SAM guideline users. Even though not required, all Farley Implementors 
attended each of the seven, four hour lessons based on their desire to understand the strategies to be 
utilized. Post evaluation quizzes indicated that the initial training was adequate. 
 

Performance based training was facilitated through the use of SAMG mini-drill scenarios. 
Farley Nuclear Plant’s Individual Plant Evaluation (IPE) results were used to choose the most 
probable core damage sequences that could lead to SAMG entry. The sequences were then provided to 
the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) staff so that data sets could be created using MAAP-3B. 
MAAP results were converted to spreadsheet format to allow manipulation of suspect data points, 
timeline compression, and unit conversion necessary to make data more useful for drill purposes. To 
enhance scenario realism and increase the worth of the training time for Control Room Implementors, 
the Simulator was used to drive the scenario through an Abnormal/Emergency Operating Procedure 
front end that led into each core damage scenario.  
 

Initial performance based training was conducted in 1996 with a fully integrated Control 
Room Implementor staff and TSC/EOF Evaluator/Decision Maker staff. Integration with other 
Emergency Response Organization facility locations, such as the Operations Support Center (OSC) 
and Corporate Emergency Operations Center (EOC) were simulated through use of control cells. Each 
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of the six Implementor crews participated in eight hours of mini-drill scenario training while each of 
the three Evaluator/Decision Maker crews participated in sixteen hours of mini-drill scenarios.  
 

A matrix was constructed that verified that the selected scenarios exercised all SAM 
guidelines and EOP transitions. The following scenario commonalties existed: 

• All scenarios went well beyond the design basis of the plant 
• All scenarios started on a live simulator in Abnormal/Emergency Operating space 
• Timeline dependent data was provided via overhead transparency projection when simulator 

modeling was exceeded 
• “Time-outs” were used to re-focus/discuss strategy positive/negative implementation concerns 
• Crews were directed to make real-time emergency classifications and notifications 
• Crews were forced to prioritize needed tasks based on simulated real staffing 
• Each scenario allowed the crew to exercise an EOP to SAMG transition 
• Success paths were allowed even though data may not have shown that strategy 

implementation was a success 
 

During the implementation phase, all mini-drill performance was evaluated by the SAM 
Working Group and management. Guideline usage was considered effective and reasons for strategy 
implementation or non-implementation defendable. Initially inter-facility communication appeared to 
be a major barrier. Operations and Emergency Response Organization crews learned to communicate 
more effectively from scenario to scenario. All crews determined that effective communication 
methods varied based on the scenario. 
 

In 1997, each of the SAM Evaluator/Decision Maker teams were offered three additional four-
hour mini-drill scenarios to validate enhancements in the guidelines and to evaluate implementation 
readiness. As was done during initial performance training sessions, the scenarios used were designed 
to force multiple strategy usage and test communication objectives. These scenarios did differ 
however in that they were not time dependent. Instructor/facilitators had the option of allowing the 
SAM teams to explore guideline paths to whatever detail that was warranted. At the completion of 
these sessions each of the crew Decision Makers were convinced that their crew could successfully 
implement the SAM guidance. 
 

SAM mini-drill continuing training requirements at Farley were established based on the 
industries desire to effectively manage training resources by ensuring that the need for training on low 
probability SAM events was maintained in perspective with the need for continuing training on the 
more probable design space events. The decision was made to conduct one SAM mini-drill per 
calendar year and to rotate crew annual participation so that each of the three Emergency Response 
Organization crews participates in a SAM type drill every three years. Decisions were also made that 
Implementor as well as Operations Support Center (OSC) and EOF participation would be simulated 
by control cells for continuing training mini-drills. MAAP (version 4 now) remains the tool of choice 
to develop needed data to drive scenario play.  

 
The following is a summary of the major training challenges that have been identified during 

Plant Farley continuing training: 
1)  In order to build a beyond design basis SAMG knowledge base that was as in-depth and as 

well understood as the design basis accident Emergency Response procedure knowledge 
base, it was determined that SAMG continuing training would have to be melded with 
normal design basis simulator training for Implementors. This was done by allowing 
simulator scenario progressions into SAMG space on a more frequent basis with inter-
facility play being simulated or discussed. 
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2) Implementors (Control Room staff) needed to be trained initially to a greater depth on 
SAMG than was previously believed. This was necessary so that directed actions to protect 
the Containment Barrier in beyond design basis space were understood and followed even 
though they might fundamentally contradict actions that might have been provided in 
design basis space. 

3) In 1998 Evaluator/Decision Maker continuing training, FNP found that the crews had not 
had sufficient repetitive training and that additional continuing training sessions would be 
necessary to allow SAM guidance to be implemented at the same level of proficiency that 
exists with the Emergency Operating Procedures. For years 1998 and 1999 the continuing 
training was expanded such that each crew participated in a one-hour guideline usage 
refresher training session just prior to participating in a three-hour mini-drill. Evaluation in 
year 2000 indicated that the added exposure to the SAM usage had been effective in raising 
the crews performance to the desired standard. 

4) The use of guidance, which does not require strict procedural compliance, continues to 
surface as an issue during training. The problem revolves around two issues: the Control 
Room Implementor’s need for assurance that actions being implemented by them are the 
correct directed actions and assurance that the TSC is responsible for the consequences of 
the directed actions being performed. A SAM User’s Guide which clearly explains the 
responsibility chain was created to provide a readily available reference for the SAM users 
in both the TSC and the Control Room. In addition a SAMG Strategy Implementation 
Instruction Sheet was incorporated into the Farley SAMGs so that the Control Room would 
have written documentation regarding the TSC’s directed actions. During guideline usage 
refresher training, TSC Evaluators and Decision Makers are also reminded of the 
importance of communication with the Implementors. This communication goes beyond 
the need to provide directed actions; the communication must include explanations of why 
strategies are being implemented and the positive and negative consequences associated 
with the strategy implementation. 

5) Time compression of scenarios can result in negative training from the aspect that SAM 
users may lose perspective of resources that might otherwise be available to them if the 
timeline was more near real time. Examples of this problem include hydrogen control 
actions for the large dry containment designs, effluent release calculations associated with 
the need to vent containment, and availability of personnel to perform needed corrective 
maintenance. When developing a scenario timeline, it is important to make these resources 
appear available to the SAM users via controller interjects or other means of facilitation so 
that the end result of the training is representative of the actual predicted response.  

 
Summary 
 

As was discussed at the beginning of this paper, one of the key items of the SAMG 
implementation closure process involved the incorporation of methods to establish a means to factor in 
new SAM information. Based on the industries self-evaluation of SAM implementation and 
continuing training, many potential enhancements to the SAM generic guidelines have been identified. 
Many of these enhancements have been determined to have generic application and are in the process 
of being folded back into Revision 1 of the WOG generic guidance. In some cases, as was the case at 
Plant Farley, some of the changes have already been incorporated into plant specific SAM guidance in 
an effort to improve user performance. It is an industry imperative that change be managed to ensure 
user performance actually is enhanced and to ensure that severe accident management strategies being 
implemented actually do improve the capability to protect employees and members of the public. As 
enhancements are made to SAM programs, the continued self-assessment of Severe Accident 
Management training activities remains an integral part of an effective change management process. 
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Table 1.  Mini-Drill Scenario Objectives  
 

 1. Given access to the SAMG documentation and given the information and data specified in 
this scenario, the EVALUATOR shall be able to use the guidance provided in the SAMG 
to perform the evaluations required by that process so that the DECISION MAKER will be 
able to make process based decisions. 

 
 2. Apply the entry criterion and exit conditions for applicable guidelines.   
  a. Recognize the criteria for entering applicable guidelines.   
  b. Prior to exiting a guideline, ensure that any applicable exit conditions are met and 

that a process to follow long term concerns is implemented. 
 
 3. Determine which strategies are available and applicable under current plant conditions. 
 
 4. Identify any negative impacts potentially associated with the available strategies and 

evaluate action to mitigate negative impacts. 
 
 5. Decide whether to implement a strategy and which mitigative action, if any, to take. 
 
 6. Specify instructions for the control room pertaining to strategy implementation and 

mitigative action.   
  a. Preferred lineup 
  b. Limitations 
 
 7. Verify implementation of instructions pertaining to strategies and mitigative actions. 
 
 8. Monitor negative impacts and decide whether to take additional mitigative action. 
 
 9. Check the effectiveness of an implemented strategy and determine whether additional 

strategies should be attempted.   
 
 10. Evaluate data and interpret instrumentation readings given that severe accident conditions 

exist. 
 
 11. Use computational aids as needed. 
 
 12. Actively participate in the scenario critique process. 
 
 13. Utilize effective communication techniques to coordinate emergency information/actions 

with the Control Room IMPLEMENTORS and other ERO staff. 
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Table 2.  Instrumentation Usefulness During a Severe Accident 
 

INSTRUMENTATION USEFULNESS DURING A SEVERE ACCIDENT 
INSTRUMENT RANGE USEFULNESS COMMENTS 

SG Water 
Level  
 

Narrow 
Range 

 

Wide 
Range 

0-100% 
 above tubes 
 
 
0-100% of SG 

Likely to be useful during 
all phases of core 
damage. 
 
 
Wide range not 
"qualified" to the same 
level as narrow range 

May also be useful to track large containment 
pressure transients.  Under conditions of high 
CTMT pressure, indicated SGWL may be higher 
than actual level.  SGWL error is also a function 
of SG pressure, temperature and actual level but 
all errors are expected to have minimal impact on 
the SAMG span of interest. 

SG Pressure   0-1300 psig Likely to be useful during 
all phases of core 
damage. 

Limited usefulness in diagnosing and monitoring 
severe accident sequences. Increased CTMT 
pressure and temperature has minimal effect but 
does cause indicated pressure to be less than 
actual pressure. 

RCS Pressure  0-3000 psig 

 

Likely to be useful 
throughout a core damage 
event. 

Normal instrument errors may double under high 
CTMT pressure conditions.  Indicated RCS 
pressure will be lower than the actual pressure if 
CTMT pressure is elevated.  At low  RCS 
pressures indications at low end of the scale 
cannot be considered accurate but are reliable for 
trending. 

Pressurizer Pressure  1700-2500 
psig Limited in usefulness 

during core damage. 
Lower indication range (1700 psig) limits 
usefulness during severe accidents. CTMT heating 
may cause the indicated pressure to be higher than 
actual prssure. Indicated RCS pressure will be 
lower than the actual pressure if CTMT pressure 
is elevated.    

Accumulator Pressure  0-600 psig Limited usefulness 
during core damage. 

Accumulators may not mimic RCS pressure due 
to isolation (intentional or due to RCS pressure 
increases.) 

Core Exit Thermocouples 

(CETC) 

 0-2300°F 

 

CETCs not accurate after 
significant core 
relocation.  Error 
increases as temperature 
increases. 
 

Errors can occur from formation of virtual 
junctions at temperatures >2200°F.  Permanent 
errors can occur from formation of new 
permanent junctions at temperatures >2500°F.  
Peripheral CETCs may be useful longer than 
center region CETCs.  

Hot Leg RTDs  

         Wide Range 

         Narrow Range 

 

0-700°F 

530-650°F 

RTDs may not be 
accurate after core 
damage 

Cold leg RTD’s is likely to be more reliable and 
accurate than hot leg measurement.  RTDs may 
indicate trends during core uncovery.  Permanent 
damage can occur from exposure to high 
temperatures.  Accurate measurement at the 
instrumentation cabinets available to 1100°F.  
Above  1100°F trendable accuracy should exist to 
about 1900°F.  Instrument will fail above 2300°F 
due to shunts and shorts of the leads. 

Cold Leg RTDs  

        Wide Range 

        Narrow Range 

  

0-700°F 

510-630°F 

RTDs may not be useful 
during core uncovery.  
RTDs should be useful 
when RPV is refilled. 

See comments under hot leg wide range RTDs. 
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INSTRUMENTATION USEFULNESS DURING A SEVERE ACCIDENT 
INSTRUMENT RANGE USEFULNESS COMMENTS 

Subcooling Margin Monitor  200°F 
 subcooling 
 to 
 35°F 

 superheat 

Not accurate after 
significant core damage 

The subcooling margin monitor relies upon 
CETCs and Hot Leg RTDs for its computed 
indication.  Error can increase significantly at low 
RCS pressures 

Reactor Vessel Level   0 -100% of 
 RPV above 
 upper core 
 plate 

Not useful after core 
damage. 

High temperature in upper plenum is likely to 
cause thermocouple failures. 

Source Range/Intermediate 
Range Monitors 

Gamma Metrics 

1 to 106 
 cps 
 

10-8%- 102% 

Instrument trends may 
detect RPV water refill 
after core damage.  
Decreased water level in 
the RPV should provide 
lower neutron readings 
and higher gamma 
instrument readings. 

Instrument indication can only provide 
information on gross water level and should be 
interpreted with caution.  Source range changes in 
gamma flux may indicate changes in core 
geometry or in RPV water level.  If RPV fails then 
instruments will probably be damaged by 
environment.   

Power Range Monitor  0-120% 
  Power 

Likely to be useful until 
RPV failure 

May be used for recriticality diagnosis. 

Containment 
Water Level  

Wide 
Range 

 0-10 ft Likely to be useful prior 
to vessel failure.  After 
vessel failure, usefulness 
may be limited by 
disposition of core debris. 

Usefulness is limited if more than 1 RWST 
volume is injected given the limited range.  
Boiling water in containment after RPV failure 
may result in unstable instrument indication. 

Seal Table Radiation 10-4-101 R/hr Likely to be useful until 
RPV failure. 

Useful for detection of incore instrument tube 
failure in RPV.  Not a significant input for SAMG 
diagnosis. 

Containment Radiation  1-108 R/hr Likely to be useful 
throughout severe 
accident. 

Not a primary indication for severe accident 
diagnosis. 

Containment Pressure -5 psig to 65 
psig 

Likely to be useful 
throughout a core damage 
event. 

Accuracy at lower end of range may limit 
usefulness for diagnosing a controlled stable state.  
Upper range may limit usefulness for some 
accident sequences and for detecting the 
occurrence of some severe accident phenomena. 

Containment 
Temperature 

  0-300°F Likely to be useful 
throughout a core damage 
event. 

Limited range of temperature indication may 
hamper some diagnostics. 

Containment 
Hydrogen 

  0-10 % Likely to not be useful 
after reactor vessel 
failure. 

Accuracy prior to vessel failure is based on 
installation of sample lines.  Sample lines likely to 
become plugged after vessel failure.  Also, cannot 
measure carbon monoxide (a flammable gas). 
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Table 3.  SAMG Status Board  
UNIT ______ 

SEVERE DFC/SCST CURRENT STRATEGY TREND 
CHALLENGE / 
ACCIDENT  
GUIDELINE 

SETPOINT VALUE 
Date/Time 

______/______ 

 
REQ’D? 

 
IN USE? 

IMPROVING? 

SCG1 
Mitigate Fission 
Product Releases 

TEDE  > 1 R or 
CDETHY  > 5 R 

   ________ R 
   ________ R  

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SCG2 
Depressurize 
CTMT 

CTMT Pressure 
> 92 psig 

 
   ________ psig 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

 
SCG3 
Control H2  

Flammability 

CTMT Hydrogen 
> 6 %      AND 
> CA3 setpoint 

 
   ________ % 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SCG4 
Control CTMT 
Vacuum 

CTMT Pressure  
  more negative   
   than -5 psig 

 
   ________ psig 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

 
SAG1 
Inject Into SGs 

   SG Narrow 
  Range Level  
       < 58%            

                 
   _______%NR 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SAG2 
Depresuize RCS 

   RCS Pressure  
      > 400 psig 
 

                
    _______ psig 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SAG3 
Inject Into RCS 

     Core Exit 
   Temperature 
      > 700oF 

               
    _______ oF 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

 
SAG4 
Inject Into CTMT 

   CTMT Sump 
        Level  
       < 4.8 ft 

              
    _______ ft 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

 
SAG5 
Reduce Fission  
Product Releases 

TEDE >100 mr or 
CDETHY >500 mr 

    _______ mr 
    _______ mr 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SAG6 
Control CTMT 
Conditions 

CTMT Pressure  
       > 4 psig 
  

 
    _______ psig 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

SAG7 
Reduce CTMT 
Hydrogen  

CTMT Hydrogen 
> 4 % 

 

 
    ________% 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 

 
SAG8 
Flood CTMT 

  CTMT Sump  
        Level  
      < 14.5 ft 

 
     _______ ft 

 
(Yes/No) 

 
(Yes/No) 

 

 
(Yes/No/Stable) 
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Training for Severe Accident Management at Tihange NPP:  
Program Development and Experience Feedback 

 
 
Introduction. 
 
Tihange Nuclear Power Plant is composed of three 1000Mwe PWR units, operated by 
ELECTRABEL. 
These units have been successively started up in 1975, in 1983 and the third one in 1985. 
 
 
History of the “Severe Accident Management Guidelines” Development. 
 
In 1989 already, the plant operator and the architect engineer TRACTEBEL, in cooperation with 
the Regulatory body, initiated a safety project with the aim of keeping up with the international 
development in the severe accident management field and of analyzing the efficiency and 
feasibility of measures taken in Belgian units (hydrogen control, containment pressure control, 
etc.). 
 
In 1991, this project was added to the list of topics to be reviewed within the framework of 
Unit 2’s ten-yearly overhaul and it was decided to analyze the feasibility of adapting SAMG’s 
(Severe Accident Management Guidelines), edited by the Westinghouse Owner’s Group, to this 
Unit. 
 
So, studies were carried out in the following fields:  
 
! Ultimate resistance of containments.  

This study concluded that containments could resist pressure of about 0,6 Mpa. It was 
decided that no containment venting system would be installed;  

! Risks pertaining to hydrogen release after a severe accident.  
The conclusions of this study resulted in the installation of passive catalytic recombiners in 
reactor buildings.  

 
On the other hand, the adaptation of the SAMG’s documents was carried out by TRACTEBEL in 
cooperation with the plant operator. These severe accident management guidelines aim at 
limiting fission product release in the environment, and at restoring the unit in a stable and 
controlled condition.  
 
The aims of these guidelines are as follows: 
! Management of the reactor coolant system integrity degradation;  
! Management of the containment integrity;  
! Control over the fission product release. 



 
Organization of the Crisis Team using the SAMG’s. 
 
The SAMG’s are mainly used by the crisis team at the OTSC (Outside Technical Support 
Center). They consist in two diagnosis guidelines, the “Severe Challenge Status Tree” and the 
“Diagnosis Flow Chart”, to which two strategy preparation guidelines are related, the “Severe 
Challenge Guidelines”, and the “Severe Accident Guidelines”. These guidelines are available at 
the OTSC and used by the Safety Engineer. The control room operators have two specific 
guidelines at their disposal, the “Severe Accident Control Room Guidelines” designed, on the one 
hand, to manage the accident before the crisis team intervenes and, on the other hand, to 
communicate with the crisis team members once they are ready for action.  
 
At the crisis center, the Safety Engineer is responsible for the implementation of the SAMG’s 
in cooperation with the crisis center head and his/her assistant. He/she gets the help of an 
Engineer from an undamaged production unit, himself/herself in contact with a Production 
Engineer located in the control room of the damaged unit. All these support crews are trained 
to use the guidelines.  
 
The guidelines are developed and implemented at Unit 2. They are developed and under 
implementation at Unit 3. They are under adaptation at Unit 1.  
 
 
Crisis Teams’ Training Plan. 
 
The crisis teams’ training plan includes a theoretical training and a practical training to the use 
of these guidelines.  
 
The three-day theoretical training is about: 
 

• Explaining the physical phenomena involved in severe accidents; 
• Studying the strategy to draw up these guidelines; 
• Reviewing the detailed instructions of these guidelines.  

 
It was considered that a practical training to the use of the guidelines was necessary to 
complement the theoretical training. It deals with the aspects related to the crisis team’s 
organization and with the use of the guides. Real-time simulated accident scenarios set up on 
the basis of the MAAP4-GRAAPH code are used to that effect. As an example of these 
scenarios: Total loss of internal power busses combined with a total loss of feedwater to the 
SG’s and no injection to the RCP’s seals. The operator can have access in real time to values such 
as elapsed time, levels of primary and secondary water, mass ratio’s of hydrogen in the core, 
interaction corium-concrete in the cavity, vessel integrity indicator. He can experience in 
realistic conditions and in real or accelerated time the use of the Diagnostic Flowchart and the 
Severe Challenge Status Tree. The real time is indeed accelerated in some transient conditions, 
when the phenomenon evolution is too slow, so as to focus training on transient conditions and on 
phenomena which are considered to be important. After each transient, the crisis team has the 
opportunity to have comments on the selected decisions from an SAMG expert and to 
experience alternative actions.  
 



The experience feedback from this training is highly positive and proves that the crisis team 
members have digested the guidelines’ principles as well as their practical implementation.  
 
At this stage, the crisis team is ready to use their SAMG knowledge in fully integrated 
emergency plan exercises. Tihange NPP organizes yearly emergency plan exercises based on pre-
simulated scenarios set up by means of a Tractebel severe accident calculation code ( MELCORE 
).  The use of these scenarios and their multiple choices of decision trees enable the crisis team 
to make realistic decisions and so control the progress of the emergency state.  
 
Conclusions 
 
Tihange NPP developed a consistent and comprehensive severe accident management strategy, 
combining the installation of complementary engineered safety systems, the development of the 
severe accident guidelines and a training program for the crisis teams, resulting in a optimized 
control of accidents. 
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At present according to the official data of Gosatomnadzor RF there are 26 research 

reactors under operation in Russia (see Table 1). Most of them are located at the State 

Scientific Centre of RF Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (SSC RF RIAR). SSC RF 

RIAR is situated in Dimitrovgrad, Volga region, 1000 km southeast from Moscow, Russian 

Federation. 

SSC RF RIAR is the largest center in CIS that deals with the experimental research of 

fundamental nuclear power engineering problems and development of design decisions and 

issues of safe operation of nuclear plants. 

At present there are 5 types of reactor facilities under operation at SSC RF RIAR. 

Among them there are 2 pilot NPPs generating electricity and heat for local consumers (Table 

2): 

- The SM-3 reactor, 100MW (thermal power), high-flux, vessel-type; 

- The MIR reactor, up to 100MW (thermal power), multiple-loop, testing; 

- 3 pool-type reactors RBT, up to 10MW (thermal power); 

- The pilot NPP VK-50, 50MW (electrical power), vessel-type boiling water reactor; 

- The pilot NPP BOR-60, 12MW (electrical power), fast breeder reactor with liquid 

sodium coolant. 

The SSC RF RIAR main experimental base also involves a complex of �hot� material 

science laboratories, radiochemical complex, and a complex for utilization and disposal of 

radioactive waste. This allows the fulfillment of research programmes on a comprehensive 

basis. 

All the activity of SSC RF RIAR included in MINATOM RF is supervised by 

Gosatomnadzor RF which controls the work of nuclear and radiation-hazardous facilities and 

plants including personnel training, their qualification and competence level. 

Two above SSC RIAR NPPs and research reactors operate round-the-clock. Their 

personnel works on the preparation and performance of the experimental programs along with 

functions typical of a NPP. This determines some peculiar features of their operation [l]. 

One of the main peculiar features of the research reactor (RR) operation is its 

operation efficiency criterion in comparison with the similar criterion for NPP. It should be 

born in mind that according to General Safety Regulations (GSR) the safety criterion is the 



main one. Based on the brief analysis the following conclusion may be drawn that regarding a 

RR it is necessary to take into account the achievement of final results in the course of an 

experiment while for a NPP the criterion of electricity generation remains unchanged in any 

case. From this point of view the main difference may be defined as follows: for a NPP it is 

production of energy (electrical and/or thermal); for research reactor � generation of 

�knowledge� and only afterwards production of products. 

Another peculiar feature is that alternative requirements may arise during the RR 

operation to provide these or those conditions and operation parameters of different in-reactor 

experimental devices. There is no doubt that all the experimental conditions should be 

provided in strict correspondence with safety regulations. Nevertheless simultaneous 

observance of these requirements, particularly in transient and abnormal conditions, is a very 

difficult task. 

The above operation peculiar features that require operating personnel is always ready 

to make guiding decisions under constantly changing operational conditions and especially 

under transient, abnormal and emergency situations. 

It should be noted that at present in the SSC RIAR Training Center (TC) a training 

procedure of personnel from research and testing reactors has been developed ensuring the 

required personnel qualification level and also acquisition, analysis, generalization and 

distribution of operation experience of Russian RR among the personnel. The RR personnel 

training system, upgraded on the basis of modern computer information technologies, is the 

part of the branch system of personnel training for hazardous facilities of nuclear fuel 

complex. It closely interacts with its other elements (higher educational institutions, technical 

schools, qualification institutions and so on) [1, 2]. 

The RR operators� training Programme of SSC RIAR TC � Theoretical background of 

nuclear technology � is presented in Table 3 as an example. Section 4 of the Programme is 

devoted, in particular, to the issues of accidents and incidents at a RR. 

Current practice of emergency readiness training for personnel of research and testing 

reactors is useful but it doesn�t cover all the problems. 

Forecasting such a situation at SSC RIAR TC during the last several years the steps 

have been taken to create technical means in order to solve all problems of operator�s training 

(in broad sense of the word) on the control over abnormal and emergency conditions. These 

are the following means: 



- Functional � Analytical Simulator (FAS) of pilot NPP VK-50; 

- Functional � Analytical Simulator of pilot NPP BOR-60; 

- Research Reactors Nuclear Analyzer on the basis of the main host-computer 

(cluster) with specialized application software; 

- Functional Simulator for electrical part of pilot NPP VK-50; 

- Functional Simulator for electrical part of pilot NPP BOR-60. 

The above technical means are integrated into a system the main components and 

structure of which are presented in Fig. 1: 

- The main computer and operational software; 

- Research reactors nuclear analyzer (RRNA); 

- �Flexible� Simulator Systems (FAS and functional simulators) and applied 

software; 

- Users� workstations and reactor units personnel support system; 

- Network and data exchange. 

Main objectives and purposes are achieved using the above technical means are: 

- Analysis of transient and emergency modes of reactor units and SSC RF RIAR 

electric power production facilities, including the real time mode; 

- Provision of support for reactor facilities operating personnel while taking the 

guiding decisions including emergency situations and severe accidents; 

- Training and continuous training (in a broad sense of this word) of operators of 

reactor units and electric power production facilities; 

- Development, support, analysis and testing of project decisions and systems; 

- Support of experimental research aimed at validation of project decisions of 

VVER reactors in emergency situations. 

Let us dwell on the main technical decisions taken during creation of technical means 

for research reactors personnel training. 

Fast upgrading of technology development of processors for personal computers (PC) 

created a unique situation in the last decade. It became possible to perform massive parallel 

calculations using such PCs with parallel calculation of complicate problems using several 



simultaneously operating processors (clusters). Moreover such cluster productivity achieves 

and often exceeds the expensive supercomputers productivity. This tendency remains and it is 

impossible to define the number of clusters being in operation from USA to Australia and 

Japan. The described cluster is evidently the second in Russia. 

The cluster includes 12 two-processor workstations with following specifications: 

- Processor P III/600-2; SRAM-256 MB; hard disk-20 GB; 

- Motherboard Super Micro P6 DBE; 

- Video card; sound and network cards; 

The workstations are integrated into cluster using a switchboard 3 COM SSII 3900/24 

and server with following specifications: 

- Processor P III/600-2; SRAM-1024 MB; 

- Motherboard Super Micro P6 DBS; 

- 4 hard disks � 27 GB 

- Video card, sound card and 2 network cards. 

On the basis of the host-computer (cluster) a class RRNA is developed that allows: 

- To implement the simulation of technological processes in real time mode and 

modes, exceeding it; 

- To conduct visualization of massive parallel calculations; 

- To simulate, in certain limits, and analyze abnormal and emergency situations as 

well as their forecasting and prevention; 

- To provide operators training (in a broad sense of this word). 

Multimedia equipment is included into the hardware because the cluster belongs to 

RRNA class that is also meant for operator training (in broad sense of this word). 

At the first stage batch processing is used and further parallel processing is used. User 

registration is performed at the cluster main server, which is used for interactive work 

(program editing and compilation and initial program load). This server is accessible through 

RSB from any SSC RIAR network computer. Experts-researchers computers can be included 

into the cluster through the server that is directly switched on to the cluster subnet. 

RRNA (ASIR) class � cluster software (SW). 



System SW of workstations is based on the usage of Linux Operation System (OS)of 

VALinux V 6.2 Company. Windows NT application is possible as a temporary alternative. 

For RRNA server � Linux (OS). 

System SW � program packages and libraries for paralleling and calculations 

management. 

Mainly MPICH package developed in ANL USA is used. Within the VALinux V 6.2 

distributive a PVM package, developed by ORNL jointly with Tennessee University, USA, is 

used. Programs initial load and management is performed with the help of batch system PBS. 

Applied SW. Program development and debugging environment means are widely 

presented in the VALinux Company distributive and are installed in the cluster main server. 

At present the library of programs is being filled for reactor systems calculations and 

simulation using work paralleling. Particularly the programs Monte-Carlo NCN, LANL, USA 

and QVAZAR SSC RIAR for boiling water reactors calculations and also some others are 

considered. 

Cluster testing was made using ScaLAPAC v.1.6. package and high-performance 

algebraic subprograms for computers with distributed memory and workstation clusters. 

Well-known advantages of mathematical simulation in combination with high research 

and simulation capabilities of transient and emergency conditions supported by increased 

performance of modern computers provide the conditions for the use of full-scope models of 

research and pilot reactors in order to solve a wide scope of actual and practical problems. 

These problems include: 

- Safety evaluation (design and beyond designed accidents calculation including 

severe accidents); 

- Man-machine interface optimization; 

- Operator training (in broad sense of this word) including team-work training; 

- Data flow analysis; 

- Development of algorithm and procedures of emergency center ; 

- Development and revision of emergency regulations and procedures. 

Full-scope research reactors maths models availability allows the existing model to be 

taken as a basis and developed according to particular requirements. This enables adequate 



decisions-making concerning reactor facilities that are different in design as well as in physics, 

thermalhydraulics, control and safety systems. This essentially reduces labor expenses and 

decreases performance period. 

The training class of flexible FAS operates now at SSC RIAR on the basis of Training 

Center where set up, test and trial operation of functional simulators are carried out for NPP VK-

50 and BOR-60 operating personnel training [3]. 

Let�s consider the pilot NPP VK-50 FAS, which is on the stage of trial operation and 

development of training scenario. 

The calculation programs complex KASSETA-RAGU-QVAZAR is used as application 

software. Non-stationary neutron transfer process is simulated by three-dimensional space 

kinetics in small-group diffusion approximation. Coolant conditions are simulated by solving 

nonstationary one-dimensional equations of motion, energy and mass balance in steam 

generating and other types of in-vessel channels. Closure proportions for steam slip in subcooled 

liquid are used for two-phase flow simulation in the core steam generating channels. 

It was shown that neutron transfer processes simulation with the usage of space kinetics 

equations in accidents with large reactivity change describes real processes more accurately and 

correctly than point kinetics simulation. The complex is verified using �benchmark� tests and 

according to experimental data. 

The pilot NPP VK-50 electrical part (EP) simulator has been developed and its trial 

operation is being carried out training for chief engineers, electrical engineers and electricians. 

The simulator has been developed on the basis of advanced computer controlled three-

phase analog-physical table mock-up (hybrid model) [4]. 

The hybrid model allows the analysis of operation modes of the multimachine electrical 

power system in the real time mode. It is very important to solve this problem for NPP 

simulators particularly concerning the reliability of local consumption supply and work safety. 

The model consists of a unit of electrical models of analog machines that regulates the 

Park-Gorev equation and motion equation considering automatic speed regulator and automatic 

excitation regulator. It also includes switch gear (SG) of the physical mock-ups unit. The three-

phase electrical machine mock-up is the model primary element. The model adequacy evaluation 

by full-scale experiment showed that steady conditions reproduction accuracy was 5% and 

transient conditions reproduction accuracy was 10-15%. These data satisfy the requirements for 

simulators. 



The hybrid model of the given simulator may also include all types of electrical machines 

available at the plant (turbogenerators, dieselgenerators, asynchronous motors) as well as SG, 

control boards, conteol panels and also model of relay protection and automatic system. 

The simulator program complex fulfills the following tasks: 

- Soft hardware adaptation to the plant operation mode setting; 

- Initial data and control actions loading; 

- Reception processing of information on simulator processes; 

- Reflection of received and processed information; 

- Simulation of relay and automatic protection system; 

- Support of training and methodological activities. 

Training tasks  scenarios were designed simultaneously with the simulator development. 

The following modes were chosen for training tasks scenarios: 1-normal modes 

(synchronization); 2-special modes (asynchronous mode, generator rundown); 3-accident modes 

(short circuit in switch gears and boards). 

The EP simulator of the pilot NPP BOR-60 was developed and created according to the 

similar design. 

The accepted FAS structure provides obtaining rather deep knowledge and also gives the 

possibility to master practical skills of control processes. 

The job positions of expert-researchers and specialists in the software support are 

provided in the FAS class. 

 

Conclusion 

SSC RIAR pays great attention to the problems of provision of safe operation of 

operating reactor facilities also including guarantied achievement of personnel qualification level 

and it`s supporting. 

The complex of technical training tools has been created recently with this purpose. It 

permits the provision of purposeful training of the pilot NPP VK-50 and BOR-60 operating 

personnel. Technical tools that operate on RRNA and FAS basis along with the removed 

workstations at the reactor facilities represent a distributed and integrated network. This allows 



organization of access of the operating personnel (operators in the broad sense of this word) to 

the final results obtained at FAS and RRNA. 

All this provides: 

- Integrated support of operating personnel including their actions for control over 

abnormal and emergency modes; 

- Training of operators using above mentioned technical tools with consideration of 

adequate information about reactor conditions including accidents management. 
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Table 1 
List of pilot and research reactors under operation 

 
N Name of reactor Location 

1 F-l Moscow 

2 Gidra Moscow 

3 Gamma Moscow 

4 Argus Moscow 

5 IR-50 Moscow 

6 IVV-2M Zarechny, Sverdlovsk region 

7 IRT-M Moscow 

8 IRT-T Tomsk 

9 VVR-M Gatchina 

10 VVR-TS Obninsk 

11 RG-1M Norilsk, Krasnojarsk region 

12 AM Obninsk 

13 BR-10 Obninsk 

14 IBR-2 Dubna 

15 IBR-30 Dubna 

16 SM-3 Dimitrovgrad 

17 RBT-6 Dimitrovgrad 

18 RBT-10-1 Dimitrovgrad 

19 RBT-10-2 Dimitrovgrad 

20 MIR Dimitrovgrad 

21 VK-50 Dimitrovgrad 

22 TIBR-1M Moscow 

23 BARS-2 Moscow 

24 BARS-3M Moscow 

25 BARS-4M Moscow 

26 PIK (under construction) Gatchina 

 



 

Table 2 

 
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF SSC RF RIAR REACTORS 

 
Parameter Reactor 

 

 

 

SM-3 

 

 

MIR 

 

 

RBT-6 

 

 

RВТ-10/1 

RВТ-10/2 

 

ВОR-60 

 

 

VK-50 

 

 

Thermal power, MW 100 To 100 6 10 55 200 

Electric power, MW - - - - 12 50 

Max. density of 

thermal neutron flux,  

cm-2  s-1: 

- thermal 

- fast(E>0.1MeV) 

 

 

 

5.1015 

2-1015 

 

 

 

5.1014 

2-1014 

 

 

 

1.1-1014 

5.6-1013 

 

 

 

1.5-1014 

6.9-1013 

 

 

 

- 

2.5-1015 

 

 

 

1.0-101 

- 

Operation time, h 

- annually 

- continuous 

- operation 

 

6700 

to 

300 

 

6600 

 

2400 

 

8000 

 

4800 

 

8000 

 

4800 

 

5800 

 

3000 

 

6500 

 

- 

Number оf 

irradiation channels: 

- neutron trap 

- core 

- reflector 

 

 

1 

8 

30 

 

 

- 

11 

- 

 

 

- 

8 

Stand 

"Korpus" 

 

 

- 

10 

- 

 

 

- 

25 

То 100 

 

 

- 

- 

- 

 



 
Table 3 

PROGRAM OF COURSE 
"THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF NUCLEAR TECHNIQUE" 

Scope:320 h 
 

Topic 1 Nuclear Physics Foundations 

Topic 2 Reactor Physics Foundations 

Topic 3 Foundations of Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer and Hydraulics. Heat Exchangers and 

Pumps 

Topic 4 Rewiev, Construction, Outlook of Development and Accidents at Research Reactors 

Topic 5 Research Reactor Coolant Chemistry 

Topic 6 Sodium Coolant Technology 

Topic 7 Radiation Safety of Research Reactor Facilities 

� General concepts about radiation safety bases at reactor facilities 

� Provision of reactor radiation safety 

� Research reactors - ionizing radiation sources 

� Main principles of reactor facilities radiation protection 

Topic 8 Foundations of Measuring Theory 

Topic 9 Research Reactor Electric Power and Equipment 

Topic 10 Labour Protection 

Topic 11 Fire Safety 

Topic 12 Russian Federation Legislative Foundations in the Field of Atomic Energy Using 

� Government bodies and structure of legislative, regulatory-legal and regulatory-technical 

documents regulating activity in the field of atomic energy using 

� Legislative statement of Russian Federation in the field of atomic energy using 

� Legislative regulation of international obligations of Russian Federation in the field of atomic 

energy using 

� Social defence of personnel and populations 

Topic 13 Technical Principles of Safety Provision at Research Reactor Facilities 

Topic 14 Emergency Measures of Reactor Facilities 

Topic 15 Provision of State Regulation and Supervision for Nuclear and Radiation Safety of 

Reactor Facilities 

Topic 16 Technical Tours of SSC RF RIAR Reactor Facilities 

Topic 17 Psychophysiological Inspection and Questionnairing 
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Abstract 

The general approach adopted in France to address Severe Accident Management is presented, 
together with some of its specifics. In a second step, the context in which national drills are made is 
described, and specifics of the drills seen from the utility side are commented. 

 
1. Introduction 

Severe accidents would lead to the release of significant quantities of radioactive material to the 
Containment. Depending on the gravity of the sequence, containment integrity could be threatened, 
either in the short-term or in a longer term, thus leading to releases to the environment which could be 
harmful to populations if no countermeasure was implemented. 

To allow categorization of incurred risks, a very simple approach was adopted in France, based on 
the definition of three Source Terms allowing to characterize radioactive releases to the environment: 

-S1, which characterizes releases in case of accident accidents leading to early containment 
failure. Such accidents would generally involve very energetic phenomena such as Direct 
Containment Heating or Hydrogen detonation. Such accidents are practically ruled out for French 
plants, due to the large containment volume on one side, which allows to mitigate the loads 
resulting from some of these sequences, or because preventive provisions have been implement to 
decrease the likelihood of such sequences and thus their credibility. 
-S2, which characterizes sequences leading to direct radioactive releases to the environment after 
approximately one day into the accident, 
-S3 which is representative of accidents with indirect releases to the environment due to the 
existence of leak paths after approximately 24 hours into the accident.. 

As sequences leading to releases which could be considered bounded by S3 seemed the most 
credible for French plants, Emergency Planning was organized for the above mentioned time frame for 
S3.  
Accordingly, the Emergency Organization has been structured, and procedures and tools developed for 
achieving consistence with S3. 
 
 2. Emergency organization 
2.1 Structure of emergency procedures 



In case of abnormal situation, incident or accident management is made based on the redundancy 
between the operating shift and the Safety Engineer. Implementation of Emergency Operating 
Procedures, either event-oriented or physical state-oriented depending on the plant series, allows the 
operating shift to adequately cope with the situation. The safety Engineer monitors the Nuclear Steam 
Supply System evolution using a specific procedure, and thus assesses the adequacy of actions 
performed by the operating shift 

As original event-oriented EOPS were developed to address Design Basis Accidents only, and more 
complex sequences involving multiple failures or loss of redundant systems couldn't be ruled out, 
specific beyond design procedures were developed to address the most important challenges. These 
procedures are known as H procedures and address: 

-loss of heat sink (H1) 
-Total Loss of Feedwater to the Steam Generators (H2)  
-Station Blackout (H3) 

As success cannot be guaranteed in case of Beyond Design Basis event, and there could be progress 
towards core-melt U procedures were developed to: 

-delay or limit core damage (U1),  
-address potential containment bypass or failure(U2, U4, U5) 

At last, in case of core melt, Severe Accident Management Guidelines, the Crisis Team Action Guide 
and the Triple Diagnosis/Triple Prognosis (3D/3P) approach are used to limit the consequences of 
accidents below S3. 

 
2.2-Activation of the Emergency Organization 

As stopping or limiting accident progression is  the main objective in case of accident, emergency 
response plans are activated as soon as one of the following EOPs are implemented:.  

-break on the primary or the secondary side, 
-steam generator tube rupture 
-H procedures 
-U1 procedure 
-fuel handling accident 
-Reactor Coolant System activity high 

The local and national emergency teams are operational within respectively one and two hours after 
activation of the Emergency Organization 

The EDF National Emergency Team includes specialists with expertise in components, 
instrumentation, transients analysis, emergency procedures, containment, radioactive releases 
evaluations. 

Diagnosis of the situation, and prognosis on its evolution are carried out by the local and national 
teams, and, independently, by the Safety Authorities. Ultimately, decisions belong to the site manager. 
The EDF Management, Plant manager and Safety Authorities Manager remain in permanent contact 
during the whole duration of the emergency; 
 
 3. Methods for emergency teams 

3.1 Ultimate procedures U2, U4, U5 
3.1.1 Containment isolation (U2) 

The U2 procedure has been developed to address containment bypass resulting from random failure 
of containment penetration or of systems circulating highly contaminated water outside containment. 
Objectives of the procedure are rapid location and isolation of the leak, and re-injection of the leaked 
fluid into the containment. Activity thresholds used in the procedure are consistent with acceptable 
personnel exposure in case local intervention is needed. 

Though it is obvious that leakage must be detected as soon as possible, priorities for action may vary 
in the course of an accident. The following principles have thus been adopted 



-monitoring of adequate operation of automatic isolating devices This increases detection 
capabilities and makes repairs easier. 
-core cooling must remain the priority if core degradation has not started. If the situation starts to 
degrade inside containment, the procedure requires isolation of some penetrations. These should 
not be re-opened later. 
-in case containment bypass is detected by the control room staff, the local crisis team must be 
informed to fix the problem. The control room staff must retain focus on comprehensive 
management of NSSS systems. 

Monitoring of radiological situations is implemented as soon as any accident with radiological risk 
happens, up to severe accident situation. 
 

3.1.2 Containment basemat melt-through (U4) 
This procedure has been implemented for the Cruas site only, due to the use of anti-seismic devices. 

It requires flooding of the cavity under the reactor building to avoid direct leak path to the 
environment, soda injection inside containment, and containment venting to ensure low containment 
pressure in case of basemat melt-through 

For all other site, it appears that basemat melt-through should be consistent with emergency planning 
implementation. 
  

3.1.3 Containment Venting (U5)  
The venting system has been installed to address delayed containment failure due to slow pressure 

buildup inside containment. System actuation is not contemplated prior to 24 hours into the accident 
and until the pressure inside containment reaches 5 bars, which is compatible with containment 
mechanical integrity.System actuation is decided by the Plant Manager after advice from Emergency 
teams. 

 
3.2 Triple diagnosis -  Triple prognosis 

The objective of this approach is to carry out a diagnosis of the situation and make a prognosis for 
release on fission product release to the environment, and feed site teams with recommendations for 
optimal plant management. 

In the Diagnosis phase, integrity of the three barriers between the fuel and the environment: is 
assessed. and characterization of NSSS is made based on: 

-the status of systems allowing to maintain barrier integrity (control rods, boron injection systems, 
ECCS and RCS make up, Refueling water storage tank, steam generators, RHR system, containment 
spray and isolation) 
-Estimation of fission product release from the fuel, airborne activity inside containment, release 
pathways and amount of activity released to the environment. 
Evaluation of environmental consequences. 
Prognosis is then made based on the evolution of the situation, operator actions as defined in EOPs or 
SAMGs and availability of systems designed to maintain safety functions. 
Evaluations are carried out by experts in National and Local Crisis teams. The end products are the 
definition of revised barrier state and release pathway. To allow on-line comparison of evaluations 
between the different experts (EDF, Safety Authorities), summary reports are written using the same 
format (plant behavior, evaluation of releases, information for decision makers) 
 

3.3 Crisis team action guide  
The Crisis Team Action Guide aims at providing guidance for SAM to Crisis Team. Four levels are 

considered: 
-Instrumentation guidance on how to use measurements is provided. This guidance is deals with 
the treatment of rough information used for performing the diagnosis. 



-re-alignments allowing to restore of system availability This section gathers a set of means and 
methods usable to restore or maintain RCS coolant inventory, and heat removal from the reactor 
building through restoration of support systems (e.g. power supply or cooling systems) or non 
conventional use of available auxiliary systems (e.g. systems from other site units). To illustrate 
this, it can be noted that 280 re-alignment allowing to manage RCS loss of coolant. have been 
identified. 
 -Containment bypass to detect Containment failures and mitigate their consequences, 
-Long term operating strategies allowing evolution to a controlled and stable state. 

 
3.4 Severe accident management guidelines 

In case of severe accident, actions required in the EOPs procedures need to be reconsidered, to take 
into account new and complex phenomena which occur during the course of the accident and the 
difficulty  to assess NSSS status due to loss of instrumentation. Furthermore, experience shows that 
reaching an agreement among specialists to timely advise operators is not an easy task.. 
This guide was created to structure knowledge gathered through severe accident research programs in 
a form adequate for operational purposes. The SAMG objective is therefore to define actions allowing 
to minimize radioactive releases to the environment and keep the situation under control.  
As further studies are needed to consider that in-containment instrumentation can be relied upon under 
very degraded conditions, recommended actions essentially result from an evaluation of system 
availability. This has led to the definition of a  matrix (system-actions), simple to use and should not 
increase operator stress even in highly perturbed conditions. All systems are considered (safeguard 
systems and some auxiliary systems) even if actuation results in potential drawbacks. Priorities are as 
follow: 

-maintain containment integrity: use the spray system in all cases. If containment pressure cannot 
be controlled, implement the U5 procedure. 
-limit releases to the environment : through use of the spray system, supply of water to the Steam 
Generators, and the U2 procedure. 
-remove decay heat through intact generators 
-inject water into the RCS to prevent or delay vessel melt-through.  
-limit risks of energetic events through keeping the RCS at low pressure (keep relief valves open) 
use borated water when possibleand stop Reactor Coolant Pumps. 

 
4 Operator training 

Operator training for normal operation and the management of accidents has always been 
emphasized by EDF. Basically, such training is based on lectures on physical phenomena, plant 
system architecture and system performance on one side, on management of normal transients or 
accident situations on simulators. For the latter, full scale simulators allowing the operator to work in a 
familiar context have been used, as well as more focused tools such as the SEPIA simulator(SGTRs) 
or SIPA, which has extended physical capabilities compared to more standard simulators but a 
simplified control room instead of a replica of a unit control room. Looking at event capabilities, the 
major commonality between all these simulators is that the validity of their softwares is limited to the 
onset of coremelt. 

Strictly speaking, so, knowledge-based training for severe accidents is not possible as adequate 
simulation tools are not part of the training arsenal. 

Also, as was shown in paragraph 3.4 above, SAMGs are based on the use of a system-action matrix 
emphasizing system availability rather than identification of physical plant status. Operator skill-based 
training, or evaluation of the effectiveness of the accident management structure in case of Severe 
Accident is by far more important to the utility than knowledge-based training.  

 
4.1 The origins 



On the regulatory side, French Safety Authorities (DSIN) started to organize, in 1982, drills allowing 
to test the organization to be activated in case of nuclear accident. Originally, these drills involved 
DSIN and their local representatives, and the utility: included in these drills were also the technical 
supports of both DSIN and the utility. The main objectives of these drills were to assess the adequacy 
of resources needed to bring the plants back to a controlled situation, and test the efficiency of 
involved teams to handle accident situations. 

In 1989, guidance on the coordination of government resources in case of nuclear accidents was 
issued. This guidance contemplates drills for testing issues such as information procedures for the 
public, intervention procedures, at both local and national levels. For the latter, identified as inter-
ministry drills, activation of Emergency plans triggering real actions possibly involving surrounding 
populations are also contemplated.  

At the beginning of the nineties, DSIN started to involve local representatives of civil authorities in 
drills. However, drills triggering local actions involving the public started in the mid-nineties only. 
Examples of such actions are the intervention of local emergency teams (Dampierre, March 1995), or 
installation of decontamination centers (Blayais, October 1995). The first drill in which protective 
actions were implemented was that on October 1995 in Fessenheim: people in some geographical 
areas were confined, iodine pills were distributed, and messages were broadcast on local channels. 

Since 1996, most drills involve the public, and emergency provisions like confinement of whole 
quarters or administrations are tested on a case by case basis. 
 

4.2 Drills seen from the utility 
For EDF, adequate reaction in case of accident relies on personnel professionalism maintained or 

enhanced through regular training sessions and drills. Beyond involvement in national drills as 
mentioned above (more than 10 per year), EDF also organize local drills on all nuclear sites.  

4.2.1-Local drills 
Though not directly relevant for Severe Accident Management, these drills are aiming at testing new 

organizational provisions, improve reaction in case of emergency, or test personnel behavior in case of 
technical incident. Two types of tests are contemplated: 

-unanticipated tests: they happen without notice and are aiming at evaluating delays needed for 
implementation of the on-site emergency organization as well as for performing actions such as 
personnel gathering. They can be of limited extent, involving headquarters only, or more 
important like site evacuation as was done in Saint-Laurent des Eaux in 1995. 
-anticipated technical incident: they are aiming at testing the behavior of part or all the emergency 
organization in case of simulated scenario. Some are limited in order to assess the efficiency of 
implemented measures at headquarter level (e.g. evaluation off-site consequences of a postulated 
accident by the control headquarters, in charge of radiological measurements) or involve more 
teams. Others are of greater extent and sometimes involve the national emergency organization. 

4.2.2 National drills 
National drill frequency is such that at least one site is involved every two years. In the average, so, 

one such drill is organized every month.  
The initiative of the drill is on the Safety Authorities side, who delineate drill requirements. For 

example it could be decided that the drill should address an accident leading to short-term core melt, 
with radioactive releases beyond site boundary to test population warning systems and assess the 
efficiency of provisions adopted for sheltering people. 

The second step is to create an accident scenario (at power or at shutdown) allowing compliance with 
the above mentioned requirements. This is done by an integrated team involving the technical support 
of the Safety Authorities and utility people. After defining the basic scenario (i.e. which kind of failure 
need to be assumed to result in anticipated consequences within a timeframe compatible with that 
anticipated for the drill), they evaluate possible Accident Management actions including some possible 



operator errors to identify possible bifurcations. Based on these evaluations, sensitivity studies are 
made to have a more extended view of possible plant evolution if alternate strategies are chosen. 

The first part of the drill is made on a simulator, and only addresses the period before the onset of 
core-melt. This part is variable depending on the type of simulator, full-scope simulators generally 
having narrower domains of validity than SIPA for example. 

In a second step, accident progression is monitored based on the preliminary evaluations previously 
mentioned. Operators and crisis teams receive information on plant status from drill supervisors, and 
evaluate which actions are appropriate and should be implemented. After reaching an agreement on 
the strategy to be adopted, actions are confirmed to the drill supervisors which derive a new plant 
status and provide it to the other participants for further investigation on what should be done.  

4.2.3 Communication 
Seen from the utility, communication is an essential factor in case of emergency, especially in the 

case of nuclear. Beyond providing fast, coherent and understandable information to the public on the 
situation on-site, which in itself is already a real challenge, the major problem to deal with is often the 
contradictory conclusions made by different organisms, or explaining actions which seem inconsistent 
with technical predictions. For example, based on very similar evaluations of plant status in terms of 
core degradation, the Utility and the Safety Authorities could well come to very different conclusions 
on releases to the environment and which measure should reasonably be taken. These information 
being released to the local civil authorities prefect) for advice only, implementation of 
countermeasures which don't seem proportionate with risks as perceived by the utility are thus 
possible. In such cases, EDF is generally "summoned" to provide explanations which puts additional 
pressure on technical teams when they have to explain differences in prognosis, or on utility 
spokespersons when they have to put into perspective technical prognosis and protective measures 
taken by local authorities.  

4.2.4 Some comments 
Currently, knowledge-oriented training, aiming at familiarizing utility personnel with physical 

phenomena is not the priority of the utility. During mandatory national drills, the major objectives are 
testing operator skills and the capability of crisis teams for providing valuable input for SAM on one 
side, assessing the effectiveness of the emergency organization and interference from outsiders 
through communication with the public and the media. 

From a technical standpoint, though limitations in simulation tools could seem a handicap for SAM 
training, it can easily be overcome through careful drill preparation. Something which is worth 
mentioning however, is the gap existing between the general approach adopted for real-life situations 
and that prevailing in case of drill.  

To address real-life situation, the utility has implemented preventive and mitigative measures 
allowing to decrease the likelihood of sequences leading to short-term problems either on-site or 
beyond. As described before, this is consistent with implementation of emergency planning at 24 
hours into the accident. For drills, on the contrary, it doesn't appear reasonable to freeze all activity in 
one area for more than a few hours, and scenarios must be built accordingly. This sometimes lead to 
retaining scenarios with multiple independent failures whose credibility in terms of risk is difficult to 
confirm. This results in additional burden for operators and crisis teams, which seems manageable, but 
also in a potentially biased understanding of plant risk by outsiders. For the latter, there could be the 
impression that currently implemented countermeasures are not well adapted to credible accident 
situations. This problem is currently evaluated. 

From a communication standpoint at last, drills have allowed to improve the efficiency of the 
internal organization, through coordinating the information available to and could be used by utility 
spokespersons at site and national levels. The major field for further improvement is probably dealing 
with divergences of opinions between involved organisms and intervention of outsiders as both seem 
inevitable whatever the future.  

 



5 Conclusion 
The approach adopted by EDF for Severe Accident Management emphasizes system availability rather 
than detailed assessment of core degradation. As drills where operator and crisis team skills can be 
tested are made on a monthly basis in the average, there is no urgeent need to modify the current 
approach. These drills also allow testing the effectiveness of communication with the public and the 
media in case of emergency. Addressing concerns raised by potential bias on real risk evaluation 
resulting from the limited timeframe in which these drills need to be performed is underway. 



 
Session 4 - SAM Organisation Efficiency 
 
Chair: Benoît De Boeck (AVN)             Co-chair: Michel Roy (EDF-SEPTEN) 
 
Four papers were presented in this session, dealing with the organisational aspects of SAM and the 
related training programme. 
 
The first paper, by Dr. Fil of OKB Gidropress, dealt with the Russian organisation for emergency 
situations, the structure and functions of the VVER TSC within that organisation, and the training of 
the TSC experts and NPP personnel. 
 
The second paper, by Mrs. Lundström of Fortum Engineering, dealt with the development and user 
experience of the computerised SaTu tool, to be used as a support system for radiation experts during 
severe accidents at the Loviisa NPP. 
 
The third presentation, covering two papers, by Mr. Vidard of EDF, dealt with the French emergency 
organisation, the methods and guidelines used by the emergency teams, and the training and drills. The 
experience gained from two real incidents was then presented. 
 
The presentations made clear that an efficient organisation has to be put in place in order to be able to 
manage crisis situations in an effective way. Operators and experts in various teams of the emergency 
organisation must have sufficient knowledge and skills, and this must be supported by an adequate 
training and drills programme. The teams should be knowledgeable not only about the plant itself and 
its accident management procedures, but also about the geographical characteristics and municipal 
infrastructure of the vicinity (e.g. to be aware of access difficulties). 
 
It is not expected that full detailed knowledge and information is available in each and every 
specialised team, but an efficient communication system is essential to allow the teams to interact, 
share information on and understanding of the situation, in order to find the best way to manage the 
situation. Experts may have difficulty ranking priorities and logic of the systems and formulating a 
response, or they may be unaware of specific details of the systems. It is therefore important that they 
are able to communicate efficiently with those who have that knowledge. The situation is more 
complex in countries with different types of reactors, because there is more plant specific knowledge 
to be mastered within the emergency organisation. The solution in Russia is to have different TSCs for 
the different designs and scientific organisations. In an emergency, only the relevant TSCs are 
activated under the central crisis centre. 
 
In France, the utility has put in place an emergency organisation with two levels: local and national, 
and with two objectives: (1) give the best possible advice to the site manager, responsible for the 
decisions, and (2) match the needs of the local and national authorities in terms of information 
required to take the off-site protection measures. The EDF national emergency team includes 
specialists with expertise in components, instrumentation, transient analysis, emergency procedures, 
containment, and radioactive releases evaluations. 
 
The training programme of the plant operating team, of the TSC experts and of the national crisis 
centre experts, has to match the role of the various teams in the emergency organisation. The 
presentations of this session gave examples of how this can be achieved. The depth and duration of 
training, as well as the frequency of the drills, were briefly discussed. It is important that the teams are 
not trained exclusively on stylised or predetermined scenarios, but that they be prepared for the 
unexpected. 
 
Drills are an indispensable component of any emergency readiness programme and lessons learned 
from drills must be used to improve the organisation and increase the confidence in its ability to 
manage crisis situations. Nevertheless, important lessons can be drawn from real situation as was 
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shown from the French examples. One example was the difficulty to reach the site in very adverse 
weather conditions. It was noted that preoccupation with plant sequences during drills can miss 
conventional problems of communication, transportation and civil systems in real emergencies. Also 
communication with the media cannot be overlooked. Trying to reassure the surrounding populations 
is not enough: there is a need for factual information. EDF concluded that communication in case of 
emergency should be handled by professionals both at the local and national levels. 
 
Finally, it was noted that the operating team can be overloaded with information coming from the 
process, not necessarily relevant to the situation. The teams must be trained to look for the information 
they need. Tools can also be prepared to help them make sense of potentially confusing information, 
as was shown from the Finnish presentation. Training in the use of such tools must of course be 
provided. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Russian Utility organization Concern Rosenergoatom (REA) has well developed multi-level 
system of prevention and liquidation of emergency situations at nuclear power plants. This system 
covers all aspects related to beyond design accidents - from the technical support of the plant 
personnel to the measures for protection of the population and environment. In case a radiation-
dangerous situation or accident at a NPP occurred, the urgent help is being performed by the OPAS 
group, which coordinates the activities of forces and means participating in localization and 
liquidation of accident. Technical and information needs of the OPAS group is assured by Crisis 
center of REA (CC) with its Expert group. 
 
The task of CC is the development of the technical recommendations for the plant personnel on the 
accident management measures aimed to prevent the severe accident or to restrict its consequences. 
This task is being solved by Expert group (EG) of Crisis center in interaction with the Technical 
support centers (TSC) established in different design and scientific organizations (NSSS General 
designer, NPP General designer, Scientific leader of NPP design, institutes of Academy of Sciences, 
etc). Each TSC is being considered as a constituent of Rosenergoatom CC. 
 
Such Technical support center for WWER nuclear power plants (WWER TCS) has been established in 
OKB Gidropress some years ago. Three modes of WWER TSC operation (and, accordingly, its 
interaction with REA CC) are defined: normal operation, increased readiness and emergency situation. 
In case of beyond design accident on a plant, WWER TSC under request of REA CC will develop the 
recommendations for CC Expert group aimed to prevent the accident progression to the severe phase 
or to restrict the severe accident consequences, if it nevertheless has occurred. 
 
In chapter 2 of the present paper, place and role of WWER TSC in general system of emergency 
response of Rosenergoatom is highlighted. TSC structure, functions of its staff, modes of operation 
and joint work with REA CC are described in chapter 3. Finally, TSC staff and NPP personnel training 
with regard to beyond design accident prevention and mitigation is considered in chapter 4.  
 
2. System of prevention and liquidation of emergency situations at NPP 
 
According to the requirements of the Russian normative documents on NPP safety, the utility 
organization organizes and ensures the works on the prevention and liquidation of emergency 
situations (ES) at its NPPs. At the plant level, its director is responsible for safe operation and meeting 
of norms and regulations concerning to usage of atomic energy. The NPP director is responsible for 
performing of the works on prevention and liquidation of ES in the plant sanitary-protective zone and 
for meeting of the measures in accordance with the emergency instructions and the Plan of measures 
on protection of the plant personnel in case of accident. The head of the local government is 
responsible for realization of activities, foreseen by the Plan of measures on protection of the 
population in case of accident at nuclear power plant. 



 
2.1 General structure of the emergency organization 
 
The REA system of the prevention and liquidation of the emergency situations (SESC) is a part of 
BSES - branch system of the prevention and liquidation of the emergency situations at Minatom 
enterprises. BSES, in its turn, is a part (as a functional subsystem) of the unified state system of the 
prevention and liquidation of the emergency situations (RSES). In the frame of RSES, the interaction 
of BSES with territorial and functional subsystems of RSES is carried out. All systems act on the basis 
of the relevant regulations. In case of the emergency situation at NPP, the operational response chart is 
activated to draw all the necessary anti-accident forces and means, including ones on the national 
level. 
 
The concern Rosenergoatom activities on the emergency prevention and liquidation consist of security 
of readiness to work under emergency conditions and security of emergency response. The 
management of the anti-accident activities includes the evaluation of the situation, decision making, 
engineering and resource support, information, organization of emergency response. The realization of 
these functions at each level (local level � NPP level, level of utility, federal level) is being carried out 
by the relevant structures of RSES. 
 
Evaluation of the situation at the local level is being performed by the head of emergency works at the 
plant (HEW) and commission on emergency situations of the plant (CESP). At the level of utility, the 
evaluation of the situation is fulfilled by REA Crisis center and by the head OPAS group (if the 
radiation-dangerous situation or accident has occurred at the plant).  
 
The decision making at a local level is the function of HEW, CESP, headquarters on a civil defense 
and emergency situations of NPP (HCDES) and territorial commission on emergency situations 
(CES). This last supervises over operation of territorial units and subsystems of the RSES. At the level 
of the utility and at the federal level, the decision making is the responsibility of the following basic 
bodies: 
• The commission on extraordinary situations of concern Rosenergoatom (CESC), which supervises 

over anti-accident activities of organizations and services of REA; 
• REA Crisis center, which ensures the organization of the urgent help to the NPP; 
• Situational crisis center of Minatom (SCC), which controls and ensures the organization of the 

urgent help to the NPP; 
• Branch and Interbranch commissions on emergency situations; 
• The OPAS group, which realizes the coordination of anti-accident activities; 
• Gosatomnadzor RF (state safety authority); 
• Federal department of the Ministry of Healthcare RF. 
 
Engineering and resource support at the NPP level is ensured by the Local crisis center (LCC) in 
interaction with REA CC. At the federal level this task is solved by Center of management in crisis 
situations of the Ministry on emergency situations (CMCS MES) and Minatom SCC in interaction 
with REA CC, Gosatomnadzor and other structures. Organization of emergency response is realized 
by HEW, CESP, HCDES, CES (at the local level), OPAS group, Minatom SCC, CMCS MES (at the 
utility and federal level). 
 
2.2 OPAS group 
 
The group of rendering of the urgent help to nuclear power plants in case of radiation-dangerous 
situations or accidents (OPAS group) coordinates the activities of forces and means, involved to 



localization and liquidation of accident. This group works as attached to concern Rosenergoatom and 
is headed by the head, who is nominated by the order of the Minatom RF Minister. If the structures of 
higher level (e.g., Interbranch commisssion on emergency situations) are needed to define the accident 
causes and to liquidate the accident, OPAS group works in interaction with them. The responsibility 
for maintaining of the OPAS group in the permanent readiness to perform its tasks is assigned to 
Rosenergoatom concern. 
 
The OPAS group includes the representatives of Gosatomnadzor, Gidromet, concern Rosenergoatom, 
VNIIAES, design and scientific organizations of Minatom, Ministry of Healthcare, Academy of 
Sciences and other institutions. The OPAS group members are nominated by the orders of leaders of 
the relevant organizations. OPAS group members are authorized to draw the experts of their 
organizations into into the work on evaluation and prediction of emergency situations. The 
information about the members of OPAS group is verified two times a year by concern 
Rosenergoatom via the relevant organizations. If a group member leaves the OPAS (dismissal, 
transition to other job, etc), the relevant organization nominates a new representative and informs 
concern Rosenergoatom accordingly.  
 
To maintain the readiness of OPAS group to perform its tasks, concern Rosenergoatom each year 
arranges the relevant training measures. They are: (1) testing of the notification system with 
transmission of the �Communication test� signal; (2) educational-methodical training with 
transmission of the �Educational training� signal; (3) exercise on the basis of a certain NPP with 
transmission of the �Exercise� signal and with involvement of the managerial staff of other structures 
participating in localization and liquidation of the accident consequences. Whenever possible, the 
educational-methodical training and exercise are combined with the plant personnel training. In case 
of a radiation-dangerous situation or the accident at a NPP, signals �Radiation-dangerous situation at 
NPP� or �Radiation accident at NPP� are transmitted, accordingly. In response to these signals, the 
OPAS group members are obliged to arrive to REA Crisis center in due time. 
 
The area of OPAS group activities is the NPP site, sanitary-protective zone and the town and the NPP 
(in terms of protection of NPP staff and their families). The OPAS group decisions are mandatory, if 
they are made jointly with the head of emergency works (HEW) at the NPP. In other cases, the OPAS 
group decisions are of recommendation and advisory character. 
 
The main tasks of OPAS group cover all aspects of the activities related to prevention, localization and 
liquidation of accident, including but not exhausting by the following: 
• analysis and evaluation of measures on prevention of accident progression, used by the NPP 

managers; 
• control of the HEW and NPP staff activities on implementation of the emergency measures; 
• recommendations concerning to means and methods of minimization, localization and liquidation 

of the accident consequences; 
• preparation of the proposals on necessity to involve the higher structures to the accident 

liquidation; 
• advises to HEW and plant staff on safety and design features of the accidental power unit; 
• recommendations on implementation of the urgent protective measures for NPP staff and 

population, on the evaluation and prognosis of the environment contamination; 
• information of the local authorities and population about the activities on localization and 

liquidation of accident, about usage of protective measures against the radioactive impact. 
 
2.3 Technical and information support of OPAS group 
 



The basic structures responsible for technical and information support of OPAS group activities are: 
• Crisis center of concern Rosenergoatom (CC REA); 
• Technical support centers (TSC) of CC REA and OPAS group. 
These basic structures are described below in the present section. Besides, there are Emergency 
technical center (ETC), Integrated communication system (ICS) of OPAS group and Transportation 
means of OPAS group. The ETC is located in Novovoronezh and is intended to perform the 
emergency-technical and rescue operations with usage of robotics and special equipment during 
liquidation of consequences of accidents, related to the radiation impact and transportation of nuclear 
materials and radioactive substances. The ICS ensures the communication of OPAS group and its 
notification at all stages of activities in crisis situations. The Transportation means of OPAS group 
(automobiles and airplanes) ensure emergency gathering and delivery of OPAS members and technical 
experts to CC REA and to the accidental NPP. 
 
Crisis center of concern Rosenergoatom 
 
The main task of CC REA is to organize the anti-accident activities and to manage the emergency 
works at the utility level, including: 
• long-term planning of the anti-accident activities; 
• preparation of the emergency works; 
• organization and realization of the emergency exercises; 
• improvement of the methodical and program-technical means of the anti-accident activities; 
• realization of the OPAS group head decision on activation of the notification chart and gathering 

of the OPAS group members and CC Expert group; 
• realization of the OPAS group head decision on rendering the emergency help to the accidental 

NPP; 
• interaction with higher instances at joint work of the branches included in the OPAS group; 
• public relation and interaction with the mass media. 
 
Besides, CC realizes operative preparation of engineering solutions on different aspects of anti-
accident activities, including: 
• control of the current status of safety of the operating power units; 
• handling of the program-technical means of Crisis center; 
• provision of the anti-accident exercises; 
• evaluation and prognosis of pre-accident situation progression and development of the 

recommendations on prevention of the accident; 
• evaluation and prognosis of the power unit and environment state in case of accident, definition of 

the accident� scale; 
• recommendations to the OPAS group head on the radiation protection of the plant personnel; 
• definition of necessity to take the supplementary measures for localization and liquidation of the 

radioactivity release and restoration of the power unit safe state. 
 
The All-Russian scientific and research institute on nuclear power plants operation (VNIIAES) being a 
part of the concern Rosenergoatom ensures the centralized technical support of NPPs operation and 
has a specific role in terms of the CC REA activities. CC REA is placed in VNIIAES building. In the 
frame of technical support of the NPPs under emergency situations, the main task of this institute is to 
maintain the permanent readiness and improvement of the methodical and program-technical means of 
CC REA and Local crisis centers at the NPPs, and training of the relevant specialists. With this 
purpose, the control of the main plant parameters, information exchange with TSC and LCC and joint 
training of the CC REA Expert group with TSC and LCC are carried out, the data- and knowledge 



bases are extended, and the new means are developed using of modern technologies and international 
practices. 
 
Technical support centers of CC REA and OPAS group 
 
The Technical support centers (TSC) are established in the leading branch institutes and design 
organizations for engineering support of CC REA, OPAS group and emergency NPP, development of 
the recommendations on accident management and realization of the works on liquidation of accident 
consequences. TSC begins to function on the demand of OPAS group head, or by order of the head of 
Branch commission on emergency situations. The interaction of CC with TSC is ensured through a 
TSC representative to the CC Expert group.  
 
Tasks and the working procedure of a particular TSC corresponds to the activities of that organization, 
where given TSC established. In this respect, one can indicate four groups of Technical support 
centers: 
• TSC of the NSSS General designers (RDIPE, OKB Gidropress, OKBM) and NPP General 

designers (AEP, VNIPIET); 
• TSC of Scientific leaders (RRC KI, SSC IPPE); 
• TSC of IBRAE; 
• TSC of SPO "Typhoon". 
 
The TSC of the NSSS General designers and NPP General designers start to operate in case of beyond 
design progression of an accident or if there is a threat of such progression of an abnormal event. 
During emergency response these TSC solve the following tasks: 
• identification of the of accident causes, evaluation of the power unit state, prediction of accident 

progression and consequences; 
• prevention of abnormal events� progression into accidents, and design accidents � into beyond 

design ones; 
• development of the recommendations on bringing the power unit to the safe state and liquidation 

of the accident consequences; 
• evaluation of equipment state, of plant compartments and site, development of the 

recommendations on replacement of the damaged equipment and on decontamination of the plant 
compartments and site; 

• evaluation of the plant staff activities during localization of the accident and liquidation of its 
consequences. 

To perform these tasks, TSC receives all technological information available and operatively gained 
by REA Crisis center. 
 
The Technical support centers of Scientific leaders begin to operate in case of beyond design 
progression of an accident with radioactivity release. During the emergency response these TSC solve 
the following tasks: 
• identification of the accident causes, evaluation of the power unit state, prediction of the accident 

progression and its consequences; 
• development of the recommendations on bringing the power unit to the safe state and liquidation 

of the accident consequences; 
• evaluation of the plant staff activities during localization of accident and liquidation of its 

consequences; 
• evaluation of the isotopic composition and volume of the radioactive release. 
To perform these tasks, TSC receives all technological information and data on radiological conditions 
in the plant compartments available and operatively gained by REA Crisis center. 



 
The technical support center of IBRAE starts to operate in case of the excessive radioactivity release 
to the environment. During the emergency response this TSC solves the following tasks: 
• evaluation of the situation with regard to the scale of accident and radiological contamination of 

the environment; 
• evaluation and prognosis of the main characteristics of the source term. 
Information basis of this TSC are the parameters of the source term (location, elevation, diameter, etc.) 
release characteristics (dynamic parameters, moment of the beginning and duration, intensity or 
volume, isotopic composition, physics-chemical properties), weather data, data of the radiological 
conditions monitoring system. 
 
The Technical support center of SPO "Typhoon" starts to operate in case of excessive radioactivity 
release to the environment. During the emergency response this TSC solves the following tasks: 
• evaluation and prognosis of the meteorological conditions in the plant region; 
• prediction of the radioactivity spreading and the environment radiological contamination level in 

the plant region; 
• prognosis of the trans-border transport of the radioactive cloud. 
Information basis for this TSC are the data on meteorology and contamination in the plant region and 
trajectory of air transport from the plant region (including the possibility of trans-border transport). 
 
3. Structure and functions of WWER TSC 
 
Technical support center of nuclear power plants with water-cooled water-moderated power reactors 
(WWER TSC) was established in OKB Gidropress some years ago. Functionally, WWER TSC is a 
part of Crisis center of concern Rosenergoatom. TSC interacts with CC Expert group via the CC 
communications system permitting the inter-computer information exchange, telephone, fax, paging 
and video-conference communication. WWER TSC ensures: 
• operative check of technological and radiological parameters of the WWER reactor plants; 
• processing and storage of the information arriving from NPPs; 
• development and management of the information and reference data bases; 
• operative analysis, prognosis and modeling of the emergency scenarios and development of the 

recommendations to overcome the emergency situations; 
• engineering support for preparation and realization anti-accident training and exercises. 
In the frame of further development of the WWER TSC it is supposed to improve and to extend its 
program-technical complex and to implement the modern communication technologies for more 
effective interaction with CC REA and LCC at the plants. The essential assistance in the solving of 
these tasks could be made by the western design organizations and utilities in the frame of different 
international programs (e.g., TACIS Program, Nuclear safety program, etc). 
 
Organization structure of the TSC 
 
The WWER TSC organization structure is approved by the order of Director - general designer of 
OKB Gidropress. The TSC staff consists of TSC head, his deputy, Expert group, engineering group 
and archive group. 
 
The main tasks of the TSC head are: 
• preparation and coordination with OKB Gidropress management of the documents regulating TSC 

activities (instruction for TSC staff, program and procedure of staff training, schedule and 
procedure of anti-accident training and exercises); 

• development of the proposals on TSC development trends and strategies; 



• development and updating of the TSC basic engineering tools (computer codes for the accident 
prognosis, databases, means and strategies of severe accident management); 

• direct management by TSC activities in case of emergency, training or exercise; 
• completing of TSC with the design and operational documentation. 
 
The TSC deputy head for organizational, methodical and program-information work fulfills the 
following functions: 
• substitution of the TSC head in case of his absence; 
• security of the on-duty Expert group to work in case of emergency; 
• management of operation of the archive group; 
• management of operation of the engineering group; 
• organization and supervision of the duty of the TSC experts and engineers; 
• participation in development of the programs of TSC experts education and training. 
 
The Expert group is the basic TSC structure which ensures the TSC function on technical support in 
emergency. The head of this group is nominated by the order of the Director - general designer of 
OKB Gidropress. The Expert group members (the TSC experts) are the leading specialists of OKB 
Gidropress with the extensive experience and deep knowledge of WWER design, operation and safety 
topics. The Expert group consists of three groups, one of which - on duty. The Expert group head 
ensures the emergency notification and urgent gathering of on-duty group (no more than 3 hours), 
coordinates the discussion of the emergency and makes the final decision on the recommendations to 
be reported to OKB Gidropress management. 
 
In case of emergency, training or exercise, the on-duty Expert group fulfills the following functions: 
• evaluation of the reactor plant and safety systems state, including possible damage of the basic and 

auxiliary equipment; 
• prognosis of the accident progression using the analysis database for similar accidents and 

performing operative calculations on reactor physics, thermalhydraulics, and strength; 
• development of the recommendations on bringing the reactor to the safe state and disclosing of the 

accident courses. 
 
The engineering group consists of three engineers, one of them - on duty. On-duty engineer is 
responsible for: 
• communication with the Crisis center REA; 
• emergency notification of the TSC staff if the �increased readiness� or �emergency� modes are 

activated; 
• management of the TSC operative report; 
• operability of the program-technical complex means of TSC. 
 
The archive group consists of two persons and is responsible for: 
• archiving the design, technical, normative and operational documentation (in electronic and hard 

carriers); 
• replenishment of archive by the current documentation; 
• recording and updating of the documentation existing in archive. 
 
Modes of TSC functioning 
 
Three modes of TSC operation and, accordingly, its interaction with CC REA are defined: mode of 
daily (routine) activities; mode of increased readiness and mode of the emergency. 



 
The daily activities mode takes place when the power units operate in the design operational limits and 
conditions. In this mode the TSC tasks are: 
• accumulation and systematization of the data on the power units operation; 
• adaptation of specialized computer codes for the analysis of the NPP behavior and developments 

of the relevant recommendations; 
• development and expansion of the database containing the analysis results for design and beyond 

design accidents of WWER; 
• education and periodic testing of TSC staff knowledge; 
• development of the accident scenarios for training and exercises; 
• equipping of TSC with the necessary design and operational documentation; 
• security of the permanent readiness of TSC hard- and software to operate in case of emergency; 
• training and adaptation of the information formats on the plant technological parameters being 

sent from NPP to CC REA and TSC. 
In the daily activity mode the staff TSC fulfills usual OKB Gidropress works, including the technical 
support of NPP operation and security of TSC readiness to function in different modes.  
 
The mode �increased readiness� is the intermediate from daily activity mode to mode �emergency�. It 
is introduced if the �Emergency readiness� mode is announced at the NPP, or if the normal operation 
conditions are violated, or if the radiological indices are aggravated. When the �increased readiness� 
mode is introduced, the on-duty Expert group is required to arrive to TSC, the notification of the 
OPAS group members and of OKB Gidropress management is repeated. In this mode, the TSC tasks 
are: 
• extended monitoring of the current safety state, technological and radiological parameters of the 

power unit; 
• evaluation of the power unit state and prediction of further development of the situation; 
• development of the recommendations on prevention of deviation progression into the accident. 
 
The emergency mode is introduced if the state �emergency conditions� is announced at the plant. This 
mode can be entered both from the �increased readiness� mode and directly from the daily activity 
mode. The �emergency� mode is characterized by violation of normal operation when there is the 
radioactivity release exceeding the safe operation limit. In this mode the TSC tasks are: 
• identification of the possible causes of accident and evaluation of the reactor and safety systems 

state; 
• prognosis of progression, scale and possible consequences of the accident; 
• evaluation of the damages of main and auxiliary equipment of the power unit; 
• evaluation of the expected radioactivity release for possible paths of the accident progression; 
• recommendations on bringing the reactor plant to the safe state, on liquidation of the accident 

consequences, on protection of the plant staff and population; 
• recommendations on the damaged equipment restoration. 
 
If the �increased readiness� or �emergency situation� mode is introduced, the on-duty TSC engineer 
notifies the TSC and OKB Gidropress management and calls the on-duty Expert group and 
engineering group. If necessary, other Gidropress� specialists are also called to arrive to TSC (under 
request of TSC head or Gidropress management). The on-duty Expert group in response to CC REA 
requests elaborates the recommendations on the plant personnel activities using TSC databanks related 
to the accidental NPP and computer codes for reactor physics, thermalhydraulics and strength analysis 
adapted to TSC needs. The Expert group recommendations relate mainly to the following issues: 
• restoration of the of the critical safety functions; 



• scale and probable causes of the accident; 
• possible measures for the accident localization; 
• prognosis of the accident progression. 
The Expert group recommendations are reported to OKB Gidropress management for approval, and 
then are communicated to the Expert group of the CC REA. Similar procedure of TSC work is also 
used in case  of training and exercise. 
 
4. Training of TSC experts and NPP personnel 
 
The TSC Expert group members are permanently educated and trained in following areas: 
• phenomenology and timing of the typical severe accident scenarios; 
• peculiarities of the configuration of different WWER power units and their systems from the 

viewpoint of severe accidents; 
• safety functions needed for prevention and mitigation of severe accident; 
• operational documents on the accident management being used at operating WWERs (instruction 

on the accidents liquidation and guidance on the beyond design accidents management); 
• communication and interaction with CC REA and LCC at the plants. 
 
With respect to severe accident phenomenology, the basic method of the TSC experts education and 
training is the calculations and study of different severe accident sequences using the relevant 
computer codes (for example, STCP, MAAP, MELCOR, RELAP/SCDAP, ESCADRE). Besides, 
OKB Gidropress adapts different domestic and foreign codes (thermalhydraulics, reactor physics, 
strength, radioactivity) to TSC needs including the education and training of the Expert group 
members. 
 
Now the domestic codes for severe accident analysis are being developed in Russia (BISTRO, KIT, 
RATEG/SVECHA, etc), and already there is some experience of their first versions application to 
operating and new WWERs. These codes will be also used for education and training of the TSC staff. 
 
In 2000 within the framework of the IAEA technical cooperation project, the WWER analytical severe 
accident simulator MELSIM has been developed for OKB Gidropress on the basis of MELCOR-1.8.4 
code. This simulator will be used for the existing and future WWERs safety assessments and for TSC 
personnel training to work under emergency situation. 
 
Communication and interaction of the experts and TSC WWER as a whole with CC REA and NPP 
LCC are being tested and perfected both during TSC daily activities and during joint training and 
complex exercises carried out on the regular basis. An example of such measures is the large-scale 
exercise conducted on October 17-19, 2000 on the Kalinin NPP. The exercise had complex character 
and included the partial protective measures for the population of the locality nearest to the plant. To 
simulate the relevant radiation consequences, the accident scenario (opening of SG manifold cover) 
included a large number of failures in localization systems and the early damage of the significant 
quantity of the fuel rods. Many structures of the NPP emergency situation prevention and liquidation 
system took part in this exercise (Minatom SCC, CC REA, OPAS group, Technical support centers, 
NPP LCC, etc.). During the exercise, there were tested and perfected such aspects as: 
• interaction between structures, involved in the exercise; 
• diagnosis and prognosis of the emergency situation, preparation and implementation of the anti-

accident measures, liquidation of accident consequences; 
• implementation of the protective measures for plant personnel and population in the plant vicinity. 
During the exercise, the WWER Technical support center: 
• has received the emergency notification from the on-duty engineer of CC REA; 



• has performed the emergency gathering of Expert group and other TSC staff; 
• has executed the prognosis of accident progression, including the estimation of the fuel damage; 
• has sent the WWER TSC representative to OPAS group and communicated with him during the 

OPAS group movement to NPP; 
• intensively communicated with CC REA by telephone and e-mail and conducted a few sessions of 

the video-conference. 
The exercise performed has facilitated to the consolidation of practical skills of CC REA and WWER 
TSC experts on their interaction and development of the anti-accident recommendations. 
 
Study of the operational documents of WWER power units plays an important role in preparation of 
the TSC Expert group members. Now two documents related to the accident management are in force 
at the operating WWER plants: 
• instruction on the liquidation of accidents. Actually, this is the instruction on the management of 

the design basis accidents; 
• guidance on the beyond design accident management. 
 
The instruction on accident liquidation deals with the design basis accidents according to their list 
developed in the plant design and agreed with the regulatory authority in the frame of the relevant 
Safety Analysis Report under the substantiation of safety of a generating set. For example, the 
representative enumeration of design beginning events viewed in the instruction on liquidation of 
accidents for ВВЭР-1000, includes about 20 modes with infringements of standard conditions of 
operation and about 20 design accidents. In case of design accidents the purpose of activities of staff is 
to return parameters of station and state of inventory in those limits, which one permissible for safe 
operation. 
 
Instruction on liquidation of accidents is contained the detail indications on the rights, duties and 
responsibility of different persons from the plant technical and administrative staff. The main sections 
of the instruction contain the general strategy and ultimate goal of the accident management for the 
given event, indications of the accident, description of the accident progression and list of specific 
operator actions on accident management.  
 
The guidance on beyond design accident management is mainly event-oriented and covers a certain 
list of the beyond design accidents. This list is elaborated for each existing power unit and agreed with 
Gosatomnadzor of Russia. For each regime from this list, the guidance contains the description of the 
expected progression of the accident, indications for accident diagnostics and instructions on the plant 
personnel actions. The guidance proposes the methods on accident management to change or terminate 
the accident progression and to avoid the severe core damage or melting. Thus, this guidance does not 
cover the phase of core melt accident mitigation. 
 
The guidance on beyond design accident management contains the following sections: 
• introduction; 
• list of beyond design accidents to be managed; 
• organization of accident management at the plant; 
• diagnosis of the accidents and instructions on their management; 
• non-design means and possibilities to use the equipment for safety functions fulfillment; 
• decision making procedure when managing the accidents. 
Besides, there are a few information appendices on different aspects of the beyond design basis 
accidents and their management. 
 



The guidance defines the beyond design accident as the one caused by the initiating event, not taken 
into account for design accidents, or as the design basis event accompanied more than single failure of 
the safety systems or operator error. The general purposes of the beyond design accident management 
stated in the guidance are as follows: 
• security of the reactor sub-criticality � fast shutdown and maintenance of the core in sub-critical 

state; 
• cooling down of the reactor plant; 
• security of the reliable heat removal from the core during the accident, and also after stabilization 

of the parameters in post-accident state; 
• security of the primary system integrity - protection against overpressure, water hammers, thermal 

loads; 
• localization of the accident by containment isolation to minimize the radiological consequences; 
• security of water inventories in the primary and secondary circuits. 
 
The decision making on the necessity to enter the guidance is assigned to the power unit shift head, 
who is obliged to detect in due time the deviation from the design progression of the accident. When 
managing the accident with usage of the design technical means, the power unit and NPP shift heads 
are obliged to follow the methods and technology described in section "Diagnosis of the accidents and 
the instructions on their management". Any decision on the usage of non-design methods and means 
for the accident management shall be legalized by the relevant program or by the order of NPP chief 
engineer agreed with the Crisis center REA. 
 
For the standard WWER-1000/V-320 power units, the list of the beyond design accidents covered by 
the guidance includes (but not restricted) the following scenarios: 
• small LOCA with failure of ECCS active part; 
• medium LOCA with failure of ECCS active part; 
• large LOCA with failure ECCS active part; 
• rupture of the scheduled cooling down lines without isolation of the relevant containment 

penetration; 
• large LOCA without closure of the isolation valve on the containment ventilation line; 
• long-term blackout of the power unit including failure of all diesel-generators. 
For each scenario included in the list, the guidance gives the information concerning to accident 
diagnosis (actually, description of the accident symptoms and expected progression) and instructions 
on the accident management.  
 
The guidance on beyond design accident management indicates also some non-design means and 
possibilities of the equipment use to fulfil the safety functions. For example, to arrange the "primary 
feed-and-bleed" procedure, the guidance stipulates the following options: 
• feed - from ECCS high pressure injection pumps, bleed - via the emergency gas removal system; 
• feed - from CVCS pumps, bleed - via the emergency gas removal system; 
• feed - from CVCS pumps, bleed - via the pressurizer safety valves. 
 
Now Russian organizations plan and carry out the works to improve the accident management 
procedures at operating WWER plants. Some Western organizations having the experience of the 
development and implementation of accident management for existing PWRs render a certain 
technical assistance to these activities on the contract basis. In particular, the symptom-oriented 
instructions on beyond design accident management at the stage of core melt prevention are being 
elaborated. The development of severe accident management is now initiated to be the extension of the 
existing guidance on beyond design accident management to the mitigation of core melt accident 
consequences. 



 
The preparation of the WWER nuclear power plant operators for the actions prescribed by the 
instruction on accident liquidation and by the guidance on beyond design accident management is 
being carried out on the basis of the full-scale (replica) and analytical simulators. Such simulators for 
WWER power units are being developed in VNIIAES during more than ten years. For this purpose 
VNIIAES has complete databases on simulated power units (design data, results of start-up transient 
tests, etc). During last some years, VNIIAES has developed the computer code package (called SAM) 
to model the WWER severe accidents. This package is integrated in the new training complex; so, the 
extension of NPP operators training to severe accident mitigation is possible. Now the modification of 
the existing guidance on beyond design accident management is being carried out in VNIIAES with 
usage of this new training complex. The training complex is also used for preparation of the plant 
personnel to the activities under emergency conditions and for operator�s drilling to perform the 
instructions on beyond design accident management. Besides, the complex is used for the preliminary 
analysis of accident regimes being laid in the scenarios of the emergency training and exercises carried 
out in the frame of concern Rosenergoatom. The program complex for severe accidents is 
implemented now in the analytical simulator. Further on, it will be used in the frame of the next 
generation of the full-scale WWER simulators. The development of the first such simulator for new 
NPP with WWER-1000 will be completed soon. 
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Abstract 
 

A support system for radiation experts (SaTu) has been developed to be used during severe accidents 
at the Loviisa NPP. The main goal of the system is to give information on complex radiation 
conditions at the plant site for experts working with radiation issues during an accident. This 
information is used e.g. when estimating the accessibility of different control centres, where SAM 
measures are to be taken. In addition, SaTu gives estimates of possible fission product releases into 
the environment.  
 
SaTu calculates the fission product behaviour using user-given input data, which mainly consists of 
measurements from the plant. The amount of needed input data is kept quite limited concentrating only 
to information essential to the radiation level evaluation. The system is built on Microsoft Excel 
workbooks, and thus the user interface is implemented in a quite familiar environment.  
 
SaTu gives feedback to the user by comparing the measured radiation levels and activity 
concentrations with the calculated values. The system may suggest some changes to the given 
parameters in order to achieve a sequence description matching better to the measurements. Due to 
simplicity, the system is fast running, SaTu is rather easy to use, and rapid changes to the sequence 
description are possible. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
During reactor accidents, it is important to be able to make estimates on radiation levels at the plant 
site and on the releases of radioactive fission products (FPs) into the environment. The radiation levels 
are especially important when considering accessibility of different control centres, and thus the 
possibility of performing specific accident management measures and operations aiming at repairing 
failed equipment. 
 
The calculations needed to make these estimates are often rather lengthy and time-consuming, and 
therefore a support system taking care of the complex dependencies of different phenomena was 
needed. This kind of system would allow the radiation experts to concentrate on more important 
issues, such as considering counter-measures in order to avoid high radiation doses at the plant site 
and in the vicinity of the plant. 
 
In order to be able to make adequate estimates on the radiation levels and on the fission product 
releases, it is essential to know the status of the reactor and the containment. This is, to the extent 
possible, determined by using the measurement data on the plant status. In addition, the system needs 
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to take into account the information on the accident management measures, as these considerably 
affect the accident progression. 
 
It is further required that the system should be easy to use during accidents. Due to this, the amount of 
user-given information should be limited to the most essential issues, since during an accident it is 
very difficult to keep track on a lot of different data. In addition, the system should be fast running to 
allow rapid and easy changes to the assumptions. These requirements should not lead to significant 
loss of accuracy in the modelling. 
 
To manage the issues above, a support system for radiation experts (Säteilyasiantuntijan tukijärjestel-
mä in Finnish) SaTu has been developed. 
 
 
2. System description 
 
The approach in SaTu is to describe the fission product release from the core and transport in the 
primary circuit, in the containment and in some other areas outside the containment with rather simple 
models. The main parts of the modelling are 
– Fission product release from the core 
– Deposition in the primary and secondary circuits and in the auxiliary system piping 
– Transport and deposition in the containment 
– Leakage out of the containment 
– Transport and deposition in the areas outside the containment 
– Release to the environment 
 
The basic idea is to calculate the transport in consecutive compartments by assuming constant source 
(S) and removal rate (k) for each compartment within one time step. Hence, the differential equation 
describing the amount of fission product (N) in a compartment is  
 

kNS
dt
dN
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with solution  
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where N0 is the initial amount of fission products in the compartment. 
 
The source is formed as a combination of the release from the core and the fission product flows from 
other compartments, and averaged in each time step. The flow chart of the SaTu system is shown in 
Figure 1. The compartments described with boxes with grey bottom may have fission product 
deposition on the floor or in a water pool. The bold solid line surrounds the compartments within the 
containment. The loop flows shown in the figure are treated in a special way in order to avoid loss of 
mass from the return flow. Stack is not an actual calculation compartment, and in the figure it only 
shows a release path through the ventilation system. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the SaTu system 
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The system calculates the fission product release from the reactor core during meltdown and the 
transport in the containment and in some other building areas. The deposition in the primary circuit 
and in the interfacing system piping is also taken into account. The fission product release from the 
core is estimated from the information on the core exit temperatures and depressurisation of the 
primary circuit. The release fractions are based on MELCOR calculations on several severe accident 
sequences for the Loviisa NPP. In SaTu, the release model from the core is described with the half-life 
of the amount of fission products in the core. The half-life is assumed to be inversely proportional to 
the decay heat of the core. 
 
The fission product distribution is used for calculating the activity of radioactive nuclides within the 
compartments. The activities are further used for the radiation level evaluation. As the SaTu system is 
meant for the first hours and days of a severe accident, a limited number of fission product groups are 
included in the system. Noble gases, iodine, caesium and tellurium are considered adequate when 
estimating the radiation levels at the plant site. Table 1 shows the radionuclides in each used fission 
product group. 
 
 

Table 1. Fission product groups and radionuclides in the SaTu system 
 

Group Nuclides 

Noble gases 85Kr, 85mKr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 133Xe, 133mXe, 135Xe, 135mXe, 138Xe 

Iodine 131I, 132I, 133I, 134I, 135I 

Caesium 134Cs, 136Cs, 137Cs, 138Cs 

Tellurium 132Te, 134Te 
 
 
Several parameters affecting the fission product behaviour are implemented in the system, but they are 
not visible for the user. These parameters are based on experiments [e.g. Lundström et al. 1996] or on 
different code calculations (APROS, MELCOR [Pekkarinen 1996], COCOSYS [Mäkynen 1998], 
RAFT [Lehtinen 1997], etc.) and models describing the complex phenomena in much more detail that 
would be possible for SaTu. The amount of information that the user needs to provide is kept rather 
limited, and the most important parameters come from the plant measurements. The required 
measurements are part of the overall SAM scheme, and have been adequately qualified for SA 
conditions. 
 
The user gives information on some well-known parameters, e.g. different water levels and 
containment pressure. Table 2 shows the essential information required as user input. First, the user 
needs to define the accident type, which includes definition of the plant unit (Loviisa 1 or 2), the 
LOCA type and possible main deck openings. The LOCA type directs the initial leakage according to 
the type: to the lower compartment i.e. the steam generator space (LOCA), to the upper compartment 
(UCLOCA), to the reactor building basement (VLOCA to the basement), to the auxiliary building 
(VLOCA to the auxiliary building), or to the environment through primary-to-secondary leakage 
(PRISE). The openings through the main deck allow direct leak paths from the lower compartment 
(LC) to the upper compartment (UC), whereas the normal flow path goes through the ice condensers 
(ICs). This option is meant for shutdown states and it affects the global loop flow mode in the 
containment and thus also the FP deposition. 
 

4 



Different single events are used for timing of events and information on the SAM measures. Date and 
time of the initiating event is used for all later timings. An additional delay may be given for the 
reactor scram, which affects the decay heat, but as default the scram is assumed to take place 
simultaneously with the initiating event. The time to the cold loop flashing is used with the availability 
of the high pressure (HP) injection to evaluate the initial break size. The break size may be given also 
directly by user, and it is used for estimation of the FP deposition in the primary circuit, and for the 
evaluation of the leak distribution between different paths. 
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Table 2. Essential user-given information to the SaTu system 
 

Information Application 

Accident type 

Plant unit where the accident takes place 
- Lo1 
- Lo2 

Radiation level evaluation 

LOCA type 
- LOCA 
- UCLOCA 
- VLOCA to the basement 
- VLOCA to the auxiliary building 
- PRISE 

The initial break location 

Openings through the main deck (Yes/No) Global containment loop flow mode 

Single events 

Time of the initiating event (Date and time) Timing of different phenomena 

Time to the coolant flashing in cold legs 
(Time) 

Status of the HP injection (On/Off) 
Initial break size evaluation 

Time when core exit temperature exceeds 
450 °C (Time) FP release from the core 

Initiation time of the external spray (Time) FP deposition in the dome 

Time dependent information 

Water level in the ECC tanks The amount of water in the containment from the 
ECC tanks 

Sump water level The amount of sump water 

Containment internal spray flow rate FP deposition and the amount of water in the UC 

Containment pressure 

Leak size of the containment 
Leak rate of the containment 

Status of the air ventilation system Air flows outside the containment and in the stack 

Operation of the stack filters Stack release and radiation levels near the filters 

Air flows independent of the ventilation Air flows outside the containment 

Radiation levels Comparison to the calculation and feedback 
 
When the core exit temperatures at Loviisa exceed 450 °C, the core has started to uncover. At this 
point, the primary circuit depressurisation valves are to be opened, and the ice condenser doors are to 
be forced open. Also some other procedures are to be carried out in order to ensure in-vessel retention, 
but as they are not so important in SaTu, they are not included in the system. The opening of the 
depressurisation valves affect the fission product deposition in the primary circuit, and opening the ice 
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condenser doors create a global loop flow between the lower and upper compartment. In the ice 
condensers, the fission product aerosols deposit quite efficiently. 
 
The initiation of the containment external spray has some minor effect on the fission product 
deposition in the upper compartment dome, due to enhanced steam condensation on the dome steel 
shell. 
 
The time dependent information includes the sump water levels, containment internal spray flow rate, 
containment pressure and leakages, and airflows outside the containment. These affect the fission 
product transport in the containment and in the buildings outside the containment, as well as release 
into the environment. Such parameters as containment leak sizes are user estimates, which can be 
tuned in accordance with measured radiation levels. The system gives some feedback on the 
assumptions on different input parameters, based on the differences between the calculated and 
measured values. 
 
The radiation level calculation includes direct and skyshine radiation from the containment, radiation 
levels in the buildings outside the containment due to activity inside the buildings themselves, and 
radiation from the fission products in the piping either as deposits on the piping surfaces or in the 
water flowing in the pipes. 
 
Some additional diagnostics related to the accident sequence has also been included in SaTu in order 
to help the user in some not very easily handled problems during an accident. For example, the 
distribution of fission products into different leak paths from the primary circuit is estimated. Another 
example is the estimation of the amount of ice in the ice condensers of the Loviisa containment from 
several water level measurements. 
 
 
3. User interface 
 
SaTu system is built on several Microsoft Excel spreadsheet workbooks including some essential parts 
as Visual Basic code. This brings advantage, as Excel applications are familiar to the user group, and 
thus the user interface can be built quite easily. The six Excel workbooks of the SaTu system have the 
following content: 
– Input: User interface and fission product transport calculation  
– Activity: Fission product fraction conversion to radioactivity  
– Coefficients: Coefficients for radioactivity conversion to dose rates  
– Dose rates: Calculated and measured dose rates 
– Figures: Graphical presentations of FP distribution, activity release rates and dose rates 
– Sequences: Pre-calculated accident sequences 
 
In Input workbook user gives the accident sequence description and specifies the times at which the 
results are to be calculated. The workbook also contains a lot of hidden calculation on the fission 
product transport and deposition. Figure 2 shows a part of a sample input view from the main user 
interface (in Finnish). The user input is given in cells with coloured background. The essential input 
information is shown with yellow background and the less important information or information, 
which is calculated from the essential input, is given in cells with blue background.  
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Figure 2. Sample user interface view from the SaTu system 
 
 
When defining the sequence description, the user starts with filling out a point of time for some input 
information. SaTu automatically uses default values of related information, which usually are assumed 
to be the same as in the previous point of time. Thus, the user needs to change only the cells, where the 
default values are not correct. Bold text in the cell indicates that the cell value is different from that in 
the previous cell, and dark background that the value is different from selected predefined sequence. 
Other input cells than the time information contains thus calculation formulas, which may be "lost" 
when changing the input values. The initial formulas are found from the hidden columns, which are 
easily made visible, and the "lost" cell information may be copied to the appropriate location. 
 
The FP fractions in the compartments are converted into radioactivity of the nuclides presented above 
in workbook Activity. In addition, activity concentrations and surface activities are given where 
possible. The radioactive releases are also given as release rates and cumulative activity releases. All 
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points of time are shown simultaneously in numerical form. This workbook is used only for 
examination of results. 
 
Workbook Coefficients includes all of the activity conversion factors into dose rates. Normally there is 
no need for the user to access this workbook, although it is visible to the user. 
 
Dose rates calculates external dose rates at control centres. It is the other workbook with user input. 
Measured dose rates may be given into this workbook, and the system compares them with the 
calculated ones. From the comparison, the system gives feedback to the user, how to tune the accident 
sequence description in Input workbook. The user input is not obligatory in this workbook, but no 
feedback is possible without information on measured dose rates. 
 
Figures present the calculation results from Input, Activity and Dose rates in graphical form. This 
workbook is used only for examination of results. Some sample results of the fission product 
distributions are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
 
Sequences contain several pre-calculated cases describing different types of sequences. This is 
included in the system in order to help the user to make rapid estimates in the early stages of the 
accident. The sequence information from the selected case is copied to Input workbook, and the user 
may freely modify the parameters.  
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Figure 3. Sample noble gas distribution in the SaTu system 
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Iodine
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Figure 4. Sample iodine distribution in the SaTu system 
 
 
4. User experiences 
 
So far, the SaTu system has been used in one emergency exercise. The reference accident sequence 
described an initiating event of a primary leakage into the upper compartment. Without emergency 
core coolant injection, the accident progression was very rapid with significant containment over-
pressurisation. It appeared that it was very difficult to introduce input data to the system during such a 
rapid sequence. At the time of the exercise, there was no pre-calculated sequence describing a primary 
leakage into the upper compartment, and after the exercise, it was discussed, that the pre-calculated 
sequences play an important role in such sequences, where the core uncovery takes place rather soon 
after the initiating event. 
 
According to the PSA results of Loviisa 1, much slower sequences than that described above 
contribute a major part to the total core damage frequency. Therefore in real accident situations, it 
could be assumed that the user would have much more time to go through the assumptions needed in 
SaTu. 
 
 
5. Feedback from the end users at the plant 
 
The safety engineer responsible for emergency preparedness at the Loviisa NPP, Mr K. Sjöblom, 
wanted to bring out some points of view on the SaTu system: 
 
"The need of Severe Accident Support System SaTu was realised when restudying the radiation levels 
in case of a severe accident and their impact in field operations and repairs. The primary need was to 
estimate the possibilities to dispatch on-site patrols. Fortum Engineering has been active in accident 
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analyses during the past 25 years and had acquired a high-level knowledge on severe accident 
phenomena, transport of radioactive nuclides and the relation between in-plant radiation and in-plant 
source terms. Therefore it was possible to include also accident simulation features to the SaTu. 
However SaTu has not been designed to be a nuclear power plant analyser (NPA). SaTu cannot 
replace on-site radiation measurements but these two information sources complete each other: real 
measurements tell the actual situation and SaTu estimates the potential situation during accident 
progression.  
 
The use of SaTu requires a high level expertise on accident phenomena, plant layout, general computer 
skills and especially on this specific system. In the beginning SaTu will be used in training radiation 
specialist and in preparing accident scenarios for real-time exercises. In emergency plan it will be 
mentioned as a tool; however the use or users will not be defined at this stage in order to leave place 
for situation and user specific judgement. An ideal solution would be to delegate the SaTu calculations 
to specialists who can concentrate on this task even during an ongoing accident and they should report 
to radiation protection manager and other radiation experts who are familiar with SaTu. 
 
The establishment of this computerised support system for severe accidents is a remarkable progress in 
developing our preparedness for accidents." 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
It seems that the overall capabilities of the SaTu system are adequate. The system calculates complex 
dependencies of rather large amount of information on fission product behaviour and radiation levels, 
and this allows the radiation experts to concentrate on other issues than performing these calculations 
with some coarse methods.  
 
However, the users must be quite familiar with the system and its capabilities in order to work 
efficiently with the system. It is important to understand, what lies beyond the user interface, and this 
is achieved by training. Pre-calculated sequences are needed both in the training and in real accident 
situations with fast accident progression, where there is very little time to fill out the input data forms. 
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1 Introduction 

EDF are testing the effectiveness of their Accident Management Structures through periodic 
drills sometimes involving the French Safety Authority and their Technical Support. Based on 
scenarios unknown to the participants, be they on the Utility or the Regulatory side, these drills 
are aiming at evaluating the readiness of all involved teams, confirming that interfaces are well 
defined and work smoothly, and verifying that responsibilities have been adequately clarified, 
thus comforting the utility in the robustness of the adopted approach. Beyond this very optimistic 
vision of drill objectives, one has to recognize that, due to the complexity of some scenarios 
which are developed until the core starts to melt or beyond, some deficiencies having the 
potential for decreasing the effectiveness of the whole organization, or putting additional burden 
on operators can be detected. Analyzing these technical or organizational flaws and implementing 
adequate alternatives is also of utmost importance as continuous improvement and assessment of 
the effectiveness of emergency response is key to demonstrate utility readiness. However, these 
drills, whatever their interest of, cannot fully address two major attributes of real-life situations 
which are operator stress when confronted to abnormal events and how to deal with the 
unexpected. Two events, which happened recently on EDF plants, have allowed getting some 
insights on these issues and have provided very valuable input for further improvements. Though 
not entirely within the scope of this meeting, as core-melt was never contemplated during these 
events, they have provided very valuable input on how all parts of the organization operate in 
case of real events. 

 



2 Description of EDF organization 

In case of abnormal event during reactor operation, Implementation of On-site Emergency 
Planning (OEP) is the fourth level of defense, consistent with the defense-in-depth approach, 
which is contemplated to bring the situation back under control. 

OEP has three different levels: 

-Level 1: accident without original radiological consequences (e.g. fire) 

-Level 2: accident with site limited radiological consequences 

-Level 3: accident with potential off-site radioactive releases. 

The missions of the OEP are to 

-Provide backup to the operating shift to reach a safe state and limit releases to the 
environment 

-Help injured personnel and visitors if appropriate, 

-Protect people working on-site, 

-Provide information internally (personnel, company management), and externally (civil 
authorities, media) 

One of the most fundamental roles of the OEP in protecting the public and the environment is to 
feed information the local representative of the government (prefect) in order to give him all 
necessary elements to decide whether Off-site Emergency Planning needs to be activated, and 
which protect. 

OEP has been structured to share all necessary resources amongst different headquarters. As 
clarification of roles and responsibilities is key to effectiveness, especially during emergencies, it 
has been decided that: 

-Decisions would be made at the site headquarter level (PCD). So the PCD 

*bears responsibility for all decisions 

*coordinates operations between all other headquarters, 

*communicates with civil authorities, 

*interfere with the media through a dedicated communication structure 

-Evaluations would be made by the local crisis team (ELC) and the control headquarters 
(PCC). The former, using data fed by the affected unit, would provide diagnosis and 
prognosis of the situation: these would be used by the PCC to assess potential radioactive 
releases and radiological consequences. ELC also provides advice and recommendations for 
action to the PCD 

-Actions are performed by three headquarters: 

*the local headquarter (PCL) in charge of monitoring reactor operation and maintaining 
unit safety. It also has responsibility for providing help to injured personnel during the 
early phase of an emergency 

*the control headquarter (PCC) responsible for gathering and interpreting meteorological 
and radiological data in order to evaluate actual releases, radioactivity transfer to the 
environment and doses to surrounding populations when appropriate. These would be 
compared with prognosed doses in order to evaluate the potential for containment 
integrity defects. 



*the resource headquarter (PCM) responsible for personnel protection and on-site 
intervention means (e.g. phone infrastructure, transportation) 

This structure is complemented, at the company headquarters, with a national crisis organization 
whose mission is to provide assistance to the local organization. This national organization 
incorporates: 

-an executive team, which is permanently linked to the site management and government 
representatives 

-a communication team in charge of providing adequate information to the media,  

-a team of experts providing additional analysis, diagnosis and prognosis capability to the 
site crisis team. 

This structure, with its equivalent on the civil authorities side, and the way it works are briefly 
summarized in figures 1 and 2. 

 

3 The Civaux Incident 

Civaux is a two-unit site located in the western part of France, on the Vienne river near Poitiers. 
Each unit is of the 4-loop 1400 MWe N4 series. The incident happened on unit 1, on May 12, 
1998, during the commissioning tests 

 

3.1 Event description 

The incident happened in an intermediate state, with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
pressure and temperature at 27 bars and 180°C respectively, and all primary pumps running. 
Before the incident, the unit had been operated at 50% rated power during 10 days, then 
shutdown as planned in the afternoon of May 7. A stable condition corresponding to that 
prevailing at the beginning of the accident had been reached at 10 a.m. on May 8. Considering 
fuel burnup in this test period, decay heat was necessarily very low. At 20.00 on May 17, the 
situation was back to normal. 

-On May 12 

*19.45, a decrease of the pressurizer water level was identified, and an alarm indicating a 
fire in the reactor building activated. Very rapidly, operators diagnose a leak on the Residual 
Heat Removal (RHR) system. Leak flow rate is evaluated at 30m3/hr. 

*20.15 the same day, implementation of normal RCS cooling to reach cold shutdown.  

-On May 13, 

*0.00, tripping of three of the four Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) 

*01.00, , the RCS is water solid 

*2.30, implementation of fast RCS cooling to cold shutdown. This part of the cooling 
procedure is started upon reaching a low Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) level, 
and recommends cooling of the RCS at a 56°C/hr rate: RCS pressure and temperature are 
at 28 bars and 90°C respectively. 

*2.48, the fourth RCP is tripped and RCS depressurization started 



*4.00, visual confirmation of the location of the leak (elbow on RHR system train A). 
RCS pressure and temperature are at 5 bars and 40°C respectively. The evaluated leak 
rate is 6 m3/hr. 

*5.40, RHR system train A isolated. 

After RCS stabilization, a stategy for further intervention was defined. Elements accounted for 
to define this strategy were: 

-the RCS was at low pressure but water solid, 

-doubts on RHR capability: possible failure of train B in case of RCS overpressure 

-existence of a backup in case of RHR train B failure, 

-RCS pressure when stabilized,  

-number of operations needed to reach an alternate stable state, and their complexity 

-personnel physical protection during repair. 

After resolution of differences of opinions, the preferred state was one in which decay heat 
would be removed through the Steam Generators, after creation of the steam bubble in the 
pressurizer and one RCP running. However, it turned out that this strategy was not practicable, in 
particular because decay heat was too low at the time of the incident. Finally, it was decided to 
reach a low pressure-low temperature in the RCS, with a steam bubble in the pressurizer, 
alternative which was originally proposed but was turned down as the stabilized conditions were 
deemed unconventional.  

 

 

3.2 Management decisions vis à vis the OEP 

At 2.20, on May 13, an alarm indicating a low water level in the RWST is activated. This 
should normally trigger EOP implementation. However, considering that there was in fact ample 
water in the RWST, the leak rate and decay heat were low, and the leak could be isolated in the 
next two hours, it is decided that only external technical support was needed to control the 
situation. No information was fed to the prefect, but the Director of the Safety Authority (DSIN) 
was directly informed by the Director of the Nuclear Generation Division at 3.00 in the morning. 

 

3.3 Main Findings 

Though this incident didn't lead to activate the whole structure (interaction with civil authorities 
was limited), it allowed to gather valuable information on effectiveness in case of real incidents. 

3.3.1 On-Site: 

What went well 

-Though the situation was somewhat unconventional, operators reacted promptly. 
Implementation of the adequate procedure was made timely. The same can be said for their 
reaction after activation of the low RWST water level alarm. They adequately implemented 
an alternate part of the procedure. 

-After activation of the OEP, all headquarters were up to speed in one hour (two employees 
even volunteered to provide backup). In the absence of any indication on event duration, the 
site headquarters also organized changeovers for the days to come. 



-Coordination of activities by the resource headquarters 

-Transfer of information during changeovers at site headquarters. Some shifts consistently 
briefed the next one on what had happened in the preceding hours 

-Information was adequately fed to the Main Control Room. 

-The telecommunication system. It was found that limited adjustment could be 
recommended (e.g. more redundancy for phone lines), but the quality of transmissions was 
never questioned. 

Difficulties 

-Safety Engineer burden in case of emergency over a long period. Two to three Safety 
Engineers were needed as backup for analyzing procedures, performing analyzes requested 
by the site headquarters or filling requests for alternate procedural actions. This 
organizational scheme had to be maintained until the emergency was over. 

-Differences in agendas between personnel managing the early phase of the emergency and 
changeovers. The former have a clear view of unit and site priorities while the later are on 
their day to day agenda and need to be brought up to speed. 

-Difficulty to shift from OEP to post-accident management. In particular, there were some 
difficulties to identify responsibilities (who does what) in an unconventional working 
scheme (e.g. personnel at site headquarters had sometimes the feeling there was a transfer of 
responsibility to the site in terms of technical expertise) 

-At last, it was noted that part of logistics (food supply, …), had put unnecessary burden on 
site headquarter people and had to be dealt with at a lower level.  

3.3.2 National Level 

Triggering of the National Organization 

Incident evolution and triggering of the national technical support highlights a possible cause 
for misunderstanding between the utility and the civil authorities. On one side, an analysis was 
carried out identify situations where informing the civil authorities (prefect, Safety authorities) 
would be of interest, even though the EDF internal organization was not activated. On the other 
side, it is clear that the side headquarter may request local or national technical backup in case of 
need. This, together with OEP triggering, must not be construed to imply they are automatic 
decisions triggered by implementation of internal procedures. This needs to be further clarified to 
confirm the current understanding. 

National Organization Effectiveness 

The National Organization was not fully activated and was limited to technical backup. 
Findings are thus of limited significance, but the following can be stressed: 

-all teams were activated timely (Generation Division, SEPTEN, FRAMATOME) 

-changeovers were efficient and effective until the end of the emergency, i.e. over a five day 
period, 

-diagnoses, analyzes and definition of strategies have been adequate considering available 
pieces of information  

-the quality of technical exchanges between teams working at different locations was very 
good. 

Strategies 



Once break isolation had been completed, the RCS was water-solid at low pressure and 
temperature. In the absence of further reliable information on decay heat, it was recommended to 
reach a state where decay heat would be removed through the Steam Generators. It turned out that 
estimations were made using an overly evaluated value, which in turn, led to implementation of 
an impracticable strategy. This strategy had to be aborted to evolve towards a less conventional, 
low pressure state with a steam blanket in the pressurizer. This strategy was originally 
contemplated but abandoned  being considered as too unconventional. This raises two questions: 

-potential detrimental effects of "conservative" assumptions when making diagnosis and 
prognosis, 

-decision-making process when conflicting opinions from different credible participants are 
expressed. 

The latter  is a very delicate issue and has not been fully addressed yet. It will have to be fully 
resolved as it  seems key to the effectiveness of the structure in the future. 

Communication 

Feedback shows that information of some organisms not directly involved in the operational 
structure had to be taken care of. Partial triggering of the national organization could be the root 
cause of this deficiency but this will need adequate resolution in the future. This was the case for 
the EDF Safety Inspectorate in particular, which was informed by the Director of the Generation 
Division early in the morning of May 13. 

Information starvation in the short term also handicapped other nuclear sites faced with 
questions coming from both the personnel and outsiders. The amount and nature of information 
which will have to be fed to other sites or outsiders, and the time of release is also a very 
important issue for discussion.  

3.3.3 Quality of procedures 

Civaux Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are state-oriented and computerized. Two 
difficulties were experienced during Incident Management 

-the first one was is related to break isolation. Eight to nine hours were needed to stop 
leakage. This is due to the fact that strict implementation of the (adequate) EOP led operators 
to test the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) status though they suspected the 
cause of the incident was a leak on the RHR system. This led to considering that CVCS was 
the affected system, the test value being chosen assuming the leak could not be compensated 
by CVCS charging, though it was in the current situation. This highlighted the fact that the 
state-oriented approach whose initial objective is to cover all cases is not necessarily the 
optimum for all events. This has been addressed in the latest revision of the EOPs, proposing 
a better compromise between optimization and event coverage. 

-the second one came from a typing error in the procedure, the threshold indicating a 
potential problem in RWST available volume being wrong. This has led to verifying that all 
procedures mentioning the RWST level were adequately written. 

4 The Blayais Incident 

Blayais is a four-unit site situated in the western part of France, on the mouth of the Garonne 
river, near the Atlantic coast. Each unit is of the 3-loop, 900 MWe series  

On December 27 and 28, 1999, a storm whose violence appears unprecedented in French 
history swept France from west to east. Before the situation started to worsen, plant status was as 
follows: 



Units 1 2 and 4 were at power, 

Unit 3 was in the normal refueling mode with RCS level at mid-loop for valve repair.. 

4.1 Event Description 

A summary of the most significant events only is given, as the full description of all events on 
all units would bring only minor valuable information to capture the evolution of the incident. 

-At 16.15hrs, on December 27, the site is informed that high winds were anticipated in the 
area over the next hours. At that time, no additional information on the potential strength of 
the wind was available on-site. 

 As Unit 3 was at mid-loop, the shift supervisor requests work speed-up to allow RCS water 
makeup. At 20.50hrs, the level in the vessel was considered adequate. The shift supervisor 
resquested monitoring of RCS water level and of RHR (Residual Heat Removal system) 
flow and temperature. No incident worth mentioning happened during the night. Unit 3 
remained connected to the grid and Diesel Generators were not started. 

-At around 19.30hrs, the 225kV supply is lost on all four units. Electrical supply is highly 
perturbed on all three operating units. Shift supervisors have a good understanding of storm 
strength: for security reasons, work outside building is strictly restricted, and use of elevators 
forbidden. 

-At 20.20hrs, on Unit 1, an alarm indicating a high water level in the Service Water building 
is triggered. Impossibility to decide which part of the building is affected from the Main 
Control room. Many alarms are triggered and cleared, thus putting more burden on 
operators.  

-At 20.50hrs, Units 2 and 4 after many electrical perturbations, both units trip upon reaching 
a high voltage setpoint (400kV). Startup of Diesel generators on both Units, and 
implementation of EOPs adequate for loss of Off-Site Power. Unit 4 was reconnected to the 
grid at 21.00hrs:. After experiencing minor problems, Unit 4 was back to normal shortly 
after 23.00hrs  

-At 20.20 hrs, after many electrical incidents, operators make an attempt to reconnect Unit 2 
to the grid. RCPs are started, though liquid seal flow is low on one of the RCPs.  

-At 0.30hrs on December 28, after other electrical anomalies, and detection of a high water 
level in the fuel building, it is decided to go to safe shutdown Until 03.00hrs the same day, 
when flooding of the Spray System Heat Exchangers is confirmed, it seems that not all 
personnel on-site had realized the importance of flooding. 

-From 21.00hrs on, while Unit 1 is still at power, alarms indicate the presence of water in 
several places. In this period, operators have to deal with electrical alarms and flooding 
alarms.  

-At 0.30hrs on December 28, Unit 2 is tripped upon a loss of condenser flow incident.  

-At 03.00hrs, the shift supervisor informs the site management that the water level is 
increasing rapidly in the fuel building, and requests urgent implementation of mitigative 
measures (mobile pumps). At the same time, return to cold shutdown is started. 

At 08.00hrs, an inspection reveals that train A of the Service water is flooded, and there is a 
significant ingress of water in the train B area. 

Analysis of the incident showed that the importance of flooding resulted from the conjunction 
of three factors: 



-unanticipated water level ( more than 7m instead of the anticipated 5m) due to unprecented 
wind velocities, 

-undersized dyke considering the real water level, allowing water overflow to the site, 

- clearances undetected during building construction providing a path for water ingress. 

 

4.2 Management decisions vis à vis the OEP 

Three phases can then be considered for this incident: 

-From the beginning of the storm to 02.50hrs on December 28 (EOP level 1 activation). The 
site is either difficult to reach, or isolated (from 23.00 to 02.00) .  

*Many roads are completely flooded thus preventing access to the site. In this period, 
priority is given to protecting plant personnel, both on and off-site. Personnel activity 
outside building is restricted. 

*The site manager on duty is at home and informed of the situation on-site (one person 
with a broken leg, loss of the 225kV supply on all units) around 19.00hr. A permanent 
contact is established with shift supervisors on-duty on all units and with the site 
management on-duty. Regular contacts were also established with the local police to have 
a clearer view of the evolution of off-site conditions until reaching the site was again 
possible ( around midnight on December 27). 

*The Safety Engineer on duty established permanent phone contact with the shift 
supervisors until he could leave home for the site. 

When the tide started to ebb, the site management requested backup from plant personnel 
leaving in the vicinity of the site. Activating OEP was discussed but abandoned as accessing the 
site was still considered too dangerous for most personnel. 

At 22.40 on December 28, the local representative of the Safety Authorities was informed of the 
situation on-site. 

Upon arrival of the site manager and the safety engineer on duty (2.00 on December 28) and 
gathering of all available information, the major problem appears to be the presence of water in 
the fuel building. EOP level 1 is activated for unit 2 by the site manager on duty. Unit 2 is 
selected because the water level in the fuel building is higher than in Unit 1.  

At that time, activating OEP level 2 is not deemed necessary as neither Safety Injection pumps 
nor Spray System Pumps were flooded. Activation of OEP level 1 was essentially motivated by 
the need for backup personnel for implementing mitigative measures. 

-The second phase starts at 02.50hrs on December 29 and ends with OEP level 2 activation  

From a technical standpoint, the major problem was the flooding of the lowest parts of the 
fuel buildings on Units 1 and 2, and the need to preserve safety system availability. 
Objectives were to remove water from the fuel buildings, then find the most adequate safe 
shutdown states for both Units 

*The local representative of the Safety Authorities and Company Headquarters were 
informed, and activation of the EDF national organization was made at 03.15.  

*Changeovers started around 03.00 and completed at 04.00, i.e. after the shift working at 
the beginning of the incident had spent more than 15 hours on site. At 04.00 on December 
28, the Emergency organization was fully operational 



*At 05.30, Safety Authorities were informed of OEP level 1 activation by the General 
Management of the Generation Division. 

The situation, seen from the site, started to degrade further when it was discovered that Service 
Water System train B was flooded. OEP level 2 was triggered to deal with a potential risk of 
Total Loss of Heat Sink  

-The last phase starts At 09.00 on December 28, when OEP level 2 is activated. At the site 
level, more than 80 employees came as backup of teams already on duty. At the national 
level, all teams were informed at 09.00 hrs, be they on the utility or on the Safety Authorities 
side. 

4.3 Main Findings 

4.3.1 On-site 

External conditions and site isolation had the following consequences: 

-impossibility for normal changeovers, 

-personnel on duty couldn’t have access to the site, 

-access to the site was difficult for the fire brigades 

-activation of OEP was delayed 

-difficulty to use phone communication for personnel on duty (doesn’t work in case of loss 
of grid) 

The storm also had the following detrimental effects: 

-psychological difficulties for site personnel resulting from direct consequences of the storm 
broken trees, missiles,…)as well as indirect consequences (concerns for their families) 

-inspections outside buildings had to be delayed or cancelled, thus delaying full appraisal of 
component flooding and degradation, 

-use of elevators was forbidden for security reasons, which, in turn, resulted in increased 
burden on operators 

Concerning accident management: 

-contrary to what was originally anticipated, the site had to deal with emergency situations 
on more than one unit under very adverse conditions. On-site personnel had apparently no 
major problem in dealing with this unanticipated situation. Use of available resources was 
optimized despite the additional burden resulting from the implementation of emergency 
procedures. 

-the request to maintain one source of external supply, to keep Unit 1 connected to the grid, 
and the difficulty of the grid manager to effectively manage their resources had a significant 
impact on operator decisions during the emergency, 

-operating shifts also had  to deal with sensitive incidents such as alarms on electrical 
systems, difficulties when trying to couple the 400kV transformer, low injection flow in the 
Reactor Coolant Pumps when they were restarted., or spurious fire alarms which required 
multiple interventions, 

-at last, it appears that operators had difficulties to evaluate the real situation as no one had 
imagined that such a flooding of buildings could be possible. 



-the Resource Headquarters had to control a very difficult situation  due to the multiplicity of 
interventions to be performed in a limited timeframe in different and sometimes remote 
areas. Management of priorities and resources was difficult due to the complexity of  
relationship with other headquarters, as well as problems for feeding adequate information to 
the Resource Headquarters from working areas and for getting a clear view of available on-
site resources. 

However, it must be stressed that, despite this unconventional situation and very adverse 
conditions, site personnel  and people in charge of protecting the site behave exceptionally well. 

4.3.2 General findings: 

-Though the site was isolated, on-site teams did efficiently and effectively manage the 
situation. However, had further degradation occurred, teams could have had to handle more 
delicate situations. It is thus essential to further decrease the risk of site isolation in case of 
exceptional external event either through implementation of internal provisions or in 
connection with civil authorities. 

-Though one of the phone lines to the site was lost early into the storm, the other two 
remained intact and no difficulty was experienced in this area. 

-OEP activation can be considered very satisfactory. In particular, implementation of OEP 
level 2 has allowed efficient information transfer at site level and to the national crisis 
organization as well as civil authorities.  

-As Resource Headquarters generally do not participate in drills, difficulties they have to 
face in case of emergency have never been tested. Recommendation is to include them in 
further drills. 

-At last, communication  with the public at the beginning of the emergency was aiming at 
reassuring surrounding populations, but was not factual enough. After analysis, it appears 
that communication in case of emergency should be handled by professionals both at the site 
and utility headquarters. 

The following have been recommended: 

-adequately coordinate information release at the site, regional, and national levels, 

-improve information transfer to local representatives of the civil authorities to prevent 
important discrepancies of opinions, 

 -give real time information on the EDF web-site and the access free answering machine.  

 

5 Conclusions 

The incidents which happened in Civaux and Blayais respectively gave very valuable 
information on personnel behavior in case of emergency. In both cases, though the situation was 
unconventional, operators and crisis teams behave very well. They also allowed to highlight some 
very important points which cannot be adequately assessed during drills: 

-need to be prepared for the unanticipated 

-capacity of organization of the personnel in case of unanticipated situation,  

-personnel reaction under psychological stress. The Blayais incident showed that this 
increased burden can be adequately handled by operators 



-need to better define responsibilities of Resource Headquarters and assess their performance 
in further drills 

-need to prevent overburden of the site headquarters due to trivial logistics problems -the 
need to clarify the decision making process in case of divergent opinions, 

-need to improve the alert system to anticipate, reinforce technical assistance, prepare 
appropriate resources (human, specific equipment) 

-reliability of the information transfer system even under very adverse meteorological 
conditions . 

-at last, need for adequate sharing of information, to have a common basis for assessing the 
situation: optherwise, precious time is lost for finding adequate information, and this 
degrades the capability for making the right decisions. This could become crucial for very 
degraded situations . 

At the time being, it is fortunately difficult to decide whether all conclusions could apply to real 
Severe Accident situations. They nevertheless represent valuable inputs for analyzing the 
effectiveness of at least part of the SAM organization. 

  



 
Session 5 – Instrumentation Capabilities 
 
Chair: Grant Koroll (AECL)                o-chair: Rafael  Martinez-Fanegas (TECNATOM) 
 
Session 5 comprised two papers. An invited paper on “Instrumentation Needs and Capabilities for 
SAM” by B. De Boeck provided a technical and historical overview of instrumentation needs and 
capabilities from the perspective of CSNI activities over the last ten years. The main conclusion of 
past CSNI workshops were reviewed and the current controversies were elucidated. The second paper, 
“instrumentation for SAM in Olkiluoto 1 and 2” presented by H. Sjövall (TVO), showed the 
application of new instrumentation for SAM in a Finnish BWR plant with long operation history 
inside the Olkiluoto modernization project. 
 
There was general agreement that instrumentation for SAM should be as simple and straightforward as 
possible, due to limitations on power availability under severe accident conditions and ability of 
operators to assimilate and use information. Some SAMGs rely on adaptation of existing Design Basis 
instrumentation to meet SAM needs. Other SAMGs introduce new instrumentation for SAM needs for 
particular plants. There is a conflicting view in the industry that certain aspects of the plant condition 
should be monitored, irrespective of whether the information is used in SAM. 
 
There is an Equipment Qualification issue in the use of design Basis Accident instrumentation for 
SAM: operating margins must be carefully considered and may require additional Equipment 
Qualification tests to verify needed operating range, particularly for temperature and mission time. 
 
It was noted that some measured quantities became invalid under Severe Accident conditions due to 
changes in the physics of the situation (i.e. oxygen limitation for air-breathing hydrogen detection 
systems). These points were revisited in the panel discussion. The U.S. utility view was that 
instrumentation is very expensive and of limited value in SAM. The German opinion was that certain 
information (such as containment pressure) is essential for SAM. The Finnish utility view was that it is 
necessary to monitor the plant condition. 
 
The question was raised about the value of new techniques such as neural networks or fuzzy logic as 
operator aids for SAM. The prevailing view was that such systems are not mature nor sufficiently 
simple at this time and are topics for research. Discussions of the second paper were related to 
clarification of features of the implemented systems and additional details. In particular, there was 
interest whether the monitoring system implemented at Olkiluoto could have application in new 
plants. Also, the lower drywell effectiveness was noted with respect to fragmentation of molten core. 
Recriticality was discussed in context of adequacy of instrumentation to detect it.  
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Foreword 
 
This paper summarises the work performed the last 10 years within CSNI in the area of the 
instrumentation to manage severe accidents, and in particular the report "Instrumentation for accident 
management in containment" [1] and the specialist meeting on "Instrumentation to manage severe 
accidents" [2, 3]. A few more recent references were also taken into account. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
An essential component of accident management is the capability to assess the status of the plant. 
Information for this assessment can be derived from a number of sources, including the installed 
instrumentation system, the status (e.g. operability) of systems and components, condition (including 
failure) of components, sampling of liquid and gas streams, portable instrumentation, and other ad hoc 
measures to assess plant conditions. 
 
In order to facilitate successful implementation of accident management goals, it is necessary to ensure 
that an adequate diagnostic capability exists in a severe accident environment to identify and assess the 
information needs of the operating staff (for the purpose of this discussion, "operating staff" refers to 
the plant operator, on-site support personnel, as well as off-site assistance) during a severe accident. It 
is important that this identification of the likely information needs be performed in a systematic and 
structured manner to ensure sufficient information is available to assess the plant status and to 
implement the appropriate accident management strategies. 
 
2. Accident management information needs 
 
A systematic assessment of accident management information needs can be approached in a number of 
ways. Two different approaches have been suggested in the past. One is a "top down" approach of 
beginning with high level safety objectives, and developing a structured method to correlate these 
safety objectives with specific accident management strategies, thereby providing a systematic check 
on the plant staff's information needs. A second systematic approach is more like a "bottom up" 
method, starting from what is existing, and devising guidelines to use existing equipment to diagnose 
and manage beyond design conditions. 
 
Within the subject area of instrumentation, a systematic approach to assess the adequacy of 
instrumentation for accident management requires: (1) the specification of the information needs of the 
plant personnel during a wide range of accident conditions; (2) the compilation of the existing plant 
measurements capable of supplying these information needs; (3) knowledge of the limitations of 
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hardware under the conditions of a wide range of accidents (in particular the harsh environment 
associated with severe accidents), or areas in which the information systems could mislead plant 
personnel; and (4) what, if any, additions to instrument and display systems would be necessary to 
facilitate effective accident management. 
 
The following sections briefly describe the application of two of the above-mentioned systematic 
approaches to information needs and instrumentation for accident management. 
 
2.1 Top down approach 
 
This methodology was developed by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory [4]. The first step of 
this approach identifies the relationships between the high level safety objectives, that have been 
identified for severe accident management, and the potential strategies for fulfilling these objectives. 
The second step uses these relationships to identify the information needed by the operating personnel 
to understand what objectives are not being met and what strategies may be effective in mitigating any 
challenges to these objectives. The final step examines the capability of existing or proposed 
measurements to supply these information needs. 
 
This approach is based on the observation of a hierarchical structure between safety objectives and 
accident management strategies. In order to maintain the safety objectives, certain critical plant safety 
functions must be upheld. An accident will present challenges to these safety functions. These 
challenges may be caused by different physical and chemical mechanisms which, if unattended, have 
the potential to defeat the safety function. The technical support and plant operations staffs then 
identify and implement various strategies for dealing with the mechanisms which present challenges to 
the safety functions. 
 
The operating staff thus fulfils its role to maintain the safety objectives by: 

1. Monitoring the status of the safety functions; 
2. Detecting challenges to the safety functions; 
3. Identifying, if possible, the symptoms of the mechanisms which could be causing the safety 

function challenges; 
4. Selecting and implementing strategies for maintaining or restoring challenged safety 

functions; 
5. Monitoring the performance of the strategies to determine if they are having the desired 

effects in maintaining or restoring the safety functions. 
 
The application of this methodology for the evaluation of information needs and the corresponding 
instrumentation requirements must consider the severe accident environment experienced during 
various specific accident sequences. During the accident sequence, this environment will undergo 
significant changes. To obtain an accurate assessment of the instrumentation needs and challenges 
during the sequence, it is necessary to consider the full range of environmental conditions. This is 
facilitated by the consideration of distinct accident phases. For example, the conditions of a severe 
accident initiated by a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) could be characterized as a blowdown 
phase, a fuel heat-up and degradation phase, a core-concrete interaction phase following vessel melt-
through, and finally a release phase following containment failure. Although it is recognized that the 
objective of accident management during each phase is the interdiction of further degradation, and 
hence termination of the accident before it degrades to the next phase, accident management 
capabilities must be assessed for each physically possible stage of the accident. 
 
The application of a systematic examination of information needs and sources for severe accident 
management will result in a comprehensive assessment of plant instrumentation (and other sources of 
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information) availability. Independent of the method employed, this assessment is made by matching 
the information needs developed from a systematic, structured method with the inventory of available 
information sources during the various phases of a severe accident sequence. 
 
2.2 Bottom up approach 
 
This methodology, developed by EPRI for NUMARC, starts with the compilation of all available 
accident management capabilities. This inventory is not restricted to hardware, in recognition that 
accident management involves information resources and personnel resources, as well as systems and 
hardware. The capabilities compiled in this manner are then tested against the major phases of 
representative accident sequences. This approach envisions the availability of plant-specific 
compilations of severe accident sequences, usually resulting from the PSA. Any gaps identified in the 
process of matching capabilities to the challenges identified by plant-specific risk-dominant accident 
sequences identify specific opportunities for improvements in the plant's accident management 
capabilities. 
 
Compiling accident management capabilities 
 
A major element of this systematic approach to accident management is the assessment of existing 
accident management capabilities. The methodology suggests that this step be accomplished through a 
structured series of questions. In recognition that accident management should not focus exclusively 
on hardware, the questions address personnel resources (e.g. organisation, training, communication) 
and information resources (procedures, technical guidance, process information), as well as systems 
and equipment (e.g. available instrumentation, repair and restoration capabilities, use of alternatives). 
 
In the consideration of available instrumentation, the evaluation process includes the consideration of 
the severe accident environment, and its effect on the functioning of the instrumentation. 
Enhancements to existing capabilities considered in this step would include identification of measures 
to interpret readings outside the range of the instrument, or the use of process signals not intended by 
their design, which could provide information on the progress of a severe accident. 
 
Defining and grouping accident sequences 
 
The primary source for the definition of accident sequences is the PSA. For the purpose of this 
evaluation process, the set of plant-specific accident sequences can be simplified by grouping of 
accident sequences by: 

1. a general category for the initiating event, 
2. the system level function(s) whose failures lead to core damage, 
3. the status of the systems for containment heat removal, 
4. the status of containment integrity prior to onset of core melt, 
5. the timing of the accident, including the timing of failures. 

 
Grouping accident sequences by these characteristics will result in a reduction of the large number of 
accident sequences typically resulting from probabilistic safety assessments into a relatively small 
group of categories of sequences. 
 
For each group, a representative sequence, and the major phases of the representative accident 
sequence are then identified. The phases are selected such that specific interventions (e.g. restoration 
of a safety function) can be identified for each phase. For a station blackout sequence (loss of off-site 
and on-site AC power with failure to restore power prior to battery depletion), for example, the 
accident phases could be defined by the opportunities to interrupt the sequence as follows: 
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1. Avoiding interruption of core cooling, or restoring core cooling prior to core damage 
2. Restoring core cooling prior to vessel breach 
3. Establishing cooling of the core debris after vessel breach 
4. Restoring systems to prevent containment failure 
5. Taking measures to limit fission product release 

 
At this point the methodology provides a sufficiently defined structure for comparing the accident 
management capabilities to the challenges presented in each of the progressively more severe phases 
of the representative sequences. At each step, the objective of the process is to find ways to use the 
identified accident management capabilities to prevent further degradation of the sequence. This 
process affords the opportunity to evaluate the information needs, as well as the anticipated 
performance of available instrumentation in the environment characteristic of each phase of the 
sequence. 
 
2.3 Results of information need assessments 
 
The results of the application of a systematic assessment of the information needs and instrumentation 
availability, discussed above, will differ from one plant type to another, as well as for the various 
accident management approaches used in different countries. The development of strategies to deal 
with various severe accident conditions alone is not sufficient if there is inadequate information to 
indicate the need for, the appropriate timing, and the observation of success of the strategy. A 
systematic evaluation process can identify specific information needs for accident management. Such 
a structured approach will permit the necessary prior planning to ensure alternate methods for 
obtaining the requisite information to ensure successful implementation of mitigation strategies. 
 
3. Summary and recommendations of the 1992 specialist meeting 
 
The First CSNI Specialist Meeting on Instrumentation to Manage Severe Accidents was held at 
Cologne, Germany on 16th and 17th March 1992 [2]. It was hosted by GRS. About seventy experts 
attended the Specialist meeting from thirteen countries and two international organisations. Twenty-
two papers were presented in four sessions. 
 
The Specialist Meeting concentrated on existing instrumentation and its possible use under severe 
accident conditions; it also examined developments underway and planned. Desirable new 
instrumentation was discussed briefly. The interactions and discussions during the sessions were 
helpful to bring different perspectives to bear, thus sharpening the thinking of all. Questions were 
raised concerning the long-term viability of current (or added) instrumentation. 
 
It must be realized that the subject of instrumentation to manage severe accidents was very new in the 
early nineties, and that no international meeting on this topic was held previously. One of the 
objectives was to bring this important issue to the attention of both safety authorities and experts. It 
could be seen from several of the presentations and from the discussions that this kind of work was 
still in a planning phase. The following conclusions and recommendations [3] were therefore seen as 
preliminary: 
 

1. To make decisions which are appropriate and effective to control and mitigate an accident, it 
is essential to have the clearest picture possible of the accident and its progress. This can be 
obtained by accumulating information from as many sources as is practical. 

 
2. It is important to use a systematic approach to evaluate accident sequences, information needs 

and instrument capabilities in severe accident conditions. 
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3. It should be confirmed that instrument performance will be sufficient to give the information 

needed to manage a severe accident. In some cases the instruments may function beyond their 
specification range. 

 
4. Important lessons can be learned from the TMI-2 and LOFT-FP-2 measurements, in particular 

for instruments giving new information (e.g. source range monitor information about vessel 
water level). 

 
5. All participants agreed on using the full instrumentation and accident management capacity of 

the plants. All were focusing on making full use of post-TMI-2 safety enhancements and 
instrumentation additions already in place. 

 
6. Most participants agreed on the types of measurements which will prove useful. Various 

means are being pursued to think ahead and interpret plant status, such as computer codes and 
calculational tools. 

 
7. An important conclusion is that there is a need for additional work on unconventional use of 

existing instrumentation under severe accident conditions. 
 

8. This work should identify areas where existing instrumentation can indirectly contribute to the 
information needs in severe accident situations and areas where it cannot, thereby giving 
indications on desirable new developments. 

 
9. The question of new accident management instrumentation was raised. The current 

perspectives were based on national objectives, and depended on the optimism or pessimism 
of the participants over the longer term viability of instruments. It was clear that efforts to 
ensure the long-term viability of instruments were being pursued by all (with a reasonable 
"common sense" attitude). In fact, the pessimistic view is "conservative" and leads planners to 
make prudent provisions to manage the accident with any instruments that may be available. 

 
10. Some new instruments are being developed; their possible usefulness under severe accident 

conditions needs to be further qualified. 
 

11. In spite of differences in purpose, some instruments used in experiments can be evaluated and 
qualified also for current nuclear power plants. 

 
12. The papers presented at this meeting clearly showed that most approaches to expert systems 

were still in a conceptual phase. Some applications transferred from other fields were under 
development for use in the severe accident domain. Only those system that offer a set of less 
sophisticated tools could be said to be readily available for limited purposes. 

 
13. Expert systems may be of help to plant staff and external experts, but cannot substitute for 

them. 
 

14. There will not be a single expert system for severe accidents (i.e. a general problem solver) 
but rather a set of simpler systems devoted to specific goals in situations that can be clearly 
identified. 

 
15. Expert systems should have the capability to verify plant conditions and assumptions made by 

the operating personnel. 
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16. Expert systems used in this domain must be even more explanatory and transparent to permit 

verification of their conclusions by the personnel. 
 

17. Expert system should, if possible, also be used during normal plant situations to increase 
operating personnel confidence. 

 
4. Accident management instrumentation research 
 
This section discusses research related to instrumentation for accident management. The information 
needs during a severe accident suggest that the information sources available to the operating crew 
could be enhanced by research in the areas of: 
 

• assessment of instrument response beyond their design bases (including signal validation); 
 

• computational aids to provide the needed information which is unavailable during a severe 
accident sequence due to support system failures, instrument inaccuracy, or unavailability; 

 
• investigation of alternative sources of information to provide sources of information not 

currently tapped for accident management purposes. 
 
Information available in this subject area is discussed below. 
 
4.1 Instrument qualification 
 
Plant status instrumentation often serves two purposes. First, some plant instrumentation will cause a 
reactor trip or initiate a safety system response. Second, instrumentation allows the operator to 
diagnose the status of the plant during abnormal or accident conditions, and initiate appropriate 
accident management response. In most cases, the primary consideration in instrumentation system 
design has been the first, i.e. process control function. 
 
Most instrumentation trip functions occur early enough in the accident sequence so that the harsh 
environments associated with the conditions calling for accident management in the containment have 
not yet developed. Thus the qualification of existing plant instrumentation should be sufficient, i.e. 
bounded by the design basis. In contrast, instrumentation required for accident management is likely to 
experience conditions more severe than those corresponding to design basis accidents. 
 
Equipment qualification testing (EQ) 
 
Equipment qualification testing is needed to demonstrate that safety equipment will remain functional 
in the environment caused by the design basis event which requires its functioning. Post-accident 
monitoring equipment (which includes instrumentation useful for accident management in the 
containment), typically is qualified, by testing, to the design basis loss-of-coolant accident conditions. 
While each plant has its own accident profile, typical conditions for a PWR are: 
 
 Peak Temperature - 150 °C 
 Peak Pressure - 5 bar 
 Radiation dose - 70 - 200 Mrad 
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The conditions for EQ testing are typically assumed to arise very quickly, and to remain for extended 
periods of time (up to one year). This extended time period may provide some of the margin which 
may be useful in severe accident situations. In particular, it has been shown that the containment 
environment for the first hour of a severe accident is not likely to exceed the EQ test levels [8]. 
Moreover, a best estimate judgement shows that an adequate margin of instrument performance exists 
for at least 24 hours for the less severe accidents and 2 to 3 hours into even the most severe accident 
(TMLB for a generic PWR). 
 
Instrument performance beyond the design basis 
 
The significance of design basis equipment qualification with respect to risk significance in severe 
accident conditions has been investigated by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) [5]. This study 
investigated the potential for extrapolating equipment reliabilities for severe accident environments 
from environmental qualification testing for severe accident conditions, as well as the degree to which 
such information might affect the results of PSAs. With respect to the typical assumptions made for 
design basis equipment qualification the study found that: 
 

• PSAs typically model equipment performance for the first 24 to 48 hours, while some safety-
related equipment is qualified for a month to one year following the accident. Manufacturers 
of cables, for example, have exposed their cables to accident conditions for time periods of 
180 days to one year. 

 
• EQ research suggests that performing simultaneous (versus sequential) accident simulations of 

radiation, steam, and chemical spray environments is not important. 
 

• Oxygen within the test chamber has been demonstrated to accelerate accident degradation of 
polymer materials; however EQ research has not demonstrated an early accident functional 
performance impact from this issue. 

 
• Beta radiation dose can be simulated by gamma irradiations. Using gamma emitters to 

simulate exposure to beta radiation levels defined in NUREG/CR-5175 [6] is conservative; 
moreover, accident sequences of PSA interest do not produce a need to demonstrate long term 
radiation survivability. 

 
The study examined the operator's reliance on instrumentation for a few severe accident sequences 
with sufficient detail to develop some bounding risk importance estimates. For steam generator level 
transmitters, for example, SNL noted that PSAs typically do not model the transmitter's harsh 
environment in determining the auxiliary feedwater system reliability. Moreover, auxiliary feedwater 
is usually calculated to have quite high reliability. While there is substantial redundancy for the steam 
generator level transmitters, poor moisture sealing, use of terminal blocks, degraded electrical 
penetration seals, or presence of degraded transmitter o-rings may produce a common-cause 
susceptibility to moisture degradation. 
 
Examination of the severe accident utility of the high range radiation monitors suggest that this 
instrument is an important indication to the operator that core melt is occurring. Hence, reliable 
operation may be important for accident management in containment. The performance of this 
instrument has been established by EQ tests [7]. SNL noted that at the time of core melting 
containment pressure, temperature, and radiation level are within typical qualification parameters. 
However, within this design basis it was found important (as confirmed by the TMI-2 experience) to 
maintain proper sealing against moisture intrusion to ensure meaningful output from this sensor. 
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With respect to consideration of the harsh severe accident environment in the evaluation of equipment 
reliability in probabilistic safety studies, SNL notes that PSAs rarely account for equipment 
reliabilities during accidents that differ from normal operation reliabilities. In some cases, however, 
EQ research has provided evidence to the contrary. PSAs typically provide only limited modelling of 
post core melt accident management strategies, and generally do not model plant status 
instrumentation. The development of post core damage accident management strategies may 
necessitate changes in PRAs and equipment qualification or survivability programs. 
 
Signal validation 
 
Signal validation techniques are one way to ascertain the availability of specific instrumentation [8]. 
The basis of signal validation for accident management is the use of redundant measurements or the 
creation of analytical redundancy. In severe accidents, time is important, thus suitable validation 
methods must detect developing incipient faults and reveal which measurement is faulty, to avoid 
initiation of incorrect measures to handle the accident. The methods must be robust to signal noise and 
to abnormal dynamics due to the accident. 
 
Advanced validation methods make use of mathematical models of the system. The system is defined 
by its parameters, the initial state, and the actual inputs and outputs of interest, which also exist as 
measured values. Model-based methods require some kind of evaluation of the nominal input-output 
relations of the system which causes the residuals to deviate from the initial value (normally zero) in 
case of a fault. Using appropriate functions, decision logic is created which monitors the time of 
occurrence and identifies the faulty signal or measurement. 
 
Even more advanced validation methods have been proposed. The Halden Reactor Project for example 
has been studying the use of artificial neural networks and of fuzzy logic to this aim [9]. Such 
techniques look very promising, but important problems remain to be solved like their qualification 
and the formal proof of their reliability [10]. 
 
4.2 Other approaches to information needs 
 
Qualifying instruments to survive the severe accident environment is by no means the only method to 
satisfy the information needs for successful accident management. Useful information can be extracted 
from instruments and other equipment in a degraded, or even failed condition, from the collective 
status of systems (e.g. the observation of which systems have failed and which are still functioning, 
from temporary or portable equipment, and from direct observations). 
 
An example of such unusual sources of information is the behaviour of ex-vessel neutron detectors at 
TMI-2. These detectors showed large fluctuations in neutron flux during the core damage phase of the 
accident. Although unexplained at the time of the accident, later analysis indicated that the measured 
fluctuations could be correlated with the back-calculated water level in the reactor vessel. The 
increased neutron flux recorded by the instruments indicated that water level had fallen below the level 
of the instrument's field of view. 
 
For accident management information concerning the containment, several parameters which could be 
measured, perhaps with portable instrumentation systems are radiation levels, radioisotope mix, 
containment structural strain, continuity and strain of reinforcing steel, and temperatures of 
penetrations. During the TMI-2 accident, an estimate of the dose rate on the containment dome was 
obtained from a volunteer who scaled the exterior of the containment and obtained a "contact" dose 
rate on the outside of the containment dome. This information confirmed that the radiation monitor 
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installed on the inside was in fact saturated. (The saturation characteristics of the installed instrument 
had resulted in a return of the needle to the "O" position following an off-scale reading). The concept 
of external gamma spectroscopy has been discussed as a potentially valuable source of information 
concerning the radionuclide mix, which, in turn, could provide an indication of the temperatures 
reached by the fuel. 
 
Such unorthodox sources of information are not useful in accident management, of course, if they 
cannot be explained at the time of their occurrence, as was the case with the TMI-2 neutron monitors. 
If this type of information is to be useful in accident management, it is necessary to examine such 
"creative" sources of information beforehand, and to develop the necessary aids to their interpretation. 
 
5. Instrumentation aspects of SAM implementation 
 
Severe accident management programmes were developed and implemented in most countries during 
the late eighties and the nineties. In 1995, a CSNI Specialist Meeting reviewed the progress made [11]. 
From the presentations provided during that meeting, it was apparent that the development of SAM 
programmes in different countries is highly influenced by the general expectations set at the national 
level for such programmes [12]. 
 
In some countries, risk reduction through SAM programmes is pursued by simply applying existing 
equipment and instrumentation when developing SAM guidelines and procedures. Minor equipment 
modifications for SAM are made whenever they are cost-effective in facilitating the plant staff to 
apply procedures. Major plant modifications have been implemented over the past several years but 
were generally focused on prevention of core damage, rather than management of a damaged core in 
vessel or in containment. 
 
In other countries instead, SAM is considered a basis of design by requiring that certain severe 
accident safety goals and release limits have to be met. This approach can lead to major plant 
modifications that are needed for ensuring a SAM safety goal. Some other countries have chosen to 
combine features of both these approaches. 
 
The prevention of severe accidents should normally receive the first priority. When this is done 
successfully, the probability of a core melt becomes very small. It is then difficult to justify costly 
additional measures. A pragmatic approach for existing plants is therefore to start from the plant "as 
is" and to give guidance to the operators in order to help them manage core melt accidents with 
existing equipment. This is for example the approach followed by the Westinghouse Owners Group 
(WOG) in developing Severe Accident Management Guidance (SAMG) that would be generically 
applicable to the majority of PWR plants employing a Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply System 
[11]. One of the groundrules was that no new equipment (or instrumentation) was to be considered. 
 
Although some modifications to the plant make technical sense for severe accidents, a cost-benefit 
evaluation concludes that the cost far outweigh the benefits for these low probability core damage 
events. Thus, if equipment or instrumentation might not be available when needed, an alternate 
method was developed. In particular the issue of instrumentation survivability was addressed in the 
WOG SAMG by specifying that multiple means of measuring the key parameters should be used in 
the diagnosis process: 

• several different instruments can provide key parameters, 
• several different instruments can confirm primary instrument, 
• graphical computation aids are provided for some parameters. 
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It is worthwhile to note that the equipment qualification envelope for pressure, temperature and 
radiation is not exceeded for most severe accident sequences. Thus, the available instrumentation 
should be useful in diagnosing severe accident conditions. However, verification of the indicated 
conditions using diverse instrumentation indications is strongly advised. Moreover, it may be 
necessary to assess, on a plant specific basis, the availability and capability of instrumentation for use 
beyond the design basis. 
 
The WOG SAMGs were implemented at the Tihange nuclear power plant in Belgium [13]. The plant-
specific implementation of the WOG SAMGs involves an extensive adaptation of the generic 
guidance, regarding both its form and its content, in order to obtain a set of guidelines which fully 
takes into account plant-specific features and which is easily integrated into the plant’s operational 
practice. Since the Tihange NPP already features a limited vulnerability to severe accidents, due to a 
combination of conservative design, post-TMI measures and accident mitigation oriented plant back-
fits (such as auto-catalytic hydrogen recombiners), the implementation of the SAMGs has been strictly 
limited to the use of existing equipment and instrumentation. In general, considerations of risk-
relevance and implementation feasibility have led to several modifications to the strategies appearing 
in the WOG SAMGs. Nevertheless, the SAMG implementation at Tihange does fully maintain the 
structure and the key features of the WOG SAMGs, and thus constitutes a coherent and complete 
approach to accident management. 
 
Of particular importance is the installation of passive auto-catalytic hydrogen recombiners, designed 
to limit the hydrogen concentration in containment under severe accident conditions to a maximum 
value of 5%. With properly designed and well-qualified hydrogen recombiners, the hydrogen issue 
becomes irrelevant to the overall risk. Moreover, since these hydrogen recombiners are entirely 
passive and do not require operator actions, a significant simplification of the hydrogen management 
strategies could be achieved, as well as a simplification in the strategies requiring the use of 
containment sprays, which in the absence of recombiners, induces the potential for containment de-
inertisation. 
 
As a result, it was found that the remaining instrumentation needs were rather limited. Only the 
following key parameters were found to be necessary to drive the application of the SAMGs at 
Tihange: 

• core exit temperature 
• pressure in the primary circuit 
• water level in the steam generators 
• containment pressure 
• water level in the containment sumps 
• radiation level at various locations 

 
The available redundancies and alternate ways to obtain those key parameters were identified. It was 
also verified that the ultimate limits for the use of the available instrumentation (accident 
environmental conditions, measuring range and precision, risk of being flooded) were compatible with 
their use within the SAM strategy. 
 
The experience obtained at Tihange confirms a general observation made while developing and 
implementing severe accident management plans: although severe accidents involve complex 
phenomena, severe accident management can be formulated in terms of a small number of critical 
decisions, relying on a small number of key parameters. For instance, it is generally agreed that, when 
it is available, water ought to be added to a degrading core since the advantages outweigh potential 
disadvantages [14]. The onset of core degradation can be detected by a small number of instruments. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
The specialist meetings organised and the work performed during the last ten years within CSNI in the 
area of the instrumentation to manage severe accidents, have allowed the sharing of important 
information, the cross-fertilisation of ideas, the fostering of international collaboration, the mutual 
understanding of national strategies and positions, and were therefore instrumental in the progress 
made in the field. 
 
In line with the defence-in-depth concept, the prevention of severe accidents normally receives the 
first priority. When this is done successfully, the probability of a core melt becomes very small. It is 
then difficult to justify costly additional measures. Most countries have therefore adopted a pragmatic 
approach, i.e. to start from the plant "as is" and to give guidance to the operators in order to help them 
manage core melt accidents with existing equipment. Concerning the instrumentation needs and 
capabilities, the experience has shown this strategy to be workable for the following reasons: 
 

1. Analyses have shown that instrumentation environmentally qualified for design basis 
accidents in a conservative way, exhibits important capabilities to remain operational in severe 
accident conditions (analysed in a best estimate way), especially given the reduced accuracy 
needs. 

 
2. The identification of redundancies and alternate means to obtain information on key 

parameters can increase the confidence in the capabilities of existing instrumentation in severe 
accident conditions. When several sensors measure the same parameter, it is easier to identify 
failed instruments. It is also often possible to obtain indirect information on a given parameter 
(e.g. the safety injection flow rate is an indication of the primary pressure). Graphical aids can 
be prepared to help interpret some indications (e.g. to obtain the level of water in the reactor 
building sumps from the level of water remaining in the reactor water storage tanks). 

 
3. In order to obtain an accurate picture of the accident and its progress, it is necessary to 

measure a large number of parameters. However, it has been shown that such a detailed 
picture was not needed to derive an effective severe accident management plan, and that only 
a few key parameters were sufficient for this purpose, thereby reducing the instrumentation 
needs. 

 
Important progress was achieved in the last ten years in the understanding of the role of 
instrumentation in severe accident management. The instrumentation needs have been found to be 
lower than thought ten years ago, and the capabilities of existing instrumentation have been found to 
be higher. These findings have made severe accident management implementation easier and have 
increased the confidence in their effectiveness. 
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ABSTRACT 

The provisions for severe accident management were installed in Olkiluoto 1 and 2 BWRs 
during the SAM project, which was finished in 1989. The measures implemented were 
 

- containment overpressure protection  

- containment filtered venting 

- lower drywell flooding from wetwell 

- containment penetration shielding in lower drywell 

- containment water filling from external source 

- containment instrumentation for severe accident control 

- Emergency Operating Procedure for severe accidents 

 
Accident management activities at the Olkiluoto plant comprise both development of accident 
management procedures and additional plant modifications e.g automatic depressurization of 
primary circuit due to low reactor water level and modification of regulating valves to ensure 
depressurization, containment pH control system and strengthening of containment air lock 
against steam explosions. They were initiated mainly during the Olkiluoto 1 and 2 
modernization project during 1994 -1998.  
 
For severe accidents Olkiluoto 1 and 2 have specific instrumentation for control of 
containment status: pressure, temperature, water level, containment dose rate monitoring, 
stack exhaust gas dose rate monitoring. The SAM measurement systems are validated for 
severe accident conditions and they can operate autonomously for 24 hours. 
 
In actual operation, the normal operation plant instrumentation may be capable of surviving 
under much harsher conditions than the qualification standard indicates. It is not necessary to 
have guidance and/or mechanisms in place to track instrument reliability to support severe 
accident management actions due to the specific instrumentation for severe accident 
management. The reliability of instruments shall be assessed in advance if instrumentation 
considered important, e.g. neutron monitoring in recriticality accidents.  
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The SIRM detectors will be drawn in the beginning of the accident half a meter below the 
active core to detect possible recriticality. Analyses were performed to determine how to 
relate the reading of the SIRM monitors to the actual reactor power. 
 
1.   INTRODUCTION 

Teollisuuden Voima Oy owns and operates two Asea Atom BWR plant units at the 
west coast of Finland. About 20 years ago, when the Olkiluoto nuclear power plant was taken 
into operation, the design of the two units represented the most modern nuclear technology 
and fulfilled the safety requirements of that time. Over the years, both nuclear technology and 
safety requirements have undergone evolution and development. Plenty of design 
modifications have been introduced to Olkiluoto 1 and 2 since the commissioning in order to 
keep the plant units technically up-to-date.  

The units have a pressure suppression type containment, which is filled with nitrogen 
during normal operation. The primary containment is surrounded by the reactor building, 
which acts as a secondary containment. The reactor building and the primary containment are 
presented in the figures 1 and 2.  

The provisions for severe accident management were installed in Olkiluoto 1 and 2 
BWRs during the SAM project, which was finished in 1989. The measures implemented were 

- containment overpressure protection  

- containment filtered venting 

- lower drywell flooding from wetwell 

- containment penetration shielding in lower drywell 

- containment water filling from external source 

- containment instrumentation for severe accident control 

- Emergency Operating Procedure for severe accidents 

The main modification was containment filtered venting system. The filter was 
installed by Siemens. The purpose of the filter is to avoid ground contamination by release of 
radioactive substances due to a postulated severe accident. An extensive modernisation 
program (MODE) was carried out in Olkiluoto 1 and 2 during the period of 1994 – 1998. The 
MODE had the following main goals:  

- Reviewing safety features and enhancing safety, when feasible 

- improving the production related performance 

- finding factors limiting the plant life time and eliminating them, when  
feasible 

- enhancing the expertise of the utility staff and improving productivity 

The MODE consisted about 40 separate subprojects. The safety review was carried 
out mainly in the following areas: 

- Design basis review 

- Severe accidents 
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- Modernisation Final Safety Analysis Report 

- Modernisation Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

The work carried out in the MODE project regarding severe accidents is a 
continuation to the SAM project. Accident management activities at the Olkiluoto plant 
comprise both development of accident management procedures and additional plant 
modifications e.g automatic depressurization of primary circuit due to low reactor water level 
and modification of regulating valves to ensure depressurization, containment pH control 
system and strengthening of containment air lock against steam explosions. No modifications 
were made in the instrumentation for severe accident management.   

 
2. CONTAINMENT INSTRUMENTATION FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT 
MANAGEMENT 

The schematic of the containment supervision instrumentation is presented in the 
figure 3.  

 
2.1 Background  

The following design specifications were valid for the containment instrumentation 
for severe accident management:  

- The external grid is not available during the first 24 hours from the 
initiation of the accident 

- A battery back-up system is able to supply power to the system during the 
first 24 hours without any auxiliary power  

- The severe accident instrumentation shall not have significant negative 
effect on the existing safety systems or safety functions 

The purpose of the instrumentation during severe accident is to give information of 
conditions inside the primary containment. The containment compartment pressures, water 
levels and the pressure difference over the diaphragm floor are followed. The parameters are 
followed by the Containment Monitor System 548. The information is mainly required for 
containment water filling and the assessment of the need of containment filtered venting. The 
radiological conditions inside the plant are monitored by radiation monitors in the Room 
Radiation Monitor System 555. 

Preservation of containment leak tightness is essential for severe accident mitigation. 
The venting system shall preserve containment integrity. Some severe accident sequences 
may also cause temperatures high enough to affect leak tightness and pressure capacity of the 
containment. 

The flooding of the lower drywell and the depressurization of the primary circuit are 
the accident management steps that aim at preventing an early containment failure as a direct 
consequence of the pressure vessel melt-through.  
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The containment will be filled with water from an external source with a pumping 
capacity of 25 kg/s. The water filling will start 1 hour into the accident. The amount of water 
required to fill the containment above the level of the top of active core region is 5000 m3.  

The containment is vented through the containment filtered venting system 362 
rupture disc from upper drywell. The rupture pressure is 6 bar (abs) at 20 oC and 5 bar (abs) at 
180 oC. The design criteria for capacity of the containment filtered venting system 362 are 
determined by the requirement to have venting capacity of 6 kg/s of saturated steam at 
containment pressure of  3 bar (abs).   

Conditions in the plant outside the containment are very important as regards 
successful accident management. Since local manual operator actions play an important part 
in the emergency procedures, it is essential that the components, which need to be operated, 
remain accessible. The operators have been protected against direct radiation for example by 
equipping the valves to be operated with remote hand wheels. In addition, some valve 
operations can be performed from the control room using battery backed electric power. No 
manual operations need to be performed in rooms directly adjoining the reactor containment. 

2.2 Containment Monitor System 

The Containment Monitor System 548 specifically designed for severe accident 
management contains the following measuring points as presented in the table 1. 

Table 1. Containment Monitor System 548 measuring points. 

548 K101, K151 Upper drywell pressure, 0 - 15 bar (gauge) 
(548 K101 connected with plant computer) 

548 K201, K251 Pressure difference between wetwell and upper drywell, -0.1 – 1.0 bar 
(548 K201 connected with plant computer)  

548 K401, K451 Lower drywell water level, -1.9 – +33.1 m 
(548 K401 connected with plant computer) 

548 K402, K452 Condensation pool water level, +9 – +23 m 
548 K403, K453 Upper drywell water level, +25,1 – +33,1 m 
548 K501, K551 Upper drywell temperature, 0 – 300 oC 
548 K502, K552 Condensation pool temperature, 0 – 180 oC 

(548 K502 connected with plant computer) 
 

The design radiation dose for the equipment inside the containment is 106 Gy. 

The pressure, pressure difference and water level are measured by pressure 
transmitters, which measure by means of nitrogen flow the pressure at the end of the signal 
lines.    

The temperatures are measured by resistance thermometers, which are placed inside 
closed shielding tubes in containment penetrations.  

The containment monitoring system is designed to withstand the conditions inside the 
containment during severe accident taking into account high temperature and impact of 
missiles. Only the signal lines and their missile shields are inside the containment. In the 
design of the system seismic requirements are considered. The horizontal acceleration has 
been tested with 0.35 g and the vertical acceleration with 0.25 g according to IEEE 344-75.  
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The measurement equipment is thus mainly outside the primary containment separated 
form other equipment in the reactor building. The readings of the measurements can be read 
in the measurement panel, which is located on the ground floor of the reactor building near 
the door of the emergency exit. The readings can thus be monitored independently of the 
conditions inside the reactor building because the panel is accessible from outside. Some 
measurements are connected with the plant computer as indicated in the table 1. 

The system is normally in operation during power operation in order to detect its 
faults. The power supply during normal operation comes from the Battery Backed 380 V AC 
System 664, nitrogen flow from the Compressed Nitrogen System 754 and the pressurized air 
for the operation of isolation valves from the Diesel Backed Compressed Air System 751. The 
power supply is in addition equipped with separate batteries in the Battery backed 24 V DC 
System 677 for 24 hours uninterrupted operation without any other auxiliary power. These 
batteries supply power only to measuring devices for severe accident management 
(measurements in the Containment Overpressure Protection System 361, the Containment 
Filtered Venting System 362, the Containment Monitor System 548 and the measuring point 
of the Offgas  Radiation Monitor System 553 for the radiation dose rate in the filtered 
containment venting relief line). In the Olkiluoto 1 and 2 severe accident management 
strategy it is assumed that external or diesel power is restored after 24 hours.     

The function of the system 664 is to supply separate severe accident management 
busbars in the event of loss of supply under emergency plant operating conditions. For power 
loss in severe accident management busbars there are two 23 kW mobile diesel generators 
available. The busbars are provided with selection switches for mobile diesel generator 
supply. Diesel generator must start and switch to the power sources. The diesel generators can 
be assumed to be in operation within two hours from demand.    

The nitrogen supply of the Containment Monitor System 548 has been ensured for 24 
hours with separate nitrogen bottles. 

All the measuring and control devices of the system 548 are outside the primary 
containment. The faults of the system can thus be repaired during normal operation. In an 
accident situation high radiation level may limit the accessibility. The inaccessibility of 24 
hours has been considered in the design.   

The system 548 is divided in the A and B subs of the plant and fulfils single-failure 
criteria.  

2.3 Containment Dose Rate Monitors 

The containment dose rate monitors are part of the Room Radiation Monitor System 
555. The following dose rate meters are inside the primary containment and measure the 
radiation level in gas space.  
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Table 2. Room Radiation Monitor System 555 dose rate meters in the primary 
containment. 

555 K921, K922 Upper drywell (+31.0, +25.5 m) 10-5 – 10 Sv/h 
(0 – 70 0C, at short term 150 0C) 

555 K931, K932 Upper drywell (+31.2 , +24.8 m) 10 – 106 Sv/h 
(0 – 250 0C, 200 bar) 

555 K941, K942 Wetwell (+15.9 , +17.2 m) 10-2 – 104 Sv/h 
(0 – 150 0C, 200 bar) 

 

The detectors are mounted in containment wall penetrations in order to minimize the 
effect of other radiation sources than gas space.  

The primary task of detectors 555 K921 and K922 is to record changes in radiation 
level in design basis pipe break accident inside the primary containment.  

The detectors 555 K931 and K932 were installed after TMI-2 accident. Their task is to 
ensure radiation dose rate measurements in severe accident when the dose rate measurement 
limit 10 Sv/h and tolerance limit 100 Sv/h of K921 and K922 are exceeded. The severe 
accident dose rate meters 555 K941 and K942 in wetwell were installed after the SAM 
project. The figure 4 shows how the dose rate of dose rate meters can be related to the amount 
of noble gases and iodine in the containment gas space. 

The dose rate in the reactor building is also measured by detectors of the system 555. 
They are used in design basis accident to initiate emergency ventilation of the reactor building 
in the case of release of radioactivity. During severe accident primary containment leakage 
can be detected with these detectors. They are placed in the reactor hall. 

The power supply is capable to maintain 90 % of nominal voltage for about 10 hours 
with realistic assumptions.    

2.4 Containment Monitoring during Normal Operation 

The primary containment is monitored during normal operation and design basis 
accidents by Isolation Monitoring System 546 and Other Monitoring Systems 547. 

The function of the Isolation Monitoring System is to monitor leakage in rooms, 
which are primarily pressurized by the reactor systems, which contain water from the 
condensation pool and the systems located in the reactor building rooms, where the safety 
systems are placed (H bays). 

The systems consist of monitors, which apply signals to the Reactor Protection 
System, if the monitored value should exceed the preset limit and the Reactor Protection 
System will, in turn, initiate the required isolation. Temperature, pressure and water level are 
monitored. The Isolation Monitoring System gives thus indication that a preset limit has been 
exceeded but no actual value of the parameter.   

In the primary containment the upper and lower drywell are monitored, but not 
wetwell. 
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The Isolation Monitoring System 546 is backed up by the Other Monitoring Systems 
547, which warns the operations personnel by initiating an alarm in the control room. The 
limits set in the system 547 are lower than the corresponding limits in the system 546. One of 
the functions of the Other Monitoring Systems is to supervise primary and secondary 
containment areas under various operating conditions and following an accident employing 
temperature, pressure, water level, humidity and gas analysis measurement. The system also 
provides primary containment gas sampling possibility following an accident and under 
normal operation. 

The system contains two condensation pool water level measurement points and one 
upper drywell pressure ((-1) – 9 bar (gauge)) measurement point. In upper drywell there are 
ten temperature measurements. Two points are designed to measure the change in temperature 
after primary containment isolation and the actual value is recorded. These two transmitters 
are designed to withstand the temperature (0 – 300 oC in upper drywell, 0 – 150 oC in 
wetwell), humidity and pressure conditions after major pipe failures so that they will deliver 
correct signals even after accident. The temperature measurement range of the other eight 
measurements is 0 – 150 oC. In wetwell there are 17 temperature measurements with the 
range of 0 – 150 oC. 

The measurements for normal operation and design basis accidents are not constructed 
for severe accident conditions regarding the measurement range, environmental tolerance or 
single-failure criteria. The power supply is capable to maintain 90 % of nominal voltage for 
about 10 hours with realistic assumptions. In actual operation, the normal operation plant 
instrumentation may be capable of surviving under much harsher conditions than the 
qualification standard indicates. It is not necessary to have guidance and/or mechanisms in 
place to track instrument reliability to support severe accident management actions due to the 
specific instrumentation for severe accident management.  

2.5 Containment Gas Sampling 

The Other Monitoring Systems 547 includes equipment for measuring the contents of 
H2 and O2 in the primary containment. The measurements are designed to establish the 
content of H2 and O2 in the atmosphere of the containment, and thus indicate the need for 
recombining with the active recombiner system or topping-up with N2. 

The equipment can be connected to drywell or wetwell. In the event of high pressure 
surges in the containment, the pressure at the measuring equipment will be very high. Since 
the measuring equipment is designed to withstand pressures of up to 2 bar (abs) only, the 
system has been provided with double containment penetration valves which close in the 
event of primary containment isolation. The isolation signal is pulsed (duration approximately 
6 seconds). After checking that the pressure in the containment is not in excess of 2 bar (abs) 
these containment penetration valves can be opened manually. 

The flow through the gas analysers is induced by a pump. In order to maintain the gas 
at a suitable temperature, the system includes a refrigerator provided with condensate 
drainage. A Septum type of sampling point is installed in the gas analyser outlet pipe. The 
sampling is available at the same limitations as the gas analyser. The power supply is capable 
to maintain 90 % of nominal voltage for about 10 hours with realistic assumptions. 

The containment gas sampling system is not constructed for severe accident 
conditions. 
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  In a severe accident a large amount of hydrogen can be generated. There is a 
potential of 1800 kg hydrogen gas generation if all the core zirconium of fuel cladding and 
channels is oxidized. This can lead to rapid containment pressurization and need of filtered 
venting. 

TVO has investigated the upgrading of the containment sampling system so that the 
determination of the content of the atmosphere inside the containment would be possible up 
to the pressure of 6 bar (abs). At that pressure the containment filtered venting would start in 
severe accidents. The current pressure capability of the sampling system is 2 bar (abs). The 
investigation concluded that in a severe accident the sample could be taken during the first 24 
hours only from wetwell. There are two reasons: 1. The non-condensable gases would be 
driven to wetwell and the amount on non-condensable gases in drywell would be very low. 2. 
Condensing steam and cooling the gas from drywell would be difficult without external 
auxiliary power. The power demand is too high for batteries. 

TVO’s experts came to the conclusion that modifying the gas sampling system for 
severe accident conditions would not significantly improve the possibilities to determine the 
conditions in the containment gas space.  

The amount of non-condensable gases can be calculated of the pressure and 
temperature measurements with the Containment Monitor System 548.  

The amount of noble gases and iodine can be assessed using the Room Radiation 
Monitor System 555 detectors in the primary containment. The uncertainties determining the 
amount of iodine in gas form, elemental iodine and organic iodide, in the containment would 
be large even with a sampling system.  

The discussions with the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority regarding 
requirements for modifications of the gas sampling system for severe accident conditions are 
not yet finished. The modification requirements concern the ability to measure iodine and 
noble gases in the containment as well as the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen.    

During the containment filtered venting the dose rate in the offgas stack is monitored 
and a sample is taken from the release through the stack. The sample can be analysed in the 
laboratory.  

3. DETECTION OF RECRITICALITY 

The aim of the calculations was to determine whether the Source and Intermediate 
Range Monitors, located 150 cm below the core bottom of the Olkiluoto BWRs in normal 
operation, can detect the neutron flux from recriticality in certain hypothetical accidents, 
figure 5. The flux calculations were performed using DORT, with the source density and 
water density distributions being calculated with SIMULATE-3 and the core geometry in the 
accident base case with MAAP and MELCOR. 

The calculation method was tested by using it to calculate the SIRM response during a 
normal refuelling shutdown. The calculated flux was found to be much smaller than the 
measured flux, apparently due to streaming through the dry guide tubes of the monitors. In the 
current context this is a conservative error. The calculations for accident conditions indicate 
that the flux at the SIRM locations will exceed the detection threshold. 
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In certain hypothetical accident sequences for the Olkiluoto reactors, involving a 
temporary uncovering of the core, the control rods may melt and flow out of the core before 
the fuel suffers serious damage. If the core is then reflooded while the fuel is still intact, there 
is a danger of recriticality. It has been proposed to use the Source and Intermediate Range 
Monitors (SIRM) to detect such a recriticality. In full power operation, these are located 150 
cm below the bottom of the core, and it is assumed that they will be drawn there out of core at 
the beginning of a severe accident. The objective of the work was to study the feasibility of 
using them to detect recriticality, by calculating the neutron flux to which they are exposed. It 
should be noted that one cannot expect quantitative information on the power level of a 
recritical core from detectors below the core. The neutron flux corresponding to a certain 
power level can vary considerably at a distance of 150 cm below the core, depending on the 
axial power distribution and the water density in the lower plenum. Predicting the axial power 
distribution in advance is impossible, since it depends on the details of the core configuration, 
which cannot be known in advance. Likewise, the water density in the lower plenum cannot 
be known in advance with any high accuracy, and a 4.5 % change in this can change the flux 
at the detector position by a factor of 2. Thus it was not meaningful to strive for high accuracy 
in the study. The objective was only to determine whether recriticality would cause a 
sufficient neutron flux 150 cm below the core bottom to provide a useful signal from the 
detectors. The requirement for this is a thermal neutron flux 103 n/ cm2 s. The calculations 
described here were divided into two parts. First, to test the methods used, calculations were 
compared with measurements performed while shutting down the Olkiluoto 2 reactor after 
cycle 18 for refueling. Three stages of the shutdown process were chosen, representing the 
start of shutdown, a situation with reduced coolant flow but still with the control rods 
withdrawn and a situation with some control rods inserted. Thus the response to changes in 
the coolant flow and to changes in the control rod configuration could, to some extent, be 
seen separately.  

For the study of the detector response under accident conditions, seven cases were 
analyzed. The base case was obtained from MELCOR and MAAP4 calculations. Additional 
cases were devised to test the effects of different source distributions, both plausible and 
implausible, and of boron carbide solidifying near the detectors. 

The results indicate that in plausible accident conditions the thermal flux at the SIRM 
detector positions, 150 cm below the core, will exceed  103 n/ cm2 s and thus be detectable, if 
the core becomes recritical and reaches a power level of 10 % of full power. In the base case 
the detection threshold is exceeded nearly sevenfold, even without an allowance for streaming 
in the tubes containing the detectors. If these tubes remain intact and dry on the inside, 
streaming in them will probably raise the thermal flux at the detectors by a further factor of 7 
or more. Plausible variations in material distributions, flow rates and core exposure seem 
unable to lower the thermal flux at the detectors by more than a factor of 2. If the power level 
differs from the postulated 10 %, one can assume that the flux will be proportional to the 
power level. This is not exact, since changes in the power level will also lead to changes in 
water density and source distribution at a given reflooding rate, probably in such a direction 
that the effects of changes in the power level are accentuated. However, it is an acceptable 
approximation. If substantial quantities of boron carbide from the control rods somehow 
accumulate in the neighborhood of the SIRM detectors, this could decrease their sensitivity to 
the point where a recriticality with 10 % power could go undetected. This does not seem 
likely to happen, however. If the axial location of the detectors in an accident is below where 
it should be, this would subject the flux to additional attenuation. However, the calculated 
flux values are large enough that even a 10 cm error in the detector location, attenuating the 
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flux by a factor of 2.5 to 3, would not lower the flux below the detection threshold. The result 
of the investigation is then that one can expect the SIRM detectors to be able to detect a 
recriticality in any plausible accident situation, at least if the power level is greater than about 
2...3 % of full power and probably at substantially lower power levels. Levels too low to be 
detectable will constitute only a minor addition to the decay heat and will thus be of little 
practical importance. The total capacity of containment decay heat removal systems and the 
filtered venting systems is about 5 % of full power. Recriticality is a thus a threat to 
containment integrity. The power level can be estimated by the increase of condensation pool 
temperature and containment pressure. The time available for operator actions to shut down 
the reactor in recriticality situations is several hours before the containment integrity is 
threatened. 
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Figure 1. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 – Section through the reactor building and the reactor 

containment vessel. 
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Figure 2. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 – Containment systems. 
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Figure 3. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 – Containment supervision instrumentation. 
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 Figure 5. Olkiluoto 1 and 2 – Sectional view of the reactor vessel. 
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